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ABSTRACT 
Natural gas can realize its full potential as a premier energy source only if .the uncertainty 
about the availability of natural gas supplies can be eliminated. Much of this uncertainty 
stems fiom the lack of timely and accurate production information needed to support supply- 
planning decisions and the day-to-day functioning of the natural gas=market. This 
information has traditionally been provided by producing state government agencies as part 
of their normal function. At a time when the need for this information is at its highest, the 
ability of producing state agencies to provide it 'is at its lowest. Out-dated information 
systems, changes in the U.S. gas and oil industry, and burdensome organizational issues are 
making the job of data collection and dissemination increasingly difficult. 

The Uniform Production Reporting Model (UPRM) project was charged with identifying the 
best practices and procedures of the producing states related to the gathering, management, 
and dissemination of production data. The result of this project is the UPRM Conceptual 
Model. This model was developed with extensive input fiom state, federal, and industry 
representatives and is intended to provide producing states with a flexible framework for 
addressing the difficulties now facing them. 

A window of opportunity exists to achieve a solution due to emerging gas industry standards, 
advances in system technology, and a growing consensus as to the need to improve 
production data. That solution is best achieved through state/federal partnership. 

We recommend that the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) adopt this Conceptual Model as 
the basis of its State Upgrade Pro&, announced in The 1993 Domestic Natural Gas and 
Oil Inztzatzve, In addition, we recommend that the producing states begin the process of 
upgrading state systems using the concepts embodied in the model. Finally, we recommend 
that industry be involved in each state's implementation to ensure that the most cost-effective 
components of the model are adopted. 

. .  . 

Adoption of the Conceptual Model by producing states will provide the nation with vital 
production information in support of the new natural gas market. The nation's energy 
consumers will be the primary beneficiary through reduced price risk and increased use of 
domestically abundant, environmentally-benign natural gas. 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

General Trends 
Natural Gas Can Realize its Potential as a Premier Energy Source. Natural gas is 
domestically abundant and is among the most environmentally benign of all the major 
sources of energy supply. The National Petroleum Council's 1992 analysis showed total 
resources of 1,295 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) that could provide gas well into the 21st 
century. Because natural gas is less environmentally harmful than other fossil fuels, it is 
the cornerstone of the federal government's Climate Change Action Plan, and an 
important tool in meeting Clean Air Act requirements. Natural gas utilization has 
increased in the last 6 years by 17 percent, and is expected to increase into the 
foreseeable future with a targeted utilization of 24 Tcf per year by the year 20 10. New 
opportunities for natural gas utilization abound if government and industry can enhance 
supply reliability, including remediating concerns over the consistent availability of 
natural gas. 
The Natural Gas Market Has Changed Quikkly. The natural gas market has 
fundamentally and radically changed in recent years. Two events in particular affected 
all segments of the market: 1) The interstate pipeline industry was restructured in 
accordance with Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Order 636. This Order 
has completely transformed the interstate natural gas pipeline industry, requiring that 
interstate companies separate their merchant and transportation functions. 2) The excess 
productive capacity that had plagued the gas industry since the mid-1980's has 
disappeared, leaving supply and demand essentially in balance. As a result of these 
developments, all segments of the industry are facing increased competition and greater 
risks associated with a market driven industry. 
The New Market Requires Timely and Accurate Data The continued deregulation and 
diversification of the natural gas market has created a dynamic environment in which 
producers, consumers, states, the federal government and the marketplace require timely 
and accurate data of higher quality than currently available. The quality of the natural 
gas production data will play a vital role in increasing gas deliverability and the 
development of an efficient national competitive market for natural gas. 
Current Production Data Are Unacceptable. Precursor studies have demonstrated the 
lack of reliability of production data for national energy needs. The 1992 final report of 
the FERC/DOE Natural Gas Deliverability Task Force voiced a national need for 
improvements in production data as a necessary foundation for building dependable 
deliverability estimates. 
The State Agencies That Collect and Supply These Data Are Finding That Task More 
Difficult. The conservation, royalty, and tax agencies of producing states have 
regulatory and revenue-collection roles that are based on production data collection. 
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These agencies increasingly are unable to provide timely and accurate production data 
due to: 

- 

Out-dated information systems, 
Limited state resources, and . Increased demands on those state resources due to the complexities of the new 
natural gas marketplace and fundamental shifts in the U.S. petroleum industxy. 

There ik a Window of Opportunity For Improvement. Advances in information 
technology, the emergence of industry standards, and a growing consensus among all 
sectors regarding the need for improvement provide a unique opportunity for increasing 
the quality of the data available to the consumer. 

The UPRnil Proiect 
The Uniform Production Reporting Model ( U P W  Projecf. The UPRM project was 
designed to develop a high-level conceptual model that would promote more uniform 
production reporting, and to assess the feasibility of applying that model across 
producing states. This high-level model, by definition, would be generalized and 
flexible enough to allow individual producing state adaptations within the framework of 
the model's overall principles. 
Project Sponsors included the U.S. Department of Energy and the Office of the 
Governor for the State of Oklahoma. 
The Project Team was led by the University of Oklahoma. The University brought in 
team members fiom Andersen Consulting to draw on their expertise in the design, 
estimation and development of large-scale systems. 
The Project Began in July, 1993 and continued through early 1994. This aggressive 
timetable was necessary in order to generate a product that could be &ed during the 

. formulation of the fiscal year 1995 federal budget. 

National Benefits of Uniform Systems 
Improved Data for Federal .Policy Making will be available through upgraded state 
production reporting systems, and those data will be more timely and readily accessible 
nationally. Federal decision makers will be able to rely on more accurate state 
production data for addressing issues from tax policy to environmental policy and 
resource availability. Analysts will have more rapid access to those data, will be able to 
use the data more efficiently due to standard definitions and format consistencies, and 
will be. in a better position to assess the data's completeness and accuracy. 
Increased Federal RoyaZty Income will be possible for both public and Indian lands, as 
state production data can be used by the federal government for mineral valuation, audit 
and data verification purposes. Prior to FERC Order 636, some states estimated that 3 to 
5 percent of natural gas was unreported or improperly valued. Those percentages are 
increasing to as much as 10 percent because gas market and industry changes are 
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occurring without parallel upgrades of state production reporting systems. Unless 
changes are made to develop more usable state data, the federal government and Indian 
tribes have the potential to lose $28 million per year in royalty income fiom federal 
onshore and Indian lands; the same rate of unreported production from federal offshore 
lands could mean an additional $130 million in potential royalty losses. 
A Stronger, More Competitive Natural Gas Industry will result fiom a more timely and 
accurate information flow. As consumer confidence in supplies of natural gas increases, 
the demand for natural gas will expand. The resulting increased revenues will strengthen 
the natural gas industry, providing: 

, 

increased employment in high-tech, high paying jobs; 
increased investment in research and development; 
development of domestic energy resources into reserves; and 
increased state and federal revenues. 

. Efficiencies in Gas Markets Costs will be achieved through new state reporting systems 
that are consonant with modern industry systems, FERC-mandated Electronic Bulletin 
Boards (EBB), and Electronic Data Interchange (ED0 standards. EBB working groups' 
were formed and supervised by the FERC to identify and derive consensus for electronic 
standards that are intended to make transportation of natural gas by regulated entities 
more reliable and market efficient. In a similai manner, more uniform state production 
reporting systems, advanced by the federal government to improve data, will lead to 
better decisions about production levels by natural gas producers, will remove 
informational barriers that impede the actions of the competitive market, and will reduce 
economic inefficiency and misallocation of resources. 
Energy Consumer Interests will be protected through the availability of more timely 
and reliable production data. Public utilities and other energy consumers will have 
access to the information they need for more accurate and economically efficient supply 
planning. State utility regulatory commissions will be greatly assisted by better supply 
data. The operation of the gas futures market will be enhanced by a reliance on 
dependable supply information rather than on outdated or anecdotal information; the 
result will be a reduction in the short-term price volatility that is caused by uncertainties 
in gas supply and deliverability. When a one to three cent per mcf increase results in 
consumer costs of $1 80-$540 million per year, it is imperative that all increases are well- 
founded. 
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Prodtccing-State Benefits of Uniform Systems - 

Better Control of State Resources will be available to state regulatory agencies through 
upgraded state production systems. Reliable production and supply information is 
crucial to producing states as they seek to efficiently manage their gas and oil reso-. 
Timely and accurate data will help ensure that all volumes are reported and that state 
royalty and tax revenues are collected properly; in some states this improvement could 
increase annual revenues by millions of dollars. The new systems will accommodate the 
changes in the petroleum industry, including the fundamental changes within the natural 
gas market, and will include enhanced data quality processes and inter-agency data 
sharing that will allow the states to more easily monitor and estimate their revenues and 
resources related to gas and oil production. 
Increased State Agency Efficiencies will be natural by-products of upgraded data 
processing systems. New data processing systems typically include a re-engineering of 
current business processes, both automated and manual, to allow those business 
processes to be performed more systematically with fewer personnel resources. Through 
modern technologies, state agencies’ ongoing computing costs can be reduced. By 
increasing the use of electronic communication and automated information processing, 
the productivity of agency personnel can be enhanced. Modernized systems will enable 
states to efficiently provide timely, accurate, consistent and accessible production data to 
state and federal policyinakers and to energy consumers. 
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PURPOSE 
Project Goals. The primary goal of this project was to identify and document the best 
policies and procedures for the effective collection, management, and dissemination of 
natural gas and crude oil production data. These best policies and procedures were to be 
documented in the form of a high-level design called the Conceptual Model. Estimated 
implementation requirements were included as a component of the overall feasibility of the 
adoption of this Conceptual Model by producing states. 
Objectives of the Conceptual Model. All recommendations contained in the Conceptual 
Model are designed to achieve improvements in the overall q d t y  and availability of 
production data in one or more of the following aspects: 

Timeliness 
Accuracy 
Consistency 
Accessibility 

Project Guiding Princ@Zes. The UPRM project established guiding principles to provide a 
general fiamework for the development of the Conceptual Model. The primary Guiding 
Principles include: 

The state is the primary government entity and owner of the data for non-federal 
lands. Federal data collection would remain restricted to the current limits of federal 
onshore and offshore lands by the Minerals Management Service and the Bureau of 
Land Management. 
The model must be flexible enough to accommodate state-specific requirements. . 
The implementation of the model should be predicated on federal-incentives to 
states, not mandates. 
The model must utilize the best existing and emerging data and communication 
standards. 
The model must provide for cross-agency and interstate sharing of data, and cross- 
agency verification of information. 

Focus on Production of Commercial Hydrocarbons. The scope of the UPRM was limited 
to data regarding the production of commercial hydrocarbons. Since most states consolidate 
the reporting of gas and oil, liquid hydrocarbons were included in the model. The UPRM 
specifically excludes consideration of non-salable and non-hydrocarbon products such as 
water. It also excludes the transportation, storage and consumption el em en^ of the 
deliverability chain, though it does provide for an interface to that chain. This narrow 
defhition of scope was imperative to ensure that the resulting guidelines were sufficiendy 
focused to provide the most value for future systems. 
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METHODOLOGY 
~~ 

Primary Suurces of Input. The Conceptual Model is a repository of the best policies and 
procedures for the gathering, management, and dissemination of production information. 
Expert input into the development of this repository was provided by a diverse group of 
stakeholders. Representatives fiom producing-state conservation, tax and royalty agencies 
were viewed as the true architects of the conceptual model. In most states, these three 
agencies have responsibilities that include the collection of production data. Conservation 
agencies oversee all state regulatory functions in the life cycle of gas and oil wells; tax 
agencies are responsible for revenues fiom taxes on volumes sold; and royalty agencies 
collect and monitor gas and oil royalty income fiom public lands. The largest gas producing 
states specifically were targeted during the data collection process. The model's development 
was guided through an Advisory Committee of State Regulatory Officials, with 
representatives fiom Kansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas and 
Wyoming, as well as federal representation fiom the Minerals Management Service, the 
Bureau of Land Management and the Energy Information Administration. Significant input 
also w d  obtained fiom industry repoders and users of production data, primarily through 
contacts with various industry associations. 
Approach Summary. The basic approach to developing the Uniform Production Reporting 
Model involved the follo.Wing major steps: 

Current state and federal (MMS, BLM) production data systems and procedures 
were reviewed and analyzed. Published gas and oil information provided a 
foundation for this review. For the target states, more detailed information was 
gathered through mailed questionnaires, teleconference calls, and site visits. 
Based on the preliminary input fiom state agencies, an initial ("straw man") model 
was developed as a compilation of the most effective identified procedures. 
The preliminary model was reviewed and refined through a series of meetings with 
the state, industry and federal experts. The resulting final Conceptual Model is a 
viable product that is generally accepted by the various sectors involved with 
production data. 
An approximation was developed of the labor and technology requirements to 
implement the UPRM. To do this, an estimate was developed for one hypothetical 
state implementation, and that estimate was extrapolated to the remaining states 
based on a measure of the amount of gas and oil activity in those states. This 
approximation method provides a reasonable high-level estimate of the potential 
costs of a UPRM implementation in various producing states. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Findings 
There is a Necessity for Change at the State Level. The state conservation, tax and 
royalty agencies that normally are responsible for gathering and distributing production 
data are increasingly unable to do so. The major causes of this situation include: 

Fundamental changes in the natural gas market and the domestic industry have 
changed the make-up of the data reporters to the state agencies, and the new 
data reporters are not as well equipped to fulfill their reporting requirements. 
Current production reporting systems were developed by the separate state 
agencies in isolation from one another, and so the standardization and data links 
required for inter-agency data sharing do not exist. 
Aging state information systems are suffering fiom out-dated technologies, and 
have been "patched" to the point of disrepair. 

There is Support For Change Within Industry. Given the continued pressure on the 
domestic petroleum industry, lowered administrative costs would benefit the industry as 
well as the consumer. Specifically, many industry members would like to eliminate 
duplicative reporting of information to multiple agencies within a state, and eliminate 
unnecessary variations in reporting requirements to different states. In addition, 
operators are increasingly dependent upon publicly-available production information in 
the management of their daily operations. A more efficient flow of production and 
supply data would benefit the petroleum industry and state agencies through increased 
revenue, and the consumer through the lower cost of gas. 
Change is Possible With Federal Assistance. Most guidelines presented in the 
Conceptual Model are already being utilized in one or more producing states; however, 
most states will require significant changes in order to have a system that is completely 
consistent with the proposed Conceptual Model. While it is possible that no state will 
adopt 100% of the guidelines, many are capable of adopting most of the guidelines; the 
State of New Mexico's recent efforts provide an example of this potential. The true 
benefits of the UPRM can be gained only through a multi-state implementation. 
Although some states may choose to adopt the UPRM unilaterally, federal assistance will 
be required for a broad-based acceptance and implementation of the UPRM and for the 
benefits of this implementation to be available to national consumers and the gas market 
generally. 

' 
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The Conceptual Model 
~ ~~ 

The UPRM Conceptual Model is a high-level design of an idealized production 
processing system for adoption at the state level. The model begins with a generalized 
description of each of the production-related business events that require regulatory 
oversight during the life of a typical well. For each business event, a generalized flow 
diagram highlights the specific system functions, conceptual data stores, and entities 
involved in the process. Furthermore, within each business event specific opportunities 
have been identified for developing greater data uniformity; these opportunities have 
been compiled into a "checklist" of s ix ty  Uniformity Guidelines. The Uniformity 
Guidelines are the key component of the Conceptual Model, as these are the specific 
UPRM recommendations for promoting uniformity of production data. The guidelines 

e were classified into five groups: 
Reference and Relationship guidelines address data identification and linkages 
(e.g., the use of an API well bore number and the linking of wells to tax 
groups>* 
Timing and Content guidelines focus on the flows of data into and out of state 
agencies (e.g., specifying reporting due dates and required data elements). 
Communicatiun guidelines specify the use of existing telecommunications 
Standards. 
Validation and Verification guidelines specify steps to be taken to assure data 
accuracy (e.g., cross-agency data checks). 
External Data Sharing guidelines provide consistent access methods for data 
users across producing states. 

These guidelines have evolved through numerous discussions with state and industry 
stakeholders, and each guideline is addressed in detail within the Conceptual Model. 
They are designed-to meet the four objectives set out for the Conceptugl Model: data 
timeliness, accuracy, consistency, and accessibility. 

Impleme fitation 
Requirements. A high-level approximation of implementation requirements was 
developed to give the DOE an understanding of the basic iinakial parameters of a state 
upgrade program. This approximation should be viewed as a "first cut" to identify 
potential system development and conversions costs for states, based on the relative size 
of the gas and oil reporting activity within each state. A more definitive cost estimate 
was not possible within the scope of this project because of the degree to which actual 
costs will depend on decisions that will be made by individual states. The actual costs 
will vary from this approximation because: 

Some states have already adopted many of the UPRM concepts, or will adopt 
only a subset of the concepts. 
Some states could develop joint projects to achieve system development 
efficiencies. 
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The approaches taken by some states will vary fiom the basic assumptions used 
to approximate costs (e.g., the mix of state and external labor). 

As the state upgrade program proceeds into the next phase, several states shouki k 
selected to develop detailed system designs for their agencies, and cost estimates for 
those designs. These cost estimates will provide an indication of the overall costs for 
extended implementations of the model. For example, assume that two pilot states are 
identified for detailed design activities. According to the assumptions made in this 
implementation model, the total cost for a "Tier 2" and a "Tier 5" state would be 
approximately $32 million dollars, which with a 50150 cost sharing ratio would be about 
$16 million in federal dollars. Cost estimates that will be developed by the pilot states 
can be compared to this approximation, validating and/or refining the estimates and 
assumptions. 
Regardless of the degree to which actual costs will match the estimates within this 
model, implementation costs will be significant. Evidence of these costs is provided by 
the current efforts of the State of New Mexico to develop a new processing system for all. 
of their gas and oil reporting activities. Since the New Mexico system includes functions 
that are not addressed within the UPRM, a strict cost comparison is not possible; 
however, it is informative to note that New Mexico has invested approximately $18 
million to develop a system to accomplish most of the UPRM goals. In New Mexico, 
and in most states, the expected returns on the investment will be more than offset by the 
expected benefits, with expected gains of millions of dollars per year in state revenues. 
Time frame. No specific time h e  has been recommended, however, the DOE has 
indicated that it is interested in beginning the implementation of its State Upgrade 
Prograg in fiscal year 1995. 

Recommendations 
The UPRMShould be Used as the Basis for The U.S. Department of Energv's (DOE) 
State Upgrade Program, The DOE now can take advantage of the significant input 
received in the development of the Conceptual Model, and look toward implementing 
the model through state assistance as outlined in the 1993 D W  Natural Gas and 02 
Wiative, Action 3.1 Upgrade State Data Collection and Reporting on Natural Gas 
Production. 
A StatdFederal Partnership Should be Established to Ensure the Long Term Success 
of the U P W .  Producing states and the federal government should develop partnerships 
in which both agree to work together to refine and implement the concepts presented by 
the UPRM. 
A UPRM Implementation Program Should Begin in Producing States. Producing 
states should begin assessing their current situations to determine if they wish to 
participate in the DOE state assistance program, and how to begin the UPRM 
implementation process. 
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CONCLUSION 

Nation wide Implementation is Feasible 

_- 

The original project charge was to investigate the feasibility of developing a conceptual 
model for nationwide use in gathering, managing and disseminating production data. 
Such an implementation is indeed possible, and many states are interested in adopting 
the guidelines outlined by the UPRM Conceptual Model. At the same time, the 
increasing budgetary pressures within states limit their ability to respond. For that 
reason, federal assistance to producing states will be essentiaZ for wide-spread adoption 
of the UPRM or any uniform and usable system of data gathering. 

Implementation is Urgent 
A window of opportunity for natural gas to become a premier energy source in the 
United States is present today, but without decisive action, that window could close. The 
primary barrier to widespread use of natural gas is its perceived lack of supply reliability. 
This problem is due -primarily to the lack of timely and accurate production and 
deliverability information for supply planning purposes. Inadequate deliverability data 
and inadequate supply information can cause artificial price volatility; this can negatively 
impact producers' decisions to drill and to further expand the nation's resources into 
productive reserves. Since reserve increases will come only through increased drilling, 
the wide-spread hplementation of a uniform production reporting system. such as the 
UPRM improves resource supply planning, which increases opportunities for new 
drilling. Patchwork revamping of state systems may deplete available state funds 
without providing national benefits. 

Benefits of Implementation 
The ultimate beneficiary of improved production data is the consumer. Benefits will 
accrue through reduced price risk and assured availability of domestically abundant and 
environmentally benign natural gas. Producing states will benefit fiom the adoption of 
the UPRM through better control over gas and oil resources and cross-agency sharing of 
data. The federal government will benefit fiom improved data for policy making and' 
fiom increased royalties for managing public and Indian lands. 
The nation will benefit fiom a stronger, more competitive gas industry. As consumer 
confidence grows, the demand for natural gas will increase, and the natural gas industry 
will expand. This will result in increased employment, increased research and 
development investments, increased conversion of the nation's domestic resources into 
productive reserves, and an overall positive impact on the nation's economy. 
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The Conceptual Model is Only the First Step 
The UPRM is only the first step in the process of realizing the benefits of nationally 
uniform production data. It is now up to the state and federal governments to capitalize 
on the extensive knowledge captured through this effort. The UPRM initiative has 
required the close cooperation of representatives fiom state governments, industry, and 
the federal government. This cooperation will be essential for the long term success of 
the UPRM. The DOE can assure this success by adopting the UPRM as the basis of its 
State Upgrade Program, introduced in The 1993 Domestic Na tural Gas and Oil 
Initiative. Action 3.1 Upgrade State Data Collection and Reporting on Natural Gas 
Production. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Natural gas has the opportunity to become one of the premier fuels for the United States. It is 
domestically abundant and will remain a critical component of energy supply in our nation 
for the foreseeable future. The National Petroleum Council completed an analysis in 1992 
that showed total resources of 1295 trillion cubic Teet (Tcf). These resources could provide 
gas at our present rate of consumption well into the 21st century (68 years). 

The use of natural gas also is less environmentally haridid than the use of other fossil hels. 
In many applications, natural gas can be used to reduce the emissions of S02, C02, 
particulate, and can sometimes be used to reduce NOx emissions. For this reason, natural gas 
is the cornerstone of the federal government's Climate Change Action Plan, and an important 
tool in meeting Clean Air Act requirements. 

Natural gas utilization has increased in the last 6 years by 17 percent and is expected to 
increase into the foreseeable future. The Department of Energy has targeted the utilization of 
natural gas to reach 24 Tcf by the year 2010. New opportunities for natural gas utilization 
abound, assuming the natural gas industry can remediate impediments to supply reliability. 
The concern over the consistent availability of natural gas is a principal impediment to 
increasing market penetration by natural gas for electric power generation and utilities. 

One of the key causes of the perceived questionable reliability is the unavailability of timely 
and accurate supply information. A critical component of supply planning is the projection 
of deliverability, an estimate of future available production that is normally calculated using 
historical production information. Reliable, consistent and timely production information is 
not available on the national basis that would allow for reliable national deliverability 
calculations. 

The changes in the natural gas market in recent years have been both fundamental and 
dramatic. Two events in particular affected all segments of the market: 1) The. interstate 
pipeline industry was restructured in accordance with Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) Order 636. This Order has completely transformed the interstate 
natural gas pipeline industry, requiring that interstate companies separate their merchant and 
transportation functions. 2) The excess productive capacity that had plagued the gas industry 
since the mid-1980's has disappeared, leaving supply and demand essentially in balance. As 
a result of these developments, all segments of the industry are facing increased competition 
and greater risks associated wib a market driven industry. In this dynamic environment, 
timely and accurate data are crucial for the proper functioning of the market. 

Thk report highlights the opportunities made available by significant improvements in 
modern data system technology and ongoing industry and government standardization efforts. 
Cooperative efforts by state and federal agencies in upgrading production data collection 
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processes can better protect the nation's natural gas consumers, better serve the nation's 
energy producers, and reduce costs for the government and private sectors who provide 
natural gas and oil production information. 

Precursor Study - the FERCDOE Deliverability Task 
Force 
This project, the development of a Uniform Production Reporting Model (UPRM), was 
undertaken to meet increasing demands for more timely and accurate gas and oil 
production information. Specifically, the UPRM project was initiated in direct response 
to recommendations made by the joint Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 
and U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Natural Gas Deliverability Task Force in their 
Report which was published in September, 1992. That task force specifically 
recommended improving natural gas deliverability data -- including examining "...the 
propriety and feasibility of developing a standard reporting regime for production data." 
The Deliverability Task Force Report, on page 1 , further concluded that: 

e 

e 

The ultimate success of the evolving competitive natural gas market 
depends largely on the quality of signals exchanged by the participants. 
Without good information on deliverability, those signals can be only 
partially accurate. In addition, without timely deliverability data, 
business and government leaders could make Jawed decisions based on 
unreliable information, resulting in skewed economic consequences. 

Information on natural gas today is o$enj?agrnentary, late, and focused 
on outdatid issues. Redesigning data systems to serve the emerging, 
competitive natural gas industry is a crucial challenge for the next 
decade. The information inj?astructure that now serves the natural gas 
industry was built for the industry of the I950s, 1960s, and 1970s. Vast 
changes in the world energy markets, along with the recent overhaul of 
regulatory theory and practice, have instigated relatively sw@ changes 
in market roles and structures. 
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The Uniform Production Reporting Model ( V P v  
Project 

Two National Problem 
Building on the work of the Deliverability Task Force, the UPRM project has 
focused on two distinct problems with national production data: 

First: Dramatic changes in the natural gas market have increased the national 
need for reliable production data. 

Second: The data gathering systems of the producing states have been 
overwhelmed by the changes in the natural gas market and do not 
provide reliable production data. 

Ironically, as the ability to gather and manage production data has 
decreased, the national need to use and rely upon that data has grown. 

Common Solution 
Both problems can be addressed with a shared solution: a state/federal partnership to 
implement a uniform production reporting system. Importantly, the development of 
a uniform system cannot be accomplished by an isolated state or even by the federal 
government on its own; close cooperation must occur among states, industry and 
federal agencies. To that end, the UPRM provides a high-level model from which 
policy makers can go forward. 

Project Focus 
The primary focus of the UPRM project is on improving the quality and accessibility 
of production-related data for the users of those data. This focus requires, by 
extension, a close examination of the processes and procedures used to capture and 
process, as well as share basic production data. 

Although one of the original catalysts for beginning the UPRM project centered on 
natural gas deliverability, the UPRM is not a method or model to ascertain natural 
gas deliverability or productive capacity. The UPRM is focused solely on 
developing a high-level model to improve and encourage uniformity in gas and oil 
production data and the data gathering processes. A useful byproduct of the 
implementation of UPRM concepts will be more accurate and consistent production 
data that are necessary to model either the deliverability or productive capacity of 
wells, reservoirs, fields or regions. 
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Because of the inherent efficiencies of a common system, data for both gas and oil 
production are addressed by the UPRM. Many of the policy imperatives behind this 
project, however, apply only to gas production since the oil indu$ry has not taken 
on the complex characteristics of the gas industry. 

The UPRM initiative seeks to achieve a balance between the goal of supplying ideal 
data and containing the costs associated with providing data of that quality. While 
the market may benefit fiom information that is extremely current and accurate, the 
states and industry operate under economic and practical constraints that may dictate 
a solution that is somewhat less than the ideal. Changeover costs for both the states 
and the reporting industries must be recognized. Therefore, this effort seeks: 

0 to identi@ specific recommendations for improving the timeliness and 
accuracy of data, 

0 to outline the public sector costs associated with realizing these 
improvements, and 

0 to highlight the benefits of a uniform gas and oil production reporting system. 
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CURRENT ENVIRONMENT AND GENERAL 
TRENDS I 

Chanaes in the Natural Gas Market 
~~ 

For the past several decades, broad and continuing changes have been occurring in the 
natural gas market, driven partly by natural market forces and partly by government 
actions. These changes have intensified in recent years, resulting in a fimdamentally 
different market structure. While a complete description of the evolution of the natural 
gas industry is beyond the scope of this document, a general understanding of the shift in 
the roles and responsibilities of industry participants helps to illuminate the public need 
for an upgraded and uniform system of reporting production. 

. revlous Market Structure 
Historically, natural gas industry trading arrangements were relatively static. 
Producers typically "dedicated" a well to a pipeline on a long-term basis;.the 
pipeline purchased, transported and re-sold to a closely defined group of customers, 
usually the Local Distribution Companies (LDC's; Le., gas utility companies) for 
which the pipeline had a regulatory obligation to service. The interstate pipelines 
served as regulated near-monopolies in the transportation of gas and, except for 
"split-connected" wells, typically did not compete materially with each other on a 
short term basis. Gas contracts were in effect for as long as 10 or 20 years, and gas 
was not re-traded on any kind of periodic basis. 

On the heels of gas and oil price escalation in the late 1970's (due in large part to 
OPEC action and to perceived gas and oil shortages), producers responded to market 
signals and government incentives by increasing exploration, development, and 
production. This activity resulted in an expanded international oil supply and a 
precipitous fall in the price of hydrocarbons. Coupled with the impacts of the Power 
Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978, and the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978, 
these developments led to the advent of the popularly described natural gas 
oversupply "bubble." Because of regulatory constraints, LDC gas sales were on a 
"weighted average cost of gas" basis which prevented selective resale price 
reductions to customers who chose to either conserve or switch to competing fuels. 
Caught by the inflexibility of the pricing structure, the ~ t u r a l  gas industry began to 
lose customers and gas volume throughput. 
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'. , . -  
arket Restructunw of FERC Orders . . .  

gcause of price inefficiencgs within the gas industry and its loss of market share to 
competing fuels in the early 1980's, the FERC began a series of regulatory initiatives 
capped by Order 636 which dramatically restructured the .natural gas market. 
Competitive market forces were allowed to come into play in sectors of the industry 
that previously had been shielded. Contract terms of one month became the norm as 
buyers and sellers, unwilling to risk long term contracts with pricing that might not 
reflect changing conditions, adopted a conpacting methodology that allowed them to 
assume price risk for shorter periods of time. As a result, the number of market 
players and contracts has expanded substantially as these new marketers compete 
each month to buy gas fiom producers or resell to industrial gas users and LDC's. 
Purchasers now buy fiom a variety of sellers, whose identities may change each 
month, and producer/sellers find themselves doing business with an equally 
expanded array of potential purchasers. This highly dynamic interrelationship of 
parties is in marked contrast to the static relationships of the previous market. 

Regulated interstate pipeline companies have been transformed from merchant 
buyerhesellers of gas into contract carriage transporters. Thus the purchaser and 
shipper of natural gas often differ fiom the entity that is measuring, gatherhg and 
transporting the gas fiom field to market. Not uncommonly, the buyer in a given 
transaction might not have physical facilitiesh the state in which a wellhead gas 
sale is being made. 

The previous formal structure of the gas industry has evolved into a far more 
complex and dynamic situation. As the market has become more competitive and 
diffused, the identification of parties responsible for filing and collecting data has 
become more difficult. Information is no longer collected and verified by industry 
participants to the same degree as before. . State reporting requirements and 
procedures predicated on past market structure have begun to show strain. 

he Natural Gas Futures M a  
The advent of gas futures trading on the NYMEX significantly has changed the 
pricing and market for natural gas. Futures trading has increasingly "commoditized" 
gas. The quoted futures prices during the last three days of trading for the next 
calendar month tend to set the cash prices for gas, even though the futures prices 
otherwise are not accurate predictors of cash prices. Prices change on the futures 
market based on anticipated changes in demand for gas coupled with an ongoing 
assessment of deliverability and production information. Because cash markets 
ultimately follow the futures market, inaccurate or unavailable production data have 
the potential to materially affect the price actually paid for gas by consumers. 
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The Market Impact on UtiIities 
With the advent of FERC Order 636, the purchase and resale of natural gas in 
interstate commerce essentially have been deregulated. However, approximately 
half of the natural gas distribution to consumers remains regulated through state 
Public Utility Commissions, and the regulated utilities face significant new 
challenges as their purchasing responsibilities are changing. Both the regulated 
utilities and their regulating conqissions need access to reliable information on 
both the volumes and values of natural gas, and they can no longer depend on 
pipeline companies to provide that information. It is in the best interests of the 
nation's utility consumers to have such information available in a timely and 
consistent manner fiom each of the producing states. 

The Challenge of Reliable Production Information 
? 

The developing structure of the current gas market has dramatically heightened the need 
for dependable information. In its evaluation of the evolution of the natural gas market, 
the Deliverability Task Force Report noted that: 

Information will be the life-blood of emerging and rapidly changing 
competitive gas markets. In such an environment, parties currently have 
little experience on which to base their decisions. They will depend far 
more on information sources than do many participants in older 
markets. (Deliverability Task Force Report, page 1) 

Information about the quality, quantity and value of gas always has been desirable for 
ensuring an orderly market. The hallmark of the new gas market and the accompanying 
regulatory proceedings has been the increased focus on the importance of information. 
One example of this focus is provided by the FERC mandates and industry work groups 
on' Electronic Bulletin Boards (EBBS) for transportation information. Additional 
evidence is seen through FERC Order 636's "unbundling of services'' which includes 
restrictions on the preferential sharing of information between pipeline and marketing 
affiliates. 

The effect that changes in the structure of the natural gas market are having on 
production data quality, collection, and usage can be illustrated by a few examples, given 
in the respective contexts of the producing, transporting and consuming sectors of the 
gas industry. 

Production Sector 
The sheer increase in purchasers of gas production, the month-to-month changes in 
purchaser identity and gas volumes purchased, and the post-production month data 
adjustments are aspects of the new gas market that are challenging state production 
data systems. 
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Multiplicity of Purchasers. In most of the nation's natural gas wells, individual 
producer/owners (or "working interest owners") retain the right to separately market 
their own production. In many wells, these owners have remained content to let the 
well operator market on behalf of all owners in the well. However, in a substantial 
number of wells the individual working interest owners market their gas production 
to their own separately-designated gas purchaser. Several different buyers now 
purchase volumes of gas from a given well in any given month. 

In producing states where "first purchasers" of production are assigned the duty of 
filing production information with appropriate state agencies, the number of filing 
parties has increased, the likelihood of partial filing or non-reporting has increased, 
and the difficulty of detecting non-reported gas production data has increased. 

Change in the Nature of Well Operators. In addition to the impacts of the 
identified market changes, two industry trends have impacted the quality of 
reporting from well operators to state agencies. First, staff reductions in many gas 
and oil companies, large and small, have limited the ability of these companies to 
devote scarce personnel resources to monitor reporting problems. Second, larger 
exploration and production companies have sold a substantial number 'of domestic 
onshore properties to smaller companies during the last decade. Commonly these 
smaller companies do not have the staffing or experience to manage all of the 
multiple reporting requirements on well operators. 

- 
Many state production reporting systems link all first purchasers to wells and require 
them to file "zero volume" reports for non-purchase months; these systems have 
become inundated with useless data. Data verification procedures based on 
historical purchaser percentages are obsolete. 

States must now depend on well operators that might be less prepared to reliably 
fulfill their reporting requirements than in the past. Because a higher proportion of 
the wells are being reported by smaller operators, more state agency staff resources 
are required to assist operators and resolve reporting errors. 
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between expected and actual volumes require extensive after-the-fact corrections. 
After the month of production, the nominated volumes must be adjusted to reflect 
actual volumes of gas produced and transported. Those adjustments must then be 
allocated to the sellers and buyers. This post-production month adjustment p c z s  
is iterative in nature, often requiring 4-6 months before, the data stabilize. Post- 
production month accounting adjustments have become an accepted and expected 
aspect of doing business in the current natural gas market. 

Producing state agencies are seeing post-production adjustments to gas data 
increase to nearly 40% of the lines of data reported in any given period. Older 
systems were not designed for this aspect of the natural gas market, and burden 
short-handed state agencies with additional manual validation duties. 

. Il['ransaortahm Sector 
The pipeline and marketing sectors of the gas industry also have undergone 
substantive changes which have affected their ability to report and their need to use 
natural gas production data. 

Filing and Accounting Requirements. Pipelines and gatherers, as "first measurers" 
of gas production, commonly are required to file gas production volume information 
with state agencies. Merchants and marketers as "first purchasers" commonly are 
the filing parties for value and related volume data. As the sheer volume of separate 
reportable events hqs increased, so have the cost and effort required by industry to 
file their information in non-standard formats to a variety of state agencies. Just as 
the producing state agencies face the difficulties of post-production month 
adjustments and the sheer number of reportable items, the transportation industry 
has been similarly affected. 

First purchasers and first measurers of production have to meet competing and often 
conflicting reporting requirements, standards, unique numbering systems, and 
methodologies. The high cost of maintaining private sector data processing systems 
to interface with disparate reporting requirements is economically inefficient. 

Pipeline Management Data When interstate pipelines were merchants of gas, they 
kept and analyzed production data for wells near their systems. When they 
relinquished their role as merchants, they lost the ability to collect and maintain that 
information. Today, the pipeline industry could see a growing dependence on state 
production and related data when making decisions about the need for new or 
upgraded facilities, or about the management of current facilities. Reliable regional 
production data are required for management decisions such as offering selective 
discounting to retain transportation load in the face of competition. 
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Current state data are not usable for pipeline management decisions in many 
producing states. The required information is not present, or is not accessible in a 
format that can be readily manipulated for analyses. 

. onsumphon Sector 
Some of the major changes in the natural gas market production information flow 
have their greatest potential for substantive economic impact on the nation's 
consuming sector. 

LDC Supply Aggregation Responsibility. A product of FERC Order 636 is a shift 
in responsibility from the interstate pipelines to the LDC's of the duty of aggregating . 
gas supply in a cost-effective manner. This major shift in role for the LDC's 
requires that they have access to accurate supply and production data in the states 
and geological basins fiom which they can obtain their gas. Unlike the interstate 
pipelines in their previous role, the LDC's typically do not have employees or 
facilities in the producing regions, direct reserve or-production data gathering 
capability, or an historical perspective on how to go about the task of evaluating gas 
production. 

Producing state records are not currently in a condition to be useful to LDC's in this 
new duty, yet these consuming state gas utilities must find a cost effective method to 
accumulate these data. LDC's need ready access to gas volume and value data in 
order to plan for near and intermediate term supply needs. They also need to rely on 
these data for both prospective-approval proceedings and after-the-fact prudency 
reviews with their overseeing Public Utility Commissions. 

Dijjfjculty of Deliverability Estimation in a Deregulated Market. Too many 
variables go into the computation of overall national natural gas peak-day 
deliverability for it to be calculated with any true degree of certainty. Nonetheless, 
national and regional deliverability estimates and scenarios need to be modeled for 
peak-day contingency planning and the protection of consumers. In the old gas 
market, gas tended to be captive to a particular interstate pipelime, and deliverability 
planning for the benefit of that pipeline's customers of that pipeline was an 
engineering exercise that took into account such variables as anticipated demand, 
supply disruptions, frozen wellhead equipment, and pipeline pressures. 

In today's highly interconnected pipeline grid, where gas can "wash" from pipeline 
to pipeline in response to market price signal, the universe of relevant production 
data is not only much broader, but the information itself currently is more diffusely 
held. More information is needed today to forecast deliverability, yet less data are 
available. 
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Production data in an accurate and easily manipulated format are essential to model 
deliverability and make contingency planning on behalf of the nation's consumers. 
The Energy Information Administration (EM) and private sector analysts need this 
information from producing state agencies in a more timely, accurate, accessible and 
standard format than is available today. 

Governmen Ulizdustry Move toward Standardization 
The issue of emerging consensus on national standards deserves special mention. As the 
natural gas market and the associated information flows have become increasingly more 
complex, industry and government have joined forces to institute and encourage 
standards in information flow. Notable among these efforts are: 

The multi-industry task force that developed the Interstate Natural Gas 
Association of America (INGAA)/Council of Petroleum Accountants 
Societies (COPAS) Bulletin #28; 
The FERC Electronic Bulletin Board (EBB) proceedings and its five industry 
working groups; 
The proposed Gas Industry Standards. Board (GISB); and 
The REGS User Group affiliated with the COPAS Revenue and Electronic 
Data Interchange (EDI) Committee and the American Petroleum Institute 
(API) Data Exchange (PIDX) Committee. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

~ ~ ~~ 

To the extent that new state systems incorporate these standards, not only do all 
parties realize the benefits of information standardization, the state action may 
generate a broader acceptance of these standards. Conversely, if producing states 
implement new production reporting systems on their own-that do not incorporate 
these proposed standards, the implementation of nonstandard state systems may 
impede the development and acceptance of gas industry standards. 
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PROJECT INITIATION 
Although the UPRM project did not deal directly with natural gas deliverability, its genesis 
lay in the recommendations of the joint FERC/DOE Natural Gas Deliverability Task Force. 
.Their report demonstrated and voiced a national need for reliable production data as a 
necessary foundation for building dependable deliverability estimations. 

In March 1990, the FERC and the DOE began working together on the Deliverability Task 
Force. Their primary objectives included assessing the accuracy and utility of available 
deliverability information; recommending initiatives at the state and federal levels to increase 
the credibility and timeliness of information being used to measure deliverability; and 
encouraging the development of accurate, reliable, and timely deliverability information. 

The Natural Gas Deliverability Task Force addressed deliverability data through a case study 
of Oklahoma gas production data for December 1989 and found substantial problems in the 
quality of that data. In their dinal report (September, 1992, page 4), they included the 
following specific recommendations related to production data reporting (emphases added): 

The Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC) should work with 
the Energy Information Administration @.?A), Department of the Interior 
(004 [Minerals Management Service (MAAq, and the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLW], and the producing states to examine the propriety and 
feasibility of developing a standard reportikg regime for production data 

DOE should consider the propriety of co-funding the development and 
installation of hardware and sofware in those states which are willing to 
participate in a cooperative effort to standardize the electronic reporting of 
gas production and deliverability data on a real-time basis to EU. 

In direct response to those recommendations, the University of Oklahoma (Ow approached 
both the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the Office of the Governor of the State of 
Oklahoma to take on the work associated with the investigation and development of a model 
for uniform production reporting. Both DOE and the Oklahoma Governor's Office agreed to 
provide funding for the UPRM project. In building its project team, OU contracted with 
Andersen Consulting to assist in the effort, drawing on Andersen's extensive experience in 
the design, estimation and development of large-scale systems. 

The project officially began in July, 1993 and continued through early 1994. This aggressive 
timetable was set in order to produce a document that would be usable during the formulation 
of the FY95 federal budget. The project team was tasked with identifying opportunities for 
improving the timeliness, accuracy, consistency and accessibility of production-related 
information,.and assessing the feasibility of those improvements. 
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ANTICIPATED BENEFITS 

National Benefits 
The anticipated national benefits of adopting a uniform system for production reporting 
fall into five general categories: 

0 Improved .&ita for federal policy making 
0 Increased federal royalty income 
0 A stronger, more competitive natural gas industry 

0 Gas market cost efficiencies 
0 Energy Consumer Interests 

. moved Data for Federal Policy M a w  
Timely and accurate production information is crucial to policy analysts and 
decision makers. A variety of federal policy makers could utilize the improved 
information fkom producing state agencies. 

DOEEU Analyses and Reports. The EIA uses state data as a basis for responding 
to information requests and for analytical reports on gas production, deliverability 
and reserves. If high quality state information was readily available, EIA's 
effectiveness would be enhanced in its support of DOE and national policy-makers. 

FERC Access to State Production Records. Since interstate pipelines are no longer 
the collectors of supply data, the FERC will need access to new sources of 
production and related data: the individual state agencies. This information will be 
crucial to FERC as it evaluates new pipeline facilities construction, long term 
pricing and supply trends, and pipeline rate-making methodologies. 

The FERC has limited jurisdiction over, and consequently limited information 
about, the flow of gas in purely intrastate transactions. Some of the largest markets 
for natural gas in the United States are in fact intrastate, and the relationship of 
supply and demand in those markets has an enormous effect on the interstate 
markets. To the extent that the FERC has better access to information concerning 
those intrastate markets, it will be better prepared to protect the interest of 
consumers. 

Congressional Analysis. As Congress evaluates the advisability of various policies 
for the domestic gas and oil industry, it could take advantage of uniform production 
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data to project impacts or to monitor the actual effect of any policy initiative. For - 
example, incentives programs for marginally-producing gas and oil wells are the 
subject of numerous initiatives d both the state and federal level. Analyses of both 
the expected and the actual impacts of these various proposals requires the kind of 
data that will be available through a UPRM implementation. 

Other Federal Agencies. Given the data collection responsibilities for federal 
lands, the Minerals Management Service and the Bureau of Land Management stand 
to directly gain fiom a move toward d o r m  production reporting. In addition, 
d o r m  state production information would be beneficial to other agencies that have 
special needs for particular data. The Federal Energy Management Agency 
(FEMA), the Department of Defense @OD), the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA), and other federal agencies could benefit fiom access to such data. 

k 
Public and Indian lands are the largest sources of natural gas supply in the U.S. 
market. The federal government has the management responsibility to receive 
proper value for minerals produced fiom public and Indian lands with a special 
fiduciary responsibility for Indian lands. Historically, the Minerals Management 
Service obtained data fiom pipelines to determine values for royalty purposes, and 
to provide an external data source for audits and data verification. With the issuance 
of FERC Order 636, the only source of comprehensive information will be the 
producing states. To insure that minerals produced fiom public and Indian lands are 
valued properly, accurate and timely information in a standard format will be needed 
by the federal government fiom each of the producing states. 

Royalty income to the federal government from federal onshore and Indian leases in 
1992 was nearly $280 million, with an additional $1.3 billion in federal offshore 
royalties. A one percent reduction in royalty evaluation would cost the federal 
government and Indian tribes $2.8 million per year for onshore properties alone. 
Prior to the issuance of FERC Order 636, estimates fiom some states indicated that 
as much as 3 to 5 percent of natural gas was unreported andor improperly valued. 
Under FERC Order 636, without state upgrades of production reporting and 
accounting systems, the percentages of unreported and improperly valued gas are 
increasing; some estimate this under reporting is reaching 10 percent. Therefore, in 
the absence of accurate and timely state data, the federal government and Indian 
tribes are potentially losing as much as $28 million per year in natural gas royalty 
income fiom onshore leases; if the same rate of unreported production applies, 
losses from federal offshore leases would be an additional $130 million. Most of 
the potential onshore loss is distributed in the six states with the greatest gas 
volumes produced fiom federal onshore and Indian lands, as shown in the table 
below. Significant ongoing federal benefits would accrue through d o r m  
production reporting upgrades in these states. 
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1992 Natural Gas Sales and Royalty Income 
from Federal Onshore and Indian Leases 

Source: Minerals Management Service, Minerals Revenues 1992 

.. ,A StronEer. More Comaebbve Natural Gas Industrv 
One of the long term benefits of more efficient production and supply information 
flow is a strengthened domestic natural gas industry. As consumer confidence in 
natural gas production and supply data increases, demand for natural gas as an 
environmentally benign and domestically abundant source of energy will increase. 
The resulting increased revenues will &ow for greater investment and re-investment 
in the domestic natural gas industry. A strengthened natural gas industry will 
provide: 

increased employment in high-tech, high paying jobs within the natural gas 
industry, 

0 increased investment in research and development (R&D), 
0 development of domestic energy resources, and 

increased state and federal revenues. 
As the natural gas market continues to stabilize and consumer confidence continues 
to increase, the natural gas industry can overcome the negative perceptions regarding 
supply reliability and natural gas can realize its potential as a premier energy source. 

. Enhanced Gas Market Cost Efficienq 
Regulated interstate pipelines are required as a part of the restructuring under FERC 
Order 636 to implement costly new data, Electronic Data Interchange (ED), and 
Electronic Bulle% Board (EBB) systems. Non-regulated entities that wish to 
remain competitive in the current natural gas market are making corresponding 
investments in data processing and management. Since many of these entities are 
both reporters and users of state agency production data, the implementation of new 
state reporting systems that use the same standards as modern industry systems 
improves the economics for industry system upgrades. Since regulated companies 
typically include costs for essential reporting in their rate base, any realized costs 
savings should ultimately benefit the customers of that pipeline. Without a move 
toward more uniform production reporting, those entities might be compelled to 

* 

: 
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maintain duplicative older systems that were designed to meet the complexities of 
reporting to differing states and agencies. Finally, although electronic gas 
measurement is not within the scope of the UPRM project, the implementation of 
more d o r m  production reporting could encourage its development. 

Enerw Co nsumer Tnt erestg 
Timely and accurate production information is as important to market participants as 
it is to policy makers. LDC's buying gas on behalf of residential customers, as well 
as industrial users, must have access to timely and accurate data in order to properly 
manage their purchases of gas. For example, such information is relevant to an 
LDC's decision as to whether it contracts for gas on a long or short term basis, 
whether it hedges spot prices through the futures market, whether it pays a premium 
over the current spot price in order to ensure a longer term supply, or whether it 
considers other basins, pipelines or suppliers for its future gas needs. 

More Accurate Supply Forecasting. Significant errors or delays in production and 
deliverability data detract from their usefulness. If timely and reliable data are 
available, they can be utilized and relied upon for accurate projections of supply to 
meet anticipated demands. In turn, the short-term price volatility that is motivated 
by inaccurate projections can be minimized, and producers can more confidently 
invest in drilling activities to meet future demands. 

Enhanced Perception of Supply Reliability. Large-volume energy users are likely 
to choose clean-burning natural gas as their preferred energy source so long as they 
perceive that supplies are stable and reliable. Higher quality, accessible data will 
help demonstrate the reliability of natural gas as a premium fuel. 

Reliable Information for the Gas Futures Market. The natural gas futures market, 
which has a major impact on actual prices paid for gas, is driven in large measure by 
market assessment of production and deliverability information. If the publicly 
available production data are flawed or incomplete, a number of negative 
possibilities arise. Gas industry participants with access to production information 
have an advantage over those, such as consumers, who do not have that access. The 
gas market can be, and probably has been, unduly influenced by published 
conjecture as to reserves and deliverability, even when such projections are not 
accurate. Estimates from industry identify an average of three cents per mcf as a 
cost of hedging short-term price volatility. If inaccurate projections inflate 
consumer gas prices by one to three cents per mcf (which is less than one percent), 
based on 1993 consumption rates it could cost residential consumers about $50- 
$150 million per year, and commercial/ industridutility consumers about $130- 
$390 million per year. Timely, reliable and readily accessible data would enhance 
the functioning of the futures market, and make it less susceptible to fluctuations 
caused by anecdotal information. 
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State Benefits 
Producing states, in addition to realizing the above national benefits, also would see more 
specific benefits in the functioning of key state agencies. The producing states depend 
upon tax, royalty and conservation agency data in order for those agencies to perform 
their respective functions. As previously noted, changes in the gas market have made 
those responsibilities increasingly difficult to fulfill. Clearly, any improvement in those 
production reporting systems will benefit the agencies and the fmctions they perform. 

. need C o n m  of Revenw ProcessUlg 
Reliable revenue information is crucial to producing-states as they seek to manage 
their gas and oil resources. Timely and accurate data will help ensure that all 
volumes are accounted for, that the state’s resources are being produced in an 
economical fashion, and that state royalty and tax revenues are collected properly. 
In some states, concern has been expressed over an increasing trend toward under- 
reporting of natural gas due to the changed reporting relationships. By reversing this 
trend through improved reporting systems, these states could recover millions of 
dollars per year in state tax and royalty.revenues. Furthermore, increased 
cooperation and data sharing among the state tax, royalty and conservation agencies 
will permit states to meaningfully project fbture state income derived from gas and 
oil production. 

A significant upgrade in a state agency’s computing environment can bring with it 
the benefits of iewer, less expensive technology. These decreased computing costs 
can be coupled with more advanced development environments that speed 
application development, thereby reducing ongoing support costs. 

A new data processing system typically is a re-engineering of current business 
processes, both automated and manual, to allow those same business processes to be 
performed systematically and therefore with fewer personnel resources. The UPRM 
design should allow state agency personnel’ to focus on more valuable 
responsibilities, such as verification of data, rather than having to spend time on 
processes that could easily be performed systematically, such as the validation of 
input data. 
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PROJECT GOALS 
The primary goal of this project is to develop a conceptual model for the collection, 
management, and dissemination of natural gas and crude oil production data, consistent with 
the requirements of the producing and consuming states. To achieve this goal, an assessment 
of the policies in use or planned by the.major natural gas producing states was conducted. 
The first step in that assessment was to identi@ and document the best policies and 
procedures for the effective processing, management, and distribution of production 
information. These best practices were documented in the form of a high-level conceptual 
model. In addition, estimated implementation requirements were to be prepared for the 
adoption of the Conceptual Model across producing states. 

This conceptual model would examine and propose flexible and timely production reporting 
procedures designed to: 

Support severance tax, conservation and public land royalty requirements at the state 
level; 

0 Streamline industry reporting requirements; 
Accommodate national data standards emerging from cooperative government and 
industry efforts; and 
Protect consumers by ensuring an efficient, reliable market with clear pricing ‘signals. 0 
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MODEL OBJECTIVES 
~- 

All recommendations contained in the UPRM Conceptual Model, by definition, are intended 
to achieve improvements in the overall quality of production data. The following four 
objectives were defined early in the project to provide a stable flame of reference for judging 
the relative merit of components of the UPRM Conceptual Model: 

e 

e 

Increase timeliness in the reporting and distribution of production data; 
Increase the accuracy of that data at the earliest possible time in the process; 

e Increase consistency of that data by promoting nationally accepted input and output 
standards or conventions; and 

0 Increase the accessibiZity of that data to users outside each specific state agency. 

Increase Timeliness 
~~ ~ 

Increasing timeliness of production data involves reducing the time lag between the end 
of the production period and the availability of that data. To be valuable to the market 
and other data users, production data mu& be available as near the time of production as 
possible. Data must be collected, validated, verified, and reported by the regulatory 
agencies. Though modem digital processing can speed transactions, still economic and 
operational constraints compel some lag in time. Timeliness can be sought at two 
points: input and output. Current physical and economic constraints might limit 
opportunities for increasing timeliness at the input end of the state agencies. Conversely, 
there might be sigTiificant opportunities for speeding the release of data eom the output 
end of state agencies. 

Increase Accuracy 
As highlighted by the experience of the Deliverability Task Force in the Oklahoma Test 
Case, accuracy of data must be a central objective of a new reporting system. 
Specifically, a reasonable level of data accuracy must be obtained witbin an acceptable 
period of time. 

For the fist  several months following production, data accuracy (particularly for value 
data) improves in an iterative fashion. New data processing systems, designed to 
accommodate the heavy volume of post-production month adjustments, should 
efficiently and accurately validate and post these changes. In the meantime, estimates of 
data accuracy and completeness should be provided to data users to allow informed 
decisions. 
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Increase Consistencv 
Data consistency is a product of the use of conventions and standards. On a national 

to terms on these standards, at times on their own and at times with governme; 
encouragement. In general, the adoption of nationally recognized standards would be 
desirable for all data types; however, in some situations, national standards might require 
costs that are excessive relative to their benefits. In these cases, a more modest state- 
wide standard might provide a better solution. 

level, gas industry groups representing buyers, sellers, and consumers of gas are & U 

Consistent data facilitates the sharing of data across agencies within a state and provides 
the infrastructure necessary for automated comparisons of volumes and/or values. In 
addition, consistent data allows for straightforward comparison of information across . 

states. 

Increase Accessibilitv 
Historically, producing state agencies designed their production data processing systems 
for their own internal use, with only after-the-fact modifications to permit others t i  
retrieve data fiom their files. Emphasis should include making these valuable public 
data available by way of multiple media, at multiple levels of aggregation, using a 
standard output format. 

EIA, private sector analysts and others need on-line access to data in its fieshest form, 
albeit at times flagged to mark unresolved discrepancies. Reliable production data must 
be accessible to consumers and their agents in today’s gas market. Reliable production 
records also must be readily accessible on a prompt basis to the gas and oil exploration 
industry, for whom they are indispensable tools in the exploration and development 
processes. 

-- 
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
At the outset of this project, certain key assumptions emerged as consemms principies m 
philosophically anchor the construction of the final model. The following list of guiding 
principles was used in the development of the Uniform Production Reporting Model. 

The State is the Primary Government Entity and 
"Owner" of the Data for Non-Federal Lands 
State agencies are the optimal gatherers, processors and repositories for on-shore and 
state-waters production data. State governmental entities also are the historical 
collectors and disseminators of those data. Producing states have enormous investments 
in production data gathering and processing infkstructures. Data collection 
responsibility for federal onshore and offshore production does exist within two federal 
agencies, the Minerals Management Service and the Bureau of Land Management. 
Beyond that function, the federal government should avoid creating any new 
comprehensive production data gathering system in addition to those already in place, as 
such a step would be duplicative and economically inefficient. 

Additionally, state agencies have a substantial incentive to maintain systems that meet 
the key objectives of timeliness and accuracy: state tax and royalty revenues are 
dependent upon sound production data. 

For these reasons, this project assumes that the current flow of information fiom 
industry, to the 'state governments, and ultimately to the users of data is the appropriate 
approach. Charted below is a simplified presentation of data flow as contemplated under 
theUPRM; 
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Industry 

Collect ProcRlrs Share 

Covcrnrnent 

Rather than duplicate existing reporting to state or federal agencies, the selected 
approach was to build a model that could be uniformly applied within producing states. 
The approach of the UPRM thus capitalizes on the historical perspective obtained by 
upgrading existing processes and systems. 

Provide Incentives, Not Mandates 
The UPRM is designed to be a voluntary, grass-roots approach to solving the problems 
related to production data at both the national and state level. It is assumed that 
participation during all phases of UPRM development -- feasibility assessment, design, 
installation -- is completely voluntary on the part of the producing states. It is further 
assumed that DOE may elect to encourage states to participate in the effort through 
creative incentives such as the cost-sharing of hardware and software acquisition. Note 
that no assumption is made about the speciJic methodi DOE may use to encourage 
participation. 

Ensure Flexibility for State Adoption 
The UPRh4 seeks to combine the most effective processes and procedures of all 
producing state agencies. It is important to recognize that a high-level model defined at 
a nationa2 level Gll  almost certainly have aspects that do not fit with the realities of 
individual states. It is crucial that the UPRM reflect the best practices, but maintain a 
flexible structure to allow individual state adaptation. 
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Strive for Simplicity - 

A primary contributor to daF,quality problems is the sheer level of complexity in the 
energlS business, the associated regulatory processes, and the production data itself. The 
problem is further magnified when states have differing reporting requirements, 
processing methods, and data distribution practices. Data reporters, processors and users 
face unnecessary complexities that can be alleviated by any adoption of more uniform 
production reporting practices. Within the UPRM Conceptusil Model, every opportunity 
is taken to simplify and streamline the human interfaces with the processing system, i.e., 
let the system rather than the people handle these complexities. The goal of this 
simplification is not only the improvement of data quality, but also the reduction of 
resources required to report, process, and use production data for the energy industry, 
government agencies, and the spectrum of data users. 

Provide for Cross-Agency Sharing of Data 
State agencies involved in the oversight of the gas and oil industry utilize extremely 
similar data. Given that, the UPRM project has attempted to identify opportunities for 
sharing both common reference and transaction data. Such sharing will increase the 
effectiveness of the agencies involved and ultimately will produce higher quality data. 
Specific considerations for this guiding principle include: 

Store Data at the Lowest Common Level 
By storing data at the lowest common level, agencies or users of production data 
will be able to aggregate data to the level appropriate for the task at hand. In the 
UPRM, that level is the individual well completion level within a well bore where 
separately measured and reported; otherwise, the well bore level is the lowest 
common level. 

Refine the Data Mo del Base d on Tru e Business Entities 
Many older information systems utilize artificial keys for storing and accessing data, 
many without regard to the actual business situations being addressed. This 
approach yields systems that are inflexible and expensive to maintain. By 
developing a rigorous data model based on true business entities (e.g., well 
completions, leases, units, etc.), a state's conservation, tax and royalq agencies will 
benefit fiom long-term flexibility and economy. 

Define Common Reference Data and Relationships 
Data that are collected and maintained by different agencies typically reflect 
different entities and data levels. To compare data across agencies, a common set of 
reference items (i.e., entity identification codes) must exist, along with the identified 
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relationships between entities. For example, links should exist between each lease 
and the wells that are on that lease. 

Ensure the Veri_fication of the Data 
To increase the accuracy of the data, the UPRM identifies opportunities for enhancing 
data quality -through a three-stage process of data validation, data verification and cross- 
verification. While some of these data quality steps are currently performed by some 
state agencies, systematic progress to the cross-verification stage typically is not possible 
within current systems. 

* 

Data validation is the initial screening of data transactions to reject clear and gross 
errors and would include checks for non-numeric production values, invalid well or 
operator numbers, etc. 

Data verification is the more sophisticated internal agency data editing which would 
analyze records after transactions have been posted and flag order-of-magnitude 
errors and other concerns about the data. For example, a well that normally 
produces a daily volume of 10 mcf that suddenly jumps to a daily volume of 100 
mcf would be identified during data verification. 

Cross verification is the inter-agency comparison of one agency’s data against 
comparable data reported to other agencies. For example, a tax agency can cross- 
verify purchased volumes against measured voiumes reported to the conservation 
agency. 

Utilize Existing or Emerging National Standards 
This project specifically avoids defining new standards for the categorization or 
transmission of production data. It does seek to incorporate standards generally accepted 
by industry and government to discourage producing state agencies fiom adopting unique 
conventions not shared by other states, agencies or industry. - 

The UPRM effort distinguishes between standards that have national application, 
and standards that wodd operate best on a state-by-state basis. State specific 
standards would be appropriate in situations where the economic benefit of utilizing 
a national standard is not sufficiently great as to offset the required cost of using the 
standard. For example, state taxing agencies normally have rigorous requirements 
for the definition and use of taxpayer identification codes. No suitably stable 
standard exists on a national level, and the development of such a code would 
almost certainly prove expensive. 
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lVational Standards 
Through joint efforts of trade organizations such as MI, COPAS, AGA, INGAA, 
NGSA, IPAA and others, many valuable national standards have emerged. These 
standards have emerged for both the identification of entities (e.g., well bores, 
transaction points, etc.) and for the communication of data between business 
partners (e.g., REGS ED1 transaction datasets based on ANSI standards). The 
UPRM attempts to identifjt all relevant standards and uses those standards that are 
suitably stable and economically defensible for implementation. 

Anticipate Interface to A Transportation Model 
The UPRM project focuses exclusively on the production segment of the gas and oil 
industry. No recommendations are made about downstream activities such as 
transportation, storage, or consumption. Although this project does not address such 
components, future efforts may prove necessary to define similar standards. Given that, 
it is important that the UPRM recognize interface points to the next logical aspect of an 
overall model. That next logical step would involve the removal of product fiom the 
lease by the transportation segment. Specific consideration should be given to these 
interface points and flexibility should be included to the extent practical so that long- 
term inter-connectivity between models can be maximized. 

Focus on Data Users 
One of the primary catalysts for the UPRM project was the lack of quality production 
informadon for data users. While the need for deliverability data provided the initial 
impetus, the resulting systems also need to accommodate other uses for production data. 
It is imperatiGe that this effort continually focus on ways to provide data to various users 
in a manner that is both effective and economical. 

Anticipate Future Demands on State Svstems 
A stock axiom in data system design is that extra attention spent in the planning and 
design phase of a system can substantially minimize cost and wasted effort during the 
implementation and use of the system. In the context of the UPRM, this project has 
attempted to identify, at a high level, any potential long-term demands on state systems 
utilizing UPRM concepts. 
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DEFINITION OF SCOPE 
The UPRM project focused exclusively on improving the data associated with the production 
of commercial hydrocarbons. This definition of scope makes the following specific 
assumptions: 

0 Only the production portion of the gas and oil value chain is addressed. No attempt 
is made to address transportation, storage, or consumption. 

Only commercial hydrocarbons are addressed. No attempt is made to address other, 
non-salable products such as water. In addition, no attempt is made to address 
salable non-hydrocarbons such as sulfur. 

This narrow definition of scope was imperative to ensure that the resulting guidelines were 
sufficiently focused so as to provide the most value for future systems. Other factors such as 
those mentioned above may be of sufficient importance as to warrant separate study in a 
manner similar to that given UPRM. The follbwing sections explain in more detail the 
UPRM's strict definition of scope: 

Production vs. Transportation and Storage 
One of the original drivers for beginning this project involved questions surrounding 
natural gas deliverability data. Deliverability can be quantified at various points along 
the delivery stream: from wellhead to burner-tip. This project has focused exclusively 
on production information, the b'eginning of the gas and oil data chain. It does not 
attempt to address transportation or storage volumes or any other aspects of 
deliverability. These areas are sufficiently complex to deserve separate treatment in a 
manner similar to this effort. 

All Commercial Hydrocarbon Products vs. Natural Gas 
Alone 
Again, although this project is tasked to review natural gas production data, state 
reporting systems process that data with other hydrocarbon production data. Given the 
highly integrated nature of gas and oil data, it was deemed appropriate to investigate both 
major products. 

Although other valuable minerals, such as sulfur, are often extracted along with 
hydrocarbons, their inclusion in' a system would be a state-specific non-core activity not 
specifically addressed by this study. Some states also collect data on waste products, 
such as salt water, the inclusion of which is not a part of this model. Nonetheless, 
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implementation of the UPRM by a producing state would provide a cost effective 
opportunity for a state to upgrade the gathering and assessment of those data along with 
production data for commercial hydrocarbons should it so desire. 

Inclusion of Marginal Production and Cosaenefit 
Analvsis. 
In some of the older hydrocarbon producing regions of the country, many of the wells 
have depleted to a point so near to the end of their economic lives that they cannot bear 
further increases in operating expense (such as materially increased reporting costs). 
Situations and specifics such as these must be addressed on a state-by-state basis and are 
therefore not addressed by the UPRM. 

Implementation - Government Costs vs. Industy Costs 
The relative potential of various proposals and guidelines to trigger changeover costs for 
hdustry could be generally approached, but any detailed quantification of those costs is 
outside the scope of this project. The level of changeover costs is highly dependent upon 
both the current and. proposed reporting requirements of a specific state, i.e., the 
requirements that exist today, the specific changes that are proposed, and the costs and 
efficiencies arising fkom those changes. Also, the number and size of companies doing 
business in a particular state would need to be addressed. Ultimately, a codbenefit and 
impact assessment of proposed reporting changes on industry would need to be 
performed at the individual state level as each state formulates its own state upgrade plan 
or proposal. 

Production vs. Deliverabilitv 
Production data sets forth what hydrocarbons have been produced. Deliverability is a 
projection of what hydrocarbons can be produced, given a set of assumptions. The 
FERCDOE Deliverability Task Force looked at the types of information that would be 
needed to make a defensible estimation of the nation's natural gas deliverability. As their 
final report highlighted, modeling or estimating delive.mbility is a complex endeavor that 
is highly-dependent upon timely and accurate production data. This project builds upon 
that fmding and provides a means of improving production Sormation. It does not 
attempt to estimate deliverability. 

Core vs. Non-Core 
State conservation, royalty, and tax agencies are charged with many functions that do not 
relate directly to the capture and processing of production data. While these functions 
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are vital and integral functions of the agency, they do not directly impact the scope of 
this effort. 

In order to correctly focus this effort, it was necessary to define Core functions and Nom 
Core functions. For purposes of the UPRM, Core functions are those directly related to, 
or are necessary components of, the capture and processing of production-related 
information. Some functions that might appear to be related to the production reporting 
process were treated as Non-Core if such processes had little likelihood of being 
uniformly handled throughout producing states. Examples of such Non-Core processes 
would be conservation agency well spacing and calculation of allowable production. 

Volumes and Values 
The emerging natural gas marketplace will continue to demand information appropriate 
for the efficient operation of the market. The information demanded includes both 
volume and value. For this reason, both volume and value information are addressed by 
the UPRM. Note that this definition of scope introduces additional complexities and 
requires significant input from royalty and tax agencies in the producing states. This 
additional complexity is more than offset by the increase in the value of the final UPRM 
product, and for that reason, will be addressed. 

The Limits of  Real Time 
"Real time" transfer of data is normally defined as the transfer of data simultaneously 
with the transaction giving rise to the daw i.e., production data is reported as it is 
produced. Real time transfer can also be defined on the oufpput side, fiom the agency 
systems to other data users. 

Xnaut 
The UPRM has attempted to determine the degree to which production reporting 
processes can approach real time. Because of costs and practical consideration, true 
"real time data" are probably not an economically feasible goal in the current state 
of the gas industry. For this reason, "real time" input data is not addressed by 
UPRM, although the model does include the flexibility to incorporate real time input 
should it develop. - 
The advances.in system hardware and software make real time output fiom state 
systems an economic and achievable goal. As data are received and validated, they 
immediately can be made available to the users of the data through on-line access, 
EDI, etc. For this reason, "real time" output of data will be addressed by the UPRM. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The general methodology for performing this project consisted of researching existing gas 
and oil reporting procedures, identifying those procedures which were most effective, and 
then developing the UPRM Conceptual Model. State, federal and industry input were all 
considered critical to this process. Major tasks were defined as follows: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

From 

Review and document current systems and procedures that are involved in the 
collection, processing and sharing of production-related data for state agencies, the 
Minerals Management Service (MMS), and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). 

Identify those procedures and ideas that are working effectively and also identify any 
significant problems encountered by agencies in the processing of gas and oil 
production-related data. From this information, begin to outline recommendations 
and potential solutions to identified problems. 

Document the recommendations in the form of a high-level conceptual model, 
outlining the generalized flow of production-related data from industry, through states 
and to the end-users of the data. 

Validate the Conceptual Model through discussions with states and additional 
stakeholder groups. 

Approximate the order of magnitude requirements for implementing the recommended 
conceptual model in various producing states. 

the outset, the project's time h e  would not allow as much detailed research and 
feedback as might be desirable. 
incorporate as much information as possible within a short period. 

Given this, the project was designed to solicit and 
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, .  

SOURCES OF INPUT 
The UPRM project team members positioned themselves as the "scribes" of the UPRM 
model. The true architects of the .model were the employees of the primary agencies in the 
major producing states. This philosophy reflects the reality that the true experts in this field 
are those who are involved with the management of gas and oil resources on a day-to-day 
basis. Those states that produce the greatest volumes of natural gas were specifically targeted 
in the data collection effort. In addition, other stakeholders in gas production data processing 
- both data reporters and data users - provided critical input on the development of the model. 

Advisory Committee of State Regulato y Officials 
W. Timothy Dowd, then Executive Director of the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact 
Commission (IOGCC), was asked to provide a list of state regulatory officials who might 
serve on the Uniform Production Repo.rting Model (UPRM) Advisory Committee. 
Designated committee members were asked to participate in a series of project review 
meetings. These committee members became important sources of initial information 
for the project. Committee members included representatives from major gas producing 
and consuming states, and from the Minerals Management Service ( M M S )  and the 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM). 

The UPRM Advisory Committee included representatives from major gas producing 
and consuming states, including: 

Kansas 
Louisiana 
NewMexico 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Texas 
Wyoming 

.. ibon a1 Co mmittee Memb ership 

Minerals Management Service ( M M S )  
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
Energy Information Administration (EM) 

Additional membership on the committee included representatives from: 
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Target State Agencies 
State agencies that are involved in the oversight of the domestic petroleum industry 
collect gas and oil production data in support of their regulatory efforts. Represenmives 
from target state agencies in Kansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas 
and Wyoming were asked to provide information on current methods of collecting gas 
and oil production data and on suggested enhancements to existing systems. In addition, 
since federal onshore and offshore lands produce significant volumes of natural gas, the 
Minerals Management Service ( M M S )  and the Bureau of Land Management (BLh4) 
were asked to provide input regarding their data management strategies for their lands. 
With this group, regulatory oversight for over 90% of the U.S. natural gas production is 
represented. 

. onservalQn 
Conservation agencies monitor gas and oil wells throughout their llspud-to-plugl' life 
cycles. In support of their regulatory activities, conservation agencies collect and. 
maintain information on drilling, well completions, well tests, unitizations, 
production allowables, gas and oil production, plugging and abandonment. 

rn 
Tax agencies collect gas and oil production and sales data in support of their 
processing of taxes on volumes sold. In order to effectively optimize state revenues, 
these agencies must monitor closely the volume and value data submitted to them. 
Tax agencies also must have access to other production-related data in order to 
review and process requested tax exemptions and to conduct periodic audits. 

Rovaltv 
Royalty agencies collect gas and oil production and sales data to support their 
processing of royalty payments on public lands. Royalty agencies also need access 
to production data collected by other agencies in support of their audit hctions. 
Although Royalty agencies collect information only on public lands, in some states 
public lands constitute a large portion of the total gas and oil producing areas. 
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Additional Stakeholders 
Stakeholder groups representing the federal government, industryy regulatory agencies, 
public utilities, royalty owners and other groups all have a vital interest in issues related 
to gas and oil production reporting. 
considered essential in order to gain a complete understanding of the requirements for 
the development of a Uniform Production Reporting Model. 
Feedback on specific project issues was requested fkom the following stakeholder 
groups: 

Consequently, input from these gronps 

American Gas Association (AGA) 
American Petroleum Institute (MI) 

0 Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies (COPAS) 
Energy Information Administration PIA) 

0 Edison Electric Institute 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 
Federation of Tax Administrators 
Independent Petroleum Association of America @/A) 
Interstate Natural Gas Association of America (INGAA) 
Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC) 
Kansas/Oklahoma Division of the Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association 
Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association 
National Association of Royalty Owners (NARO) 
Natural Gas Supply Association (NGSA) 
National Association of Regulatory Utility Co&ssioners (NAR.UC) 
Oklahoma Commission on Marginally Producing Oil and Gas Wells 
Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Association (OIPA) 
REGS User Group - affiliated with the Revenue and Electronic Data 
Interchange Committees of the Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies 
(COPAS) and the American Petroleum Industry (MI) Data Exchange (PIDX) 
Committee 

The practical limiis of the project calendar prevented the inclusion of more 
stakeholder representation. The long-term success in the evolution of UPRM will 
depend heavily on the continued input of additional stakeholders. 
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APPROACH 
The model development was an iterative process of collecting production processing details, 
extrapolating fiom those details to define high-level generalizations, and then validating 
those generalizations through additional reviews of processing details. Specific activities are 
described below. 

Project Kickoff 
A project kickoff meeting was held in Tulsa, Oklahoma on June 29,1993 with members 
of the Uniform Production Reporting Model (UPRMJ Advisory Committee and the 
UPRM project team. 

pro! ect Presentation 
The UPRM project team presented project background information and outlined 
project goals and time flames. The current status of the petroleum industry and the 
need for more consistent, accurate and timely production data were discussed. 

. .  Reauest for P a m a t i o n  
UPRM Advisory Committee members were asked to assist in initially defining 
problem areas in cunent state and federal production data processing. Committee 
members also were asked to participate in project review meetings to be held in 
October and November, 1993. 

Identification of State Contacts 
UPRM Advisory Committee members were asked to identify key people fiom the 
Conservation, Tax and Royalty agencies within the target states who could act as 
contacts for the project. These key people were then contacted by the UPRM project 
team and were provided with project background information. State contacts agreed 
to complete questionnaires requesting specific information about state systems. 

Review Current State &stems 
. .  Research State Characteristics 

UPRM project team members conducted research on published gas and oil 
information in order to collect information on the state characteristics for all 
producing states. Various publications were reviewed including EIA monthly 'and 
annual reports, the IOGCC Summary of State Statutes, and various API 
publications. State characteristics were recorded for all producing states and were 
reviewed and discussed with agency representatives for the specific target states. - 
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. ewew Ex istinz St andards 
The project team also conducted research into various standards that exist related to 
the reporting of gas production data. Some standards (such as the FIPS County 
Codes) have such widespread use that they are not even addressed in the model. 
Other standards are only partially implemented or developed within states. The 
Petroleum Industry Data Dictionary (PIDD), being developed under the auspices of 
the American Petroleum Institute (API), is an effort to more fully address data 
standards issues. Some of the key standards issues for the UPRM model are listed 
below. 

WeZl Numbers. Information on coding formats for API Well Bore 
Numbers and API Well Completion Numbers was reviewed. UPRM 
project team members discussed the use of API Well Bore and Completion 
Numbers with state agency representatives for the target states. 
Business Associate Codes. National and state approaches for assigning 
codes to business associates were reviewed. Project team members 
addressed the feasibility of assigning uniform codes to operators and other 
business associates within individual states or at a national level. 
Communication Standards. Communication standards including 
standards and conventions for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) were 
researched. Recognized standards and conventions are discussed Mly in 
Appendix E. 
Transaction Point Codes. Standards for identifying transaction points 
such as meters or custody transfer points were reviewed. Evolving national 
standards such as the Petroleum Information (PI) GRID Codes were 
examined and are further discussed in Appendix F. 

. .  reliminary Inaut 
Oklahoma state agencies played a key role in providing preliminary information 
which helped to identify procedures common across states and agencies that process 
gas and oil production-related data. During a series of working meetings in July, 
1993, Oklahoma state agency representatives outlined their current systems and 
procedures, and identified many of the problems and issues which they face. 
UPRM project team members used the information gathered during these 
preliminary meetings to develop an investigation framework for the project. 

. Investwabon Fr amework 
The investigation fkamework for the project emphasized the major phases and key 
business events in a typical well's life that require state agency involvement. UPRM 
project team members recognized that each state agency has different roles and 
statutory requirements, and that each is involved in regulatory activities during 
different stages of a typical well's life. The investigation flamework for the project 
was therefore modeled after the producing life of an ordinary well and was intended 
to cover the important aspects of a well's life fiom "spud-to-plug". 
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Major Phases. For the purposes of identifying and understanding current 
business processes within state agencies, the life of a normal well was divided 
into three major phases: 

Develop 
Produce 
Abandon 

Business Events. The three major phases of a well's life were further divided 
into twenty discrete business events that represent significant milestones in a 
well's life. ' For the purposes of this project, only selected events were 
considered for primary emphasis. Primary or "core" business events were 
defined as those that are directly related to the capture and processing of 
production-related information. Secondary or "non-core" business events were 
defined as other business events that are not directly related to the capture and 
processing of production-related information. 

. ues- 
Packets containing questionnaires designed to solicit information on current 
methods for reporting gas and oil production data were sent to state contacts within 
the target states (Kansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas, and 
Wyoming) and to MMS and BLM. Questionnaires were comprehensiye and 
required significant time and effort on the part of state agency representatives. The 
packets were sent during the first two weeks of August, 1993 with responses 
requested by the end of August. Although the time h e  was very short, all of the 
state contacts were very responsive. 
The Questionnaire, provided in Appendix D, included the following components: 

Organizational Questionnaire, In order to gain a better understanding of state 
agency structure and overall objectives as they relate to gas and oil production 
functions, the Organizational Questionnaire asked specific questions regarding 
state statutes and informal agency objectives. Agencies also were asked to 
provide an organizational chart for reference purposes. 
Systems Questwnnaire The Systems Questionnaire asked specific questions 
about the current systems used for gas and oil production information and the 
functions processed by each system. Agencies were asked to furnish 
information on each automated system used for gathering, processing and 
reporting gas and oil production-related data. 
Business Events Questionnaire, Background. materials introduced the 
investigation h e w o r k  used to examine states' current systems and business 
procedures. Each agency was asked to verify specific business event flows and 
event descriptions as they relate to gas and oil production functions. Agencies 
also were asked to provide ahy additional information that they considered 
critical to understanding their processing of gas and oil related data. 

Methodology 

. .  
. .  
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Develov Initial Model - 
A conceptual model is a high-level design of an information system. The intent of 
such a design is to capture the general requirements of the anticipated system, and to 
provide a first-draft of the major functions and features to be provided. 
Based on the preliminary input received fiom state agencies and on the review of the 
returned questionnaires, an initial Conceptual Model or "straw man" was developed. 
The initial Conceptual Model began as a compilation of the most effective 
procedures identified during state system reviews. The model was intended to 
provide a high-level conceptual overview of an ideal system and also was intended 
to elicit comments and revisions during subsequent contacts with state agency 
representatives. A copy of the final Conceptual Model is included in Appendix A. 
The main components included within the Model are listed briefly below and are 
discussed more fully in the Results and Discussion Section of this report. 

Business Events. The Business Events Section of the Conceptual Model 
provides a high level description of the business events that require regulatory 
oversight during the life of a typical well, including a generalized flow diagram 
of the processes. Each business event documents the relevant: . Uniformity Guidelines; . System Functions; . Conceptual Data Stores; and 

Entities 
that are further described in subsequent sections. 
Uniformity Guidelines. The Uniformity Guidelines are a set of specific 
recommendations for procedures that would foster uniformity of production- 
related data and promote the model objectives of timeliness, accuracy, 
consistency, and accessibility. 
System Functions. System Functions descriptions were developed in order to 
provide an overview of the functions and features normally required to support 
state agencies involved in the oversight of the petroleum industry. 
Conceptual Data Stores. Data stores are simply general repositories of similar 
information. While they might reflect distinct databases or tables in a final 
system design, they are not necessarily designed for that purpose. The 
Conceptual Data Stores were defined at a high level and were intended to 
provide an example of the data that may be contained in each data store. 
Entity Relationship Data Model. The Entity Relationship Data Model was 
developed in order to provide a better understanding of the business entities 
involved in the petroleum industry and their relationships with one another. 
The data model was designed to provide a general approach for capturing 
information about entities and their relationships, recognizing that these might 
vary somewhat fiom state to state. 
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ork Sessions 
UPRM project team members participated in numerous working sessions to discuss 
the information contained in the completed questionnaires received fiom state 
agencies and to develop, review and refine the individual components of the 
Conceptual Model. The working sessions were intended as data gathering sessions - during which UPRM project team members collected data for the initial 
development of the Conceptual Model; and review sessions - during which UPRM 
project team members reviewed and refined the Conceptual Model and the 
Implementation Requirements. 

Data Gathering Sesswns. Project team members conducted site visits with 
state agency contacts and key agency staff beginning in July, and continuing 
through September, 1993. 

Site visits were conducted with the MMS Royalty Management Program in 
Denver and the BLM (Denver office), and with state agency contacts in 
Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas. Information obtained fiom the 
completed state questionnaires was reviewed during the site visits, and 
additional information was discussed. 
Teleconference calls were conducted during September with additional 
state contacts and key agency staff in Wyoming, Kansas, and New Mexico. 
During the calls, completed questionnaires were reviewed and specific 
issues were discussed in order to obtain a better understanding of current 
procedures and potential enhancements. 

In addition, the written responses to the questionnaire received fiom Ohio were 
reviewed and incorporated. 
Review Sessions. Project team members conducted detail reviews with key 
state agency staff in Oklahoma and New Mexico beginning in September, and 
continuing through October, 1993. Numerous site visits with Oklahoma state 
agencies provided an iterative review of the Conceptual Model. In addition, a 
site visit to New Mexico provided the opportunity to compare the Conceptual 
Model with ONGARDa, their newly redesigned production reporting system. 

Tm plem en tation R eauirem en& 
Order-of-magnitude requirements were approximated for the implementation of the 
UPRM's Conceptual Model and Uniformity Guidelines in various producing states. 
Requirements were developed for the following major components: 

Hardware/system soha re  
These requirements were approximated for an implementation in various states by 
using the following basic methodology: 

1. Develop requirements estimates for a hypothetical state with approximately 
40,000 producing wells. 

2. Verify these estimates with a state with known costs. 

Labor (both state and external labor supplies) 
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3. Extrapolate these requirements to the remaining states. 
Specific details of the implementation requirements are included in Appendix B. 

Review and Refine the Conceptual Model 

Preliminary Rem 'ew 
A project review meeting was held in Dallas on October 7, 1993 with members of 
the Uniform Production Reporting Model (UPRM) Advisory Committee and the 
UPRM project team. Background information was reviewed and the preliminary 
Conceptual Model was presented to the Advisory Committee for review and 
comments. 

Contact History Overview. Project team members reviewed the approach 
used to contact key people fiom the Conservation, Tax and Royalty 
agencies within the target states. 
Overview of Conceptual Model. Individual components of the Conceptual 
Model were reviewed, and committee members were asked to provide 
feedback on any issues that might affect the final Conceptual Model. 
0verview.of Uniformity Guidelines. A more detailed presentation of the 
preliminary Uniformity Guidelines was given to the WRM Advisory 
Committee members. Committee members were asked to provide 
feedback on the specific recommendations outlined in the Uniformity 
Guidelines as they relate to internal state interest group concerns and to 
organizational and statutory requirements. An in-depth discussion of each 
guideline provided essential feedback for project team members. 
Discussion points and concerns were recorded and reviewed in subsequent 
UPRM working sessions. 
Identzjication of HurdZes. UPRM project team members asked the 
Advisory Committee to identify potential hurdles that individual states 
might face if they attempt to implement the Conceptual Model with its 
Uniformity Guidelines. Recommendations for addressing those potential 
hurdles also were requested. 

Focus Grour, R eview 
A Focus Group conference was held in Norman, Oklahoma on November 9 and 10, 
1993. UPRM Advisory Committee members, key state agency contacts and federal 
representatives were invited to review and discuss the overall Conceptual Model and 
the Implementation Requirements. 

Overview of Conceptual Model. The overall Conceptual Model was presented 
to conference attendees along with a review of project background and current 
project status information. Group discussions provided valuable feedback for 
UPRM project team members. 
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Uniformity Guidelines Working Sessions. Conference attendees participated 
in group sessions broken out by agency type (Conservation, Tax, and Royalty) 
and then by state in order to closely review each Uniformity Guideline. 
Conference attendees were asked to identifjl any problems that their state 
agencies might face in attempting to implement the Uniformity Guidelines. 
Attendees also were asked to assign guideline weights and to indicate the 
potential for state adoption of individual Uniformity Guidelines. Open 
discussions provided for a sharing of ideas between states and agencies. 
Discussion of Implementation Requiremenfs. Conference participants were 
introduced to the Implementation Requirements, which provided a broad 
overview of the approximate costs for implementing the Conceptual Model in 
various states. An overview of the methodology used to determine approximate 
costs was discussed, and a summary of implementation requirements including 
an assumed work plan was presented by UPRM team members. Methods for 
verifying requirements were also discussed. 

' Long Term Strategies. UPRM project team members and conference attendees 
discussed long term strategies for moving forward with implementation of the 
Conceptual Model and Uniformity Guidelines within individual states. 
Conference attendees discussed potential hurdles that their states might face and 
recommendations for addressing those hurdles. State agency representatives 
also discussed funding options and internal state strategies, such as the 
development of a state task force. 

Stakeholder Review 
UPRM project _team members contacted stakeholder groups representing a wide 
variety of interests in gas and oil reporting issues. Project background information 
and specific project goals were discussed with these groups, and feedback was 
requested on specific project issues. In addition, designated members of the 
stakeholder groups were asked to review the Conceptual Model, with particular 
emphasis on the Uniformity Guidelines, and to identifjl issues and concerns that 
might impact the final UPRM. 

Project Finalization 
After receiving and reviewing extensive input fkom all the sources previously discussed, 
the project team finalized all documentation for the effort including: 

The project report 

The final approximate implementation requirements 
The final Conceptual Model 

Supporting documentation. 
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RE-STATEMENT OF NATIONAL PROBLEMS 

As discussed in Section II, Introduction and Background, two distinct pjoblems have been 
identified at the national level with respect to natural gas production data. 

1. There is an Increasing Need-for Reliable Data 
I Dramatic chariges in the natural gas marketplace have increased the national need I I for reliable production data. I 

2. There is a Decreasing Abilitv to Provide Reliable Data 
The data gathering systems of the producing states have been overwhelmed by 
changes in the natural gas marketplace and do not provide reliable production data. 

While these problems reflect national-level concerns, the UPRM search for a resolution 
was at the state-level. The methodology of the UPRM project provided opportunities to 
obtain detailed information about the strengths and weaknesses of each agency's business 
processes. This research led to several fundamental project findings. 
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FINDINGS 

Introduction 
The primary purpose of the Uniform Production Reporting Model (UPRM) is to identify 
and document the most effective concepts related to the processing of gas and oil 
production data. The development of the UPRM involved many detailed working 
sessions with various stakeholders and, by definition, was focused on state processing and 
problems as related to natural gas production data. The following sections present the 
major findings of this effort and provide specific examples of the state-level problems 
identified. 

1. There is a Need for Change at the State Level 
Agencies involved in the management of state gas and oil resources are being asked to 
provide value in an bicreasingly complex environment at a time when there are * 

consistently fewer resources with which to respond. The following problems underscore 
the urgency of the need for change: 

ted Informahon System . .  
Many state agency representatives expressed concerns about the &tus of their 
information systems. These systems are either reaching or have passed the end of 
their productive lives. Many were developed in the 1970's and suffer from the 
following problems: 

The petroleum industty has fundamental& changed since the time of original 
systems development. As discussed in Section II, these changes have been 
especially prevalent in the natural gas industry, where the fundamental roles and 
responsibilities of industry players have been altered. For example, many states 
rely on the first purchaser of natural gas to report information to the state. This 
approach was completely appropriate when pipeline companies played the 
merchant role, but in the new marketplace, the first purchaser of the gas may 
not be located in the producing state, may not be aware of the specific source of 
the gas, and may not be aware of these reporting obligations. Situations such as 
these are increasingly difficult to identify and are not being handled well by the 
systems developed for a different marketplace. 
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The systems have been maintained, or "patched" to the point of dk-repair. - 
All information systems have a limited life span, the number of years being 
dependent upon factors such as the technology used and the evolution of new 
applications. An "average" system has a life span of 5-7 years, far less than the 
normal age of today's state production systems. As systems grow z d  E 
maintained, their flexibility decreases. This is a normal phenomenon 
encountered by systems in all industries. .This lack of flexibility develops to the 
point that the fear of unexpected side-effects makes programmers extremely 
reluctant to make any additional changes unless they are absolutely necessary. 
Given the advanced age of most state production systems, it is understandable 
that they are largely unable to be altered to reflect changing requirements. 

Original technology does not provide the productivity levels expected of 
modern information system. Many current systems were developed using 
inflexible technology designed to minimize the use of what was then expensive 
hardware. Technology advances have sent hardware costs plummeting, opening 
new doors to software that dramatically increases personnel productivity. 
Increases in productivity can be expected fiom the use of advanced 
development tools by information systems personnel, and fiom the use of 
advanced data query and analysis software by agency users. By replacing the 
older technology, state agencies stand to see dramatic increases in productivity. 

Newer and less expensive technology has been developed that provides for 
more cost-effective processing of information. Cost savings are available not 
only at the time of acquisition, but also during the operational life of the 
equipment. Many state agencies can reap immediate benefits by shifting fiom 
older, more expensive technologies to newer, less expensive ones. 

0 ack of Standardizabon 

Across States. There is no single body of uniform standards that provides 
global direction for state data collection efforts. For example, oil production 
information may be reported at the county level in one state, but at the well 
level in another. In those situations where states do work at the same level 
(e.g., well), there is no guarantee that the coding schemes used by the states are 
the same. For example, one state might identify wells using an API well 
number, while another uses a proprietary, state-specific code. 

Within States. Within an individual state, it is very common for different 
agencies to work at different levels of aggregation. For example, a 
conservation agency might focus on individual wells, but the taxing authority is 
more interested in aggregating multiple wells into taxable groups. Although the 
underlying data are fundamentally the same (i.e., producing entities), there is no 
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standard scheme for linking data across agencies in many states. There is 
simply no way to automatically cross-link and therefore cross-verify data. 

Isolated Agencies 
Commonly, the three primary agencies (conservation, tax and royalty) that regulate 
the gas and oil industry are isolated fiom one another. This situation exists despite 
the fact that the three agencies work largely *th the same group of companies, on 
many of the same issues. There are considerable opportunities for leveraging the 
value of the three individual agencies into something greater than the sum of the 
parts. Examples of the problems encountered are as follows: 

There is no cpntral oversight of a producing well from "spud-to-plugtr. 
Each agency h$s its own view of a particular well, and these views can vary 
significantly. For example, the conservation agency is interested in collecting 
accurate well completion and well abandonment information, but has no 
vested interest in providing that critical status information to assist in 
monitoring royal@ and tax functions. All three agencies can benefit 
significantly fiom a system which would automatically notify each agency 
when a significant event has occurred in the life cycle of a well. 

There is little or no sharing of data across agencies. Many states have 
essentially no contact between the three agencies, while some periodically 
exchange magnetic tapes containing historical detail data. In some states, 
agencies have to rely on private firms as a source for needed data that should 
be available through coordinated state efforts. 

The three agencies typically develop and maintain separate information 
system. This historically duplicative effort is continued even through the 
underlying reporting industry is exactly the same for each agency. Each well 
in the state requires both conservation and tax oversight. Given this 
significant overlap, it is appropriate for the three agencies to share an 
extensive subset of their information systems. 

Overloaded Agencies 
State agencies are largely overloaded due to increasing complexity in the industry, 
fundamental changes in the industry, and insufficient systems support. These 
factors, taken together, have forced state agencies into a very reactive position; 
focusing only on the most pressing problems each day. By increasing productivity 
and removing non-value-added activities fiom personnel, state agencies stand to 
provide greater value to the industry they serve, as well as to the public at-large. 
The following points summarize state agencies' current situation: 
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The nature of the industry has changed 'As noted in Section II, the petroleum 
indusby is changing in ways that increase the workload of the state agencies. 
Agencies are accustomed to dealing primarily with a few large operators that 
are responsible for most of the wells in the state. As domestic production 
declines and the major companies seek larger returns, they are selling many 
domestic onshore properties to smaller companies and independents. Agencies 
were designed and staffed for dealing with these larger companies that had 
specialized staff to handle all reporting and remittance processing. As a greater . 
percentage of wells are being managed by an increasing number of smaller 
operators, the workload on agency employees increases. Since the smaller 
companies do not have the specialized staff to focus on meeting the reporting 
needs of each respective state, state employees are forced to spend an increasing 
amount of time supporting operators as they take on the new responsibilities. 
This increase in workload has not, in most cases, been adequately addressed by 
increased agency staffing levels. 

- 

Natural gas market complexi@ demands special attention. The continued 
deregulation of the natural gas market has increased the level of complexity 
involved in the management of natural gas resources. As mentioned before, the 
apparently simple process of identifying the first purchaser of gas is no longer a 
trivial task, and a new first purchaser might need additional assistance to 
understand and meet reporting requirements. This purchaser may, in fact, be a 
marketer in New York or Chicago who owns no physical assets in the state of 
production. 

Limited Sharinr of D a ta Ou t SI *de S ta te Ag encies 
State systems are largely out-of-date and are unable to provide data to users outside 
the specific agency. Given this, data is inaccessible to users of the data such as 
producers, LDC's, and national policy-makers. Users outside of the state agencies 
are unable to economically access data because data are not available on-line, or are 
maintained at such a raw level of detail as to make use impractical. 
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2. There is Support For Change Within Industry 
In developing the UPRM, it was important to solicit the input and opinions of industry 
participants, both as providers and as users of production data. Agencies in producing 
states are sensitive to the need to support a healthy industry within their states, and 
support a partnership approach to their interactions with .industry. Industry 
representatives were, overall, enthusiastic about the idea of a more uniform approach to 
the collection and processing of production data. These representatives recognize that the 
interactions between states and industry are necessary, and can be mutually beneficial. 
Given that, they were supportive of any initiative that would simplifjr the reporting 
process without causing any degradation of the underlying production data system. The 
following items explain the rationale for this support. 

. .  Reduced Administratwe Burden 
Given the continued competitive pressures in the domestic petroleum industry, 
lowered administrative costs would benefit all segments of the industry as well as 
the consumer. 

. 

Large and mid-size companies operate in multiple states and stand to benefit 
from a more standard interaction with all states. These operators must now 
report information to different agencies in different states using different 
mechanisms. No two report formats are the same, and only a subset of state 
agencies allow a limited filing of information electronically. A more d o r m  
approach would-provide economies-of-scale to these operators. 

Small companies spend a disproportionate amount of their time managing 
administrative matters. Whereas the larger operators have dedicated staf f  who 
manage the reporting requirements for many wells, smaller operators are forced 
to have employees perform "double-duty". In many instances the companies' 
engineers or secrefaries must prepare reports for state agencies. Given an 
average 40-hour work-week, any reduction in administrative burden allows 
those employees to better focus on their primary tasks. 

. .. Jncreas ed Accessibilitv of Valuable Data 
The availability of high-quality data for industry users will benefit industry's 
financial "bottom line" by both reducing their data acquisition expenses and 
increasing their potential revenues. Specifically: 

Lower expense associated with acquiring data can be realized by those 
companies needing state-collected information. The ability to access data from . 
several states in a uniform manner eases the costs of data manipulation. In 
states where data is not provided electronically, and all information is available 
on paper, at a central site only, significant personnel resources are required to 
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obtain needed information. All of this additional burden could be removed if 
the state simply provided uniform data via on-line access or in a standard 
electronic format. 

Increased data qualify supports better deckwn-making. Higher quality data 
allows industry to make better, more informed decisions. Again, the 
increasingly competitive domestic energy industry necessitates sound decision- 
making based on solid information. 

- 

3. Change is Possible 
The UPRM represents the best available concepts for managing a state's gas and oil 
production reporting. The specific Uniformity Guidelines contained in the UPRM have, 
in large part, been obtained fiom the actual practices of the producing states. That is, 
most of the guidelines are already being utilized, in some fashion, in some state(s). The 
fact that a specific guideline is already being performed in a state indicates that it is 
possible to implement that same guideline in another state, barring any statutory or state- 
specific industry barrier. 

Given this, it is reasohable and appropriate to think that a broad implementation of most 
of the Uniformity Guidelines is possible. The UPRM project team received extremely 
positive feedback fiom state agency representatives who were presented with the 
possibility of such an implementation. It is important to note that New Mexico is well 
into a complete systems redevelopment effort that is very compatible with the basic 
tenets of the UPRM, and at least one other state has begun investigating such a process. 
The overall feasibility notwithstanding, a UPRM implementation effort will require the 
careful consideration of several factors. 

. - 
The changeover costs fiom a state's existing policies and procedures to that of the 
UPRM will vary widely. Some states will incur significant costs in adopting the 
guidelines, while others may not. As each state assesses its position relative to the 
Uniformity Guidelines and makes the decision to adopt or not adopt each guideline, 
it will need to factor in the necessary changeover costs of implementation. As a 
general rule, the larger the state's production base, the greater the cost of changing 
over. This changeover cost, while greater in absolute terms, will almost ce&y be 
lower on a per-unit-of-production basis, since the larger states account for 
significant production volumes. Therefore, upgrading larger states will improve the 
data on proportionally larger volumes of total production. 
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Federal Participation is Required For Ch a w e  - 
Federal assistance to the producing states is a necessity for change. Through such a 
partnership, the twin hurdles of insufficient state resources and lack of state inter- 
agency cooperation can be overcome. 

Federal Funding Induces State Funding. State governments are under 
continuing budgetary pressure. Agency personnel queried' during the project 
believed that state h d e d  improvement of data systems was unlikely without 
significant federal assistance. In one state, state funding had been tentatively 
assigned, but was subsequently withdrawn due to budgetary pressures. 

Federal Funding Induces Inter-Agency Cooperation. It is not uncommon for 
the relationships between the independent agencies to be strained, forestalling 
any attempt at standardization or data sharing. In some states, the incentive of 
federal co-funding may be the only inducement sufficient to encourage inter- 
agency cooperation. 

. .. Necessitv for Clrtilcal M w  
Although ihange is only possible on a state-by-state basis, the true value of the 
UPRM can only be wrought by a broad-based multi-state implementation. For that 
reason, it is important that the federal government work closely with the producing 
stzites to devise a strategy for taking UPRM from the conceptual design stage 
through implementation. 

Summarv 
Although the problems identified are not trivial, they are not insurmountable. The 
UPRM attempts to identify solutions to most of the major problems, and although not a 
panacea, it does contain solid, workable suggestions for addressing state concerns. The 
next section introduces the UPRM, its major components, and specific aspects of its 
recommendations. 
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SOLUTION: THE UNIFORM PRODUCTION 
REPORTING MODEL 

Introduction 

The original intent of the UPRM was to provide a high-level design of an idealized 
production reporting system. This high-level design is called the Conceptual Model and 
it contains various documents that describe, in a generalized way, the basic components 
of such an ideal system. This idealized system is intended for adoption at the state level. 
While the concepts embodied in UPRM are universal and the federal government might 
play an instrumental role in bringing it to hition, it is the states who must adopt and live 
with the UPRM approach. 
While developing the Conceptual Model, it became apparent that one component needed 
to be a "checklist" to document the most effective concepts used in production 
processing, and therefore to identify those elements which would be instrumental iil the 
promotion of production data uniformity. This need gave rise to the development of the 
Uniformity Guidelines. These guidelines were incorporated into the UPRM Conceptual 
Model, and began serving as a primary focal point of the model. 

Concexltual Model 
The UPRM Conceptual Model is a collection of documents that describe an idealized 
production processing system. It is, by definition, high-level and not suitable as a basis 
for detailed systems design and installation. However, it can be used as a first-cut 
approximation of a system, or as a fkamework for a more rigorous detailed systems 
design. The model is intended to convey the major functions and features of a production 
processing system and presents sufficient detail for this purpose. The following sections 
present a description of each of the major sections contained in the model. The actual 
Conceptual Model design documents are located in Appendix A. 

Business Events are discrete points in a well's life at which some action must or can 
occur. Example events include: filing for the initial permit to drill, unitizing a field, 
and pedtting to abandon a well. Twenty major business events in a well's life 
have been identified and documented in this section. As mentioned in the Section 
IV Methodology, these business events were part of the Investigation Framework 
and were crucial in the development of the model. Each business event is 
documented in Appendix A With the following pieces of documentation: 
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An event description describes the event, the critical assumptions, and the 
appropriate Uniformity Guidelines that pertain to the event. 
.An event flow illustrates the major steps, the relevant system functions and 
conceptual data stores, and the important business entities involved, in an 
overall logical flow. 
An event/function matrix cross-references the specific steps of the business 
event with the major system functions. 

Uniformity Guidelines. This section itemizes each Uniformity Guideline, 
identirjring its purpose, options, and relevant discussion points. Given the 
importance of these guidelines to the overall model, they are described in further 
detail in the coming pages. 

System Functwns. This section describes the major system functions found in the 
idealized production system. It documents each function, explains its 
characteristics, and lists its major inputs and outputs. Examples include Permitting, 
External Data Sharing, and Data Capture and Validation. 

Note that the Business Event section focuses on the business cycle and flow of 
events. The System Function section has a SYSfemS focus. The two are necessarily 
related in that a specific business event may require one or more system hctions in 
order to complete the event. 

Also note that both business events and system functions have been classified as 
either core or non-core for purposes of the UPRM. 

0 

0 

Core events or functions are those that are directly related to the 
processing of production-related information. 
Non-core events or functions are those that are not directly related 
to the processing of production-related information. 

Conceptual Data Stores. Conceptual Data Stores provide a high-level description 
of the types of databases that will be necessary to support the system. 

Entity-Relationship Data Model. The Entity Relationship Data Model outlines the 
business entities involved (such as companies, wells, transaction points, etc.) in the 
petroleum industry and their relationships with one another. The names and specific 
attributes of the business entities were documented to provide a general approach for 
capturing information about the major entities and their relationships. Specific 
terminology may vary fiom state-to-state. 
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Uniformity Guidelines 
As the business events were designed and documented, the Uniformity Guidelines 
evolved as specific recommendations for making the process,ing of gas and oil 
production-related data more d o r m .  The guidelines were developed as representations 
of the best practices of all of the state agencies solicited. In fact, most of these guidelines 
are followed by at least one of these agencies. 

The Uniformity Guidelines were developed to be guidelines only - not mandates - and 
have the following characteristics: 

0 

a 

0 

e 

0 

No reco&endations are made regarding who is responsible for 
implementing the guidelines. 
The guidelines are broad strategic approaches to achieving uniformity. 
Specific standards are recommended when they appear to be fairly stable 
and widespread. 
The guidelines are directly related to the processing of volume and/or 
value information through state systems. Note that the establishment and 
maintenance of critical reference data, as well as the processing of 
transaction data, is included in this scope. 
The guidelines are designed to be flexible. Acknowledgment is made that 
it might be unlikely for any single state to adopt all of the guidelines, that 
some states might opt for partial adoption of some of the guidelines, and 
that different states might elect to adopt different guidelines. 
Despite the underlying goal of flexibility, some of the assumptions in the 
guidelines are fundamental to the overall model. In the model, the well 
completion is defked as the lowest common denominator fiom which all 
entity relationships are built. While in some cases the well bore might 
serve this function, the model is based on the capturing of essential 
reference data at the lowest possible level. The identification of the well 
completion, or well bore, has to be captured in order to link to data at other 
levels. 

The following overview presents a high-level introduction to the Uniformity Guidelines. 
There are 60 detailed guidelines and each is discussed thoroughly in Appendix A. 

. eference and R e l a b o w  . 
The goal of these guidelines is to establish and maintain basic reference and 
relationship information that will support the processing of production data. Some 
of these guidelines are focused on maximizing the uniformity of the data across 
states (e.g., the use of an API well bore number), while others are intended to 
support cross-agency verification of volumes (e.g., wells are linked to tax groups). 
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Timing and Content 
These guidelines focus on the specific flows of data into and out of state agencies. 
The majority of these guidelines focus on increasing the timeliness of data (e.g., 
specifjing the maximum time lag between the end of production and the due-date of 
reporting). Others, however, are focused on increasing the consistency of the data 
(e.g., specifying the products to be reported on a well test). 

. . ommunicabon 
These guidelines are designed to take advantage of existing telecommunications 
standards for sending and receiving data. Appropriate standards are identified here 
and recommended for more widespread use in the UPRM. 

Validation and Verification 
These guidelines focus specifically on increasing the accuracy of the production 
data. They provide specific recommendations for validating data within a single 
agency, and then verifying that data within a single agency. Finally, there are 
guidelines for cross-agency verification of the data. Note that these guidelines 
depend heavily on guidelines established in Reference and pelationship in that 
cross-agency verification of data relies on comprehensive reference data. For 
example, to cross-agency verify volumes between the conservation agency (which 
receives production data at the well level) and the tax agency (which receives 
information at the tax group level), there must be a solid link between wells and tax 
groups that can be used for comparing volumes. 

External Data Sharing 
These guidelines ensure that external users will have meaningful access to the data. 
These guidelines lay out specific recommendations regarding the types of data that 
are available and the formats by which users can access that data. They provide for 
consistent access methods for data users across producing states. 

The Uniformity Guidelines are specific recommendations that maximize the quality and 
uniformity of production-related data on a national basis. The development of this list of 
guidelines involved a continuous review of each guideline relative to the original 
objectives for the project. Those objectives were: 

Increase timeliness, 
Increase accuracy, 
Increase consistency, and 
Increase accessibility. 
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In order to be accepted as part of the WRM, each guideline was required to improve the 
overall quality of the data in one or more of these ways. Many, however provided 
additional benefits that do not fall into any specific category. The following discussion 
points summarize some of these other benefits of the guidelines. 

- 

, 

. ata are Avahble Across A 9 c i e s  
In order to cross-agency verifjl data, there must be an underlying shared set of data. 
The Uniformity Guidelines spec@ what kinds of data should be shared across the 
agencies in order to make this process effective. It is important to note, however, 
that once users in each agency grow accustomed to sharing the specified data, they 
will find more opportunities to share data with one another. This continuous 
process will certainly increase the effectiveness of all three agencies. 

. . ulbde Levels o f  Data Oualitv 
The Uniformity Guidelines recognize the varying levels in the quality of production 
data over time. As a general rule, the quality of data increases over time. The 
Uniformity Guidelines define the following levels of data screening to ensure that 
the highest quality data is available at each point along the process: . 

Data Validation. This screen is applied upon initial receipt from the reporting 
entity. Any data not passing this initial screening is not accepted into the 
system and is therefore not available to the general public. To pass this type of 
screening, data must be free of gross errors such as: 

Invalid well number or company number, 
Invalid date (e.g., 3/32/93), and 
Gvalid volumes (e.g., non-numeric production volumes). 

Data Verification. This screen is applied by the receiving agency. To pass this 
type of screening, data must pass fundamental checks such as: 

Historical validity checks (e.g., if a well normally produces 1 mcf per 
day, and is suddenly reported as 1,000 MCF per day), and 
Sub-total checks such that the total reported volumes equals the sum of 
the detail reported volumes. 

Note that data that has passed validation is available for public review, but that 
if significant errors are discovered during the data verification process, these 
errors should be highlighted to the public. This is done so that data users can 
make adjustments for incomplete or erroneous data. 

Cross-Agency Verification. This level of screening is applied by two or more 
primary agencies. This type of screening is more subtle than the previous two 
in that the basic data have passed fundamental error checks. In this step, 
deviations in reported data between agencies are caught. For example: 
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The sales value for gas is reported as $1 S O  to the tax agency. The sales 
value for gas is reported as $1.25 to the royalty agency. This level of 
verification would flag the discrepancy for analyst review and follow- 
UP* 

Note that for this type of verification some error tolerances might be required. 
If the bases for volume or value reporting M e r  on the two reports (e.g., they 
are reported fiom different transaction points in the system), h e  error checks 
will have to allow some level of differences. Nonetheless, this process will be 
instrumental in identifying systematic errors and will aid significantly in the 
efficient identification of audit candidates. 

Most states now perform basic data validation using information system, while 
some perform data verification this way. Very few, though, have the level of 
sophistication required to perform cross-agency verification. This factor limits state 
verification processes to those that can be performed manually, mainly through 
audits. 

Standard ED1 Communications are Encoura~ed 
Electronic data interchange (EDI) is an emerging technology that not only eliminates 
the need for manual data entry but also provides standard formats for the 
transmission of data transactions. Additionally, the acknowledgment of receipt of 
data and the ability to transmit error transactions back to the source will facilitate 
timely and accurate reporting of the data. 

. Time J lmts  are S t m  .. ep 
The T=and Content guidelines propose time limits for reporting production- 
related data. These time limits will certainly help increase the timeliness of the data, 
but they will also help standardize reporting requirements on an industry-wide basis. 

. . . *  . ual Processw of Informahon 
The introduction of guidelines involving electronic data interchange (EDI) and 
cross-agency verification of data assumes that much of the processing of 
infomation is handled electronically. By adopting guidelines such as these, states 
can re-direct state employees fiom low-value-added manual activities and allow 
them to focus on more pressing issues. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 

Introduction 
Development of the Conceptual Model was the fitst task for the UPRM project team. 
The second major task involved determining the order-of-magnitude requirements for 
implementing that model across producing states. This section discusses these 
requirements and the methodology used to derive them. In addition, a section is included 
that outlines some basic considerations for any state beginning an implementation of the 
UPRM. 

I 

Requirements 

Methodologv- 
The basic methodology for determining the requirements for implementing the 
UPRM can be summarized in three steps: 

1. Determine the approximate cost requirements for a hypothetical state. 
2. Validate the requirements for this hypothetical state against the actual costs 

of a .comparable state (New Mexico) with recent experience ,in a similar 
undertaking. 

3. Extrapolate the costs of the hypothetical state to the remaining producing 
states on some quantitative basis. 

Implementation requirements were defined for the following major components of 
the cost of a system installation: 

Hardwarehystem soha re  
Labor (both state and external labor) 

Appendix B presents a detailed description of each of these steps and the 
assumptions made in developing the estimates. 
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Summary 
The requirements for implementing the UPRM will vary fiom state-to-state, 
depending on the size of the gas and oil reporting activity within the state, among 
other factors. For this approximation, producing states were categorized into seven 
tiers based on the number of producing wells in each state. State size will impact 
system design and development' costs to some degree, and will impact data 
conversion costs to a greater degree. (For example, significantly more effort will be 
required to link wells to tax groups in larger states.) The tier breakdown for 
producing states is as follows. 

Tier 5 

Tier 4 
Louisiana - New Mexico 
Arkansas - Colorado - Indiana - 9,887 

I California - Illinois - Kentucky - 

Tier 6 

37,797 I 

Wyoming 
Alabama - Alaska - Mississippi - 2,646 

Tier 7 

I Michigan - Montana -New York - I 

Tennessee - Utah 
Arizona - Florida - Maryland - 270 

I Nebraska - North Dakota - 

Missouri - Nevada - Oregon - 
South Dakota 

Larger Tier 1 and 2 states will require significantly more effort to adopt the 
guidelines on an absolute basis, but will provide the greatest return on a per-well or 
per-volume basis. 

While Appendix B describes the approximation methodology in detail, the 
following summarizes the major points. 

Labor Requirements. Labor requirements were estimated for a hypothetical 
state implementation and were adjusted for states by tier. These &.mates 
included efforts required for detailed analysis and design, programming, testing, 
data conversion and training. The requirements range from: 

330 work-days per state for the smallest Tier 7 states to; :: 
19,000 work-days per state for middle range (Tier 4) states to; 
32,000 work-days for the Tier 1 state. 

.- 
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Labor Costs. 
presented above can be converted into costs: 

Using the following assumptions, the labor requiremenb 

Assume that 20% of the total work is performed by state 
employees, with the balance being performed by external labor. 
Assume that state labor costs $250 per day. This includes 
salary, benefits, holidays, and overhead. 
Assume that external labor costs $1,000 per day. This includes 
hourly fees, travel expenses, and housing expenses. 

Using these assumptions, the labor costs range fiom: 
$290,000 per state for the Tier 7 states to; 
$16 million per state for the Tier 4 states to; 
$27 million for the Tier 1 state. 

HardwardSystem SofNare Costs. These costs range fiom: 
$10,000 per state for the Tier 7 states to; 
$1.5 million per state for the Tier 4 states to; 
$6 million for the Tier 1 state. 

TOTAL COSTS. Range fiom: 
$300,000 per state for Tier 7 states to; 
$17 million per state for Tier 4 states to; 
$33 million for the Tier 1 state. 

While Appendix B contains an exhaustive list of assumptions and disclaimers, the 
following major points deserve special mention here: 

0 The costs assume a complete development of core functionality as discussed 
in the UPRM Conceptual Model. 

0 The total costs presented here do not include costs for industry to 
respond to the new reporting requirements by states in the 
implementation of the UPRM. 
Only costs to state and federal governments are approximated. 
No assumption is made regarding the source of the funding. 

0 No assumption is made regarding the timing of the implementation. 

ISCUSSlOQ 
The costs calculated in this model are approximate costs for a full 
implementation of all sixty guidelines of the UPIRM. The actual costs of 
implementation may be lower than estimated due to any combination of the 
following reasons: 

0 

Some states will choose not to adopt the UPRM guidelines. 
Some states have already adopted some or all of the guidelines. 
Some states will adopt only limited subsets of the guidelines. 
Some states could combine their efforts to achieve system development 
efficiencies. 
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0 The approaches taken by some states will be modifications of the basic 
assumptions used to approximate costs. 

To arrive at more precise cost totals will require more detailed analysis and planning 
activities than could be accomplished within the scope of this conceptual model 
project. Individual states will need to assess their own situations and determine their 
own implementation parameters and strategies before they can derive realistic 
expected costs. This activity should be supported in the next "phase" of the state 
upgrade program. Once several of these state assessments have been completed, 
cost estimates based on the needs of real states, rather than a hypothetical state, can 
be derived for the extended implementation of the model. 

To illustrate this point, assume that two pilot states are identified for detail design 
activities, and that these two states are fiom Tier 2 and Tier 5. According to the 
assumptions made in this &plementation model, the total cost for the two states 
would be approximately $32 million dollars, which with a 50/50 cost sharing ratio 
would be a total cost of about $16 million in federal dollars. As & outgrowth of the 
"Phase 2" efforts, actual cost calculations for these two pilot states could then 
become a source for validating project cost estimates for the remaining states, 
testing some of the assumptions built into this approximation, and identifling 
further opportunities for cost savings. 

Regardless of the degree to which actual costs will match the estimates within this 
model, implementation costs will be significant. However, for many states the 
expected returns on the investment will be even more remarkable. For example, in 
the state of Oklahoma estimates of under-reported production have ranged fiom as 
little as 3 percent to as much as 10 percent. If improved reporting systems result in 
only a 1 percent increase in natural gas production reporting, the state will gain over 
$2.5 million per year in state revenues. Within a few years, the system will have 
paid for itself through increased tax and royalty revenues alone. 

Again, Appendix B provides extensive detail regarding the methodology, 
assumptions, disclaimers, and estimates of this implementation model. 
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Considerations 
The decision to go forward with the implementation of any new system opens the door to 
many more decisions or considerations. These considerations will increase in number 
with the complexity of the project and will deserve special attention. The following 
sections present a list of identified considerations that many states will face as they 
proceed with the implementation of a system based on the UPRM guidelines. 

Scope ofhteraction Between &encia 
The process of adopting the UPRM will provide a forum for states to consider 
organizational changes within the primary agencies as part of the implementation. 
As the implementation moves forward, these changes could range from a integration 
of the agencies, to the development of a special "data handling" group, to the simple 
sharing of databases. Most states will probably choose a route of developing shared 
systems and data among the three agencies while still retaining individual agency 
autonomy. Several key areas should be considered in moving forward through this 
implementation, including statutory requirements, utilization of resources 
(personnel, computing equipment, and space), and organizational structures. 

m 
Many of the concepts embodied in the UPRM are hdamentally different from 
today's practices. Moving from current systems and procedures to those based on 
UPRM will require significant change on the part of the organizations involved. 
The management of this change will be crucial for the successful implementation of 
a new system.- The level of pro-active management will obviously depend on the 
level of change anticipated by a particular organization. The following poipts 
should be considered, however, regardless of the level of change. 

Internal Management of Change. Employees will need to understand the new 
direction, the new goals of the organization, and the new approach to systems 
and procedures. Effective communication and training will be crucial. 

Between State Agencies and Industry. Any significant change that is 
undertaken by the primary agencies will have impacts on industry. As 
mentioned before, industry should obviously be involved in the design and 
implementation of the new system, but special plans need to be made for 
providing status and direction information to those industry players not directly 
involved in the effort. In addition, training sessions should be instituted for the 
appropriate industry participants who must be responsive to the changes being 
implemented. 
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states' Selection of App ropriate Uniformity Gu idelines 
Not all Uniformity Guidelines will be appropriate or practical for implementation in 
all states. Most guidelines should be appropriate and practical for most states 
however. Each state will need to decide which guidelines are appropriate for 
implementation and will need to take into account the impacts of this 
implementation. 

For example, guideline impacts on marginal wells might require special 
consideration. Many producing wells are nearing the end of their economic lives 
and are especially sensitive to increases in administrative expenses. As 
administrative costs increase, they consume a greater portion of the revenue stream, 
leaving continually smaller profits for well owners. This is especially important 
when taken together with the natural decline in production that necessarily causes a 
decline in gross revenue. Each guideline should be evaluated as part of an overall 
costhenefit analysis to assess its impact on these wells to ensure that sufficient 
value is gained f?om implementation, and to ensure that the guideline does not. 
shorten the effective economic life of a significant number of wells. 

Inform ahon Svst ems Issues 
Fundamental choices must be made'when pursuing the development of a UPRM- 
based system. The following major aspects must be addressed early in the effort. 

Mainframe vs. Mini vs. ClientXServer or other PC-based System One of the 
first choices to be made by each state involves the selection of a hardware 
strategy. This choice will need to take into account the long-term direction of 
the agencies, the relative amount of power required, the available budget, etc. 
While some larger states may still use mainfirune technology for most 
applications, plummeting hardware costs may make the change to a less 
expensive solution more appealing. 

Custom vs. Packaged Software. Another choice involves the selection of the 
approach for application software. Application software is normally defined as 
the business software that assists personnel in doing their day-to-day jobs. 
Examples in this case would be Permitting, Allowables, and Data Capture and 
Validation routines. After selecting their basic hardware direction, states will 
need to decide whether they should buy existing software package(s) or develop 
new systems to meet their own needs. Some of the considerations to be taken 
into account include: 

The availability of third-party software packages 
0 The suitability or "fit" of third-party packages with state needs 

The level of on-going vendor software support that can be expected 
0 The overall stability and reliability of the vendor 

The cost of new development relative to the benefits of a custom 
solution - 
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Statutory Issues 
The adoption of some guidelines may require statutory changes in one or more 
agencies. This should be addressed and considered when deciding to implement a 
specific guideline, but once the decision is made, appropriate action should be taken 
to ensure that no statutory limitations are in-place that could prevent sn- 
adoption of the guideline on a statewide basis. 

cenlves For Comp.bnce . 
One of the guiding principles of the UPRM effort involved focusing on incentives, 
not mandates. A philosophical tenet of the effort is cooperation between federal and 
state governments, as well between government and industry. All parties involved 
will ultimately benefit fiom a spirit of cooperation in addressing common concerns. 
Instead of relying on the usual set of mandates and penalties, state governments can 
accomplish many of the same objectives through the use of creative incentives. 
Incentives such as bond reduction or tax credits would provide industry with a 
vested interest in complying with state statutes. 

Financin? Cons iderationa 
Given the significant costs associated with implementing new systems, it is 
important that states consider many aspects of the financing of such an undertaking. 
In addition to soliciting assistance fiom the federal government, states might 
consider a number of other financing options, some of which are identified below. 

Mechanisms For Recovery of Cos&. States might consider some series of fee 
structures for the use of the new databases. Examples might include: 
0 Hourly charges for on-line access to the new data - 
0. Charges for transmitting data via ED1 

Charges for sharing of data through other mechanisms (magnetic media, 
paper, CD-ROM) 

Bond Issue Options. When soliciting funding, states might consider issuing 
bonds by one or more of the primary agencies. This approach assumes that this 
power is available and that the parties involved are interested in going forward. 
The issuance of bonds may provide a more consistent source of funding in that 
there are minimal year-to-year justifications required for this multi-year effort. 

Small State Formation of a Co-op. Many of the smaller states might not be 
interested in developing their own custom systems. Such solutions may be 
inappropriate or uneconomical. In these cases, two or more small states might 
consider forming a co-op for the purposes of building new information systems. 
This approach might provide the economic incentive for the states to continue; 
whereas they might otherwise have chosen to not participate. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

I .  UPWShould be Used as the Basis for DOE'S State 
Upgrade Program. 

the DOE announces the In it's 1993 Domestic Natural Gas and Oil Inifratwe, 
establishment of the State Upgrade Program. Specifically: 

. .. . 

0 "In 1995 two or more States will join in cooperative demonstrations to upgrade 
their natural-gas-production reporting systems to be compatible with the 
University of Oklahoma model, with co-funding of hardware and software 
acquisitions by DOE." (Page 16) 
"Evaluation of the successful start-up of these initial systems will result in a 
plan for implementing similar reporting systems in other natural-gas-producing 
States. While the objective of this action is not to require absolutely identical 
reporting systems, we expect systems to be developed by 1996 which ensure 
compatibility among States." (Page 16) 

0 

The UPRM is ready to be adopted by DOE as the basis for this State Upgrade Program. 
As part of this adoption, steps need to be taken to begin further defining specific aspects 
of this program, especially given the relatively short time frame for implementation in 
the demonstration states. The following sections outline the major items which need to 
be addressed during DOE'S further refinement of the State Upgrade Program. 

. ost S h a m  
The total budget for the State Upgrade Program needs to be identified and 
appropriated, ear-marking these funds for states eligible for assistance under the 
program. 

oach 
DOE is fairly specific about its plans to identify two or more pilot states in 1995 for 
cooperative demonstrations. The next logical step is to begin working with and 
encouraging the candidate states for these demonstrations and begin developing 
specific implementation schedules. In addition, plans must be developed for the 
mechanism to be used in granting financial assistance to other states considering a 
systems upgrade. 
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2. A Statefledera1 Partnership Should be Established To 
Ensure the Long-Term Success of the UPRM 
The delivery of this report signals the end of the UPRM feasibility study. The DOE is in 
a unique position to leverage the product of this study into truly uniform production data 
on a nationwide basis. This leveraging process must recognize that the model is just a 
beginning and needs to be further refined and updated to reflect new and more up-to-date 
input. For this reason, it is important that DOE form a partnership with the appropriate 
state and industry representatives to ensure that this model moves ahead to 
implementation. 

. abon of the Model s ? "0 
The development of a model such as the UPRM is intensive and requires in-depth 
knowledge as well as continuous involvement by the relevant parties. For this 
reason, it is important that the model have an "owner". This entity will need to 
assume responsibility for the model's maintenance and interpretation fiom the 
UPRM project team. In addition to maintaining the model, that entity might provide 
valuable assistance to DOE as it evaluates applications for state assistance. 

of Outmt Data Standards 
One of the key guidelines of the UPRM is that data can be communicated from the 
state agencies to external users in a consistent format. This guideline assumes that a 
standard format exists for this purpose. Developing such a format was beyond the 
scope of this feasibility study, and so at the conclusion of the project no such 
standard existed or was on the horizon. For that reason, a team should be assembled 
of appropriate experts who can define and document such a standard. That team 
could also be responsible for defining the standards for data quality statistics that are 
addressed in another data sharing guideline: 

. onmued -ement of U P W  
Once an "owner" of the model has been established, that owner must continue to 
update the documentation based on new or more current information, such as the 
approval of new staildards or conventions. This will be an on-going process and 
will require periodic reviews and working sessions by appropriate government and 
industry experts. 
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3. A UPRM Implementation Program Should Begin in 
Producing States 
The model is just the beginning point for establishing nationally uniform production 
data. To take this effort from concept to reality will require that individual states begin 
implementing the concepts contained in the UPRM. The following points summarize 
the major tasks remaining for states that are interested in implementing the UPRM. 

state Assessment of Interest 
Each state must decide whether or not it is interested in pursuing production systems 
based on the UPRM concepts. This decision should be made carefully, after 
considering both the costs and benefits of an implementation. 

Identification of Relevant Uniformity Guidelines. Each state will need to 
identifjl those guidelines that are relevant to its situation. Some guidelines, . 
because of statutory or state-specific industry concerns, may not be appropriate 
for implementation in a particular state. Each state will need to identify only 
those that are relevant or partially relevant before proceeding to the next step. 

Cosmenefif Anabsk. Once the relevant list of guidelines has been 
established, a thorough codbenefit analysis will need to be performed that 
accounts for all appropriate costs and all expected benefits. This analysis 
should consider costs to the state and federal governments, as well k costs to 
industry. The results of this costhenefit analysis will support state agency 
experts in their assessment of how to proceed. 

pevelopm ent of Statehdustry T ask Force 
Assuming a state is interested, it should proceed with formalizing its strategic 
approach to the effort. Specific steps might include the identification of key 
industry players, since any statewide effort requiring significant change on the part 
of industry can best succeed if it seeks the advice and support of appropriate 
industry leaders. Close cooperation between state and industry can only enhance the 
quality of the solution for all concerned. Once the key industry representatives have 
been identified and the task force established, it is important that the scope of the 
task force's duties and its specific responsibilities be defined. Such definition will 
support the spirit of cooperation and will ensure success. 

Solicitation of S tate S U D D O ~  
State-level support for an initiative of this nature will be crucial. The agency(ies) 
involved in this process should solicit the support of other agencies and key 
legislators. 
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. .  . ohcitatlon of F ederal Ass istance 
Assuming DOE has funded the State Upgrade Program, it should have means for 
assisting states as they upgrade their systems. Appropriate steps should be taken to 
understand the process for obtaining these h d s  and this process should begin. 
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CONCLUSION 

Nation wide Implementation is Feasible 
The original project charge was to investigate the feasibility of developing a conceptual 
model for nationwide use in gathering production data. Such an implementation is 
indeed possible, and many states are interested in adopting the guidelhes outlined by the 
UPRM Conceptual Model. At the same time, states are under increasing budgetary 
pressure and will have little or no funding available for unilateral upgrades of state 
systems. For that reason, federal assistance to producing states will be essential for 
nationwide adoption of the UPRM. 

Implementation is Urgent 
A window of opportunity for natural gas to become a premier energy source in the 
United States is present today, but without decisive action, that window could close. The 
primary barrier to widespread use of natural gas is its perceived lack of supply reliability. 
This perceived lack of reliability is due mainly to the lack of timely and accurate 
production and deliverability information. Inadequate deliverability data and inadequate 
supply information can cause artificial price volatility; this can negatively impact 
producers' decisions to drill and to further expand the nation's resources into productive 
reserves. Since reserve increases will come only through increased drilling, the wide- 
spread implementation of a uniform production reporting system such as the UPRM 
improves resource supply planning, which increases opportunities for new drilling. 
Patchwork revamping of state systems may deplete available state funds without 
providing national benefits. Recurring themes surrounding the natural gas industry and 
production data can be summarized as follows: 

The natural gas is increasingly dependent upon timely and accurate production 
information. 
At the same time, producing state agencies are increasingly unable to provide 
that data. 

These two problems share a common solution that centers on the implementation of 
nationally standard uniform production reporting. 

Benefits of Implementation 
The ultimate beneficiary of improved production data is the consumer of natural gas. 
Benefits will accrue through reduced price risk and increased availability of domestically 
abundant and environmentally benign natural gas. 
Producing states will also benefit fiom the adoption of UPRM in that these states will 
have better control over gas and oil resources and will benefit from cross-agency sharing 
of data. The federal government will benefit from improved data for policy making and 
fiom increased royalties for managing public and Indian lands. 
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The nation will benefit fiom a stronger, more competitive gas industry. As consumer 
confidence grows, the demand for natural gas will increase, and the natural gas industry 
will expand. This will result in increased employment, increased research and 
development investments, increased conversion of the nation's domestic resources into 
productive reserves, and an overall positive impact on the nation's economy.. 

The Conceptual Model is Only the First Step 
The UPRM is only the first step in the process of realizing the benefits of nationally 
uniform production data. It is now up to the state and federal governments to capitalize 
on the extensive knowledge captured through this effort. The UPRM initiative has 
required the close cooperation of representatives fiom state governments, industry, and 
the federal government. This cooperation will be essential for the long-term benefit of 
the consumer through nationally standard production data. 
Finally, the DOE is in a unique position to build the required momentum to ensure the 
success of the UPRM. It can do this by adopting it as the basis of its State Upgrade 
Program that it introduced in The I993 Do rnestrc Natu rul Gas u nd 0 il Initiative, Action 
3.1 Upgrade State Data Collection and Reporting on Natural Gas Production. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND 
ABBREVIATIONS 

AGA 
API 
ASC 
BLM 
BOE 
BTU 
COPAS 
DoD 
DOE 
DTF 
EBB 
ED1 
EIA 
EPA 
FEMA 
FERC 
GIs 
GISB 
GPS 
INGAA 
IOGCC 
IPAA 
LDC 
MCF 
MMS 
NARO’ 
NARUC 
NGSA 
OIPA 
ou 
PIDX 
PUC 
UPRM 
UTM 

American Gas Association 
American Petroleum Institute 
Accredited Standards Committee 
Bureau of Land Management 
Barrel of Oil Equivalent 
British Thermal Unit 
Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies 
United State Department of Defense 
United States Department of Energy 
Deliverability Task Force 
Electronic Bulletin Board 
Electronic Data Interchange 
Energy Information Administration 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
Geographical Information System 
Gas Industry Standards Board 
Global Positioning System 
Interstate Natural Gas Association of America 
Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission 
Independent Petroleum Association of America 
Local Distribution Company 
Thousand Cubic Feet 
Minerals Management Service 
National Association of Royalty Owners 
National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners 
Natural Gas Supply Association 
Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Association 
University of Oklahoma 
Petroleum Information Data Exchange 
Public Utility Commission 
Uniform Production Reporting Model 
Universal Transverse Mercator 
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A. Lease State Land Bushess Event Description 

I 

Overview 
The Lease Sfafe Land business event begins with the initial bidding process and 
proceeds through the granting of a state lease. 

Reference and Relationship 
R-3 ........ A standard Business Associate code is used by the Conservation, Tax 

and Royalty Agencies. 

Timing and Content 
Nonedefined -- 

Communication 
C-5 ....... The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. 

Validation and Verification 
None defined 

Data Sharing 
None defined 

Assumptions 
The Royalty agency maintains the state lease and lessee information. 
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A. Lease State Land Bushess Event How 
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A. Lease State Land 

1r;formation 
Link Lessee to Lease 

Process Desm'ption 

Establishes the Iink between 
the lessee and the lease. 

Associate Information Associate code, one is 
assigned. The Business 
Associate role is set to "State 
LeSSee". - -- - - - 

Update State Lease 1 Maintains lease information. 

Registration & Relationship 

Data Capture and Validation 
Maintenance 
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Maintenance 

Registration & Relationship 

Registration & Relationship 
Maintenance 
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B. Permit to Drill Business Event Description 

Ovemkw 
The Pemzif fo Drill business event begins with the initial application to drill, 
proceeds through the approval or rejection of the permit and, for approved 
permits, to the establishment of the API Well Bore Number. The event then ends 
with the granting of a permit to the operator. 

Unifarrnify Guidelines 

Reference and Relatioqship 
R-1 ........ A standard API Well Bore Number is used. 
R-3 ........ A standard Business Associate code is used by the Conservation, Tax 

R-4 ........ Well bores are linked to operators on an effective-dated basis and the 
and Royalty agencies. 

links are stored in a common database. 

Timing and Content 
None defined 

Communication 
C-1 ... ;...Information can be received by a state via Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-2 ....... Information can be received by a state via magnetic media. 
C-3 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via Electronic 

Data Interchange (EDI) using standard conventioris for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-4 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via magnetic 
media. 

C-5 ....... The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. 

Validation and Verification 
None defined 

Data Sharing 
None defined 

A S S ~ ~ ~ ~ O R S  
The Conservation agency assigns the M I  Well Bore Number and maintains 
all well bore information. 
The Conservation agency maintains operator Business Associate information. 
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B. Permit to Drill Bushess Event How 
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B. Permit to Drill Process D e s m p ~ o n  

Capture Permit to Drill 
Application Information 

Evaluate Permit to Drill 
Application 

Approve Permit to Drill 
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conservation technical factors 
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Permit to approved. 
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C. Permit to Perforate 
and/or Completion Report Bushess Event Desmption 

Overview 
The Permit to Perforate and/or Completion Report business event begins with either 
a permit to perforate or a completion report, proceeds through the assignment of 
a well completion number and recognition of the new completion by the Royalty 
agency and Tax agency. 

Ungomity Guidelies 

Reference and Relationship 
R-1 ........ A standard API Well Bore Number is used. 
R-2 ........ A STATE standard code is used to identdy each well completion 

R-3 ........ A standard Business Associate code is used by the Conservation, Tax 

R-4........ Well bores are linked to operators on an effective-dated basis and the 

R-5 ........ Well completions are linked to'state leases on an effective-dated basis 

R-6 ........ Well completions are linked to tax groups on an effective-dated basis 

R-11 ...... A standard location X-Y-Z coordinate system (e.g. 

within each well bore. 

and Royalty agencies. 

links are stored in a common database. 

and the links are stored in a common database. 

and the links are stored in a common database. 

latitude/longitude~elevation) is used to identify the location of each 
well or transaction point. 

Timing and Content 
None defined 

Communication 
C-l ....... Information can be received by a state via Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-2 ....... Information can be received by a state via magnetic media. 
C-3 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via Electronic 

Data Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-4 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via magnetic 
media. 

C-5 .......The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. 
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C. Permit to Perforate 
and/or Completion Report Business Event Description 

Validation and Verification 
None defined 

Data Sharing 
None defined 

I Assmpfions 
0 The Conservation agency assigns the well completion code and maintains the 

well completion information. 
The Royalty agency links well completions to state leases. 

0 The Tax agency links well completions to tax groups. 
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C. Permit to Perforate1 
and/or Completion Report2 Business Event How 
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C. Permit to Perforate1 
and/or Completion Report2 Business Event How 
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C. Permit to Perf orate1 
and/or Completion Report2 Business Event How 
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C. Permit to Perforate1 
and/or Completion Report2 Bushess Event Flow 
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C. Permit to Perforate1 
and/or Completion Report2 Bushess Event How 
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C. Permit to Perforate .. ' 
and/or Completion Report Process Description 

Capture Permit to Perforate 
Application Information 

Evaluate Permit to Perforate 
Application 

Approve Permit to Perforate 
and Update Permit Status 
Reject Permit to Perforate and 
UDdate Permit Status 
Notify Operator 

Capture Completion Report 
Information 

Assign Well Completion 
Code and Update 
Information 

Link Well Completion to Well 
Bore 

Update Operator's Business 
Associate Information 

~~ ~ 

~ Captures pimnit information 
' from the operator. Data may 
~ be entered via EDI, magnetic 
media (diskette or tape) or 
manual data entry. 
Evaluates the permit to 
ensure that statutory 
regdations, such as spacing, 
are being followed and that 
conservation technical factors 
have been reviewed. 
Updates the status of the 
permit to approved. 
Updates the status of the 
Dermit to reiecfed. 
Notifies the operator of the 
approval or the rejection of 
the permit The appropriate 
information will be sent to 
Correspondence Management 
for processing. 
Captures and validates 
completion report 
information. Data may be 
entered via EDI, magnetic 
media (diskette or tape) or 
manual data entrv. 
This process will occur upon 
receipt of a completion report 
from an operator. A well 
completion code will be 
assigned and updated.on the 
Well Completion file. This 
information then becomes 
avaiIable for Royalty and Tax 
processing. 
Establishes the relationship 
between the well completion 
and the well bore. 
If the operator has no 
Business Associate code, one 
is assigned. The Business 
Associate role is set to 
"ODerator". 

Data Capture and VaiicMcn 

Permitting 
Bonding 

Permitting 

Permitting 

Permitting 
Correspondence 

Management 

Data Capture and Validation 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Uniform Production 
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C. Permit to Perforate 
and/or Completion Report Process Desaiption 

Update Well Bore to Operator 
Link 

Issue Completion Notice with 
Well Completion Code 

Identify Well Completions on 
State Leases 

Link Well Completion to 
State Lease 

Issue Royalty Remitter 
Identification Form to Lessee 

Capture Royalty Remitter(s) 
Identification Form 

Update Royalty Remitter(s) 
Business Associate 
Information 

Establishes or updates the 
link between the well bore 
and the operator. 
Notifies the operator of the 
registration of the well 
completion and of the 
assigned well completion 
code. The appropriate 
information will be sent to 
Correspondence Management 
for processing. 
Royalty agency will identify 
new well completions and 
determine whether or not the 
well completion is on a state 
lease. 
If the well completion is on a 
state lease, the relationship 
between the state lease and 
the well completion is 
established or undated. 
The lessees of the lease will 
receive a request for 
identification of royalty 
remitters. The appropriate 
information will be sent to 
Correspondence Management 
for Drocessine. 
When the remitter 
identification form is received 
from the lessee, the remitter 
information is captured by 
the system. The Remitter 
identification form could be a 
copy of the Division Order. 
If the payee has no Business 
Associate code, one is 
assigned. The Business 
Associate role is set to 
"Royalty Remitter". 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Permitting 
Correspondence 

Management 

State Lease Management 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

State Lease Management 
Correspondence 

Management 

Data Capture and Validation 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 
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C. Permit to Perforate 
and/or Completion Report Process Description 

Notify Remitters 

identify New Well 
Completions 

Update Tax Group and Tax 
Exemptions 

Link Well Completion to Tax 
Group 

Issue Tax Remitter 
Identification Form to 
Operator 

Capture Tax Remitter(s) 
Identification 

Update Tax Remitter(s) 
Business Associate 
Information 

gotifies the roydty remitters 
that they are responsible for 
royalty payments on the state 
lease. The appropriate 
information will be sent to 
Correspondence Management 
for processing. 
f ie  Tax agency will be able 
to identify new well 
completions in order to 
determine if the well 
completions should be 
assigned to new or existing 
tax groups. 
If a new tax group is needed, 
it is established. Existing tax 
groups also may be modified. 
Tax exemptions also are 
established or updated. 
The relationship between the 
well completion and the tax 
group is established or 
updated. 
The operator of the well 
completion will receive a 
request for identification of 
taxremitters. The 
appropriate information will 
be sent to Correspondence 
Management for processing. 
When the tax remitter 
identification form is received 
from the operator, the 
remitter information is 
captured by the system. 
If the tax remitter has no 
Business Associate code, one 
is assigned. The Business 
Associate role is set to "Tax 
Remitter". Also, the 
designated tax remitters are 
checked to ensure that they 
are bonded as required by 
statutory regulations. 

State Lease Management 
Correspondence 

Management 

Tax Group Management 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Tax Group Management 
Correspondence 

Management 

Data Capture and Validation 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 
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C. Permit to Perforate 
and/or Completion Report Process Desmiv fion 

Notify Tax Remitter(s) 

Issue Clearance to Remove 
Product 

Notifies the tax remitters that 
they are responsible for tax 
payments for the well 
completion. The appropriate 
information will be sent to 
Correspondence Management 
for processing. 
The operator will receive 
clearance to remove product 
from the weIl completion. 
The appropriate information 
willbesentto 
Correspondence Management 
for txocessine. 

Tax Group Management 
Correspondence 

Management 

Tax Group Management 
Correspondence 

Management 
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D. Maintain Well Relationships Business Event Desmption 

Overview 
The Mainfain Well Relationships business event is vital in maintaining the 
relationships between entities. This event may be initiated by either the reporter 
or agency. 

U.hZomz~'ty Guidelines 

Reference and Relationship 
R-1 ........ A standard API Well Bore Number is used. 
R-2 ........ A STATE standard code is used to idenbfy each well completion 

R-3 ........ A standard Business Associate code is used by the Conservation, Tax 

R-4 ........ Well bores are linked to operators on an effective-dated basis and the 

R-6 ........ Well completions are linked to tax groups on an effective-dated basis 

R-9 ........ Transaction points are identified using a standard numbering system. 
R-IO ...... Well completions are linked to transaction points on an effective- 

within each well bore. 

and Royalty agencies. 

links are stored in a common database. 

and the links are stored in a common database. 

dated basis and the links &e stored in a common database. 

Timing and Content 
None defined 

Communication 
C-5 ....... The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. 

Validation and Verification 
None defined 

Data Sharing 
None d.efined 

Assump fions 
0 The Conservation agency maintains the well completion to transaction point 

link information. 

AI -20 
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D. Maintain Well Relationships Business Event How 

Reporter 0 
I 
I 
I 

Change in 

Fl Information 
InfOIHL3tiOn 

1 I I 

upaate 
TranSactiOn 

BllSinSS Point 
Assodate Info. MOIHL3tiOn 

Update Tax upaate 
Group operator's . 

Tax TaX BUSinI3.S Transaction Group Exemptions Assodate Points 
\ 

* 
Update Well 
Completion 

to Tax Group 
Link 

1 
Well Completion 

-to- 
Tax Group Link 

Update Well 

Operator Link 

Well Bore 

Operator Link 

Update Well 
Completion to 
Transaction 
Point Link 

Well Completion 
-to-Transaction 

Point Link 
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D. Maintain Well Relationships Process Desmktion - I  

Capture Information 

Update Tax Group and Tax 
Exemptions 

Update Well Completion to 
Tax Group Link 

Update Operator's Business 
Associate Information 

The Tax agency captures 
information regarding 
changes in the well 
completion that reIate to tax 
groups. The information may 
be provided by the reporter 
of production-reIated data or 
may originate from the Tax 
agency itself due to new tax 
laws or regulations. Data 
may be entered via EDI, 
magnetic media (diskette or 
tape) or manual data entry. 
If a new tax group is needed, 
it is estabIished. Existing tax 
groups also may be modified. 
Tax exemptions may be 
established or uDdated. 
Establishes or updates the 
relationship between the well 
completion and the tax group. 
The Conservation agency 
captures information 
regarding changes in well . 
completion that reIate to 
operation of the well (e.g. 
change in operator) or to 
transaction points. The 
information may be provided 
by the operator of the well or 
the reporter of production- 
related data or may originate 
from the Conservation agency 
ikelf. Data may be entered 
via EDI, magnetic media 
(diskette or tape) or manual 
data entry. 
If the new operator has no 
Bushess Associate code, one 
is assigned. The Business 
Associate role is set to 
"Operator". 

Data Capture and Validation 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Data Capture and Validation 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Uniform Production 
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D. Maintain Well Relationships Process Desa&i?on 

Updates the link between the 
well bore and the operator 
If the new transaction point 

Update Well Bore to Operator 
Link 
Update Transaction Point 
Information 

Registration and Rekitionship 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Update Well Completion to 
Transaction Point Link 

transaction points is ucdated. 
Updates the Iink b e t w h  the Registration and Relationship 

has no transaction point 
number, one is assigned. 
Information for existing 

Maintenance 

I Maintenance 
well completion and the 
transaction uoint 

Uniform Production 
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E. Unitize Business Event Desm'vtion 

Overview 
The Unitize business event begins with either a voluntary or compulsory 
unitization, proceeds through the linking of well completions to the new unit, 
and .the recognition of the new unit by the Tax and Royalty agencies. 

UinXozznity Guidelines 
'8 

Reference and Relationship 
R-1 ........ A standard API Well Bore Number is used. 
R-2 ........ A STATE standard code is used to identify each well completion 

R-3 ........ A standard Business Associate code is used by the Conservation, Tax 

R-4........ Well bores are linked to operators on an effective-dated basis and the 

R-5 ........ Well completions are linked to state leases on an effective-dated basis 

R-6 ........ Well completions are linked to tax groups on an effective-dated basis 

R-8 ........ Well completions are linked to units on an effective-dated basis and 

within each well bore. 

and Royalty agencies. 

links are stored in a common database. 

and the links are stored in a common database. 

and the links are stored in a common database. 

the links are stored in a common database. 

. 

Timing and Content 
None defined 

Communication 
C-5 ....... The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. 

Validation and Verification 
None defined 

Data Sharing 
None defined 

Assumptions 
0 

0 

The Conservation agency links the well completions to units. 
The Royalty agency links well completions to state leases for well 
completions in newly-defined units. 
The Tax agency links well completions to tax groups for well completions in 
newly-defined units. 

Uniform Production 
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E. Unitize Bushess Event How 

w 

capture Unit 
Agreement 

I 

Issue Notice of 
Unitization 
with Unit 
Number 

*includes compulso y and volunta y unitizations 
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E. Unitize Bushess Event How 

Q 
Remitter(s) 
Notification 

l - l  

Tax Exemptions LJ 
Completion to 

Tax Group -to- Tax Group 
Well Completio 

unit Link 

Identification 

Operator 

Identification 

r - 
Update Tax Capture Tax 
Remitter(s) Remitter@) 

BUSineSS Identification * 
Assodate Info. 

Business 
Associate 
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Link Well 
Completionto 
state Lease 

E. Unitize Bushess Event mow 

Well Completion 
-to-state Lease 

Link 
__O 

Identify New 
Unit 

Well Completion 
-to- unit 6 

Royalty 
Remitter@) . 
Notification 

T I 
Update Royalty 

Notify Royalty Remitter@) 
Remitter@) BUSinSS 

Royalty 
Remitter 

Identification 
Form 

Identification 
of 

Remitters 
Royalty 

Capture Royalty 
Remitter@) 

Identification 
Form 
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E. Unitize 

Capture Unit Agreement 

Assign Unit Number 

Link Well Completions to 
unit 

Issue Notice of Unitization 
with Unit Number 

Identify New Unit 

Assign Tax Group and Tax 
Exemptions 

Link Well Completion to Tax 
Group 

Issue Tax Remitter 
Identification Form to 
Operator 

Capture Tax Remitter@) 
Identification Form 

Captures unit agreement 
from the initial source. 
When a unit is established, 
the Conservation agency will 
assign the unit number and 
update unit information. This 
information will be available 
to the Tax and Royalty 
agenaes. 
Establishes the relationship 
between well completions 
and the unit. 
Notifies the operator that the 
unit has been established. 
The appropriate information 
is sent to Correspondence 
Management for processing. 
Tax agency will identify new 
units in order to determine if 
a new tax group number 
needs to be established for the 
well completions within the 
dt. 
If needed, a new tax group is 
established for the well 
completions within the unit. 
Existing tax groups may be 
updated. Tax exemptions 
may be established or 
updated. 
The relationship between well 
completions an’ the tax 
group are established or 
updited. 
The operator of the unit will 
receive a request for 
identification of tax remitters. 
The appropriate information 
will be sent to 
Correspondence Management 
for Drocessinp. 
Capture tax remitter 
identification information 

Data Capture and Validation 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Unitization 
Correspondence 

Management 

Tax Group Management 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Tax Group Management 
Correspondence 

Management 

Data Capture and Validation 
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E. Unitize Process Desm*don 

Update Tax Remitter(s) 
Business Associate 
Information 

Notify Tax Remitter(s) 

Identify New Unit 

Link Well Completion to 
State Lease 

Issue Royalty Remitter 
Identification Form to Lessee 

Capture Royalty Remitter(s) 
Identification Form 
Update Royalty Remitter(s) 
Business Associate 
Information 

If the tax remitter has no 
Business Associate code, one 
is assigned. The Business 
Associate role is set to "Tax 
Remitter." Also, the 
designated tax remitters are 
checked to ensure that they 
are bonded as required by 
statutorv reeulations. 
The tax remitter@) will 
receive notification'that they 
have been designated 
responsible for tax payments 
for the well completions 
within the unit. The 
appropriate information will 
be sent to Correspondence 
Management for processing. 
Royalty agency will identify 
new units in order to 
determine if well completions 
in the new unit are on state 
leases. 
The relationship between the 
well completions and the 
state lease is established or 
updated. 
The lessees of the unit will 
receive a request for 
identification of royalty 
remitters. The appropriate 
information will be sent to 
Correspondence Management 
for processing. 
Capture Royalty Remitter 
identification information 
If the royalty remitter has no 
Business Associate code, one 
is assigned. The Business 
Associate role is set to 
"Royalty Remitter." Also, the 
designated royalty remitters 
are checked to ensure that 
they are bonded as required 
by statutory regulations. 

Registration and Relationship 

Bonding 
Maintenance 

Tax Group Management 
Correspondence 

Management 

State Lease Management 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

State Lease Management 
Correspondence 

Management 

Data Capture and Validation 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Bonding 
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E. Unitize Process Desafpkion 

Notify Royalty Remitters The roydty remitters will 
receive notification that they 
have been designated 
responsible for royalty 
paymenk for the well 
completions within the unit 
The appropriate information 
willbesentto 
Correspondence Management 
for processing. 

State Lease Management 
Correspondence 

Management 

Uniform Production 
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F. Process Well Test Bushess Event Desmption 

Overview 
The Process Well Tesf business event begins with the capture of well test 
information and proceeds through thewdidation of the data. 

UnZomzi~ Guidelines 

Reference and Relationship 
R-1 ........ A standard API Well Bore Number is used. 
R-2 ........ A STATE standard code is used to identify each well completion 

R-3 ........ A standard Business Associate code is used by the Conservation, Tax 
within each well bore. 

and Royalty agencies. 

Timing and Content 
TC-1 ..... Well test information is provided at the well completion level for all 

tested hydrocarbons and is stored in a common database. 

Communication - 
C-1 ....... Information can be received by a state.via Electronic Data 

Interchange (ED9 using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-2 ....... Information can be received by a state via magnetic media. 
C-3 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via Hectronic 

Data Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-4 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via magnetic 
media. 

C-5 ....... The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. . 

Validation and Verification 
V-1 ....... Each agency will internally validate and verify data to meet 

minimum data quality standards. Error statements will be returned 
to the reporters of the data. 

Data Sharing 
None defined 

Assumptions 
0 The Conservation agency receives well test information. 
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F. Process Well Test Buskess Event How 

I 

Exceptions 

Raw 
=P- 
Well Test 

Data Well Test 

Validate 
Well Test -b Validated + 
Information Well Test 

Notify Operator 
of Exceptions 

To G. 
set 

Allowables 
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_ -  

Notify Operator of Exceptions 

E Process Well Test Process Desmiption 

0 etc. 
Notifies the operator of errors 
or exceptions on well test 
data. The appropriate 
information is sent to 
Correspondence Management 
for processing. 

Capture Well Test Data 

Validate Well Test 
Information 

Captures well test and 
inspection information from 
the initial source. Data may 
be entered via EDI, magnetic 
media (diskette or tape) or 
manual data entry. 
Validates the well test 
information for edit checks 
such as: 
0 required data provided 
0 numeric/alphanumeric 

Data Capture and Validation- 
WellTest 

Data Capture and Validation 

Data Capture and Validation 
Correspondence 

Management 
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G. Set Allowables Business Event Desaip tion - 

Overview 
The Set Allowables business event begins with the calculation of allowables based 
on well test data, production history, and conservation technical factors and 
proceeds through the generation of operator dowable schedules. 

Reference and Relationship 
R-1 ........ A standard API Well Bore Number is used. 
R-2 ........ A STATE standard code is used to identify each well completion 

R-7 ........ Well completions are linked to their appropriate production 
within each well bore. 

allowables. 

Timing and Content 
None identified 

Communication 
C-3 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via Electronic 

Data Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-4 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via magnetic 
media. 

C-5 ....... The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. 

Validation and Verification 
None defined 

Data Sharing 
None defined 

Asszzmptions 
The Conservation agency defines allowables, when required by statute. 
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G. Set Allowables Business Event How 

Modify 
Allowables b AUowables 

r----- 1 

Generate 
Operaw 

AUowables 
schedules 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

4 b AUowables 

- 

0 validated well 

Generate 
Operaw 

AUowables 
schedules 

validated 
Production €3 Volumes 

1 

Automatically 

Allowables 

Allowables T 
Modify 

Allowables 

0 vation 

+ 
To H. 
P1.ocess 

Conservation 
Volumes 

. .  
. .  
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G. Set Allowables Process Desmftion 

. 
Automatically Calculate 
Allowables 

Modify Allowables 

Generate Operator 
Allowables Schedules 

Generates allowables based 
on well test data, production 
information (both current and 
historical), and conservation 
technical factors. 
Once the allowables are set, 
they can be reviewed and 
adjusted as required by 
changes in the well fxst data, 
produdion information and 
conservation technical factors. 
Allowables schedules will be 
sent to operators. The 
appropriate information will 
be sent to Correspondence 
Management for processing. 

Allowables 

Allowables 

Allowables 
Correspondence 

Management 

. 
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H. Process 
Conservation Volumes Business Event Desaiption 

Ovemiew 
The Process Consemation Volumes business event begins with the capture of 
production volumes reported to the Conservation agency, proceeds through 
validation of those volumes and a comparison to allowables. 

Uniformity Guidelines 

Reference and Relationship 
R-1 ........ A standard API WeII Bore Number is used. 
R-2 ........ A STATE standard code is used to i d e n q  each well completion 

R-3 ........ A standard Business Associate code is used by the Conservation, Tax 

R-9 ........ Transaction points are identified using a standard numbering system. 

within each well bore. 

and Royalty agencies. 

Timing and Content 
TC-2 ..... Production volumes are reported for each separately measured well 

completion with the transaction point identified. 
TC-5 ..... Production, Tax and Royalty volume information is reported for all 

commercial hydrocarbons. 
TC-7 ..... Conservation volume information is received as soon as possible, but 

no later than the last day of the month following the month of 
production. 

due-date. 

accurate reporting of information. 

information to be reported by at least two parties with separate 
interests. 

TC-9 ..... Information can be received and processed at any time prior to the . 

TC-10 ... Incentives and other programs are used to encourage timely and 

TC-12 ... Routine reporting requirements will include a provision for volume . 

Communication 
C-1 ....... Information can be received by a state via Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-2 ....... Information can be received by a state via magnetic media. 

Uniform Production 
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H. Process 
Conservation Volumes Business Event Desmption 

- 

Communication (continued) 
- -  C-3 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via Electronic 

Data Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-4 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via magnetic 
media. 

C-5 ....... The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. 

Validation and Verification 
V-1 ....... Each agency will internally validate and verify data to meet 

minimum data quality standards. Error statements will be returned 
to the reporters of the data. 

Data Sharing 
None defined 

Assumptiions 
t 0 The Conservation agency receives production volumes. 
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f 
.H. Process 
Conservation Volumes Business Event How 

* 
NotiryReporter process 
of AUowables . Volumes From G. 

set 
AUowables 

Overageor Against AUowables t 
Underage AUowableJ 

\ 

. I  
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H. Process 
Conservation Volumes . ..' .. Process Description 

Capture Volumes 

Validate Production Volumes 

Notify Reporter of Exceptions 

Process Volumes Against 
AlIowables 

Notify Reporter of 
Allowables Overage or 
Underage 

Captures production volumes 
from the initial source. Data 
may be entered via EDI, 
magnetic media (diskette or 
tape) or manual data entry. 
Performs initiaI data 
validations including 
checking data type, data 
formatting and required data 
fields. 
Provides feedback to 
reporters about data errors. 

Monitors reported gas and oil 
production volumes to ensure 
that production volumes do 
not exceed defined 
allowables. AIso adjusts 
dowables net balance to 
.reflect reported production 
volumes. 
Provides feedback to 
reporters about production 
that exceeds dowable levels. 

Data Capture and Valida!h 

Data Capture and Validation 

Data Capture and Validation 
Correspondence 

Management 
Allowables 

Allowables 
Correspondence 

Management 
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I. ProcessTax 
Volumes and Values Business Event DescripiYon 

Overview 
The Process Tax Volumes and Values business event begins with the capture of tax 
volumes, values, and payments, proceeds through the validation of these data 
and the comparison of check summary information to supporting detail 
information. 

Un3ormity Guidelines 

Reference and Relationship 
R-3 ........ A standard Business Associate code is used by the Conservation, Tax 

R-9 ........ Transaction points are identified using a standard numbering system. 
and Royalty agencies. 

Timing and Content 
TC-3 ..... Tax volumes and values are reported at the tax group level with the 

transaction point identified. 
TC-5 ..... Production, Tax and Royalty volume information is reported for all 

commercial hydrocarbons. 
TC-6 ..... Tax and Royalty value information is reported for all commercial 

hydrocarbon products severed or sold. 
TC-8 ..... Tax and Royalty volume and value information is received as soon as 

possible, but no later than the last day of the second month following 
the month of production. 

due-date. 

accurate reporting of information. 

transaction point to the Tax or Royalty transaction point. 

information to be reported by at least two parties with separate 
interests. 

TC-9 ..... Information can be received and processed at any time prior to the 

TC-10 ... Incentives and other programs are used to encourage timely and 

TC-11 ... All volume dispositions are accounted for from the Production 

TC-12 ... Routine reporting requirements will include a provision for volume 
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I. ProcessTax 
Volumes and Values ,.. Buszhess Event Desm@iion 

I .  

. .  Communication 
C-1 ....... Information can be received by a state via Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-2 ....... Information can be received by a state via magnetic media. 
C-3 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via Electronic 

Data Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-4 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via magnetic 
media. 

C-5 ....... The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. 

Validation and Verification 
V-1 ....... Each agency will internally validate and verrfy data to meet 

minimum data quality standards. Error statements will be returned 
to the reporters of the data. 

. -  
Data Sharing 

None defined 

Assumptions 
0 The Tax agency receives tax volumes and values. 
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I. ProcessTax 
Volumes and Values Bzzshess Event How 

Validate 

values Tax Volumes and 
Volumes and Validated , 

values 

. -  

*includes gross taxable and non-taxable volumes and values 
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I. ProcessTax 
Volumes and Values Business Event How 

Payment 
Notification p q  1 I ccounting 

1- \ g io 
Tax Payment 

*Remitter will send either a hardcopy payment or 
an EFT through their bank 
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I. ProcessTax 
Volumes and Values Process Desaip tion 

Capture Volumes and Values 

Update Transaction Point 
Information 

Validate Volumes and Values 

Notify Reporter or Remitter 
of Exceptions 

Match Volumes and Values to 
Payments 

Captures Tax volumes and 
values from the initial source. 
Data may be entered via EDI, 
magnetic media (diskette or 
tape) or manual data entry. 
If a new transaction point is 
identified on the volume Maintenance 
report, a transaction point 
record is established, and a 
new ttansaction point 
number is assigned. 
Performs initial data 
validations including 
checking data type, data 
formatting, footing, required 
data fields, etc. 
Provides feedback to the 
reporter or remitter about Correspondence 
data errors. Management 
Compares gas and oil 
volumes and values to tax 
payments received. 

Data Capture and Validation 

Registration and Relationship 

Data Capture and Validation 

Data Capture and Validation 

Remittance Processing 

Uniform Production 
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J. Process Royalty 
Volumes and Values Business Event DescriDfion 

Overview 
The Process RoyaZfy Volumes and Values business event begins with the capture of 
royalty volumes, values and payments from state leases, proceeds through the 
validation of these data and the comparison of check s u ~ ~ l ~ a r y  information to 
supporting detail information. 

Uniformify GUideIihes 

Reference and Relationship 
R-3 ........ A standard Business Associate code is used by the Conservation, Tax 

R-9 ........ Transaction points are identified using a standard numbering system. 
and Royalty agencies. 

Timing and Content 
TC-4 ..... Royalty volumes and values are reported at the state lease level with 

tax group and transaction point identified. 
TC-5 ..... Production, Tax and Royalty volume information is reported for all 

coinmercial hydrocarbons. 
TC-6 ..... Tax and Royalty value information is reported for all commercial 

hydrocarbon products severed or sold. 
TC-8 ..... Tax and Royalty volume and value information is received as soon as 

possible, but no later than the last day of the second month following 
the month'of production. 

due-date. 

accurate reporting of information. 

transaction point to the Tax or Royalty transaction point. 

information to be reported by at least two parties with separate 
interests. 

TC-9 ..... Information can be received and processed at any time prior to the 

TC-10 ... Incentives and other programs are used to encourage timely and 

TC-11 ... AI1 volume dispositions are accounted for from the Production 

TC-12 ... Routine reporting requirements will include a provision for volume 

. -  
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J. Process Royalty 
Volumes and Values Business Event DesmiDiiion 

Communication 
C-1 ....... Information can be received by a state via Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-2 ....... Information can be received by a state via magnetic media. 
C-3 ....... Information can be transmitted’from state agencies via Electronic 

Data Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-4 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via magnetic 
media. 

C-5 ....... The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. 

Validation and Verification 
V-1 ....... Each agency will internally validate and verrfy data to meet 

minimum data quality standards. Error statements will be returned 
to the reporters of the data. , 

Data Sharing 
None defined 

Ass~p t ions  
0 The Royalty agency receives royalty volumes and values from state leases. 

Uniform Production 
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J. Process Royalty 
Volumes and Values Business Event How 

Transaction 

Exceptions Notify Reporter 
or Remitter of 

Exceptions 

*includes exempt and non-exempf royalty volumes and values 
fiom state leases 
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J. Process Royalty 
Volumes and Values I Business Event How 

*Remitter will send either a hardcopy payment or 
an EFT through their bank 

Flow Page 2 of 3 Uniform Production 
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J. Process Royalty 
Volumes and Values Business Event How 

Validated Validated 

and Values 
Royalty 
Payment 

Royalty Volumes 

Match Volumes 
and Values to 

Paymenk 

Invoice -or- 
Cre'dik 
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J. Process Royalty 
Volumes and Values Process Desm>tion 

Capture Volumes and Values 

Update Transaction Point 
Information 

Validate Volumes and Values 

Notify Reporter or Remitter 
of Exceptions 

Match Volumes and Values to 
Payments 

Captures Royalty volumes 
and values from the initial 
source. Data may be entered 
via EDI, magnetic media 
(diskette or tape) or manual 
data entry. 
If a new transaction point is 
identified on the volume 
report, a transaction point 
record is established, and a 
new transaction point 
number is assigned. 
Performs initial data . 
validations including 
checking data type, data 
formatting, footing, required 
data fields. etc. 
Provides feedback to reporter 
or remitter about data errors. 

Compares gas and oil 
volumes and values to 
royalty payments received 
from state leases. 

Data Capture and Validation 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Data Capture and Validation 

Data Capture and Validation 
Correspondence 

Management 
Remittance Processing 

Uniform Production 
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K. Cross-Agency Verification Bushess Event DescriDtion 

Overdew 
The Cross-Agency Ven@ation business event begins with the comparison of 
Conservation, Royalty and Tax volumes, proceeds through comparison of 
Royalty and Tax values, and ends with the routing of exceptions to the 
appropriate agencies. 

UnZomuYy Guidelines 

Reference and Relationship 
R-1 ........ A standard A P I  Well Bore Number is used. 
R-2 ........ A STATE standard code is used to identdy each well completion 

R-3 ........ A standard Business Associate code is used by the Conservation, Tax 

R-5 ........ Well completions are linked to state leases on an effective-dated basis 

R-6 ........ Well completions are linked to tax groups on an ef€ective- dated basis 

R-9 ........ Transaction points are identified using a standard numbering system. 
R-10 ...... Well completions are linked to transaction points on an effective- 

within each well bore. 

and Royalty agencies. 

and the links are stored in a common database. 

and the links are stored in a common dakbae. 

dated basis and the links are stored in a common database. 

Timing and Content 
None defined 

Communication 
C-5 .......The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. 

Validation and Verification 

data. 
V-2 ....... Conservation, Tax and Royalty agencies will cross-verify volume 

V-3 ....... Tax and Royalty agencies will cross-verify value data. 
V-4 ....... States will develop cross-agency verification procedures for handling 

exceptions and for resolving data discrepancies between agencies. 
V-5 ....... Cross-agency data verification will begin no later than six months 

after the month of production. 

AI-53 . 
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K. Cross-Agency Verification Business Event Desmption 

Data Sharing 
None defined 

AssumpiYons 
0 Nonedefined 

Uniform Production 
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K. Cross-Agency Verification Bzzshess Event How 

F m  Conservstion 

Validated Validated Validated 
Tax Volumes and Production Royalty Volumes 

values Volumes and Values 

-to- Transaction 
Point Link Route 

Appropriate 
Agmaes 

Exceptions to 

0 

Exceptions 

n 

1 
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K. Cross-Agency Verification Bushess Eveni How 

I 
I 

Flozu Page 2 of 2 

validated Validated 
Tax Volumes and Royalty Volumes 

values and Values 

b Well Completion 
State Lease Link 

Well Completion Value 

Tax Group Link 
-to- Analysis -to- 

t 
Route 

Appropriate 
Exceptions to 

1 
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K. Cross-Agency Verification Process Desm!i?on 

Volume Analysis 

Route Exceptions to 
Appropriate Agencies 

Value Analysis 

Route Exceptions to 
Appropriate Agencies 

Compares Conservation, Tax 
and Royalty agencies volume 
information to ensure that 
accurate and consistent 
volume information is being 
provided and to identify data 
discrepancies. 
Routes exception reports to 
the appropriate regulatory 
agency for review and audit, 
if necessary. 
Compares Tax and Royalty 
agencies value information to 
ensure that accurate and 
consistent value information 
is being provided and to 
identify data discrepancies. 
Routes exception reports to 
the appropriate regulatory 
agency for review and audit, 
ifnecessarv. 

Volume Analysis 

Volume Analysis 
Audit 

Value Analysis 

Value Analysis 
Audit 

A1 -57 
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L. External Data Sharing Business Event Desaipi5on - 

The Exfernal Dah  Sharing business event outlines the types of data being 
provided, as well as the mechanisms for sharing those data with the data user 
community outside of the Conservation, Royalty and Tax agencies. 

Reference and Relationship 
R-1 ........ A standard API Well Bore Number is used. 
R-2 ........ A STATE standard code is used to identify each well completion 

within each well bore. 

Timing and Content 
None defined 

Communication 
C-1 ....... Information can be received by a state via Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-2 ....... Information can be received by a state via magnetic media. 
C-3 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via Electronic 

Data Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for A X  X12 
transaction sets. 

C-4 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via magnetic 
media. 

C-5 ....... The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. 

None defined 
Validation and Verification 

Data Sharing 
Volume data provided includes: 

S-1 Well Tests 
S-2 Allowables 
S-3 Production Volumes 
s-4 TaxVolumes 
S-5 Royalty Volumes 

Value data provided includes: 
S-6 Tax Values and Value Basis 
5-7 Royalty Values and Value Basis 

Uniform Production 
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L. External Data Sharing Business Event Desmiprion 

Data Sharing (continued) 
Reference data provided includes: 

S-8 Well Completion 
S-9 Well Bore 
S-10 unit 
S-11 StateLease 
S-12 Business Associate 
S-13 TaxGroup 

Relationship data provided includes: 
S-14 Well Completion to Well Bore Link 
$15 Well Completion to Unit Link 
S-16 Well Completion to Tax Group Link 
S-17 Well Completion to State Lease Link 
S-18 Well Completion to Transaction Point Link 

Information is provided to the data user via: 
S-19 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 
S-20 Magnetic Media 
S-21 On-line Inquiry 
S-22 Paper Reports 
S-23 CD-ROM 

S-24 ...... Validated data should be released in a timely manner no later than 

S-25 ...... Data will be provided to data users in standard output formats. 
S-26 ...... Statistics will be provided to data users as a measure of data 

S-27 ...... In-process data discrepancies are identified for data users. 

one month after they are received by the agency. 

completeness. 

Assumptions 
Pressure and temperature bases are defined cIearly for the data user. 

Uniform Production 
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L. External Data Sharing Business Event How 

Volumes and Values 

Reference Data r 
Relationship Data 

Process Request +n I 

User Request -a 
P 7 - P  

Request -H 

ED1 
-I 

User Request 

CD ROM -0 User Request 

Flozu Page 1 of 1 Uniform Production 
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L. External Data Shaxing Process Desmption 

Process Request Processes requests for External Data Sharing 
production-related Remittance Processing 
information. Output may be 
obtained via on-line inquiry, 
hard copy reports, diskettes, 
tapes, ED1 or CD-ROM. 

Uniform Production 
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M. Permit to Abandon Business Event Description 

O v m k w  
The Permit fo Abandon business event begins with the original receipt of the 
application for abandonment permit and proceeds through the update of all 
appropriate reference and relationship databases. 

Reference and Relationship 
R-1 ........ A standard API WeIl Bore Number is used. 
R-2 ........ A STATE standard code is used to identify each well completion 

R-3 ........ A standard Business Associate code is used by the Conservation, Tax 

Rd........ WeIl bores are linked to operators on an effective-dated basis and the 

within each well bore. 

and Royalty agencies. 

links are stored in a common database. 

Timing and Content 
None defined 

’ Communication 
C-1 ....... Information can be received by a state via Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for Asc X12 
transaction sets. 

C-2 ....... Information can be received by a state via magnetic media. 
C-3 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via Electronic 

Data Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. 

C-4 ....... Information can be transmitted from state agencies via magnetic 
media. 

C-5 ....... The use of electronic forms of communication is supported by a state. 

Validation and Verification 
None defined 

Data Sharing 
None defined 

A S S Z L ~ ~ ~ ~ O R S  
0 Nonedefined 
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M. Permit to Abandon ’ Business Event How 

capturepermit ’ h 
Permit to Abandon 

Application Application 
- 

Infarmation 
/ 

. -  

Evaluate Permit 
to Abandon 
Application 

Rejection Notice 

Update Permit UpdAtePermit Status Application 

U 

Rejection Notice P + 
Notify 

Operator 4 
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M. Permit to Abandon Business Event How 

Well Completion 
-to-Transactim - 

Point Link 

_ -  

Uphte  Well 
Completion 

to Transaction 
Point Link 

I- Operatois - 1 Business Business 
Assodate Assodate 

t 

Update Well 
Bore 

Idormation 

t 

+-- Updatewell Well Bore 
-to- Bore to 

Operator Link Operator Link 

-7- 

t 

Update Well 
Bore 

Idormation 

t 

+-- Updatewell Well Bore 
-to- Bore to 

Operator Link Operator Link 

-7- 
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M. Permit to Abandon Business Event How 

b ,,Well Completion 
-b T ~ x  Group 

Link 

Update Well 
Completionto I 

Tax Group Link 

Update Tax 
Group 

(c 
Update Tax 
Remitter's 
Busin= 

Associate Mo. 
b Business 

Associate 

* TaxGroup 

(t 

Bonding Bonding 

. 
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M. Permit to Abandon Business Event How 

Update Well 
Completionto Well Completion 

40- 
State Lease LinzE State Lease Link 

updatestate 
Lease StrrteLease 

Flow Page 4 of 4 Uniform Production 
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Remittefs 
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Assodate 



M. Permit to Abandon Process Desaiption 

Capture Permit to Abandon 
Application Information 

Evaluate Permit to Abandon 
Application 

Approve Permit to Abandon 
and Update Permit Status 
Reject Permit to Abandon and 
Uudate Permit Status 
Notify Operator 

Oversee Plugging 

Update Operator's Business 
Associate Information 

Update Well Bore 
Information 
Update Well Bore to Operator 
Link 

Update Well Completion to 
Transaction Point Link 

Update Well Completion to 
Tax Group Link 

Update Tax Group 

Captures Permit Application 
information from the initial 
source. Data may be entered 
via EDI, magnetic media 
(diskette or tape) or manual 
data enfry. 

regulations, such as 
environmental plans, etc. are 
beiig followed. 
Updates the status of the 
Permit to approved. 
Updates the status of the 
Permit to reiecfed. 

Ensures that statutory 

Notifies the operator of the 
approval or the rejection of 
the permit application. The 
appropriate information will 
be sent to Correspondence 
Management for-processing. 
Ensures that statutory 
regulations are followed 
during the plugging and 
abandonment Drocess. 
Change operator's Business 
Associate role when 
necessarv. 
Updates the Well Bore status 
to plugged and abandoned. 
Updates the effective-dated 
relationship between Well 
Bore and Operator. 
Updates the effective-dated 
reiationship between Well 
Completion and Transaction 
Point. 
Updates the effective-dated 
relationship between Well 
Completion and Tax Group. 
Reviews the status of the tax 
group, and updates tax 

, group information when 
necessary. 

Data Capture and Validation 

Permitting 

Permitting 

Permitting 

Permitting 
Correspondence 
Management 

Permitting 

Registration and Relationship 

Bonding 
Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 
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M. Permit to Abandon process Desm*Di?on 

Update Tax Remitter's 
Business Associate 
Information 

Update Well CompIetion to 
State Lease Link 

Update State Lease 

Update Royalty Remitter's 
Business Associate 
Information 

Reviews the status of the tax 
remitter, and updates tax 
remitter's Business Associate 
information when necessary. 
Updates the effective-dated 
reiationship betiveen Well 
Completion and State Lease. 
Reviews the status of the state 
lease, and updates state Iease 
information when necessary; 
Reviews the status of the 
royalty remitter, and updates 
the royaIty remitter's Business 
Associate information when 
necessary. 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 

Registration and Relationship 
Maintenance 
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Section 1 

Business Events 
Core Business Even#Xj!iniformity 

Guideline Cross-Reference 
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Core Business Events/ Uniformiiy Guideline Cross=Reference 

R-11 

Well completions are Wed to transaction points 
on an effectivedated basis and the linkn are 
stored in a common database. 

A standard location X-Y-Z coordinate system (e.g. 
latitude/longitude/elevation) is used to identify 
the location of each well or tramaction point. 

I 
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I 

Core Business Evenfs/ Uniformity Guideline Cross-Reference 

Well test information is provided at the well 
TC-1 completion level for all tested hydrocarbons and 

is stored in a common database. 
Production volumes are reported for each 

TC-2 separately measured well completion with the 
transaction point identified. 
Tax volumes and values are reported at the tax 
group level with the transaction point identified. Tc-3 

Royalty volumes and values are reported at the 

point identified. 
state lease level with tax group and transaction 

Production, Tax and Royalty volume information 
is reported for all commerdal hydrocarbons. 
Tax and Royalty value information fs reported fo 

TC-6 all  cdmmerdal hydrocarbon producb sevemd or 
sold. 
Conservation volume information is received M 

TC-7 soon as possible, but no later than the last day of 
the month following the month of production. 

Tc5 
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Core Business Events/Ui%ormoty Guideline Cross-Reference 
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Core Bushess Events/ UdormYy Guideline Cross-Reference 
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Core Business Events/ Uniformity Guideline Cross4Zeference 

measure of data completeness. 
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APPENDIX A 
SECTION 2 

Uniformity Guidelines 

INTRODUCTION ....................................................................................................... 4 
Uniformity Guidelines ................................................................................................ 4 
Implementation Guidelines ........................................................................................ 5 

UNIFORMITY GUIDELINE DETAILS ........................................................................ 6 
Reference and Relafionshiv 
R-i 
R-2 

R-3 

R-4 

R-5 

R-6 

R-7 

R-8 

R-9 

R-10 

R-11 

-~ 
A standard API Well Bore Number is used. .............................................. 7 
A STATE standard code is used to identify each well 
completion within each well bore. .............................................................. 8 
A standard Business Associate code is used by the 
Conservation, Tax and Royalty agencies. .................................................. 9 
Well bores are linked to operators on an effective-dated 
basis and the links are stored in a common database. ............................ 10 
Well completions are linked to state leases on an effective- 
dated basis and the links are stored in a common database. ................. 11 
Well completions are linked to tax groups on an effective- 
dated basis and the links are stored in a common database. ................. 12 
Well completions are linked to their appropriate 
production allowables. ................................................................................. 13 
Well completions are linked to units on an effective-dated 
basis and the links are stored in a common database. ............................ 14 
Transaction points are identified using a standard 
numbering system. ....................................................................................... 15 
Well completions are linked to transaction points on an effective- 
dated basis and the links are stored in a common database. ................. 16 
A.standard location X-Y-Z coordinate system (e.g. latitude/ 
longitude/elevation) is used to identdy the location of each 
well or transaction point. ............................................................................. 17 - 

Timing and Confenf 
TC-1 Well test information is provided at the well completion level 

for all tested hydrocarbons and is stored in a common database. ........ 18 
TC-2 Production volumes are reported for each separately measured 

well completion with the transaction point identified. ........................... 19 
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TC-3 

TC-4 

TC-5 

TC-6 

TC-7 

TC-8 

TC-9 

TC-10 

TC-11 

TC-12 

Tax volumes and values are reported at the tax group level 
with the transaction point idenMed. ........................................................ 20 
Royalty volumes and values are reported at the state lease 
level with tax group and transaction point identified. ........................... 21 
Production, Tax and Royalty volume information 
is reported for all commercial hydrocarbons. ..........................................22 
Tax and Royalty value information is reported for all 
comercial hydrocarbon produds severed or sold. ................................. 
Conservation volume information is received as soon as 
possible, but no later than the last day of the month following 
the month of production. ............................................................................ 24 
Tax and Royalty volume and value information is received 
as soon as possible, but no later than the last day of the second 

Information can be received and processed at any time prior 
to the due-date. ............................................................................................. 26 
Incentives and other programs are used to encourage timely 
and accurate reporting of information. ..................................................... 27 
All volume dispositions are accounted for from the Production 
transaction point to the Tax or Royalty transaction point. .....................a 
Routine reporting requirements will include a provision for 
volume information to be reported by at least two parties with 

month following the month of production. .............................................. 25 

separate interests. ......................................................................................... 30 
Communication 
C-1 Information can be received by a state via Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions for ASC X12 
transaction sets. ............................................................................................. 31 
Information'can be received by a state via magnetic media. ................. 32 
Information can be transmitted from state agenaes via 
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) using standard conventions 
for ASC X12 transaction sets. ...................................................................... 33 
Information canbe transmitted from state agenaes via 
magnetic media. ............................................................................................ 34 
The use of electronic forms of communication is 
supported by a state. .................................................................................... 35 

Each agency will internally validate and verify data to meet 
minimum data quality standards. Error statements will be 
returned to the reporters of the data. ........................................................ 36 
Conservation, Tax and Royalty agenaes will cross-verify 
volume data. .................................................................................................. 37 
Tax and Royalty agenaes will cross-verify value da ............................... 38 
States will develop cross-agency verification procedures for 
handling exceptions and for resolving data discrepanaes 
between agenaes. ......................................................................................... 39 
Cross-agency data verification will begin no later than six 
months after the month of production. ..................................................... 40 

C-2 
C-3 

C-4 

C-5 

Validation and Verification 
V-1 

V-2 

V-3 
V-4 

V-5 
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Dah Sharing 
Volume data provided includes: 
S-1 WellTests 
5-2 Allowables 
S-3 Production Volumes 
S-4 TaxVolumes 
S-5 Royalty Volumes ............................................................................................. 41 
Value data provided includes: 
S-6 Tax Values and Value Basis 
5-7 Royalty Values and Value Basis ................................................................... 43 
Reference data provided includes: 
S-8 Well Completion 
S.9 WellBore 
s-10 unit 
S-11 StateLease . 
S-12 Business Associate 

Relationship data provided includes: 
S-14 Well Completion to Well Bore Link 
S-15 Well Completion to Unit Link 
S-16 Well Completion to Tax Group Link 
$17 Well Completion to State Lease Link 
S-18 
Information is provided to the data user via: 
S-19 Electronic Data Interchange (ED9 
S-20 Magnetic Media 
S-21 On-lineInquiry 
S-22 Paper Reports 

S-24 

S-25 
S26 

5-27 

S-13 Tax Group ........................................................................................................ 44 

Well Completion to Transaction Point Link ............................................... 45 

S-23 CD-ROM ........................................................................................................... 46 
Validated data should be released in a timely manner no later 

Data will be provided to data users in standard output formats. ......... 48 
Statistics will be provided to data users as a 
measure of data completeness. ................................................................... 49 

than one month after they are is received by the agency. ....................... 47 

In-process data discrepancies are identified for data users. ................... 50 
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INTRODUCTION 

Unifonnify Guidelines 

The Uniformity Guidelines are specific recommendations for making the 
processing of gas and oil production-related data more uniform. They were 
developed to be guidelines only -not mandates - and have the following 
characteris tics: 

0 

No recommendations are made regarding which state agency is responsible for 
implementing which guidelines. 
The guidelines are broad strategic approaches to achieving uniformity. Specific 
standards are mentioned when they seem to be fairly stable and widespread. 
The guidelines are directly related to the processing of volume-related 
information through state systems. The estabkhment and maintenance of 
critical reference data, as well as the processing of transaction data, are included 
in this scope. 
It is acknowledged that it may be unlikely for any state to adopt aII of the 
guidelines, and that some states may elect to adopt different guidelines. 

0 

The Uniformity Guidelines are classified into five different categories, with 
identification numbers that reflect each category. 

Reference and Relationship (R-1 through R-11) 
These guidelines assist in the definition and maintenance of key entities and the 
relationships among entities. 

Timing and Content (TC-1 through TC-12) 
These guidelines address specific characteristics of the data input to the state 
agenaes. These characteristics include timing intervals, content and data 
reporting levels. 

Communication (C-1 through C-5) 
These guidelines specify mechanisms that should be used to enhance the 
timeliness of receiving and sending data within a state and between the state 
agenaes and industry. Communication accessibility for the resolution of 
problems, data inquiries, identification of reporting requirements, etc. also is 

’ established. 
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0 Validation and Verification (V-1 through V-5) 
These guidelines specify approaches for validating and verifying volume- 
related information within a state agency, and cross-verifying volume-related 
information across state agencies. 

0 Data Sharing (S-1 through S-27) 
These guidelines define the types of data to be shared with external data users, 
including volumes, values and reference/relationship data. Timing for sharing 
with data users is specified, and a mechanism for identifying data completeness 
is established. 

. .. 

Implements fion Guidelines 

Based on input received from state agencies, represented industry groups and other 
data users, several suggested Implementation Guidelines were developed. These 
Implementation Guidelines deal specifically with identified issues that should be 
addressed during the implementation of the Uniform Production Reporting Model. 

0 A program to define standard data output formats should be developed with 
state and industry involvement. This effort is required to complete the detail 
specifications needed to implement Uniformity Guidelines S-25, S-26 and S-27. 

Several processes should take place as states redesign their systems. ultimately, 
it is the responsibiIity of each state to assure that the components of this 
generalized model are appropriate to their individual state situations. 
a. States and industry would benefit from the development of sfate .roorkgroups 

to address industry concern. 
b. States and industry would benefit from the consolidation of unnecessary 

duplicate reporting of information. 
c. States and industry would benefit from the elimination of the reporting of 

non-relevant information. 
d. States should perform cost/benefit analyses for the implementation of the . 

Uniformity Guidelines, taking into consideration the economics of 
implementation costs, ongoing maintenance costs for specific Uniformity 
.Guidelines and any additional industry reporting or transition costs. 

. .  
. .  
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UNIFORMITY GUIDELINE DETAILS 

The individual Uniformity Guidelines are discussed in detail and are organized by 
category. The Tpe of Guideline categories indude: 

Reference and Relationship 
0 Timing and Content 

Communication 
0 Validation and Verification 
0 Datasharing 

Detail discussions are organized by identifying each guideline's Purpose and BeneFfs, 
Coding Options, Impkmenfafion Opfions, and Discussion Poinfs. The purpose identifies 
why each guideline is considered important in achieving uniformity. The resulting 
benefits of an adopted guideline are discussed. Specific coding options are identified 

. 

where they seem to be stabIe and widespread. 
each guideline are discussed where identified. 
where appropriate. 

Possible impIeme&tion options for 
Additional general discussion follows 

. .  
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x-1 A standard M I  Well Bore Nmber is used 

TVpe of Guideline - Reference and Relationship 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to allow a state to uniquely identify wellswithin the 
state using a recognized standard. Use of a common reference number for wells will 
enable cross-agency comparisons of data. This also would facilitate the processes of 
data verification and audit, and would ultimately result in better data quality. 

Coding Outions 
- API Well Bore Number 

Implementation Outions 
- All wells in the state 
- Currently producing wells 

_ -  
Discussion Points 
0 The authority and responsibility for API Well Bore Number assignments, 

including those on federal lands, must be clearly defined within each state. 

Assignment of API Well Bore Numbers to currently producing wells is all that is 
necessary to meet the UPRM. 

I 
0 

If API Well Bore Numbers are assigned only to currently producing wells, the 
state must be able to bridge to historical data for processing amendments. 
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R-2 A STATE stmdard code is used to idenMy each well 
CompleiLion Wr.fhin each well bore. 

Type of Guideline - Reference and Relationship 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to enable a state to uniquely identify well 
completions within the state using a recognized standard. Use of a common 
reference number for well completions wiII facilitate cross-agency comparisons of 
data. This also would facilitate the processes of data verification and audit, and 
would ultimately result in better quality data. 

Coding Options 
- API Well Completion Number (which includes the API Well Bore Number) 
- A combination of the API Well Bore Number and any state unique code (for 

example, a pool code defined by the state) 

Imulementation Options 
- AII we& in the state 
- Curreniiy producing wells 

Discussion Points 
e 

0 

0 

0 

e 

The authority and responsibility for well completion code assignments, 
inchding those on federal lands, must be clearly defined within each state. 

while it is desirable to represent stratigraphic intervals with the well completion 
code, it might be difficdt and costly to implement and manage. Therefore, this 
guideline does not include the criterion of stratigraphic coding. 

This guideline is not intended to provide for inter-state comparisons at the well 
completion level. 

Assignments of standard well completion codes to currentIy producing wells are 
all that is necessary to meet the UPRM. 

If standard well completion codes are assigned only to curreniiy producing 
wells, the state must be able to bridge to historical data for processing 
amendments. 

The definition of a well completion within a well bore is defined by an 
individual state. For example, states may define the source of commingled 
production as one completion for reporting purposes. 

Uniform Production 
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X-3 A standard Bushess Associate code is used by the 
Conservation, Tax and Royalty agencies. 

Type of Guideline - Reference and Relationship 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to enable a state to track information about and 
transactions received from individual business entities (operators, purchasers, 
transporters, etc.) across state agencies. Use of this guideline would facilitate the 
processes of data verification and audit, and would ultimately result in better 
quality data. In addition, a standard Business Associate code would provide a state 
with the capability of tracking business affiliate information. 

Coding - Options . 
- State unique identification number 
- Federal Tax Identification number (FEN or SSN) 
- Dm's+4 number 

Implementation Options 
- Standard number across state Conservation, Tax and Royalty agencies 
- Link between state agency numbers 

Discussion Points 
A national standard Business Associate code is not recommended due to 
implementation difficulties and costs. However, the Dun's+4 number is a 
national code used by PIDX for ED1 communications and is under consideration 
by FERC for transportation reference by electronic bulletin boards (EBB'S). There 
are differences of opinion as to the viability of Dun's numbers for tax 
identification purposes. 

8 Although the Business Associate code would be assigned by the state, a 
"translator table" would provide the capability of tracking business entity 
information across states. For example, the EIA currently maintains an Operator 
Frame which captures a federal operator number as well as the operator 
numbers assigned by individual states. 

If a state standard is used across state agencies, one agency should be designated 
to assign and maintain the Business Associate codes. 

Business Associate roles can be assigned and maintained by individual state 
agencies. 
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R-4 Well bores are linked to operators on an effective-dated 
basis and the li's are storedin a coznmon database. 

Twe of Guideline - Reference and Relationship 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to enable the Conservation agency to maintain 
operating histories for all wells. This will facilitate the process of identifying 
responsibility for the well and production-related data. 

Coding - Options 
- API Well Bore Number 
- Business Associate code 

Implementation Options 
- Allnewwells 
- Currently producing wells 
- All wells in the state 

Discussion Points 
Effective dates are starting and ending dates for a relationship between entities. 
These effective dates allow for and reflect changes in the relationship between 
well bores and operators over time. 

Strong support for this guideline has been expressed by some of the industry 
reviewers of the UPRM. 
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R-5 Well completions axe linked to state leases on an effective- 
dated basis and the links are storedh a co~ftmon database. 

Type of Guideline - Reference and Relationship 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to enable a Royalty agency to compare information 
reported to them at a state lease level with information reported to the Conservation 
agency at the well completion level. This will facilitate the process of data 
verification and audit, and would ultimately result in better quality data. . 

Codinp Options - 

- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- A state also might want to extend this linkage to other public or private leases. 

Discussion Points 
Effective dates are starting and ending dates for a relationship between entities. 
These effective dates allow for and reflect changes in the relationship between 
well completions and leasing arrangements over time. 

Historical linkages should be maintained for audit purposes. 

This guideline makes no assumptions about reporting levels and requirements, 
but simp1y.specifies internal system linkages. 
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R-6 Well completions are IMed to taxgroups on an effective- 
dated basis and the l . s  are stored k~ a common database. 

Tvpe of Guideline - Reference and Relationship 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to enable a Tax agency to compare information 
reported to them at a tax group level with information reported to the Conservation 
agency at the well completion level. This will facilitate the process of data 
verification and audit, and would ultimately result in better quality data. 

Codinn Options 
- Noneidentified 

Implementation Outions 
- Noneidentified 

Discussion Points 
Effective dates are starting and ending dates for a relationship between entities. 
These effective dates d o w  for and reflect changes in the relatiowhip between 
well completions and tax groups over time. 

Historical linkages should be maintained for audit purposes. 

This guideline makes no assumptions about reporting levels and requirements, 
but simply specifies internal system linkages. 
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Rm7 Well completions are linked to their appropriate 
producrian all0 wables. 

Twe of Guideline - Reference and Relationship 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to enable a state to maintain allowables information 
for well completions. Other agencies or data users can use this information to 
reconcile well test data and historical production with antiapated volumes. 

Coding - -  Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
0 The term AZZozuabZes refers to the amount of gas or oil that a well is permitted to 

produce under proration orders of a state regulatory agency. 

.Allowables are defined at variable levels within each state, imd the ability to 
track allowables is useful to Conservation agenaes. 

0 It has been suggested that well completions be linked to fields or reservoirs. 
Although the capability to do field and reservoir level analyses would be 
extremely useful, the cost and effort to implement and maintainthe linkages 
between well completions and their associated fields and/or reservoirs could be 
high. 
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R-8 Well complefions are linked to units OR an effective-dated 
basis and the links are stored in a CO&OR database. 

,Twe of Guideline - Reference and Relationship 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to enable a state to link well completion information 
to unit level information for conservation purposes. 

Codinn Options 
- None identified 

Imulementation Options - None identified 

Discussion Points 
0 A unit is defined by state statute or regulation, and can include - enhanced 

recovery units and production spacing units. 

0 This guideline makes no assumptions about reporting levels and requirements, 
but simply specifies internal system linkages. 

0 Effective dates are starting and ending dates for a relationship between entities. 
These effective dates d o w  for and reflect changes in the relationship between 
well completions and units over time. 
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R-9 Transaction points are idenHied using a standard 
numbering system. 

Type of Guideline - Reference and Relationship 

Purpose and Benefits 
Transaction points are the identified physical points used by state agencies for 
reporting purposes. These points are facilities such as wellhead meters, tank 
batteries, gas processing plants, etc. The purpose of this guideline is to provide a 
unique identification for the many points at which volumes are measured or 
calculated and values are determined and reported to state agencies. This guideline 
also will enable a state to track information about individual transaction points. 
Adoption of this guideline would facilitate the processes of data verification and 
audit, and would ultimately result in better quality data. 

Coding Options 
- PIGRIDCode 
- State Transaction Point Number 
- MMS Offshore Transaction Point Number 

Implementation Options 
- All transaction points 
- Major transaction points 

Discussion Points 
The use of a national standard such as PI GRID Codes could provide the 
capability of tracking production idormation across states. This also would 
provide an interface to the transportation system and pipeline capacity 
information. 

The format of PI GRID Codes is: 
2 digit state code 
3 digit county code 
5 digit unique number 
2 digit facility number (identifying facility types such as tank batteries, gas 
processing plants, etc.) 
(See Appendix F) 

State Transaction Point Numbers could be converted to PI GRID Codes using a 
"translator table". 
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R-IO Well completions are linked to transaction points on an 
effective-dated basis and the links are stored in a C O ~ ~ L ~ O R  

database. 

TvPe of Guideline - Reference and Relationship 

Purpose and Benefits 
This guideline will enable a state to track volumes from a specific well completion 
that were measured at individual transaction points. Adoption of this guideline 
would facilitate the processes of data verification and audit, and would ultimately 
result in better quality data. 

Coding Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- * Noneidentified 

Discussion Points 
a 

e 

e 

The ability to track volumes through the state (from one transaction point to 
another) would provide state agencies with better information on the flow of 
production through and out of the state. However, this capability is not 
necessarily provided by this guideline. 

Effective dates are starting and ending dates for a relationship between entities. 
These effective dates d o w  for and reflect changes in the relationship between 
well completions and transaction points over time. 

This guideline makes no assumptions about reporting levels and requirements, 
but simply specifies internal system linkages. 

This guideline permits production reporting systems to be interfaced to 
transportation data systems. 
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R-11 A standard location X-Y-Z coordinate system (e.g. 
latitudflongituddelevation) is used to idenMy the 
location of each well or fransactidn point 

Type,of Guideline - Reference and Relationship 

Purpose and Benefits 
This guideline would provide standard site location identification for each well or 
transaction point within the state. This guideline also would provide the capability 
for a state to utilize geographic information systems (CIS) to analyze and manage 
their data. GIS technology would facilitate tracking volumes through the state (from 
one transaction point to another), and would provide state agencies with better 
information on the flow of production through and out of the state. Adoption of this 
guideline would facilitate the processes of data verification and audit, and would 
ultimately result in better quality data. 

Coding Options 
- Latitude/Longitude 
- State Plane Coordinates 
- Universal Transverse Mercator 0 
- Elevation corrected to ground level 

Implementation Options 
- Site location information for new wells and transaction points 
- Site location information for historical wells and transaction points 
- Use of Global Positioning System (GPS) units or georeferenced satellite images 

for obtaining latitude and longitude for wells and transaction points. 

Discussion Points 
Precise site location data provides a backup system for reconciling data 
anomalies. 

0 Spatial Data Transfer Standards identified in Flps 173 should be followed. 

Legal descriptions vary from state to state, and site locations which are recorded 
using legal descriptions cannot be used in geographic information systems 
unless they are converted to some X-Y coordinate system. 
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TC-2 Well test idormation is provided at the well completion 
level for all tested hyakocarbons and is storedin a 
common database. 

Type of Guideline - Timing and Content 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to provide Conservation agencies with well test data 
at appropriate levels. These data can then be used to calculate aIIowables or to 
monitor expected production. Other agencies or users also can utilize the well test 
data to anticipate volumes or values and to assist in setting leasing fees. 

Coding - Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
Well testing schedules and formats are defined at the discretion of the state. 
When well tests are performed, the data are provided at the well completion 
level for aII tested hydrocarbons and entered into a common well test database. 

0 A state may elect to capture information on additional-products such as carbon 
dioxide or water, but these are not core functions. 
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TC-2 Production vohnes are reported for each separately 
measured well completion with the &ansaction point 
idenHied 

Tvpe of Guideline - Timing and Content 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guidebe is to provide volume data a. the lowest common level 
in support of cross-verification. This will ultimately benefit data users with the most 
accurate and precise data in the most flexible manner for data analysis. 

Coding Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- For all well completions 
- For gas wells only 

Discussion Points 
The definition of a well completion within a well bore is determined by an 
individual state. For example, states m y  define commingled production as one 
completion. 

. 

While reporting measured production volumes at the well completion level is 
recommended, it is recognized that such will not be practical for all wells in 
many states. In such circumstances, the reporting of allocated volumes at the 
well completion level is acceptable to the extent allowable by state statute or 
regulation. Each state should define the criteria for reporting allocated volumes. 

measurements of production, such as heat @tu) content of gas and API 
of oil, should be reported as integral components of volume data. 
measurement information is needed to correlate volumes to values. 

Additionally, heat content of gas is required to correlate volumes produced to 
volumes transported or consumed, which are reported in measurement units 
based on heat value. 

"Days-on/days-off" information should be reported as an integral component of 
production-related data. This information is necessary in order to calculate Md 
per day of gas or Bbls per day of oil. 
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TC-3 Tax volumes and values are reported at fhe faxgroup level 

Tvue of Guideline - Timing and Content 

Purpose - and Benefits 
The purpose for this guideline is to provide volumes and values at the appropriate 
level for Tax agency purposes. Adoption of this guideline would facilitate the 
processes of data verification and audit, and would ultimately result in better 
quality data. 

Coding Options - 

- Noneidentified 

Implementation Options - 

- Noneidentified 

Discussion Points 
a 

a 

a 

Value basis is determined by each state agency by policy or statute. 

Marketable, net, gross, transaction value, etc. should be identified by statute or 
policy. 

Quality measurements of production, such as heat @tu) content of gas and API 
gravity of oil, should be reported as integral components of volume data. 
Quality measurement information is needed to correlate volumes to values. 
Additionally, heat content of gas is required to correlate volumes produced to 
volumes transported or consumed, which are reported in measurement units 
based on heat value. 

If the quality measurements of production for gas or oil reported to the Tax 
agency are significantly different than those reported to the Conservation 
agency, the reason for the differences should be indicated. 
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TC-4 Royalq volumes and values are repoxted at the state lease 
level with taxgroup and &ansact?onpoiratidenfified. 

TVpe of Guideline - Timing and Content 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to provide volumes and values at the appropriate 
level for Royalty agency purposes. Adoption of this guideline would facilitate the 
processes of data verification and audit, and would ultimately result in better 
quality data. 

Coding Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
The identification of tax group for Royalty volumes and values provides an 
additional link to information received by the Tax agency. 

0 Value basis is determined by each state agency by policy or statute. 

0 MarketabIe, net, gross, bansaction value, etc. should be identified by statute or 
policy. 

0 Quality measurements of production, such as heat @tu) content of gas and MI 
gravity of oil, should be reported as integral components of volume data. 
Quality measurement information is needed to correlate volumes to values. 
Additionally, heat content of gas is required to correlate volumes produced to 
volumes transported or consumed, which are reported in measurement units 
based on heat value. 

0 If the quality measurements of production for gas or oil reported to the Royalty 
agency are SignificantIy different than those reported to the Conservation 
agency, the reason for the differences should be indicated. 
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TC-5 Production, Tax and Royalty volume i'omation is 
reported for all commercial hytikocarbons. 

Twe of Guideline - Timing and Content 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to ensure that aII volume information for 
commercial hydrocarbons is accounted for within a state. This would provide a 
complete picture of a state's production and facilitate processes of data verification 
and audit. Better quality data would ultimately result. 

Coding Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Outions 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
To the extent state law allows estimation of a product without actual 
measurement, that volume information is acceptable. 

The definition of commercial hydrocarbon is determined by state statute or 
policy. 

Although water production data are not explicitly included in this guideline, 
some industry reviewers of the UPRM strongly encouraged the addition of 
water production data to state reporting requirements. 

API/PIDX is defining standard units of measure for commercial hydrocarbons 
in the Petroleum Industry Data Dictionary (PIDD). 
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TC-6 Tax and Royalty value hfiozmation is repoHed for all 
commercial hvdrocarbon vroducts severed or sold. 

T w e  of Guideline - Timing and Content 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to ensure that a state will receive value information 
for all commercial hydrocarbon products that have been severed or sold. Adoption 
of this guideline would faditate the processes of data verification and audit, and 
would ultimately result in better quality data. 

Codinq - Options 
- Noneidentified 

Implementation Options 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
0 Value basis is determined by each state agency by policy or statute. 

0 Marketable, net, gross, transaction value, etc. should be identified by statute or 
policy. 

0 The definition of commercial hydrocarbon is determined by state statgte or 
policy. 
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TC-7 Conservation volume Xomation is received as SOOR as 
possible, but no later fhan the last day of the m o ~ t h  
followhg the month of production. 

Type of Guideline - Timing and Content 

Puruose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to ensure that Conservation agencies will receive 
volume information in a timely manner. The volume information received by a 
Conservation agency is the basis for cross-agency verification and provides for 
timely data sharing. 

Coding Options 
- Noneidentified 

Implementation Outions 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
Industry reviewers of the UPRM have indicated that 95% of the time this 
deadline will be appropriate. However, the timing may be a problem 
approximately 5% of the time due to delayed receipt of metered volume 
information 

0 Industry reviewers of the UPRM have indicated that a deadline of 35 to 40 days 
after the last day of the month of production would be preferable in order to 
avoid operational conflicts with "dosing week". 
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TC-8 Tax and Royalty volume and value Moomation is received 
as soon as possible, but no later fhan the last day of tihe 
secondmonth following fhe month ofproduction. 

TVpe of Guideline - Timing and Content 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to ensure that a state will receive Tax and Royalty 
volume and value information in a timely manner. This timing also may provide for 
a reduced number of adjustments and estimated volumes and values, which would 
ultimately result in better quality data. 

Coding Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- Noneidentified 

Discussion Points 
The timing for remittance of payments is a matter of state policy, statute or 
contract. 

0 Individual state agencies should determine the appropriate timing window 
based on their specific circumstances. 
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TC-9 Information can be received andprocessed at any fjime 
prior to fhe due-date. 

T w e  of Guideline - Timing and Content 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to enable a state to process data as received, 
reducing peak-day workloads. The adoption of this guideline also allows for the 
identification and correction of data discrepancies before the due-date, and would 
increase timeliness and accuracy of the data. 

Coding - ODtions 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
Data can be processed as received rather than on a fixed monthly basis. 

0 This guideline provides the flexibility to accommodate near real-tinie reporting if 
such reporting becomes feasible. 
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TC-IO Incentives and otherpropams are used do encourage 
timely and accurate reporfi'ng of infiomation. 

Tvpe of Guideline - Timing and Content 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to encourage a e I y  and accurate reporting of 4 ata 
to state agencies. Adoption of this guideline could result in the reduction of errors, 
reporting-error costs and the level of adjustments, ultimately providing better 
quality data. 

Coding Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- Bond reductions 
- Taxincentives 
- Trainingprograms 

' - Provide reporting software with buiit-in edit checks 

Discussion Points 
Incentives such as bond reductions or tax incentives could be used to encourage 
the increased timeliness of data reporting.. 

0 Timely and accurate reporting is defined by statute or established agency 
benchmarks. 

0 Some agencies have already developed PC-based software for distribution to 
Business Associates for reporting purposes. These software packages have 
capabilities ranging from simple edit checks to historical variance checks or ED1 
translation capabilities. For example, New Mexico is developing ED1 translation 
software for reporters and EIA has developed reporting software that contains 
edit checks for form EIA-176. 
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Ti-11 AIl volume disposifions are accomtedfor from the 
Producfion fransacfion point to the Tax or Roydfy 
trmsaction poin f. 

Tvue of Guideline - Timing and Content 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to ensure that a state receives complete information 
in order to support cross-agency verification, audits and the review of tax exemption 
claims and royalty allowances. 

Coding Options 
- Noneidentified 

Implementation Options - 

- Noneidentified 

Discussion Points 
Volume disposition includes things such as line loss, flare, lease use, volumes 
sold, etc. 

In order to assist states in their natural gas reporting requirements to the Energy 
Information Administration (EIA), the following definitions are used per Form 
EIA-627: ' 

Gross Withdraw& - Full well stream volume including all natural gas plant 
liquids and non hydrocarbon gases, but excluding lease condensate. Also 
includes amounts delivered as royalty payments or consumed in field 
operations. 

Natural Gas - A mixture of hydrocarbon compounds and small quantities of 
various non hydrocarbons existing in the gaseous phase or solution with oil in 
 turd underground reservoirs at reservoir conditions. 

Natural Gas Plant Liquids - Natural gas liquids recovered from natural gas in 
processing plants and, in some situations from ~tura l  gas field facilities, as well 
as those extracted by fractionators. Natural gas plant liquids are defined 
according to the published specifications of the Gas Processors Association and 
the American Society for Testing and Materials as follows: ethane, propane, 
normal butane, isobutane, pentanes plus, and other products from natural gas 
processing plants (i.e. products meeting the standards for finished petroIeum 
products produced at natural gas processing plants, such as finished motor 
gasoline, finished aviation gasoline, special napthas, kerosene, distillate fuel oil, 
and miscellaneous products). 
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TC-1.2 All volume &spositions are accounted for from the 
Production &ansaction point to the Tax or Roydty 
i4.ansaction poinh 

Discussion Points (continued) 

Casinghead - Gas (or Oil Well Gas) - Natural gas produced along with crude oil 
from oil wells. It contains either dissolved or associated gas or both. 

Non Hvdrocarbon Gases - Total non hydrocarbon gases which may be present in 
reservoir natural gas such as carbon dioxide, helium, hydrogen sulfide, and 
nitrogen. 

Lease Fuel - Natural Gas used in well, field, and lease operations, such as gas 
used in drilling operations, heaters, dehydrators, and field compressors. 

Marketed Production - Gross withdrawals less gas used for represswing, 
quantities vented and flared, and non hydrocarbon gases removed in treating or 
processing operations. Includes all quantities of gas used in processing plant 
operations. Excludes all gas used as lease fuel. 
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T C Z  Roufiire reporfingrequirements wiLl include a provision 
for volume idormation to be reported by at least two 
patfies with separate interests. 

TvPe of Guideline - Timing and Content 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to provide the capability to crosscheck volume 
information provided by different business entities. Adoption of this guideline 
would assist state agenaes in identifying potential data problems or errors in data 
reporting, and ultimately improve data quality. 

cod in^ Options - 

- Noneidentified 

Implementation Options - Volume data could be collected from two or more parties by the same state 
agency, or from two or more parties by different state agenaes. 

. 

- Exceptions could be granted at the discretion of the state agencies. 

Discussion Points 
This may not aIways be possible. The operator and first purchaser may be the 
same entity, or the first purchaser and the transporter may be the same entity. 

. 
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e-2 Information cm be received by a state vi! Electromk Data 
Interchange (ED! using stmdard conventions for ASCXZZ 
transaction sets. 

TVpe of Guideline - Communication 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to increase data consistency, accuracy and 
timeliness. In addition, state and industry costs would be lowered and errors 
minimized through the decreased m u d  handling of data. 

Coding Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
0 ASC X12 is the Accredited Standards Committee X12, Electronic Data 

Interchange, chartered by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) for 
the development of uniform standards for the electronic interchange of business 
transactions. ASC X12 is coIIunonly referred to as ANSI X12. (See Appendix E) 

0 The REGS User Group, consisting of state and federal regulatory and industry 
representatives, is developing conventions for Asc X12 transaction sets. 

. .  

/ 
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C-2 Information can be received by a state via magnefi'c media. 
. 

Type of Guideline - Communication 

Purpose - and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to increase data timeliness and accuracy. In 
addition, state and industry costs would be lowered and errors minimized through 
the decreased manual handling of data. 

Coding: - Options 
- ED1 conventions, where developed 
- State determined standards where developed 

Implementation - Options - 

- Noneidentified 

Discussion Points 
The use of magnetic media using currently developed state reporting standards 
will provide compatibility with current industry reporting. 

Magnetic tapes and diskettes are included within this guideline. 

This guideline does not preclude receiving information on paper. 0 
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c-3 Idorniation can be &ansmittedfrom state agencies vi" 
Electronic Data Interchange (EDq using standard 
conventions for ASCXIZ &ansaction sets. 

Type of Guideline - Communication 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to increase data consistency and accessibility 
between agencies, states, and end users. The ability to return error transactions for 
correction would increase the timeliness of the data. State and industry costs would 
be lowered through the decreased manual handling of data. 

Codinn Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- Transmission of Acknowledgments 
- Dataerrors 
- On-request data 

Discussion Points 
a 

0 

The use of ED1 to return invalid data to the reporting entity would increase the 
timeliness of corrections and lower both industry and state costs for manual data 
handling. 

ASC X12 is the Accredited Standards Committee X12, Electronic Data 
Interchange, chartered by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) for 
the development of uniform standards for the eIectronic interchange of business 
transactions. ASC X12 is commody referred to as ANSI X12. (See Appendix E) 

The REGS User Group, consisting of state and federal regulatory and industry 
representatives, is developing conventions for ASC X12 transaction sets. 
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C4 Idomation can be tkansmii-tedfrom state agencies vi> 
magnei3c media. 

TVpe of Guideline - Communication 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to increase data timeliness. In addition, state and 
industry costs would be lowered through the decreased manual handling of data. 

Coding Options - Standard ED1 conventions, where developed 
- State developed standards where developed 

Implementation Options - 

- Noneidentified 

Discussion Points 
The use of magnetic media using currently developed state reporting standards 
will provide compatibility with current industry reporting. 

Information can be transmitted to data users, state agencies and industry. 

Allows for two-way communication with industry members that do not utilize 
EDI. 

The use of ED1 to retum invalid data to the reporting entity would increase the 
timeliness of corrections and lower both industry and state costs for manual data 
handling. 

Magnetic tapes and diskettes are included within this guideline. 

This guideline does not preclude transmitting information on paper. 
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C-5 The use of elecfronifoms of commzuu'cat5on is supported 
bv a state. 

TVpe of Guideline - Communication 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to facilitate communications be.Neen state agencies 
and industry. The adoption of the guideline provides for a method to increase the 
accessibility of agency personnel to each other and to industry. This increased 
accessibility would allow for more timely responses to specific questions regarding 
data discrepancies and reporting problems, ultimately increasing the timeliness and 
accuracy of the data. 

Coding - Options 
- Noneidentified 

Implementation Options - 

- Voicemail 
- Agency contact lists 
- Electronic mail for communication between agencies 
- Electronic mail for communication with industry 

Discussion Points 
Reporting requirements could be routinely made available in both electronic and 
published forms. 
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V-1 Each agency d in temal ly  validate and verify data io 
meet m h h u m  data qualify standards. Emor Statements 
will be returned to the reporters of the data. 

TVpe of Guideline - Validation and Verification 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to ensure that the data are validated to meet 
minimum data quality standards before the data can be released to data users. 

Coding Options 
- Noneidentified 

Implementation Options 
- Noneidentified 

Discussion Points 
Validation processes include initial quality checks such as: 
- production reported only for valid well completions, tax groups or state 

leases; 
- volumes and values s u m  properly; etc. 
Data that fail validation processes are not accepted. 

0 Verification processes inchde quality checks such as: 
- all expected production is reported; 
- no net negative production volumes; 
- variance ranges are used for data checked against historical information; etc. 
Data that fail verification processes are marked for further analysis. (See 
Uniformity Guideline S-27) 

0 JnvaIid data can be returned to reporters using EDI, magnetic media or paper. 
(See Communication Uniformity Guidelines) 

Validation and verification processes also wiU apply to adjustments. 
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V-2 Conservaflon, Tax and Royalty agencies wi7l aoss-vmZy 
volume data. 

T w e  of Guideline - Validation and Verification 

P m o s e  and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to provide data verification for volume data across 
agencies. Adoption of this guideline would facilitate the processes of data 
verification and audit, and would ultimately result in better quality data. 

L 
Coding Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Outions 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
0 Royalfy agencies receive information related to state Ian&. 

0 Since the basis for volume reporting can be different (e.g., severed and sold 
versus entitlement basis), this verification process might have to include a range 
of acceptable variances. 

Cross-verification processes are quality checks such as: 
- variance ranges used for checking aggregated volume data reported to the 

Conservation agency against volume data reported to the Tax agency at the 
tax group level or to the Royalty agency at the state lease level; etc. 

Data that fail cross-verification processes are handled according to procedures 
defined using Uniformity Guideline V-4. 
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V-3 Tax and Royalty agencies will cross-verSy value data. 

TVpe of Guideline - Validation and Verification 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to provide data verification for value data across 
agencies. Adoption of this guideline would facilitate the processes of data 
verification and audit, and would ultimately result in better quality data. 

Coding Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
Royalty agencies receive information related to state lands. 

Values reported to the Tax and Royalty agencies may be calculated based on 
different statutes and policies. For example, exemptions, allowances, 
compression differences and gross value may be calculated differently. The 
verification process may need to include a range of acceptable variances to 
accommodate these differences. 

- 

Cross-verification processes are quality checks such as: 
- variance ranges used for checking value information reported to the Tax 

agency and Royalty agency; etc. 
Data that fail cross-verification processes are handled according to procedures 
defined using Uniformity Guideline V-4. 
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V 4  States will develop cross-agency verification procedures 
for handing exceptions and for resolvihg data 
discrepancies beween agencies. 

Tvpe of Guideline - Validation and Verification 

Purpose - and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to call for an agreement between state agenaes that 
outlines the procedures for processing data discrepanaes. This will assure that 
exception processing is comprehensive but not redundant. Such an agreement for 
verification procedures is necessary to ensure data quality. 

Coding Options 
- Noneidentified 

Implementation Options 
- State protocol 
- Memorandum of Understanding between state agenaes 

Discussion Points 
0 Individual states must define procedures for processing exception data that are 

appropriate to their agenaes. 
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V-5 Cross-aggeney data ver3ication will begin no later than six 
monfhs dter the month of production. 

TVpe of Guideline - Validation and Verification 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to set a time frame for agency cross-verification that 
allows time for state agencies to process adjustments and complete internal 
validation and verification processes. Adoption of this guideline would facilitate 
the processes of data verification and audit, and would ultimately result in better 
quality data. 

cod in^ Options 
- Noneidentified 

Implementation - Options 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
The cross-agency data verification cannot begin until individual state agencies 
have completed their internal validation and verification processes, allowing 
ample time for adjustments to be reported. The optimal time frame for this 
process will vary by state. 

Within six months after production, most of the data will have been validated 
and internally verified by the individual state agencies, and the vast majority of 
adjustments will have been processed. 
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Volume data provided includes: 
S-1 Well Tests 
S-2 Allowables 
S-3 Production Volmes 
S4 Ta;uVolmes 
S-5 Royalfy Volumes 

Tyue of Guideline - Data Sharing 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of these guidelines is to provide for increased accessibility to volume 
data. 

Coding Outions 
- None identified 

Imulementation Outions - 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
8 

8 

The timing for release of certain non-volume data has an impact on exploration 
industry competition, and may need to be considered by states. 

Individual states may define appropriate charges or fees in order to recover their 
costs for providing data to users. 

Quality measurements of production, such as heat @tu) content of gas and API 
gravity of oil, should be available as integral components of volume data. 
Quality measurement information is needed to correlate volumes to values. 
Additionally, heat content of gas is required to correlate volumes produced to 
volumes transported or consumed, which are reported in measurement units 
based on heat value. 

If the quality measurements of production for gas or oil reported to the Tax 
agency are SignificantIy different than those reported to the Conservation 
agency, the reason for the differences should be indicated. 
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Volume data provided includes: 
S-1 Well Tests' 
S-2 Mlowables 
5-3 Production Volumes 
S-4 T'axVolumes 
S-5 Royalty Volumes 

Discussion Points (continued) 
Although water production data are not explicitly included in this guideline, 
some industry reviewers of the UPRM strongly encouraged the addition of 
water production data to state reporting requirements. Data users should be 
provided with water production data if collected. 

"Days-on/days-off" information should be available as an integral component of 
production-related data. This information is necessary in order to calculate Mcf 
per day of gas or Bbls per day of oil. 
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Value data provided hcludes: 
S-6 Tax Values and Value Basis 

T w e  of Guideline - Data Sharing 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of these guidelines is to provide for increased accessibility to value 
data. 

Coding - Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options - 

- All data are available to data users 
- If restricted by state confidentiality statues: 

0 . some data are available to all users 
0 reporting entities have access only to their reported data 

Discussion Points 
0 Individual states may be limited in the release of value data by confidentiality 

statutes. In addition, the timing for release of certain non-volume data has an 
impact on exploration industry competition, and may need to be considered by 
states. 

0 Individual states may define appropriate charges or fees in order to recover their 
costs for providing data to users. 

Values reported to the Tax and Royalty agencies may be calculated based on 
different statutes and policies. For example, exemptions, allowances, 
compression differences and gross value may be calculated differently. 
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Reference data pro yidedhcrludes: 
S-8 Well Complefion 
S-9 WelIBore 
s-IO Uhit 
S-1.2 State Lease 
S=IZ Bushess Associate 
S-33 TaxGroup 

Twe of Guideline - Data sharing 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of these guidelines is to provide for increased accessibility to reference 
data. Adoption of this guideline will facilitate the analysis of data from different 
entities. 

Coding Options 
- Noneidentified 

Implementation Options 
- Noneidentified 

Discussion Points 
0 Individual states may define appropriate charges or fees in order to recover their 

costs for providing data to users. 
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Relationship data provided includes: 
5-14 Wen Completion to Well Bore Lhk 
5-15 Well Completion to Urn7 Lhzk 
S-16 Well Completion to Tax Group Lhzk 
So17 Well Completion to State Lease L h k  
S-18 well completion to Transact?on Poht Link 

Twe of Guideline - Data Sharing 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of these guidelines is to provide for increased accessibility to 
relationship data. This capability will allow data users to utilize the data from 
different entities for analysis. 

Codinq Options - 

- None identified 

Implementation Options - 

- Noneidentified 

Discussion Points 
Individual states may define appropriate charges or fees in order €0 recover their 
costs for providing data to users. 

\ 

. 
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Idomakion is provided to the data user via: 
S=.9 Elecfronic Data Interchange (EDg 
S-20 Magnetic Media 
S-23 On=lhe Inquity 
5-22 Paper Reporks 
5-23 CD-ROM 

Twe of Guideline - Data Sharing 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of these guidelines is to provide data users with increased accessibility 
using a variety of media. 

Codinn - -  Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- On-line access on-site or from remote locations 

Discussion Points 
’ CD-ROM may be used for large volumes of data or for historical or static data. 

0 Individual states may define appropriate charges or fees in order to recover their 
costs for providing data to users. 

0 These guidelines do not imply that a state must respond to all varieties of ad-hoc 
reporting or non-standard formatting requests. 
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23-24 Validated data should be releasedh a fimelymannerno 
later than one month afiter they are received by fhe agenv. 

Type of Guideline - Data Sharing 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to provide validated infonnation to the users of the 
data as quickly as possible, while allowing agencies time to process the incoming 
data and perform preliminary data validations. This will provide for increased 
timeliness for data sharing. 

Coding Options 
- None identified 

Implementation - Options 
- None identified 

.Discussion Points 
Preliminary validations are complete before data are released. 

0 Validated data are defined as data that have met minimum quality standards. 
(See Uniformity Guideline V-1) 

Possible discrepancies are identified with the release of the data. (!%e 
Uniformity Guideline S-27) 

Statistics identifying expected completeness of the data are released with the 
data. (See Uniformity Guideline S-26) 
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S-25 Data will be provided to data users in standard ouiput 
formats. 

Type of Guideline - Data Sharing 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to provide data in standard output formats to the 
users of the data. The adoption of this guideline would provide data users with 
more accessible and consistent data across states for use in their analysis. 

Codinr - -  Options 
- Noneidentified 

Implementation Options 
- Aggregation levels for reports in standard output formats could include state- 

wide totals as well as information by county, field or pool. 
- Detail level data for reports in standard output formats. 

Discussion Points 
. Development of standard report formats is outside of the scope of the initial 
development of the UPRM project. However, standard report output formats 
should be defined prior to state implementation of the UPRM. 

0 Since this Uniformity Guideline should be incorporated in a production 
reporting system's design, the goal and result would be a reduction in the use of 
personnel resources and increased consistency for data ysers. 
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5-26 Sfatistics will be provided to data users as a measare of 
data comdeteness. 

Tvpe of Guideline - Data Sharing 

Purpose and Benefits 
This guideline will provide statistical information in a standard format to the users 
of the data. Information will include measurements of completeness of the data 
such as: 

0 

0 

number of transactions received compared to expected number of 
transactions 
total volumes reported compared to prior months’ volumes 
number of data problems identified 

These measurements will provide data users with information that will make 
analyses of the data more meaningfuI. 

Coding Outions 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
0 The development of specific criteria and formats for these statistics is outside of 

the scope of this project. These criteria and formats need to be part of the 
standard output formats developed for Uniformity Guideline s-25. 

An upgraded production reporting system should mechanically generate and 
maintain statistics without requiring personnel resources. 

0 Prior months used for comparison may include the previous several months or 
the previous year’s comparable month. 
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5-27 In-process data &screpancies are identified for data users. 

Type of Guideline - Data Sharing 

Purpose and Benefits 
The purpose of this guideline is to ensure that data discrepancies that have been 
identified and are in-process by the state agencies are flagged for the data user in a 
standard format. This information will provide end users with information that will 
make analyses of the data more meaningful. 

Coding Options 
- None identified 

Implementation Options 
- None identified 

Discussion Points 
Data discrepancies should be flagged both at a detail leverand i t  aggregate 
levels. 

Data discrepancy flags will be cleared upon correction. 

Since the basis for volume and value reporting can be different (e.g., severed and 
sold versus entitlement basis), this verification process might have to include a 
range of acceptable variances. 

The development of formats for the flagging of discrepancies for data users is 
outside of the scope of this project. These formats should be part of the standard 
output formats developed for Uniformity Guideline S-25. 

An upgraded production reporting system should mechanically generate and 
maintain discrepancy flags without requiring personnel resources. 
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SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

In&oducfi'on 
This section provides a broad overview of the system functions and features 
n o d y  required to-support state agencies involved in the oversight of the 
petroleum industry. While the individual functions may vary somewhat 
from state to state, this framework provides a general approach for capturing 
the major functionality. The section is subdivided "into two components: The 
Overview Diagrams and the Function Descriptions. 

Overview Diagrams 

Component Defhition Diagranr 
This document outlines the major components of a typical information 
system and helps to idenbfy those portions that are the focus of the 
Conceptual Model. Important components include: 

0 Hardware 
0 Technical Architecture 
0 Application Software 

Shared Functions 
0 Agency-Specific Functions 

Since the Conceptual Model makes no assumptions about hardware, 
technical architecture or specific application software, the focus is on 
Shared Functions and Agency-Specific Functions. 

Function Defmlion Diagram 
This diagram is a further refinement of the Component Definition 
Diagram and introduces the individual system fm&bns. These 
functions are classified as either unique agency-specific functions or 
shared functions. 

Function Descriptions 
The Function Description documents provide more detail into the specifics of 
the type of processing handled by each function. Eacd function description 
includes sub-functions, inputs and outputs. 
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Functions are defined as either cure or nun-cure. Cure functions are those 
that are directly related to the processing of production-related information. 
Non-core functions are those that are nof directly related to the processing of 
production-related information. Descriptions for cure functions contain more 
detailed information than descriptions for nun-cure functions, reflecting the 
relative importance of the functions to the processing of production-related 
information. 
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Component Definition Diagram Document Descr<ption 
Description: 
The Component Definition Diagram illustrates the technical layers that comprise a system. Each layer 
represents a major component of the system: 

-Hardware: 
the foundation of the system made up of the physical hardware components used to 
run the system 

-Technical Architecture: 
the layer of components that enables the application software to run on the 
hardware platform and includes the operating system, system software, 
protocols, utilities, database management systems, etc. used to control system 
processing 

-Application Soitware: 
the software programs that provide the functionality needed to meet the 
business processing requirements 

Purpose: 
The Component Definition Diagram highlights the Apprication Soitware by shading this layer. The Application 
Software has been divided into Shared Functions and Agency Specific Functions. This separation 
demonstrates that some functions are used by all of the agencies but each agency also has functions that 
remain unique to that agency. 

( '  
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Function Definition Diagram Document Description 
Description: 

The Function Definition Diagram represents the Application Soffware layer of the Component Definition 
Diagram. The business functions that are unique to a particular state agency are listed under the appropriate 
agency. The business functions that are shared among the agencies are listed under Shared Functions. The 
functions and a brief description follow. 
Conservation Functions: 

Permitting: 
Well Test: 
Allowables: 
Unitization: Maintain unit information 

Review and approve or reject permit applicati ons 
Veriw and maintain well test informati on 
Determine, maintain and monitor allowables 

Tax Functions: 
Tax Group Management: 
Tax Accounting: 

Royalty Functions: 
State Lease Management: 
Royalty Accounting: 

Shared Functions: 

Maintenance: 

Data CaptureNalldati on: 
RegistrationlRelati onship 

Remittance Processing: ' 
Bonding: 
Fund Accounting: 
On-line Inquiry/Reporting: 
Correspondence 

Management: 
Audit: 
Volume Analysis: 
Value Analysis: 
External Data Sharing: 

Maintain tax group informati on 
Ensure accurate payment and allocation of taxes 

Malntain lease Informati on for state-owned lands 
Ensure accurate payment and allocati on of royalti 8s on state-owned lands 

Capture, edit, validate and track source informati on and forward transactions to other system functions 

Add and maintain reference Informati on related to business entities and maintain their relatl onships 
Support the processing of reports, payments, adjustments, refunds and claims 
Malntain appropriate levels of surety as required by statute 
Track, report and apportion taxes and royalty 
Provide on-line access to current and historical data and produce ad hoc and management reports . 
Track business associate correspondence and maintain historical correspondence detail 
Maintain audit descriptions, report case status, and maintain case resolutions 
Facilitate cross-agency comparisons of volume data 
Facilitate cross-agency comparisons of value data 
Provide gas and oil production-related data to data users through a variety of media 
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Function Definition Diagram 

Core Functions vs. Non-Core ?unctions 

Core Functions: 

Those functions that are directly related to the capture, validation and sharing of production-related information. 

Non-Core Functions: 

The remaining functions performed by Conservation, Tax or Royally agencies that are not directly related to the 
capture, validation and sharing of production-related information. 
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System Function Fzurction Desm>fion: Core 

Allowables 

Ovemikw 
The Allowabks function will provide for the review of production history, well tests and 
conservation technical factors to define and maintain allowables. The allowables can be 
adjusted upon further review. Operator AIlowabIes Schedules will be generated and sent to 
the operators. Production volumes are monitored to ensure that the set allowables are not 
exceeded, and the dowables net baIances are maintained. When over-production or under- 
production persists, the operators will be notified. 

Sub-findims 

Automatically Calculate AUowables 

Modify Allowables 

Generate Operator Allowables Schedules 

Monitor and Adjust Allowables Net Balances 

Notification of Overage or Underage 

Inpuis and Oufpuis 

Inputs 
WelI Test Information 
Conservation Technical Factors 

0 Conservation Production Volumes 

outputs 
0 AlIowables Definitions 

Operator AIIowables Schedules 
Overage or Underage Reports 
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System Function Fmction Description: Core 

Data Capture & Validation 

Overview 
The Data Capture and VaIidation function will provide standardized mechanisms to capture, 
validate and track source information. Data can be accepted in an electronic format, which 
includes EDI, magnetic tape, floppy diskettes, etc., or in hard copy format, which will require 
manual entry of the data. AU input data wiII be validated using edit checks to ensure proper 
formatting data types, data completeness, footing, etc. This function will feed trqnsaction 
information to other system functions as documented by the Business Event Flows. 

Data Capture 
Capture State Lease Agreement 
Capture Permit Applications 
-to drill 
-to perjiorate 
-to abandon 

Capture Royalty or Tax Remitter Identification Forms 
Capture Completion Reports 

Capture Unit Agreement 
Capture Well Test Data 

. Capture Conservation Volumes 
0 

0 Capture Transaction Points 

Capture Tax Volumes and Vdues 
Capture Royalty Volumes and Values 

Validation 
VaIidate captured data for primary edit checks: 
Data Type 
Formatting 
Data Completeness 
Footing etc. 

Error Handling 
Notify Operators of Exceptions 
Notify Reporters or Remitters of Exceptions 

Inputs and Outputs 

Inputs 
State Lease Agreement 
PermitstODrill 
Permits to Perforate 

0 Permits to Abandon 
Completion Reports 
Royalty or Tax Remitter Identification Forms 
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System Function Function Desmption: Core 

Data Capture & Validation 

Inputs (continued) 
Unitization Agreement 
WeIITestDetaiI 

0 Conservation Volumes Reports 
0 

0 

0 Transaction Point Information 

Tax Volumes and Values Reports 
Royalty Volumes and Values Reports 

Outputs 
0 Update to State h e  
0 Update to Permit Application 
0 Updatetounit 
0 Update to Well Test Data 
0 .Update to Conservation Volumes 
0 Update to Tax Volumes and Values 
0 Update to Tax Payments 
0 Update to Royalty Volumes and Values 
0 Update to Royalty Payments 
0 Update to Transaction Points 
0 Exception Reports 
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System Function F ~ n c t i ~ n  Description: Core 

External Data Sharing 

Overview 
The Exfemal Dafa Sharing function will allow for the sharing of gas and oil production-related 
information with state and federal government agencies, private industry, the general public, 
etc. It is intended to provide data access through a variety of flexible media. 

Process Requests using variable media 
0 On-Line Access 
0 Reporls 
rn Data Trmfer 

-Via Disk or Tape 
-Via ED1 
-Via CD-ROM 

Inputs and Outputs - 

Inputs 
0 Standard, centralized production-related information . 

Outputs 
0 Shareddata 
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System Function Function Description: Core 

Permitting 

Overvil'ew 
The Permitting function wiII provide the functionality required for the review and approval or 
rejection of permit applications and completion reports. 

Sub-functions 

Permit Maintenance 
0 Evaluate Permit Application 
0 Approve or Reject Permit 
0 Update Permit Information with the status of permit 

Examples: 
0 Permit todrill 
0 Permit to perfoak 
0 Completion report 

Permit to abandon 

Notification 
Notify appropriate business associate of permit status 

Inputs and Outputs 

Inputs 
0 Permit Applications 

-to drill 
-to perforate 
-completion report 
-to abandon 

Outputs 
0 Responses to Correspondence Management 

Approval notice 
0 Rqectionnotice 

API Well Bore Numbers 
Completion notice 
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System Function Funcfion DescripiYon: Core 

Registration & Relationship Maintenance 

Overview 
The Regisfration and Relationship Mainfenance function will provide for the addition and 
maintenance of reference information related to business entities. This function will aka 
provide for the maintenance of relationships between business entities. Example entities 
include well bores, well completions, state leases, tax groups, ek. Example relationships 
include well completion to state lease, well completion to tax group, well bore to operator, 
etc. 

Sub-funcfions 

Business Entity Maintenance 
0 Maintain Business Associates 
0 MaintainStateLeases 
0 Maintain Well Bore 
0 Maintain Well Completion 
0 Maintainunit 
0 Maintain Tax Group 
0 Maintain Tax Exemptions 

Maintain Transaction Points 

Relationship Maintenance 
0 Maintain Bushess Associate Relationships 
0 Maintain Royalty Lease Relationships 
0 Maintain Well Bore Relationships 
0 Maintain Well Completion Relationships 
0 Maintain Tax Group Relationships 
0 Maintain Unit Relationships 

Maintain Transaction Point Relationships 

Inputs 
0 

0 

New entity or relationship reference information 
Changes to existing entities or relationships 

outputs 
0 Update to reference databases 
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System Function Function Desmp~on: Core 

Unitization 

Oveniiew 
The Unitization function will provide for the processing and maintenance of unitization 
agreements. A notification of unitization, which includes the unit number, will be issued to 
the operator. 

Sub-fundions 

Unit Maintenance 

Notification of Unitization 

Iirputs and outvuts 

Inputs 
0 UnitAgreements 

Outputs 
0 UpdatetoUnit 
0 Notice of Unitization 
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System Function Funckion Desai'pkion: Core 

Value Analysis 

Overview 
The Value AnaZysis function will provide for comparisons of value information across Tax and 
Royalty agencies to ensure that accurate and consistent value information is being provided. 

Sub-functions 

Cross-Agency Value Comparison 
includes aggregation or breakdown of ah!a to same b e l  (eg., weZZ completion) 

Notification of Exceptions 

Inputs and Outputs 

Inputs 
a T ~ x v ~ ~ u ~ s  
a Royaltyvalu~ 

outputs 
a Exceptions Transactions or Reports 
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System Function Function Description: Core 

Volume Analysis 
.. 

. .  

Ovent-iew 
The Volume Analysis function will provide for comparison of volume information across 
Conservation, Tax and Royalty ageiicies to ensure that accurate and consistent volume 
information is being provided. 

Sub-fundions 

Cross-Agency Volume Balancing 
includes aggregation or breakdown of data to same level (e.g., well comple fion) 

Notification of Exceptions 

hputs and Outputs 

Inputs 
Conservation volumes 

0 Taxvolumes 
0 Royalty volumes 

outputs 
0 Exceptions Transactions or Reports 
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System Function Fmcfion Desaiption: Non-Core 

Audit 

Overview 
The Audif function will provide support to auditors through audit description maintenance, 
status reporting and resolution maintenance. It will also provide historical reference 
information for future audits. 

Sub-funcfions 

Audit Documentation 

Audit Tracking 

Audit Resolution . 

Bonding 

Overview 
The Bonding function will provide for the maintenance of appropriate levels of surety as 
required by statute, policy or contract. A business associate may be required to be bonded 
when acting as a royalty lessee, royalty remitter, tax remitter, ek. 

Sub-funcfions 

Bond Maintenance 

- 

Correspondence Management 

Overview 
The Correspondence Munugemenf function will provide €or c e n t r h d  correspondence control 
and processing. This function will track business associate correspondence and maintain 
historical correspondence detail. Correspondence Management will be integrated with other 
system functions to process and track correspondence requests from those functions. On-line 
applications will support tracking of user requests for speciaI types of correspondence. 

Sub-funcfions 

Correspondence Maintenance and Review 

Business Associate Correspondence Tracking 

Historical Filing of Correspondence 
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System Function Function Descrip tion: Non-Core 

Fund Accounting 

OVCYKikW 
The Fund Accounting function wiU provide for the internal budgeting process of individual 
state agenaes. 

SUb-fhCtSkllS 

Apportionment 

Fund Adjustments 

Fund Distribution 

On-Line Inquiry & Reporting 

Ovm*ew 
The On-Line Inquiry and Reporting function wiU provide enhanced data accessibility through 
on-line data access. On-line applications wiU d o w  users to view current and historical data 
from multiple views. Appropriate security requirements will be defined on a state-by-state 
basis, depending on each state's statutory requirements. 

The Reporting sub-functions wiU provide a mechanism to produce ad hoc reports and 
management reports. The reports can be used for strategic management and operational 
decisions and can provide management with the information needed to measure success in 
achieving objectives. Management Reporting will indude statistical, control and pl'anning 
reports. - 

On-Line Inquiry 

Ad hoc Reporting 

Management Reporting 

Scheduled Reporting 
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Svstem Function Funcii'On ~esa'u~on: Non-core 

Remittance Processing 

Overview 
The Remiffunce Processing function will support the processing and reconciliation of fonns, 
payments, adjustments, refunds and claims. This function includes the receipt of payment 
information, logging the payment information into the system and preparing deposit listings. 

Sub-functions 

Non-Filer Processing 

Filing Fees 

Penalty and Interest Assessments 

Billings and Collections 

Credit or Refund Identification 

Claim Processing 

Receipt/ Log of Payments 

Numeric Validation 

Deposit Preparation 

Royalty Accounting 

Overview 
The Royalty Accounfing function will ensure accurate allocation of royalties paid on state- 
owned lands. 

Sub-fun&bns 

. .  
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System Function Function Desmption: Non-Core 

State Lease Management 

Overview 
The Sfufe Lease Munugemenf function will support the bidding and leasing requirements for 
the Royalty agency. The bidding for the state lands will be initiated and handled by the 
Royalty agency. 

Sub-funcfions 

Bid Process 

Maintain State Lease 

Identify Well Completions on State Leases 

Identify Units associated with State Leases 

Identify Royalty Remitters 

* Tax Accounting 

Ovarview 
The Tax Accounting function will ensure accurate allocation of tax payments to the 
appropriate entities. 

Sub-funcfions 

I 

Tax Group Management 

Ovemiw 
The Tax Group Munugemenf function will support the definition and maintenance of tax 
groups and their associated tax exemptions for the Tax agency. 

Sub-functions 

Tax Group Maintenance 

Identify New Well Completions 

Issue Clearance to Remove Product 

Identify Tax Remitters 
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Svstem Function Function Desmip tion: Non-Core 

Well Test 

Overview 
The WeZZ Test function allows for the verification, review and maintenance of well test 
information. 

Sub-funcfi'ons 

Well Test Verification 

Well Test Maintenance 
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CONCEPTUAL DATA STORES 

Iniroduction 
Data stores are simply general repositories of similar information. While they 
might reflect distinct databases or tables in a final system design, they are not 
necessarily designed for that purpose. The Conceptual Data Stores are 
defined at a high level and are intended to provide an example of the type of 
data that might be contained in each data store. The following section 
describes the conceptual data stores that have been defined in support of the 
Conceptual Model and provides a high-level description of the types of 
databases that will be necessary to support the system. 

The conceptual data stores described in the following section are defined as 
either core or non-core. Coredata stores are those that are directly related to 
the processing of production-related information. Non-core data stores are 
those that are not directly related to the processing of production-related 
information. Descriptions for core data stores contain more detailed 
information than descriptions for non-core data stores, reflecting the relative 
importance of the data stores to the processing of production-related 
information. 

. .  . .  
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CORE 
1 I 

ALLO WABLES 

Field Name Comments 
Well Completion Code 
Product 
Allowable Limit 
Allowables Balance 
Effective Date 
End Date 

. Gas,O&etc. 
Limit within the producing time interval 
Accounts for production relative to allowable limit 

BUSINESS ASSOCIATE fBA) 

Field Name 
Business Associate 

Business Associate Name 
Business Associate Role 
Contact 
Address 
Phone Number 

Number 

Comments 
Standard business associate number 

Name of the associate 
Operator, Transporter, First Purchaser, etc. 
Name of person to contact 

LESSEE-TO- ZEASEZJNK 
Field Name Comments 

Lessee Business Associate 

State Lease Number 
Effective Date 
End Date 

Number 
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Field Name Comments 
Permit Number 
Permit Type 
Applicant 
Date Entered 
Approve/Reject Status 
Status Date 
Well Bore Number 
Exception Information 

API W d  Bore Number 

RA WPRODUCON V O L W E S  

Field Name 
Well Completion Code 
Productioi Beginning 

Production Ending Date 
Production VoIumes 
Reporter Business 

Associate Number 

Date 

Comments 

Beginning of production period 

End of production period - 
Commercial hydrocarbons 

RAWROYALTY VOLUMESAND VALUES 

Field Name 
State Lease Number 
Production Beginning 

Production Ending Date 
Production Volumes 
Sales Volumes 
SaIes VaIues - Gross 
Sales Values - Net 
Royalty Amount 
Exemptions 
Reporter Business 

Date 

Associate Number 

. .  

Comments 

Beginning of production period 

End of production period 
Commercial hydrocarbons 
Commercial hydrocarbons 
Commercial hydrocarbons 
Commercial hydrocarbons 
Commercial hydrocarbons 
Specifies exemptions claimed 
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RAWTAXVOLUMESAND VALUES 

Field Name Comments 
Tax Group Number 
Production Beginning 

Production Ending Date 
Production Volumes Commercial hydrocarbons 
Sales Volumes Commercial hydrocarbons 
Sales Values - Gross Commercial hydrocarbons 
Sales Values - Net Commercial hydrocarbons 
Tax Amount 
Remitter Business 
Associate Number 

Beginning of production period 

End of production period 
Date 

RAW WELL TEST 

Field Name Comments 
Well Completion Code 
Test Type 
Test Dates 
Test Volumes All tested hydrocarbons 

ROYALTYPAMMENT 

Field Name Comments 
State Lease Number 
Production Beginning 

Production Ending Date 
Royalty Amount 
Remitter Business 

Date 

Associate Number 

Beginning of production period 

End of production period 
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STATE LEASE 

Field Name Comments 
State Lease Number 
LeaseName . 
Lessor 
Lessee 
Lease Location 
Effective Date 
End Date 

TAX EXEMPZTONS 
Field Name Comments 

Tax Group Number 
Exemption Type 
Effective Date 
End Date 

TAX GROUP 
~~ ~ 

Field Name Comments 
Tax Group Number 
Tax Group Name 
Effective Date 
End Date 

TAXPAWENT 
Field Name Comments 

Tax Group Number 
Production Beginning 

Production Ending Date 
Tax Amount 
Remitter Business 

Beginning of production period 

End of production period 
Date 

Associate Number 
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Field Name Comments 
Transaction Point Number 
Facility Type 
Effective Date 
End Date 

Field Name Comments 
Unit Number 
Unit Name 
Operator 
Effective Date 
End Date 

VALIDATED PRODUcTrolv VOLUlMES 

See Raw Production Volumes 

VALIDATED ROYALTYPAYME~ 

See Royalty P a p e n t  

VALIDATEDROYALTY VOLUMESAND VALUES 

See Raw Royalty Volumes and Values 

VALIDATED TAXPAYMENT 
See Tax Payment 
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VALIDATED TAX VOLWESAND VALUES 

See Raw Tax Volumes and Values 

VALIDATED WELL TEST 
~~ ~ ~ 

See Raw Well Test 

WELL BORE 
Field Name Comments 

Well Bore Number 
Well Bore Name 
Surface Location 
Operator Business 

Effective Date 
End Date 

API Well Bore Number 

Associate Number 

WELL BORE -TO- OPERATOR Z I .  
~~~~ ~~ 

Field Name Comments 
Operator Business 

Well Bore Number 
Effective Date 
End Date 

Associate Number 
API Well Bore Number 

WELL COMPLEYTON 

Field Name Comments 
Well Completion Code 
Well Completion Name 
Perforated Interval(s) 
Other Physical 

Effective Date 
End Date 

Characteristics 
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WELL COMPLEZTON-TO- STATE LEASE LINK 

Field Name Comments 
. Well Completion Code 

State Lease Number 
Effective Date 
End Date 

WELL COMPLETION-TO- TMGROLPLINK 

Field Name Comments 
Well Completion Code 
Tax Group Number 
Effective Date 
End Date 

WELL COMPLETION-TO- TXAN;ACTION POINT LIIVK 

Field Name Comments 
Well Completion Code 
Transaction Point Number 
Effective Date 
End Date 

WELL COMPLEZTON-TO- UNITLINK 

Field Name Comments 
Well Completion Code 
Unit Number 
Effective Date 
End Date 

WELL COMPLETION-TO- WELL BORE LINK 

Field Name Comments 
Well Completion Code 
Well BoreNumber 
Effective Date 
End Date 

API Well Bore Number 
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NON-CORE 

BONDING 
Contains relevant information to support recognizing bonded versus non- 
bonded business associates. 

CONSERVATION TECHNICAL FACTORS 
Contains conservation know-how and expertise such as geologic and 
engineering considerations and includes technical factors, such as depth, 
pressure, formation data, market demand, etc. Note that this is probably a 
collection of extremely complex databases. 

SPACING 
Contains the details of specific spacing requirements sufficient to support the - _  
approvaI or rejection of applications for permit. 
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ENTITY RELATIONSHIP DATA MODEL 

Infroduckion . 
This section describes the business entities that are involved in the petroleum 
industry and their relationships to each other. The Entity-Relationship Data 
Model provides a general approach for capturing information about the 
major business entities and their relationships, recognizing that specific 
terminology may vary somewhat from state to state. 

Entity-Relationship Diagram 
The Entity Relationship Diagram is a graphical representation of the business 
entities and their relationships to each other. Entities are represented as 
boxes in the diagram, and relationships are represented as lines or 
connections between the boxes. Lines indicate the existence of a relationship 
between two entities, but do not necessarily represent the flow of data 
between entities. 

Entity Descriptions 
The Entity Descriptions provide more detail about each specific business 
entity. These descriptions include aliases or alternate names for the entities 
and specific descriptions of the relationships that exist between each of the 
business entities. 
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Document Desmption 

The Entity Relationship Diagram is a graphical representation of business 
entities and their relationships to each other. Entifiies are represented as 
boxes in the diagram, and relationships are represented as lines or connetions 
between the boxes. Lines or connections indicate the existence of relationship 
between two entities, but do not necessarily represent the flow of data 
between entities. Relationships between entities can be one-to-one, one-to- 
many, or many-to-many. 

Example: 

F l - o n e  : many - 

one : many 

n A 1 Reservoir ~-many:many-~ Completion I 
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Entity-Relationship Diagram 
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Purchaser 
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Sales Operator 

Contract 
b 
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Owner 

Lessor 
Conservation - 

Technical r 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Desmpson 

EntityName 

Allowable 

Desm>tion 
I 

The amount of oil or gas that a well is permitted to produce under proration orders of a state 
regulatory agency. This amount is determined based on well test information production history 
for the well completion, and conservation technical factors such as depth, pressure, formation and 
market demand. 

Mases 

Permitted Production Rate 
Permitted Production Limit 

Relationshivs 

Eitti’fy Relationship to Allowable 

Conservation Technical 
Factors 

Many : One. h&ny Conservation Technical 
Factors including market demand, depth, pressure and 
formation are reviewed in order to set or determine the 
Allowables for a Well Completion. 

Production History One : One. The Production History for a Well Completion is 
reviewed in order to set or determine the AllowabIe for a 
Well Completion. 

Well Completion One : One. Each Well Completion has one Allowable 
assigned for a given period of time. 

WellTest One : One. The latest Well Test is reviewed in conjunction 
with other factors in order to set or determine the Allowable 
for a Well Completion. 
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Entitv-Relationship Data Model Entitv Description 

Compression 

The point at which oil or gas production volumes are lost or changed due to compression factors 
before production volumes are removed from the lease. . 

Aliases 

Relationships 

Entitv 

Lease Delivery System 

Relationshiv - to Compression 

One : Many. Each Lease Delivery System may have many 
Compression points. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Description 

Conservation Technical Factors 

Conservation Technical Factors include depth, pressure, formation, market demand and other 
technical factors associated with the well, pool, or field. These factors are reviewed in order to 
assist in CaIcuIating the Allowables for Well Completions. Allowables also are based on well test 
information and production history for the well completion. 

Aliases 

Relationships 

Entity 

Allowable 

Relationship to Conservation Technical 
Factors 

One : Many. An Allowable for a Well Completion is based 
on many Conservation Technical Factors. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model EnfifyDesm)fion . 

Custody Transfer Point 

The point at which the physical properties of the product are transferred from the operator to the 
Gatherer/Transporter or the Gas Processor. 

Mases 

Point of Disposition 
Transaction Point 

Relationships 

Entity Relationship to Custody Trmsfw Point 

GasProcessor . Many : Many. Each Gas Processor may have many Custody 
Transfer Points. Each Custody Transfer Point may have 
many Gas Processors. 

Gatherer/Transporter Many : Many. Each Gatherer/Transporter may have many 
Custody Transfer Points. Each Custody Transfer Point may 
have many Gatherer/Transporters. 

Measurement Point Many : Many. Each Measurement Point may be associated 
with many Custody Transfer Points. Each Custody Transfer 
Point may have many Measurement Points. 

Meter Operator 

Remitter 

Reporter 

Well Completion 

Many : Many. Each Meter Operator may have many 
Custody Transfer Points. Each Custody Transfer Point may 
have many Meter Operators. 

Many : Many. Each Remitter may remit for many Catody 
Transfer Points. Each Custody Transfer Point may have 
many Remitters. 

Many : Many. Each Reporter may report for many Custody 
Transfer Points. Each Custody Transfer Point may have 
many Reporters. 

Many : One. Production volumes from one to many Well 
Completions are transferred from the Operator to the 
Gatherer/Transporter at the Custody Transfer Point 
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. Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Desaiption 

Division of Interest 

Sets of 100% ownership groupings that specify the sharing of revenue and expenses among the 
owners of a well completion 

DO1 
Division Order 

Relationships 

Enfiiy 

Owner 

Well Completion 

Rela fionship to Division odlnterest 

Many : Many. Each Owner may be part of many Division of 
Interest groups (for different Well Completions).. Each 
Division of Interest may contain many Owners for a 
particuIar Well Completion. 

One : One. Each Well Completion may have divided 
interests based on the Owners in one Division of Interest A 
WeU Completion has one Division of Interest, and the 
Division of Interest refers to one WeU Completion. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Description 

EntityName 

. First Purchaser 

Desm>tion 

The business associate who agrees to purchase oil or gas volumes from designated wells or leases. 

Aliases 

Relationships 

Entity Relationship to Fkst Purchaser 

Gatherer / Transporter Many : Many. Many Gatherer/Transporters may have the 
same First Purchaser. Each Gaeherer/Transporter may have 
many First Purchasers. 

Sales Contract Many : One. Many SaIes Contracts may have the same First 
Purchaser. Each Sales Contract will have one First 
Pur-. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Desm>tion 

Entity Name 

Gas Processor 

Desai3tion 

The business associate who processes natural gas in order to prepare it for sale to consumers. 

Aliases 

Relationsfips 

Entity 

Custody Transfer Point 

Gatherer/Transporter . 

Lease Delivery System 

Relationship - to Gas Processor 

Many : Many. Each Custody Transfer Point may have many 
Gas Processors. Each Gas Processor may have many 
Custody Transfer Points. 

Many : Many. Each Gatherer/Transporter may have many 
Gas Processors. Each Gas Processor may have many 
Gatherer/Transporters. 

Many : Many. Each Lease Delivery System may have many 
Gas Processors. Each Gas Processor may be associated with 
many Lease Delivery Systems. 

Uniform Production 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Desctrr'pfi'on 

Entivh?i&e 

Gatherer / Transporter 

Desm.niSon 

The business associate who gatherers and/or transports oil or gas volumes to a market 

Aliases 

Relationshus 

Entity 

Custody Transfer Point 

First Purchaser 

Gas Processor 

Lease Delivery System 

Relationsfip to Gathermflrmspo&er 

Many : Many. Each Custody Transfer Point may have many 
Gatherer/Transporters, Each Gatherer/Transporter may 
have many Custody Transfer Points. 

Many : Many. Each First Purchaser may have many 
Gatherer/Transporters. Each Gatherer/Transporter may 
have many First Purchasers. 

Many : Many. Each Gas Processor may be associated with 
many Gatherer/Transporters. Each Gatherer/Transporter 
may be associated with many Gas Processors. 

Many : Many. A Lease Delivery System may have many 
Gatherer/Transporkrs. Each Gatherer/Transporter may be 
associated with many Lease Delivery Sys€ems. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model En fie Descn'pfion 

Lease 

1. A Iegal document executed between a Iandowner (lessor) and a company or individual (lessee) 
that grants the right to drill and operate oil and gas wells. 2. A legally defined area of land 
where production welIs, stock tanks, separators and other production equipment are located. 

Relationsfips 

Entitv 

L4?SSee 

Lessor 

WeIl Completion 

Relationship to Lease 

Many : Many. Each Lessee may have many Leases. Each 
Lease may have many Lessees. 

Many : Many. Each Lessor may have many Leases. Each 
Lease may have many Lessors. 

Many : One. Each Well Completion is part of one Lease. 
Each Lease may have many Well Completions. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entie Description 

EntifyName 

Lease Delivery System 

Desmiption 

A series of production equipment required to deliver volumes from a producing well completion 
to a custody transfer or sales point. 

Aliases 

Relationsfips 

Entitv 

Compression 

Custody Transfer Point 

Le&e/Line LOSS 

Lease Use 

Measurement Point 

Meter Operator 

Remitter 

Reporter 

Gas Processor 

Relationship Lease Deliverv Svstem 

Many : One. Many Compression points may be associated 
with each Lease Delivery System. 

Many : One. Many Custody Transfer Points are within each 
Lease Delivery System. 

Many : One. Many Lease/Line Loss Points are associated 
with each Lease Delivery System 

Many : One. Many Lease Use points are associated with one 
Lease Delivery System. 

Many : One. Many Measurement Points are associated with 
each Lease Delivery System. 

One : Many. Each Meter Operator may deal with many 
kase Delivery Systems. Each Lease DeIivery System will 
have only one Meter Operator. 

Many : Many. Each Remitter may be associated with many 
Lease Delivery Systems. Each tease Delivery System may 
have many Remitters. 

Many : Many. Each Reporter may be associated with many 
Lease Delivery Systems. Each Lease Delivery System may 
have many Reporters. 

. 

Many : Many. Each Gas Processor may deal with many 
Lease Delivery Systems Each Lease Delivery System may 
have many Gas Processors.. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entie  Descni7fion 

EntitvN’ame 

Lease Delivery System (continued) 

Relationships 

Gatherer/Transporter 

Well Completion 

Relationship to Leased Defiverv System 

Many : Many. Each Gatherer/Transporter may deal with 
many Lease Delivery Systems Each Lease Delivery System 
may have many Gatherer/Transporters.. 

Many : Many. Many Well Completions can be associated 
with each Lease Delivery System. Each Well Completion 
may be associated with many Lease Delivery Systems. 
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Entitv-Relationshk Data Model Entifv DesafDtion 

EntitvName 

Lease Use 

Desm>tion \ 

Oil or gas production volumes that are used on the lease prior to production being removed from 
the lease. 

Aliases 

Relationships 

Entity 

Lease Delivery System 

Relafionship to Lease Use 

One : Many. Each Lease Delivery System may have many 
Lease Use Poi&. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Description 

EntityName 

Lease/L,ine Loss 

Desaiption 

The point at which oil or gas production is Iost due to leakage, shrinkage or other factors before 
production volumes are removed from the lease. 

AEases 

Relationships 

Entity 

Lease Delivery System 

Relationship to Leasaiine Loss 

One : Many. Each Lease DeIivery System may have many 
Lease/Line Loss Points. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Description 

EntityName 

Lessee 

Desm>tYoon 

The person entitled under an oil and gas lease to ~ i I l  and operate wells, paying the lessor a 
royalty and retaining the remainder. 

Aliases 

Relationships 

Entitv 

Lease 

Relationship to Lessee 

Many : Many. Each Lease may have many Lessees. Each 
Lessee may drill and operate many Leases. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Enti@ Desffiption 

EntityName 

Lessor 

The owner of mineral rights who has executed a lease. He is normally entiiled to payment of a 
royalty on production, except taxes on his share of production. 

Aliases 

Relationships 

Entity Relationship - io Lessor 

Lease Many : Many. Each Lease may have many Lessors. Each 
Lessor may drill and operate many Leases. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Ent2-y Descn'pfr'on 

EnstyNanre 

Measurement Point 

Desafption 

The point at which production volumes are measured. 

Aliases 

Meter 

Relationships 

Entifv 

Custody Transfer Point 

Lease Delivery System 

Meter Operator 

Remitter 

Reporter 

Relationship to Measurement Point 

Many : Many. A Custody Transfer Point may have many 
associated Measurement Points. A Custody Transfer Point 
may be the same as the Measurement Point 

* 

One : Many. Each Lease Delivery System may have many 
Measurement Points. 

One : Many. A Meter Operator may operate many 
Measurement Points within a Lease Delivery Sys€wn. Each 
Measurement Point will have onIy one Meter Operator. 

Many : Many. A Remitter may be associated with m y  
Measurement Points. Each Measurement Point may be 
associated with many Remitters. 

Many : Many. A Reporter reports voIumes measured at the 
Measurement Point to the appropriate state reguIatory 
agency. Each Reporter may report for many Measurement 
Points. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model E ~ i i f y  Desm>iion 

EntitvName 

Meter Operator 

Desm>tion 

The business associate who measures oil and gas production volumes after they are produced. 

Ali'ases 

First Measurer 

Relationships 

Entity 

Custody Transfer Point 

Measurement Point . 

Relationship to Meter Operator 

Many : One. Many Custody Transfer Points may be 
associated with each Meter Operator. Each Custody 
Transfer Point will have only one Meter Operator. 

Many : One. Many Measurement Points may be associated 
with each Meter Operator. Each Measurement Point will 
have only one Meter Operator. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Description 

Operator 

1. A person or company engaged in the business of drilling oil and gas wells. 2 A person or 
company, either proprietor or lessee, actually operating a well or lease. 

Aliases 

Relationships 

Entity 

Permit 

Well Bore 

Relationship - to Opexator 

Many : One. Many Permits may be issued to each Operator. 
Each Permit will be issued to only one Operator. 

Many : One. Many Wells (Well Bores) may be operated by 
each Operator. Each well will have only one Operator for a 
given period of h e .  
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entiiy Desm)tion 

EntitvName 

Owner 

A person who owns an interest in the oil or gas production from a well completion. . 

Relationshivs 

Entitv Relationshiv fo Owner 

Division of Interest Many : Many. A Division of Interest may include many 
Owners. Each Owner may be part of many Division of 
Interest lists (for different Well Completions). 

Many : One. Many Sales Contracts may be associated with 
one Owner. Each Sales Contract will be associated with only 
one Owner. 

Sales Contract 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model . Entity Description 

EntitvName 

Perforated Interval 

Desa9piion 

The subsurface intervaI within a well completion in which the casing and cement (if present) have 
been perforated or pierced in order to alIow formation fluids to enter the weU bore. 

Aliases 

ReIationships 

Entitv Relationship to Pdorated l i t tm,  

Reservoir Many : Many. Each Reservoir may have many Perforated 
Intervals. Each Perforated Interval may span more than one 
Reservoir. 

One : Many. Each Well Completion may have many 
Perforated Intervals. 

Well Completion 
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Entiy-Relationship Data Model Entity Desaipfion 

Permit 

The authorization from the state regulatory agency to drill a new well or to re-complete or r e '  
enter an existing well bore. 

Alrases 

Relationships 

EiltitV 

Operator 

Spacing 

Well Bore 

Well Completion 

Relationship to Permit 

One : Many. Each Operator may have many Permits. 

Many : Many. Each Spacing requirement for the state may 
affect the approval/rejection of many Permits. Each Permit 
will be evaluated based on Spacing requirements for the 
state including general state spacing requirements, and field 
and pool spacing requirements if applicabIe. 

One : Many. Each Well Bore has at least one Permit. If the 
well is re completed, the Well Bore may have many Permits. 

Many : Many. Each Well Completion is associated with a 
Permit. One Permit may be associated with many Well 
Completions within one well bore. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Description 

EntiWName 

Production History 

Desafvtion 

Historical production data for a well completion. 

Aliases 

Relationshius 

Entitv Relationship - to Production Hisforv 

Allowable 

Well Completion 

One : One. Each Allowable assignment considers the 
Production History of the Well Completion. Production 
History for surrounding well completions, pools, or fields 
also may be considered in determining the Allowable. 

One : One. Each producing Well Completion has a 
Production History. 
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Entitv-Relationship Data Model Entitv DesCriafion 

Remitter 

The business associate who remits tax or royalty payments to the appropriate state regulatory 
* agency. 

Aliases 

Relationships 

Entitv 

Custody Transfer Point 

Lease Delivery System 

Measurement Point 

Well Completion 

Relationship to Remiffer 

Many : Many. Each Custody Transfer Point may have many 
Remitters. Each Remitter may have many Custody Transfer 
Points. 

Many : Many. Each Lease Delivery System may have many 
Remitters. Each Remitter may be associated with many 
Lease Delivery Systems. 

Many : Many. Each Measurement Point may have many 
Remitters. Each Remitter may have many Custody Transfer 
Points. 

Many : Many. Each Well Completion may have more than 
one Remitter. Each Remitter may remit tax or royalty 
payments for many Well Completions. 
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Entitv-Relationship Data Model Enii'fv Desafvfion 

Reporter 

The business associate who reports production volumes to the appropriate state regulatory 
agency. 

ALiases 

Relationships 

.Entitv 

Custody Transfer Point 

Lease DeIivery System 

Measurement Point 

- 

Relationsfip to Reborfer 

Many : Many. Each Custody Transfer Point may have many 
Reporters. Each Reporter may have many Custody Transfer 
Points. 

Many : Many. Each Lease Delivery System may have many 
Reporters. Each Reporter may be associated with many 
Lease D e l i v e  Systems. 

Many : Many. Each Measurement Point may have many 
Reporters. Each Reporter may have many Custody Transfer 
Points. 

Well Completion Many : Many. Each Well Completion may have more than 
one Reporter. Each Reporter may report production 
volumes for many Well Completions. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Description 

Reservoir 

Desm>tion 

The subsurface porous, permeable rock body in which oil or gas or both are stored. 

Aliases 

Relationships 

Entitv 

Perforated Interval 

Well Completion 

Relationship to Reservok 

Many : Many. Each Perforated Interval may be associated 
.with more than one Reservoir. Each Reservoir may have 
many Perforated Intervals. 

Many : One. Each Well Completion is associated with one 
Reservoir. Many Well Completions are within the same 
Reservoir. 
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Entiw-Relationship Data Model Entifv Desafvfi’on 

Sales Contract 

Description 

The legal document that defines the conditions for transfer of property (oil or gas production 
volumes) for money or credit between the Owner and the First Purchaser. 

Aliases 

Relationships 

Entitv 

Owner 

First Purchaser 

ReIatibnship to Sales Contkacf 

One : Many. Each Owner may have many Sales Contracts 
for the sale of production volumes. 

One : Many. Each First Purchaser may have many Sales 
Contracts for the purchase of production volumes. 
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EntityName 

Spacing 

DesmMion 

The area allocated to a well completion as defined by the state regulatory agency. Spacing may 
be based on acreage, productive capacity, general spacing ruIes of the state or field or pool 
spacing reqdremenk. 

Mases 

Well Spacing 

Relationships 

Entity 

Permit 

Well Completion 

Relationship io Spacinr 

Many : Many. Each Permit wiU be evaluated based on 
Spacing requirements for the state including general state 
spacing requirements, and field and pool spacing 
requirements if applicable. Each Spacing requirement for 
the state may affect the approvaI/rejection of many Permits. 

One : One. Each Well Completion is associated with the 
Spacing requirements of the state including general spacing 
requirements, and fieId and pool spacing. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Desmiptioa 

EntitvName 

Tax Group 

An entity defined by the state revenue agency. A tax group may consist of one to many well 
completions. Production is usually reported to the state revenue agency at the tax group level. 

Aliases 

Production Unit Number (PUN) 

Relationships 

Emtitv 

Well Completion 

Relationship to Tax Group 

Many : One. Many Well Completions can be assigned to 
each Tax Group. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Desmption 

Enti'fvName 

Tract 

Desaf - ption 

A grouping of wells that share a common ownership percentage of the overall unit 

Uases  

Relationships 

Entitv Relationship to Tract 

unit One : Many. Each Unit may be composed of many Tracts. 
Each Tract will be included in only one Unit 

Well Completion Many : One. Many Well Completions may be included in 
each Tract Each Well Completion will be included in only 
one Tract 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model * En f i f y  Descn'pfion 

EntitvName 

Unit 

Description 

The total area incorporated in a unitization agreement 

Aliases 

Relationships 

Eiltitv Relationship to Urn? 

Tract Many : One. Many Tracts may be contained within each 
Unit. Each Tract will be included in only one Unit 

Well Completion Many : One. Many Well Completions may be included in 
each Unit. Each Well Completion will be included in only 
one Unit (if the area is unitized). 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Description 

EntityName 

Well Bore 

Desm>tion 

A hole in the ground made by drilling, from which oil or gas production may be obtained. 

Mases 

Relationships 

Entity 

Permit 

Well Completion 

Relationship - to Well Bore 

Many : One. Many Permits may be associated with each 
Well Bore (if the well is re-completed or reentered). Each 
Permit will be associated with only one Well Bore. 

Many : One. Many Well Completions may exist for each 
Well Bore. Each Well Completion is within one Well Bore. 
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Entitv-Relationship Data Model Entiitv Desmblion 

Entitv Name 

Well Completion 

Desafntion 

The subsurface location from which oil or gas is or has been produced from a reservoir. 

Aliases 

ReIationships - 

Entitv 

Allowable 

Custody Transfer Point 

Division of Interest 

Lease 

Lease Delivery System 

Measurement Point 

Perforated IntervaI 

Permit 

Production History 

Relationship to Well Completion 

One : One. Each Well Completion has one Allowable 
assigned for a given period of time. 

One : Many. Production volumes from one to many Well 
. Completions are transferred from the Operator to the 

Gatherer/Transporter at the Custody Transfer Point 

One : One. Each Well Complefion may have divided 
interests based on the Owners in one Division of Interest. A 
Well Completion has one Division of interest, and the 
Division of Interest refers to one Well Completion. 

One : Many. Each Lease may have many Well Completions. 
Each Well Completion is part of one Lease. 

One : Many. Many Well Completions can be associated with 
each Lease Delivery System. 

Many : Many. Each Measurement Point may be associated 
with many Well Completions. Each Well Completion may 
have many Measurement Points. 

Many : One. Each Well Completion may have many 
Perforated Intervals. 

Many : Many. Each WeII Completion is associated with a 
Permit, and may be associated with many Permits if the well 
is re-completed. One Permit may be associated with many 
Well Completions within one well bore. 

One : One. Each producing Well Completion has a 
Production History. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model En fify Desmptfon 

EntiWName 

Well Completion (continued) 

Relationships - 

Remitter 

Reporter 

Reservoir 

Spacing 

Tax Group 

Tract 

unit 

Well Bore 

Well Test 

Relationship to Well Completion 

Many : Many. Each Well Completion may have more than 
one Remitter. Each Remitter may remit tax or royalty 
payments for many Well Completions. 

Many : Many. Each Well Completion may have more than 
one Reporter. Each Reporter may report production 
volumes for many Well Completions. 

One : Many. Each Well Completion is associated with one 
Reservoir. Many Well Completions are within the same 
Reservoir. 

One : One. Each WeIl Completion is associated with the 
Spacing requirements of the state including general spacing 
requirements, and field and pool spacing. 

One : Many. Many Well Completions can be assigned to 
each Tax Group. Each Well Completion is assigned to one 
Tax Group. 

One : Many. Each Tract may include many Well 
Completions. Each Well Completion will be included in 
only one Tract 

One : Many. Each Well Completion will be included in only 
one Unit (if the area is unitized). Many Well Completions 
may be included in each Unit. 

One : Many. Many Well Completions may exist for each 
Well Bore. Each Well Completion is withjn one Well Bore. 

Many : One. Many Well Tests are run for each Well 
Completion. Each Well Completion may have many Well 
Tests. 
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Entity-Relationship Data Model Entity Descriprion 

EntitvName 

Well Test 

Desafution 

The test of a well's productive capacity under standard conditions such as pressure and 
temperature, Examples include the Back Pressure Test, the One Point Test, the Four-Point Test, 
Shut-in Test and Absolute Open Flow Test. 

Aliases 

Deliverability Test 

Relationships 

Entity Relationship to Well Test 

Allowable 

Well Completion 

One : One. Each Allowable for a Well Completion is b&ed 
on the latest Well Test in conjunction with other factors such 
as Production History, Conservation Technical Factors, etc.. 
Allowables are determined and set for a specific period of 
time based on aU these factors. 

One : Many. Each Well Completion may have.many Well 
Tests. 
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INTRODUCTION 
... In order to properly assess the feasibility of implementing the Conceptual 

Model presented by the Uniform Production Reporting Model (UPRM) project, it is 
necessary to identify the costs of such an implementation. The estimates presented 
here are high-level and are intended to be an order-of-magnitude approximation of 
the requirements for implementation on a national basis. 

This section provides a step-by-step walk-through of the methodology for 
developing the estimates and also presents the critical assumptions and disclaimers. 
Because this is a detailed walk-through, it is important to provide the results of 
intermediate calculations with no rounding to take into account the order-of- 
magnitude nature of the estimates. 

Please note that this section, Appendix B, focuses on the requirements for a 
national implementation of the UPRM. Attachment B.1 presents the detailed cost 
approximation for a single represenfafive sfafe. 
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ASSUMPTIONS . 

General 

a 

a 

Only core functionality is to be developed, with some additional cost 
required to interface to existing or separately-developed non-core 
functionality. The development requirements of any non-core 
functionality are specifically excluded. 

These estimates represent 'a compkfe development of core functionality 
in a state that chooses to implement all of the Uniformity Guidelines. 

Application software will be custom-developed. Note that the type of 
solution used in each state may vary due to state size, statutory 
complexity, etc. No assumption is made regarding the specific 
technology or application solution used. For example, larger states may 
require a mainframe-based solutions due to transaction volume and 
smaller states may require simple spreadsheets for capture and 
summarization of data. 

The three primary agencies (Conservation, Royalty, Tax) participate in 
the joint-development of the system and provide appropriate personnel 
resources. 

The system is developed in a central location, involving three physical 
locations; one for each primary agency. 

All major processes are performed electronically. Note that this 
approach may not be economically feasible for states with special 
statutory requirements or for states with a small number of wells 
and/or small production volumes. 

The selected subset of on-line screens provided to external data users 
through External Data Sharing will utilize the same screens used by 
state agency employees; no special screens will be developed. 

Approximately 20% of the total work-days will be performed by state 
employees; with the balance being performed by external labor. 
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State labor costs are approximately $250 per day, on average. This cost 
includes salary, benefits, retirement, holidays, and vacations. 

External labor costs are assumed to be $1,000 per day, on average. This 
cost includes hourly fees, travel expenses, and housing expenses. 

Work Plan 
e A 24 month development life cycle is assumed. 

The development life assumes that hardware and systems software have 
already been selected, ordered, and installed. Note that this 
seIection/order/install cycle may require up to 2 year or more in many 
states. 

The major phases in a typical systems development life cycle that are 
addressed include: 

systems hd'sis and Desip. This is the phase in which major 
system functions and features are finalized. In addition, the 
business processes are re-designed and the technical architecture is 
designed and developed. 
Systems Instdation. In this phase, program specifications are 
finalized and individual programs are coded and tested. Data 
conversion takes place and the final system is tested and installed. 

Ongoing maintenance requirements are specifically excluded from the 
estimates. 

Assumed Process Inventow 

Includes only core processes; specifically excludes non-core processes. 

Process counts are taken from the UPRM function descriptions. 

* Given the very high-level nature of these estimates, it is necessary to 
make a very broad assumption regarding the complexities of core 
processes. The following distribution outlines the assumed mixture: . Easy .............. 15% . Medium ....... 70% . Difficult ........ 15% 
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DISCLAIMERS 
The estimates pro;rided are very high-level. 

Estimates are prepared as a baseline starting point only. These estimates do 
not reflect any specific state's anticipated costs. 

Cost estimates are the anficipafed costs. Actual costs may be lower for any 
combination of the following reasons: 

Some states may have already implemented many of the 
Uniformity Guidelines. . Some states may choose not to implement any  of the Uniformity 
Guidelines. 
Some states may choose to only partially implement the Uniformity 
Guidelines due to the following reasons: 

Nof all guidelines are appropnafe for fhe sfafe.  
N o f  all agencies uiifhin fhe s fa fe  choose f o  parficipafe. 

Cost estimates represent the total cost to implement UPRM concepts in the 
primary state agencies involved with the natural gas and oil industry 
(Conservation, Royalty, and Tax). This total cost is public-secfor cost only; no 
estimates are provided for any change-over required by industry in reacting 
to state-specific changes. 

. Should a state decide to pursue the implementation of the Uniform 
Production Reporting Model, in whole or in part, these estimates should be 
used as only a broad first-cut. Each state should prepare its own detailed 
cost requirements, taking into account: 

State-specific statutory requirements. 
Degree of anticipated adoption of the Uniformity Guidelines. 
The condition of the state's current procedures and information 
systems. 
The degree of interface requirements to non-core functionality. 

. Cost estimates are based on industry and state government averages and do 
not represent the normal rates of any specific state agency or consulting 
firm. 

No assumption is made as to the source of the external labor being provided 
to each state. 

. No assumption is made regarding the source of funding. 
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No assumption is made regarding the timing of implementation. 

No assumption is made for inflation due to implementation over an 
extended period. Note that a l l  dollar figures and averages are presented in 
1993 dollars. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 
The methodology used here has been developed for providing a picture of the 
requirements for implementing the Uniformity Guidelines on a national basis. 
The approach involves determining the cost for a hypothetical state, and then 
extrapolating this cost to the other producing states. The methodology can be 
suinmarized as follows: 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Estimate the implementation requirements for a hypothetical state. 
Define state tier groups to account for differences in state 
characteristics. 
Extrapolate the implementation requirements for the hypothetical 
state (see step 1) to the states in other tiers. 

Define Implementation ReqUirearents for a 
Hypothetical State 

The requirements of implementation for a hypothetical state were estimated 
for a fairly large state with approximately 40,000 producing wells. The 
following components were estimated during this process: 

Labor requirements during the design and installation phases of the 
system development life cycle. 
Hardware and system software requirements of the new system. 

UPRM Estimates 
The estimates prepared by the UPRM project team are based on Andersen 
Consulting's MElTHOD/l@ estimating methodology. The estimates were 
prepared in a "top-down" style and are presented in detail in Attachment 
B.1. The results have been summarized in the following table: 
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Again, these estimates were prepared for a generic, hypothetical state. 
While the estimates are based on an extremely sound methodology with a 
strict set of assumptions, it is important to validate them against a 
comparable "known", if one exists. The next section discusses the selection 
of a comparable state and the results of comparing the UPRM estimates to 
those of the comparable state. 

Comparable State Comparison 

Sate §election. In order to validate the UPRhilestimates, it was necessary 
to find a suitable state that met the following criteria relative to the 
hypothetical state: 

The state has a comparable number of wells. 
The state has installed simiIar functionality. 
This functionality has been installed relatively recently. 

New Mexico's ONGARDs project was chosen for the comparison because it 
met the required criteria. . .  

Comparison. The range of costs presented here were verified with the State 
of New Mexico's system development costs associated with its ONGARDB 
system. Specifically: 
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ONGARDs - Known Costs . The External Labor cost to New Mexico will be approximately $18 
million. This cost includes all contract fees and expenses associated 
with the design, development, and implementation of ONGARD@. 
The hardware and system software costs required to implement 
ONGARDQ were approximately $1 million. 

. 
ONGARDQ - Estimated Costs 
This cost does not include state employee labor costs. The following 
calculations were used to approximate the costs of state labor in the 
ONGARDB development effort: 

Approximately 25% of the labor for the project was provided by 
state employees. 
The number of work-days provided by state employees can be 
calculated as follows: 

. 

. 
. . 
. 

Exfernal labor costs were $18 million. 
Assuming a daily cosf of $1,000, a fofal of 18,000 work-days 
were provided by exfernal labor. 
This 18,000 zvork-days is 75% of the fofal labor requiremenfs, 
meaning fhuf a fo fd  of 24,000 work-days were provided fo fhe 
projecf. 
Sfafe labor requiremenfs musf fherefore be 6,000 work-days. . . Assuming a daily cost of $250 for state employees, the total state 

labor cost must be $25O/day * 6,000 days = $1,500,000. 

ONGARDB - Total Costs . The total cost should be composed of: 
Hardware/System Software .......................A$ 1,000,000 
External Labor ................................................$ 18,000,000 
State Labor ........................................................$1,500,000 
TOTAL ............................................................ $20,500,000 

. Total cost should be approximately $20.5 million over 'the project's 
life. 

The UPRM cost estimates presented here account for.only core functionality, 
or approximately 80% of the total system functionality. Given the total costs 
associated with ONGARD@, core functionality should probably cost 
approximately 80% of $20 million or $16.4 million. 

The UPRM cost estimate of $16.7 million is within 2% of the ONGARDQ 
estimate for core functionality, verifying the order-of-magnitude estimates 
prepared by the UPRM project team. 
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Note that the compakons made to the ONGULP costs werepdomed 
by the UpXMprojecf team. mese cost esfimates were not audifed or 
extmai'ly v e ~ i e d ,  although they are believed to be accurate and refiable. 

Define State Tier Groups 
Intuitively, it is apparent that the implementation effort associated with 
implementing the UPRM Conceptual Model in a large state will be greater 
than in a small state. Rather than preparing estimates of implementation 
requirements for each individual state, the UPRM project chose to prepare 
estimates for a hypothetical state and then extrapolate these estimates to the 
remaining producing states. 

This approach requires a quantifiable basis for extrapolation that predicts the 
cost of implementation in states of various sizes. m e  definition of this basis 
involved the identification of candidate cost drivers and the selection of the 
single cost driver for use in extrapolation. Once the single cost driver had 
been identified, producing states were grouped into similar groups or tiers for 
the purposes of extrapolation. 

Identifv Cost-Drivers 
The level of difficulty of developing a system that fully implements the 
UPRM guidelines will vary from state-to-state, depending on the 
complexities cif each specific state. The following have been identified as 
candidate cost-drivers for the purposes of extrapolating implementation 
requirements from the representative tier: 

Average number of production (i.e., Conservation) transactions 
received per month 
Average number of Royalty transactions received per month 
Average number of Tax transactions received per month 
Average monthly production 
Number of producing wells 

All of these cost-drivers indicate the normal work-load to a specific state as 
it manages its oil and gas resources. 
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Select Appropriate Cost-Driver 
The list of cost-drivers previously identified includes several viable 
candidates,’ but only one ‘cost-driver can be used for purposes of 
extrapolation. Given this requirement, it is necessary to define the 
characteristic of the besf cost-driver for use in extrapolation. The following 
rules were defined for identifying the best costdriver: 

It must be a reasonable predictor of state processing complexity and 
therefore of implementation difficulty; 

Data must be readily available and consistent across producing 
states. 

It must be quantifiable; 

Given these constraints, the best cost-driver for this effort is the number of 
producing wells. While other candidates may meet one or more of the 
constraints, only the number of producing w e b  met all criteria. 

Define Tiers Based on Number of Producing Wells 
The producing states were divided into tiers based on their relative numbers 
of producing wells. The following table summarizes the assignment of 
states to tiers: 
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D e f i n i t i o n  o f  T i e r s  
B a s e d  o n  1991 P r o d u c i n g  W e l l s  

C 
L o n  i r i a n  a 3 8 , 8 8 3  
N e w  M e x i c o  3 7 , 6 5 9  

I l l i n  o is  3 2 . 6 2 1  
K e n t u c k y  3 4 . 9 3 8  

V i r g  in i a  9 1 1  
M i s s o u r i  8 5 2  
S o u t h  D a k o t a  2 0 8  
F l o r i d a  9 0  
N e v a d a  50 
A r i z o n a  2 8  
0 r e g o n  1 6  
M a r y l a n d  7 

Source: API's "Pefroleum Indusfry Sfatisticstt, Volume XIII, Number 2, May 1993. 
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Representative Xi-. Because the hypothetical state originally defined 
in the UPRM estimates contained 40,000 producing wells, Tier 4 will be 
used as the represenfafive fier for purposes of comparison and 
extrapolation. 

Elvfraapolate Represeniitive Tier Requirements io 
Other Tiers 

Calculate Baseline Requirements for Representative Tier 

Labor Requirements. Using the UPRM estimates, the baseline labor 
requirements are 18,556 work-days. The baseline per-well estimate was 
calculated as follows, using Tier 4 as the representative tier: 

Work-Days = 18,556 . Number of Wells = 37,759 
Average Work-Days per Well = 0.49 

Hzdwzt$!System Sofhvze Requikements. Using the UPRM 
estimates, the baseline hardware/system software cost is $1 million. 
The baseline per-well cost was calculated as follows, using Tier 4 as the 
representative tier: . cost = $1,000,000 . . Number of wells = 37,797 

Average HardwarqBystem Software Cost per Well = $26.46 

Extrapolate Requirements to Remaining Tiers 

Labor Requikements: Work-Days. Note that because of economies-of- 
scale, the baseline estimate is inappropriate for use with all states 
without some adjustment. For example, the per-well cost of 
implementation in Tier 1 states (average number of wells = 236,468) 
should be signdicantly lower than in Tier 7 states (average number of 
wells = 270). Because of this, each tier above and below the 
representative tier (Tier 4) is adjusted by a factor of 35% - relative to 
the next tier nearer the representative tier. For example, for tiers above 
Tier 4 . Tier 3 per-day requirements are = (100-35%) of 0.49 = 0.32 

Tier 2 per-day requirements are = (100-35%) of 0.32 = 0.21 
Tier 1 per-day requirements are = (100-35%) of 0.21 = 0.14 
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Conversely, tiers below Tier 4 are as follows: 
Tier 5 per-day requirements are = (100+35%) of 0.49 = 0.67 
Tier 6 per-day requirements are = (100+35%) of 0.67 = 0.90 
Tier 7 per-day requirements are = (100+35%) of 0.90 = 1.21 

Adjusting the work-day per well requirements yields the following 
distribution of requirements across the seven tiers: 

1.50 LC 
0 
3 
GI cn 1.00 
z 3 3  5 0.50 
PI t/ 0.00 

1 2 3 4 5  6 7 

Tier 

Once the per-day requirements were calculated, the total work days for 
the tier could be calculated. 
calculations used: 

The following figure illustrates the. 
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Then& of workdays per well prior to adjushmtfur eommned - - s t a l e .  

w= 
This value istaken from wl-6 of fhenexttiermmerthe represmfative tier (ri #). 

Tier2 i sequal to~NetWor~sperWel l (Col -6) forTi2  
Tier2 is equal tu them Workdays per Well ( C o 1 ~ 6 )  forTi3. 
TierZ is equal tu them Workdays per Well (Colm6) forTi6 
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Labor Custs. The cost requirements can be calculated using an assumed 
mixture of state and external labor and an assumed cost for each. 

The development of a system of this magnitude normally requires more 
full-time personnel than the average state has available. For this reason, 
most states bring in outside assistance from consulting firms, 
programming houses, etc. An average project distribution of labor is: 

' State labor = 20% 
External labor = 80% 

This ratio will obviously depend upon an individual state's situation, 
availability of resources, the size of the project, etc. 

W e  the costs of state and external labor can vary significantly, the 
following state and industry averages are assumed for developing the 
final cost estimates: 

Per work-day state labor costs = $250 

Per work-day external labor costs = $1,000 
This includes sala y, benefits, vacafion, holidays, efc. 

This includes hourlyfees, travel expenses, housing, expenses, efc. 
Again, the actual costs will vary depending on state, source and quality 
of external labor, etc. 

Using the assumed labor source ratios and daily cost rates, labor costs 
can be calculated as follows: 
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Assume Daily Costs I 

1 I 

Notes on Specifc Column Numbers: 

work-Day Work-Day 1 .  ;;t 1 Cost I 
51,OoO 

(3) Contains the total number ofwrkdays required to implement core UPRM funcb'onality. 

(4) Contains the portion ofthe tier's total work-days to be pertormed by 
state employees. Assumes that 20% ofthe work is done by state labor. 
Calculated by multiplying 20% by Column 3. 

(5) Contains the portion ofthe ti& total workdays to be performed by 
external labor. Aswmes that 80% of the work- is done by external labor. 
Calculated by multiplying 80% by Column 3. 

(6) Contains the cost ofthe work performed by state labor. 
Calculated by multiplying the assumed daily rate of5250 by C o l m  4. 

(7) Containsthecostofthework-performedbyexiemallabor. 
Calculated by multiplying the assumed daily rate of51,OOO by Cdumn 5. 

(8) Contains the total labor cost Calculated by adding Columns 6 and 7. 
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HzdwzdSystem Solhvze Cosk These costs are extrapolated from the 
representative state on a $-per-well basis. This approach is used to 
reflect the wide range in computing power required by states with 
vastly different numbers of wells. The following diagram summarizes 
&e costs for tiers: 

E~rapolate &rdwart$System Software Costs I 
Tier M m t i o n  I 

6,260,000 
3,430,000 
6,280,000 

+-@ -5-OOOfl 
bSLL?% 8. *~ +.. 

1,820,000 

B m O O O O  

59,476 

I I 26.461 10,000 

Notes on Specific Column Numbers: 

(3) Contains the average number of producing wells 
for the tier in 1991. 

(4) The hardware/system software (HW/SSW) costs per well. 
This value was calcuIated from the representative state: 

' 

Hardware/system software cost..$1,000,000 
Number of we lls... 37,797 
Average HW/SSW cost per we& $26.46 

(5) The hardware/system software costs for an average state 
in the tier. Calculated by multiplying Column 3 by CoIumn 4. 

(6) The total hardware/system software costs for all states in the tier. 
Caiculated by multiplying CoIumn 2 by C o I u k  5. 
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SUMMARY 
The estimates presented in this section are provided as an order-of-magnitude 
approximation of the actual requirements of impIementing the Uniformity 
Guidelines defined by the Uniform Production Reporting Model (UPRMJ. While the 
estimates are appropriate at a national level, the individual components, or 
estimates for specific states should be used as a starting point only. 

The following tables summarize the implementation requirements: 
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Appendix B 

0 Tier # 

UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Summary 

Work-Days costs, $ . 
State External Tier's State External Tier's 

Labor Labor Total Wkday Costs Wkday Costs Total Labor 
20% 80% Wkdays $250 $l,OOO costs, $ . 

$1,599,919 $25,598,706 $27,198,625 

$64,766,650 

13,306 
2,097 

$3,809,803 $60,956,847 

$4,639,000 $74,224,000 
$2,301,976 $36,831,613 
$831,651 $13,306,413 
$131,052 $2,096,827 

Tier's Total 
Hw/ssw 

cost 
$ 

Tier's 
Total 
costs 

I 58,652) 234,6081 1293,2601 I $14,662,979 I $234,607,664 1-1 

Note: Grand totals are provided for illustrative purposes only, and do not reflect an anticipated 
nationwide implementation of the UPRM. It is expected that if nationwide 
implementation did occur, economies of scale could be realized and the cost could be 
considerably lower. 
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ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY 
~ 

Inl4.oduciYon 
The estimates prepared here are for a generic, hypofheh'cal state. The assumed 
state is fairly large and contains an assumed 40,000 producing wells. The 
Andersen Consulting methodology METHOD/l@ was used in preparing the 
order-of-magnitude cost approximations. These estimates were prepared using 
a "top-down" approach and are, by definition, very high-level. 

Introduction 
=OD/l@ is the project planning and estimation methodology 
developed and used by Andersen Consulting. It serves as the basis for 
approximating large-scale systems design and implementation efforts 
world-wide. It is Andersen's central repository of estimating guidelines and 
is continually updated to reflect new client experiences. 

The methodology supports approximating systems development 
requirements at a variety of levels, depending on the level of detailed 
understanding of a given client and system to be developed. This flexibility 
was useful in this case, due to the high-level nature of the estimates being 
prepared. 

Phases Estimated 
Estimates were prepared for two major phases in the normal life cycle of 
systems development. The phases are: 

0 Systems Analysis and Design 
0 Systems Installation 
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Variables Taken Into Account 
METHOD/l@ provides guidelines for approximating aggregate 
development requirements for each phase given broad measures of system 
requirements. The following variables are taken into account . 

0 Number of automated applications 
0 Number of batch processes 

Number of reports 
0 Number of screens 
0 Project overhead 

Estima ting Approach 
Step 1. Determine Total Work-Davs Required for Development of 
Core Functions 
METHOD/l@ provides guidelines for determining the total number of 
work-days required to perform systems design and installation. The 
estimates are presented in aggregate, with no assumption made about who 
will perform what portion of the work. 

Step 2. Determine Work-Davs Required to Interface to Existinq 
Svsterns 
Even though the focus of this project is on the llcorell functionality, it will be 
necessary to interface this new software with existing "non-core" functions. 
The interface requirements will be calculated as a percentage of the effort of 
implementing just the core functionality, using'the following guidelines: 

Non-core functionality is specifically excluded from the estimates 
prepared in step 1. 
The interface requirements will be approximately 20% of the effort 
to develop the core functionality. 

Step 3. Approximate Labor Costs 
After determining the overall work-day requirements, it is possible to 
approximate the cost of implementation. This cost is approximated as 
folIows: 

Assume what percentage of the total work will be performed by 
state versus external labor. 
Assume a daily cost of state and external labor. 
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Step 4. Assume HardwardSvstem Software Costs 
Hardware and system software costs are assumed to be $1 million. This 
figure is provided for completeness only and should be viewed as an order- 
of-magnitude approximation. The actual costs will vary by state, and .Miill 

. be dependent upon: 

. Numberofusers. 
Technology choice (mainframe, client-server, etc.) 

Operational requirements (response time, etc.) 

Please retk to Attachment BZ(3) for the detailed cdcdations suppofig the 
above methodolow. m e  results of these detailed calculation is presented in 
the followingsecfi'on, 

Appendix B 
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UPRM ESTIMATES 

Work-Dav Totals 

Analysis and Design 
Sfafe Labor ......................................................................................................... 964 
Exfemal Labor .............. ............. . ..................... ............. .... ....... ...................... 3,855 

4,819 

Installation 
State Labor ........................ + .................... , ........................................................ 2,747 
Exfemal Labor .................. ........................................................................... 10,990 

13,737 

TOTAL ............................................................ .- .................................................. 18,556 

Financial Totals 

Hardware/System Software .................................................................... $1,000,000 

Labor 
Sfafe Labor ................................................................................................ $927,780 
Exfemal Labor ..................................................................................... $14,8~,480 

$15,772,260 

TOTAL ............................................................................ .............. ........... $16,772,260 
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VERIFICATION OF ESTIMATES 
Again, these estimates were prepared for a generic, hypofheticaZ state. While the 
estimates are based on an extremely sound methodology with a strict set of 
assumptions, it is important to validate them against a comparable "known", if one 
exists. This section discusses the selection of a comparable state and the results of 
comparing the UPRM estimates to those of the comparable state. 

State Selecfion 
In order to validate the UPRM estimates, it was necessary to find a suitable state 
that met the following criteria relative to the hypothetical state: 

The state has a comparable number of wells. 
f i e  state has installed similar functionality. 
This functionality has been installed relatively recently. 

New Mexico's ONGARDS project was chosen for the comparison because it met 
the required criteria. . 

ONGARDB - Known COS& 
The Extehal Labor cost to New Mexico will be approximately $18 
million. This cost includes all contract fees and expenses associated 
with the design, development, and implementation of ONGARDa. 
The hardware and system software costs required to implement 
ONGARDS were approximately $1 million. 
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ONGARDB - Estimated Costs 
This cost does not include state employee labor costs. The following 
calculations were used to approximate the costs of state labor in the 
ONGARDB development effort 

Approximately 25% of the labor for the project was provided by 
state employees. 
The number of work-days provided by state employees can be 
calculated as follows: 

. 

Exfeemal labor cosfs were $18 million. 
Assuming a daily cosf of $1,000, a fofal of 18,000 work-days were 
provided by exfemal labor. 
This 18,000 work-days is 75% of fhe.fofa1 labor requiremenfs, 
meaning fhut a fofal of 24,000 work-days were provided fo fhe 
projecf. 
Stafe labor requiremenfs must fherefire be 6,000 work-days. . Assuming a daily cost of $250 for state employees, the total state 

labor cost must be $250/day * 6,000 days = $1,500,000. 

ONGARDB - TotaI Costs . The total cost should be composed of: 
Hardware/System Software .................................$ 1,000,000 
External Labor .......................................................$ 18,000,000 
State Labor .................r.............................................$ 1,500,000 
TOTAL ............................................................ ; ...... $20,500,000 

Total cost should be approximately $20.5 million over the project's life. 

The UPRM cost estimates presented here account for only core functionality, or 
approximately 80% of the total system functionality. Given the total costs associated 
with ONGARDs, core functionality should probably cost approximately 80% of $20 
million or $16.4 million. 

The UPRM cost estimate of $16.7 million is within 2% of the ONGARDS estimate for 
core functionality, verifying the order-of-magnitude estimates prepared by the 
UPRM project team. 

Note that the compaziisons made to the ONGULP costs were p d o m e d  by the 
UPRMproOject team. These cost estimates..were not audited or &mdy v d i e d  
although they are believed to be accurate andrefiabIe. 
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ATTACHMENT Bl(1) 
Assumed Project Work Plan 
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UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Assumed Project Work Plan 

Analysis & Design 
Quality Requiremenk ........................... 
User Requirements ................................ 
Business Process Desi gn....................... 

Technical Design .................................... 
Architecture Developmen t....... ............ 

Installation 
Detailed Design ...................................... 
Programming ......................................... 
System Test. ............................................ 
User Test. ................................................ 
Data Cleanup & Conversion ................ 

. .  Tralrung ................................................... 
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ATTACHMENT Bl(2) 
Assumed Process Invento~ 
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UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Assumed Process Inventov 

Screens 
Main Menu 
Report Initiation 
Batch Job Initiation 
Maintain Allowables 

Reports 
Report Statistics 
Report Batch Statistics 
Generate Schedules 
Notify over/underages 

Batch Processes 
Calculate Allowables 
Adjust Balances 
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UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Assumed Process Inventory 

Screens 
MainMenu 
Report Initiation 
Batch Job Initiation 
Capture: Well Test 
Capture: Cons’ervation VOIS 
Cap- Tax Volumes &Values 
Capture: Royalty VoIs & Vals 

Reporb 
Report Statistics 
Report Batch Statistics 
ErrorSummary-1 
Error Summary - 2 
Error Summary - 3 
Transaction Summary - 1 
Transaction Summary - 2 
Transaction Summary - 3 

Batch Processes 
ED1 Receive: 
ED1 Receive: 
ED1 Receive: 
ED1 Receive: 
ED1 Receive: 

Tape Receive: 
Tape Receive: 
Tape Receive: 
Tape Receive: 
Tape Receive: 

Disk Receive: 
Disk Receive: 
Disk Receive: 

Financial 
Well Test 
Conservation Vols 
Tax Vols & Vals 
Royalty Vols & Vals 

Financial 
Well Test 
Conservation Vols 
Tax Vols & Vals 
Royalty Vols & Vals 

Financial 
Well Test 
Conservation Vols 

Disk Receive: Tax VoIs & Vals 
Disk Receive: RoyaIty VoIs & Vals 

w 
~~~ 

1 1 
1 

3 
3 
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UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Assumed Process Inveniov 

Validate: Financial 
Validate: Well Test 
Validate: Conservation Vols 
Validate: Tax Vols & Vals 
Validate: Royalty Vols & Vals 
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UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Assumed Process Inventory 

Screens 

MainMenu 
Report Initiation 
Batch Job Initiation 

Reports 

Report Statistics 
Report Batch Statistics 

(Assume 2 versions of each major 
VOfUtl&?/anfUe tpPOrf)  

Well Test - 1 
Well Test - 2 
Allowables - 1 
Allowables - 2 
Conservation - 1 - 
Conservation - 2 
Tax-1 
Tax-2 
Royalty - 1 
Royalty - 2 

Well Completion 
Well Bore 
Unit 
State Lease 
Business Associate 
Tax Group 

Well Completion -to- Well Bore 
Well Completion -to- Unit 
Well Completion -to- Tax Group 
Well Completion -to- State Lease 

Remitter -to- State Lease 
Remitter -to- Tax Group 
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UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Assumed Process Inven f o v  

Batch Processes 
ED1 Send 
Tape Send 
Disk Send 
CD-ROM Send 

Subtotal.... 1 3 1  1281 124( T I  

Screens 
Main Menu 
Report Initiation 
Batch Job Initiation 
Maintain Applications 
(Drill, Complete, Abaitdon) 

Reports 
Report Statistics 
Report Batch Statistics 

Permit 

Batch Processes 
(None) 
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UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Assumed Process Inventory 

SCreenS 

Main Menu 
Report Initiation 
Batch Job Initiation 

Maintain Business Associate 
Maintainstate Lease 
Maintain Tax Group 
Maintain Tax Exemptions 
Maintain Well Bore 
Maintain Well Completion 
Maintain Unit 

Well Completion -to- Well Bore 
Well Completion -to- Unit 
Well Completion -to- Tax Group 
Well Completion -to- State Lease 

Reporis 
Report Statistics 
Report Batch Statistics 

Batch Processes 
None) 

Subtotal.... 121 I] 

Screens 
Main Menu 
Report Initiation 
Batch Job Initiation 

Reporis 
Unit Agreement 

Batch Processes 
N o 4  
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UFRM Implementation Requirements 
Assumed Process Inventmy 

Screens 
Main Menu 
Report Initiation 
Batch Job Initiation 

Reporfs 
Report Statistics 
Report Batch Statistics 

Conservation/Royalty Discrepancies 
Conservation/Tax Discrepancies 
Tax/Royalty Discrepancies 

Ba fch Processes 
Conservation/Royalty Discrepancies 
Cowervation/Tax Discrepancies 
Tax/Royalty Discrepancies 

Subfofd.... 131 1 9 1 1  

Smeens 
Main Menu 
Report Initiation 
Batch Job Initiation 

Reporl's 
Report Statistics 
Report Batch Statistics 

Tax/Royalty Discrepancies 

Batch Processes 
Tax/Royalty Discrepancies 
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UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Assumed Process Inventov 

COMPONENTS I 
Screens 

Main Menu 
Help Maintenance 
Help DispIay 
Codes File Maintenance 
Security Maintenance 
Miscellaneous 

Reports 
Help Text 
Codes File 
Security Codes 
Miscellaneous 

Bafch Processes 
(None) 
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ATTACHMENT Bl(3) 
Cost Approximation Detail 
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- UPRM Implementation Requirements 

200 600 1,200' 
# of Automated Applications 225 300 
Project Overhead (Always = 1 

# of Batch lobs 5 8 10 
71 150 

Cost Approxi'maiion Detail 

# of Reports 
# of screens 

' .CORECOMPLEMTY . . I ~COREAFPROXMA27ON, Work-Days 
Easy I Med I Diff I I Easv I Med I Diff I I TOTAL 

21 31 4 43 18 129 
51 81 10 51 55 383 

I Total Work-Days - Deei gn..... 

# of Reports 1,290 1,830 
# of screens 38 50 275 1,913 550 2,738 
# of Satellite Sites 125 250 375 250 250 

I Total Work-Days - Installation .....I 1-1 

c TOTAL WORK-DAYS .....I 
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UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Cost Approximation Detail 

STEP 1: Notes on Specific Column Numbers 

1 Contains the factors used as input to the estimating methodology. 

53,4 Contain the METHOD/l estimating guidelines for the factors contained in Column 1. 
Note that these guidelines are provided for factors at three levels of difficulty: Easy, Medium, and Difficult. 

5,6,7 Contain the actual quantified estimates of the factors for the UPRM Uniformity Guidelines. 
Note that these estimates are provided for the three levels of difficulty listed in Columns 2,3,4. 

8,9,10 Contain the approximated level of effort required for implementing UPRM guidelines. 
Calculated as follows: 

Column 8 = Column 2 Column 5 
Column 9 = Column 3 Column 6 
Column 10 = Column 4 * Column 7 

11 Contains the total requirements for the specified factor (Column 1). 
Calculated as the sum of Columns 8,9,10. 
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Appendix B 
Attachment I 

Analysis and Design ....................................... 
Installation ....................................................... 

UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Cost Approxi'mation D e t d  

4,0161 803 4,819 
11,4481 2,290 13,737 

I 15,4631 3,0931 
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UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Cost Approxrirtafion Detail 

I Work-Day s I 

I . .  ' .  ' 

Appendix B 
Attachment 1 

Development of Core FunctionaIity 
Atialysis atid DCsigti ........................................................ 
fnrplemetifafion ................................................................. 

Interface r0 Non-Core FunctionaIity 
20% of core ...................................................................... 

Assume: 
20% of Labor is State Employed ......................... 
80% of Labor is Externally-Supplied ................. 

Assume: 
StateLabor Costs: $/Day.. ................................. 
External Labor Costs: $/Day ............................. 

4,016 
11,448 15,463 

3,093 3,093 
18356 

20% 3,nl 
80% 14,844 

18356 

$250 $ 
$l,OOo $ 

928 Thousands of Dollars 
14,844 Thousands of Dollars 

$ 15,772 Thousands of Dollars 

TOTAL LABOR COSTS ....................................................... -THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS 
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UPRM Implementation Requirements 
Cost Approximation Detail 

......................................... Estimated State Labor (Work-Days) 3,711 
14,844 
18,556 

Estimated External Labor (Work-Days) ................................... 
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INVENTORY OF STATE CHARACTERISTICS 

Introduction 
In order to gain a better understanding of the variations in demands 
placed on gas and oil processing systems, comparative statistics on state 
characteristics were collected and recorded for all gas and oil producing 
states and for the Minerals Management Service (MMS). Various 
publications were reviewed including EIA monthly and annual reports, 
the IOGCC Summary of State Statutes, and API publications. This 
information was compiled and entered into tables for review purposes. 
Information recorded for Kansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Ohio, 
Oklahoma, Texas, Wyoming, and MMS was reviewed and discussed with 
state and federal agency representatives. Corrections and comments 
received during the review process were included in the listing of 
characteristics presented in the following section. 

C1 - i  
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DESCRIPTION 

Prod/sales volunes in 

in 1992 53 Wbbl 666 Bcf 

Reserve voluncs 12/91 300 Wbbl 9358 Bcf 

12/92 (Est.) 8900 Bcf 

# federal leases 

# federal acres 

WHO REPORTS? operator/ meter 
consew& ~rchaser operator 

to I Corn C m .  Cons Div 

Hardware IBH meinframe WSU, PC's 

Sof tware Oil/Gas Proration Prog. , 

Age of system 1990 

Well Haster File Tracking 

WHO REPORTS? 
tax data 

Age of system 1989 

I Only i f  they report 

Includes T.A. & shut-in due to price 

1991 oi 1=561,654,000; gas=635,223,000 

.- -_ 
CaLendar year 1992 



FY 91/92 Mineral 

FY 91/92 Permanent fud 



DESCRIPTION 

C 1-23 



DESCRIPTION 

State lands - # mineral 

Software 

Age of system 



C r - 5  



Age o f  system 1 II 1 



COMMENTS DESCRIPTION OHIO 

os L GAS 

# t ransx PO i nts/meters 

# meter operators 1500 + 

# transporter/gathercrs 200 

# of operators 2090 

Est. # producing wells 65695 

Est. # non-producing 6000 + 
and abandoned 

Prod/sales volunes fn 9 nnbl 132 Bcf 
1991 

33,000 

Sof twere 

Age of system I 7/87 e/-7 



11 Harduere I I 
Software 

Age of System 



11 DESCRIPTION OKLAHWA I 1 

# transx points/meters 

# meter operators * EO * 200 

# transporter/gatherers * 700 

# of operators 3460 

Est. # producing wells 100,000 

Est. # non-producing 75,000 
and abandoned 

Prod/ssles volunes in 92 mbbl 1983 Bcf 
1Wl 

in 1992 102 Mbbl 1963 Bcf 

Reserve volunes 12/91 700 Mbbl 14,725 Bcf 

12/92 700 Wbbl 14,732 Bcf 

Natural gas consurption H/A 

# federal leases H/A 

# federal acres H/A 

WHO REPORTS? purchaser/ meter 
concarvation data transporter operator 

I COC(WEHTS 

7 Unable to obtain data 

I I  
3460 surety records, ’1000 frim tax records 

II 
GIs records indicate 400,000 to ta l  w l l s  ever 
drilled 

~ ~~ ~ 

135,000 tota l  



DESCRIPTION OKLAHOMA 

OIL I GAS 

WHO REPORTS? 
w.ltv d.1. lessee 

to State Land Office 

level well/lease well/leasc 

Reporting frequency monthly monthly 

Reporting time lag 30 days 30 days 

COUMENTS 

~~~ ~ 

O i l  and gas revenues 

FY 91/92 Mineral 
royalties and banuses 

FY 91/92 Permanent fud 

State Lands - # mineral 

balance 

11 Harduare I VAX by D e c .  1993 

$15 Hi l l ion 

t15,989,165 

%48,611,809 

1 , 026,000 

I Age of system I 1986 II I] 

~~ 

# state leases 

i s  cocrputerized? I 
3829 

yes Yes 



I WHO REPORTS? purchaser/ purchaser/ 
tax data producer producer 

Hardware 

Software 

Age o f  system 

WHO REPORTS? lessee lessee 
royalty data 

r . 



is computerized? yes I yes 

, Hardware 

Software 

Unisys SYS 80, mod. 20 Royalty systems being moved to UNIX and LAN systems 

Will use INGRES for some apps., undecided about 
rest 

TIP 30, OS3 

Age of system 198s 



DESCRIPTION 

~ ~~ 

l eve l  

Reporting frequency 

Reporting t ime  l a g  

i s  comprehensive? 

i s  computerized? 

Hardware 

Software 

# transx points/mters 

# meter operators 

# transporter/gatherers 

# o f  operators 

Est. # producing wel ls 

Est. # non-producing 
and abandoned 

Prod/sales volunes in 
i n  1991 

in 1992 

~~ 

b e  o f  system 

WHO REPORTS? 
tax data 

t o  

Reserve volunes 12/91 

12/92 

Hatural gas consunption 

# federal  leases 

# federal acres 

WHO REPORTS? 
conservation data 

completion 

monthly 

30 days 

t o  

corrplction 

monthly 

30 days 

l eve l  . 

Reporting freqwncy 

Reporting time lag  

# o f  remit ters 

# o f  tax groups 

O i l  and gas revenues 

i s  computerized? 

Hardware 

UYOMIHG I CWMENTS 
1 I 

I 

uyo OGCC 
307 234-7147 

IBH 3090 mainframe, PC's 

Haster Well Inv Fi le, O i l  
& Gas Master Prod File, 
Underground Inj. C o n t  Prog 
F i  l e  

I 
1 I 

1978 



DESCRIPTION UYOnIWG 

OIL I GAS 

DOR Info syst. (DORIS) 
Centralized Taxpayer Reg. 
SYS (CTRS) 

Oct. 1993 

lessee/ lessee/ 
operator opcrator 

Sof tware 

COnnEIlTS 

Report supported hardcopy from purchasers 

~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

Age of  system 

WHO REPORTS? 
m y a w  

t o  

sales voluns 

monthly monthly 

30 days 30 days 

300 

s16+uM 

%0,320,000 

level 

Reporting fresuency 
Reporting t ime lag 

I r~ of remitters 

~ o i l  and gas revenues 

1 FY 91/92 Mineral 

State lands - # mineral 

* 

yes I yes 

Corrpaq Deskpro 486 

State lands Leashg Sys 
(SLL) Roy Acct SYS ( RAS) 

1/83 RAS, 1 0 m  SLL 

State Land & Farming I II 

Dbase 

, # state leases 

i s  conputerizeti? 

Harduare 

Sof tware 

Age o f  System 

680 op. I 



DESCRIPTION 

Age of system I I e/- 16 



DESCRIPTION . 
OIL 

varies WHO REPORTS? 
royalty data 

GAS 

varies 

t o  

monthly 

45 days 

level 

Reporting frequency 

Reporting time lag 

# of remitters 

Oil and gas revenues 

FY 91/92 Mineral 
royalties and bonuses 

FY 91/92 Permanent fund 

state lands - # mineral 

# state leases 

balance 

acres managed 

is computerized? 

Hardware 

Software 

monthly 

45 days 

WS OFFSHORE COMMENTS 
I 

I 

yes I yes 

ROY Aud & Acct SYS I 
(dTS) 
Aud and Fin SYS (AFS) 

, 

. CY-17 







# transx points/ 
meters 11 11 # meter operators 

# transporter/ 

Est. # producing ll uetls 
Est. # non-producing 
and abandoned 

Prod/salts volunes in 

11 Reserve volunes 12/91 

11 12/92 

Natural gas )[ consvnption 

WHO REPORTS? 
conservstkm data 

II to 

II level 

Reporting frequency 

Reporting time lag 

is conprehensive? 

i s  computerized? 

Hardware 

Software 

Age of system 

WHO REPORTS? 
tax data 

to 

level 

Reporting frequency 

Reporting time lag 

# o f  remitters 

# of tax groups 

Oil and gas revenues 

4. is computerized? 

112 

85 0 3400 + 146 Ecf 

I 

A1 Oil & Gas Board 
205 349-2852 

I 

well I welt 

monthly monthly 

I 

A1 De t of  Revenue I 

ALASKA CALIFORNIA 

01 L GAS 01 L GAS 

1600 I 100 I 

656 Wbbl I 353 Eef I 317 Wbbl. I 308 Bcf 

1 I 

Ak OGCC Dept of Cons, Div Oil & 
907 276-7542 Gas 916 645-96U 

welt I meter I well I meter 

Ak Dept of Revenue I Controller, Tax Sect 

I I 

I 
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DESCRIPTIOH . COLORADO 

01 L GAS 

# transx points/ 
meters 

# meter operators 

# transporter/ 
gatherers 

FLORIDA IDAHO 

OIL GAS OIL GAS 

# of operators 

Est. # producing 
we1 1s 

Est. # non-producing 
and abandoned 

Prodfsales volunes in 
loo1 

Co OGCC 
303 894-2100 

I 

in 1992 

Dept Nat Res, Ngt Div Id IOGCC, Dept of lands 
904 488-4191 208-664-2171 

I 1 

Reserve volunes 12/91 

monthly 

45 days+ 

12/92 

monthly monthly monthly varies varies 

45 days+ 55 days 55 days 

Natural gas 
consurpt ion 

I federal leases 

# federal acres 

WHO REPORTS? 
conservation data 

Co Dept of Revenue 

I 

to 

Fla Dept of Revenue Id fax Comn 

I I 

level 

I 

Reporting frequency 

Reporting time lag 

is comprehensive? 

I I b 

is computerized? 

Harduare 

Sof tuare 

Age of system 

WHO REPORTS? 
tax data 

ta 

level 
~~ 

Report ins frequency 

Reporting time lag 

# of remitters 

# of tax groups 

Oil and gas revenues 

i s  computerized? 

I I rl 

I 11 II 

I I I 

II tease I meter I meter I rnetcr I meter I meter 





DESCktPTION INDIAUA 

OIL GAS 

# transx points/ 
meters 

# meter operators 

# transporter/ 
gatherers 

# o f  operators 

Est. # producing 
wel ls ' 

Est. # non-producing 
and abandoned 

Prod/sales volunes in 
1991 

i n  1992 

Reserve volunes 12/91 

KENTUCKY 

01 L GAS 

Natural gas 
consmpt i on  

# federal leases 

# federal acres 

WHO REPORTS? 
consenradon data 

10,000 

t o  

~~ 

. 600 23,000 12,300 

4 WbbL 18 Bcf 

level  

year ly  

2-12 mo 

~ ~~ 

Reporting frequency 

Reporting t ime lag  

i s  conprehensive? 

i s  corrputerized? 

Hardware 

Sof tualre 

Age o f  system 

WHO REPORTS? 
t a x  datn 

year ly 

2-12 mo 

l eve l  

Reporting frequency 

Reporting t i m e  l a g  

# o f  remit ters 

# o f  tax groups 

O i l  and gas revenues 

i s  computerized? 

ILL IN01 S 

OIL GAS - 

16wHbbl I 

Dept Hines & nin, O i l  
& Gas D i v  

217 782-7756 

I .  

no t a x  

Div O i l  & Gas Cons 
606 254-0367 I Div o f  O i l  & Gas 

317 232-4055 

no t a x  





1 DESCRIPTION 

~, 
~ 

# transx points/ 
meters 

# meter operators 

# t ramporter/ 
gatherers 

# of  operators 

Est. # producing 

Est. # non-producing 
and abandoned 

Prod/sales volunes in 
1991 

i n  1992 

Reserve volunes 12/91 

12/92 

Natural gas 
consvnpt i on  

# federal leases 

# federal acres 

WHO REPORTS? 
consewdon data 

t o  

level 

Reporting frequency 

Reporting t ime  lag 

i s  corrprehensive? 

i s  corgrterired? 

Hardware 

Software 

Age of  system 

WHO REPORTS? 
tax data 

level 

Reporting frequency 

Reporting t i m e  lag 

# of  remitters 

# of  tax groups 

O i l  and gas revenues 

i s  computerized? 

WISSISSIPPI I -  WISSWRI I '  WONTANA 

OIL GAS OIL GAS 01 L GAS 

1982 529 I 661 I 6 I 4514 I 2500 

I43 Bcf I 

O i l  & Gas Board State O i l  & Gas CovIci l  
601 354-7114 314 364-1752 406 449-2622 

Board o f  O i l  & Gas Cons 

I I 
we1 1 

monthly 

30 days 

monthly monthly monthly monthly monthly 

30 days 30 days 30 days 60 days 60 days 

Severance Tax Div Dept of  Rev, Hat Res Div 

I I I 
&/-ab 



i 

OESCRIPTIOH UISSISSIPPI UISSWRI UONTANA 

OIL GAS OIL GAS OIL I GAS 

Hardware 

Software 

Age of  system I 

CL-a7 





State lands - # 



DESCRIPTION OREGON 
1 

# transx points/ 
meters 

# meter operators I 
# transporter/ 
gatherers 

# of operators 

Est. # producing 
we1 1s 

Est. # non-producing 
and abandoned 

Prod/sales volunes in 
1991 

Reserve volunes 12/91 

12/92 

Natural gas 
consvnpt ion 

# federal leases 

# federal acres 

WHO REPORTS? 11 conservation data 

to Dept Geol & Hin Ind 
503 229-5580 

1 eve 1 well meter 

Reporting frequency sale m sale m 

Reporting time lag 30 days 30 days 

is conprehensive? 

WHO REPORTS? 
tax data 

to Dept of Revenue I I 
level 

Reporting frequency 
I I 

Reporting time lag I 
# of remitters 

# of tax groups 

Oil and gas revenues 

PENNSYLVANIA 

T 

I- 
2 Wbbl I 140 Bcf 

+-- 
+-- 
Env Res, Oil & Gas Hgmt 

717 787-4817 

CK) tax no tax 

176 

2085 913 

2 nnbbl 81 Bcf 

Dept Hat Res. Div O i l  & 11 

Utah Tax Comn 



DESCRIPTION 

Dfv of State lands Div of State Lands & 

11 Software I I I- ll 
Age of System I I I 



DESCRIPTION 

WHO REPORTS? 

-32 
- 



DESCRIPTION 

FY 91/92 Uineral 

FY 91/92 Permanent 

State Lands - # 

Age of !3ystem I I I 
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STATE UNIFORMITY GUIDELINE WEIGHTS 

Intkoducfion 
During the UPRM Focus Group Review conference, held in Norman, 
OkIahoma on November 9 and 10, 1993, UPRM Advisory Committee 
members, key state agency contacts (from Kansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, 
Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas and Wyoming) and federal representatives were 
invited to review and discuss the overall Conceptual Model and the 
Implementation Requirements. 

Conference attendees participated in group sessions broken out by agency 
type (Conservation, Tax, and Royalty) and then by state in order to closely 
review each Uniformity Guideline (see Appendix A, Secfion 2). Conference 
attendees were asked to assign guideline weights to individual Uniformity 
Guidelines indicating their assessment of the importance of each guideline to 
their agencies and to the overall Conceptual Model. The Uniformity 
Guidelines were rated on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 denoting the lowest level of 
importance and 5 denoting the highest level of importance. 

The Conference attendees' Uniformity Guideline weights were collected, 
compiled and entered into tables for review purposes and are presented in 
the following section. 

C2-i 
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R-1 A standard M I  Well Bore Number is used 

R-2 A STATE standard code is used to i d e n 9  ea& well 
completion w i t . = .  each well bore. 

R-3 A standard Business Associate code is used by fhe 
Consemation, Tax and Royd2y agencies. 

Uniform Production 
c2-I Reporting Model 



R 4  Wen bores are linked to operators on an effective-dated basis 
and the links are stored in a common database. 

Information is not available. 

R-5 Well compIefioRs are linked to state leases on an effectivem 
dated basis and f ie  links are stored in a common database. 

R-6 Well complefions are l'ed to tagroups on an effective= 
dated basis and the l ' . s  are storedin a common database. 

c2 - 2  
Uniform Production 

Reporting Model 



R-7 Well compIei2ons are I'ed to their appropriate producfion 
al"owables. 

R-8 WeII compIeiYons are I'ed to uniYs on rn effective-dated 
basis and the I ids  are storedin a common database. 

R-9 Transaction points are identified using a standardnumbering 
system. 



R9.O Wefl completions are l'ed to &ansaction points on an 
effective-dated basis and fhe Littks are stored in a common 
database. 

R-11 A standardlocation X Y - 2  coordinate system (e.g 
l a t i ~ d ~ o n ~ O ~ d ~ e l e v a t i o n )  is used to identify the location of 
each well or &amaction point 

TC-1 Well testinXonration is providedat the well completion level 
for all testedhydkocarbons andis storedin a common 
database. 

Uniform Production 
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TC=Z Production volumes are reported for each separately measured 
well completion w*fh fhe i4.ansaction poh tiden Hied. 

TC-3 Tax volumes and values are repoxfed at the taxgroup level 
moth fhe iiransactionpoinfideni2ied 

TC-4 Royally volmes and values are reported at fhe state lease 
level with taxgroup and iiransacfi'onpointidenfifi'ed 

Uniform Production 
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TC-5 Production, Tax and Xoydty volume Momation is repoded 
for all commercidhvvdrocarbons. 

TC-6 Taxand Roydfy value idomation is repoxfed for all 
commercidhv&ocarbon products severed or sold. 

TC47 Conservatfon volume M o m a ~ o a  is received as soon as 
possible, but no later than the last day of fhe month following 
the moa th of Droduction. 

C2-6 
Uniform Production 

Reporting Model . 
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TC-8 Tax and Royal. volume and value Sonnation is received as 
soon as possible, but no later than f ie  last day of fhe second 
month followh? the month of DmdUCtim 

,. 
TC-9 Informatioh can be received andprocessedat any t h e  prior to 

the due-date. 

TGZO lncenfives and ofherprograms are used to encourage fimely 
andaccurate r e p o e g  of infornaiion. 

Information is not available. 

Uniform Production 
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TC-I1 ALI volume dispositions are accountedfor from ihe Production 
. .  fransaction poht to the Tax or Royd?y fransaction poin f. 

TC42 Xoutke repohgrequkements waIclu6ie a provision for 
volume Moormation to be reported by at least two pari?es wifh 
seuara fe interests. 

C=I Information can be received by a state via Elec&omk Data 
Interchange (ED! usingstandard convenfa'ons for ASCXIZ 
tkansaction sets. 

C2-8 
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C-2 Idomation can be received by  a state vl’a mametic media. 

C-3 Information can be fransnu’ffedfiorn state agencies vl’a 
Elecfromk Data Interchange (ED! using standard conventions 
for ASCXIZ transaction sets. 

C-4 Idomation can be fransnu’ffdfiom sfate agencies vl‘a 
magnetic media. 

. 

Uniform Production 
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C-5 m e  use of elecfronr'cfoms of commruu'caipon is supporfed by 
a state. 

Conservation 3 7 4 .70 , .  ' 10 
5 .-. 457 --. : ' 7  .:. Tax 1 1 

Royalty 7 5.00 . 7 - -  

Other 3 5 0 0  - 3 

~ 

Information is not available. - 

V-I Each agency will intmdy validate and veri+ data to meet 
lftiniftrum data quality standards. Emor statements will be 
refumed to fhe reporfers of fhe data. 

V-2 Conservation, Ta;u and Royalty agencies wizl cross-vdy 
volume data. 

Uniform Production 
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so2 Volume data vrovided irrchdes: Well Tests 

5-2 Volume data providedirrcludes: AIlowables 

S-3 Volume data providedhcludes: Producfioa Volumes 

Uniform Production 
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S-4 Volume data providedincludes: Tax Volumes 

S-5 Volume data pro&edihcludes: Royalfy Volumes 

S-6 Value data provided includes: 
Tax Values and Value Basis 

Uniform Production 
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s=7 Value data provided includes: 
Royalv Values and Value Basis 

S-8 Reference data provided includes: Well Completion 

S-9 Reference data provided hchdes: Well Bore 

Uniform Production 
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S-20 Reference data urovidedincludes: Urn? 

S-11 Reference data providedhcludes: State Lease 

5-22 Reference data urovidedincludes: Business Associate 

Uniform Production 
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s-13 Reference data morfdedhcludes: Tax Grourt 

5 4.38-. . . io  ... Conservation 2 2 1 
Tax 3 2 1 'I .f2.5i?;-*; 7:- ; -- 

Rovaltv 3 '  4 --4;t4'.-- . :- . :fd- . ? ' ,  

5-14 Relationship data providedincludes: 
Well Completion to Well Bore Link 

S-15 Relationship data providedincludes: 
Well ComDlei?on to Urn? Link 

C2 - 16 
~~ 
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5-26 Rela fionship data provided includes: 
Well Completion to Tax Group Link 

S-I7 Rela fionskiip data provided includes: 
Well Completion to State Lease Link 

S-38 Relationship data provided includes: 
Well Completioa to Transaci;rbn Point L&k 

Uniform Production 
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s-I9 Idonnation is provided to fhe data user vik: 
Elec&oniC Data Interchange (ED') 

5-20 Idonnation isprovided to fhe data user via.. 
MaGetic MeaYa 

5-22 Informtion is provided to the data user vi>: 
On-he Inquiry 

Uniform Production 
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5-22 Idozmaafion is provided to the data user via: 
Paper Reporfs 

5-23 Idormation is provided to fhe data user via.. 
. CD-ROM 

5-24 Validated data should be released in a iimely manner no later 
than one month after they are is received by fhe ageny. 

Uniform Production 
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5-25 Data will be provided to data users in standard ouiput 
fomats. 

S-26 Statistics wal be provided to data usas as a measure of data 
completeness. 

5-27 In-process data disaepancies are iden Hied for data usexs. 

Uniform Production 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

In&oduction 
In order to gain a better understanding of current state and federal gas and 
oil processing systems, questionnaires were sent to state contacts within the 
targeted states (Kansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas and 
Wyoming) and to MMS and BLM. The questionnaires were sent during the 
first two weeks of August, 1993 with responses requested by the end of 
August. The initial Conceptual Model for the UPRM project was developed 
based on the review of these returned questionnaires and on additional 
preIiminary input received from state agencies. 

A copy of the questionnaire is presented in the following section, and 
contains the following componenfs: 

Project Description 

Organizational Questionnaire 

Systems Questionnaire 

Business Event Packet 

Uniform Production 
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Project Description 
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Table of Contents 

PROTECT DESCRIPTION 
Background maierial ihai introduces ihe projeci, iis goals, iimefiames, and pariicipanis. 

ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
Questionnaire used to gain a basic undersfanding of ihe structure and ihe objectives 
rela fed io oil and gas production jiinctions of your agency. 

SYSTEMS OUESTIONNAIRE 
Questionnaire ihai will provide an undersfanding of ihe curreni systems used f i r  oil 
and gas production infirmation and ihe jiinctims processed by each sysfem. 

BUSINESS EVENT PACKET 

Investigation Framework 
Background maierial that introduces ihe framework used fo examine sfaies' curreni 
sysfems and procedures. If is a "spud-fo-plug" model ihat identifis ihe major 
phases and key business events in a typical well's lijk Theframe.rctork emphasizes 
ihose evenis fhaf require some sign$cani involvement by siaie governmi .  

Questionnaire 
Questionnaire used io veri& ihe business eveni fzows and event descriptions 
handled by your agency as ihey relaie io oil and gas produciionjiinctions. 

RETURN EXPRESS ENVELOPE 
Prepaid express envelope io be used io return ihe questionnaires and.any oiher 
documen iation ihai you may provide. 

Unifor& Production 
Reporting Model 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A 
UNIFORM PRODUCTION REPORTING MODEL 

'\. 

PROlECT BACKGROUND 
Industry and government policy makers depend heavily on the energy data 

collected by the regulatory agenaes of oil and gas producing states. Small independent 
producers need production information to support operational decisions, state and 
federal policy-makers need production and producibility data for informed decisions, 
and the ~ t u r a l  gas marketplace now increasingly is calling for information regarding 
the deliverability of natural gas at any supply point in the system.. While natural gas 
could serve as a clean, effiaent strategic fuel for the United States, its adoption as a 
leading energy source hinges upon consumer trust in its reliability. The foundation for 
that trust is timeIy and accurate information that details supply sources and their ability 
to meet demand. 

While these various users are demanding better information from the states, the 
degree of rapid structural change of the ~ t u r a l  gas industry is increasing the 
complexity of production reporting, and state agenaes are facing resource limitations 
that impact their ability to be responsive to these needs. Several initiatives within and 
among producing states are underway to address some of these problems, but budget 
constraints preclude rapid progress. While the states recognize the need for the data 
and the urgency of the situation, they simply do not have the funds to respond. 

In the Fall of 1992, the FERC/DOE Natural Gas Deliverability Task Force issued a 
summary report that urged cooperative federal and state efforts to improve the 
availability, consistency and reliability of data related to natural gas deliverability in the 
United States. From this impetus, the Department of Energy (DOE) is now developing 
strategies to address these needs, including a program to provide financial assistance to 
states for modernizing their reporting infrastructures. P r v  efforts are underway 
to determine appropriate funding levels and processes for this state assistance program. 
To initiate the effort, the DOE has awarded a grant to the University of Oklahoma to 
identify the conceptual and financial parameters to develop state reporting systems that 
wilI address the national need for timely and reliable production data. 

PARTICIPANTS 
The Sarkeys Energy Center at the University of Oklahoma is leading a project team 

that brings a diversity of expertise and perspectives to address these significant issues. 
By granting this effort to a research university in a leading ~ t u r a l  gas producing 
region, the DOE has identified a project team that has a broad understanding of energy 
issues but does not have a vested interest in the project outcome. The lead technical * 

advisors for the projebt are Dr. Charles Mankin, the director of the Oklahoma Geological 
Survey who brings considerable expertise in national and state energy policy issues; and 
William Liedtke, a consultant for the energy industry with diverse experience inboth 
the public and private sectors. Project team members from Andersen Consulting bring 
extensive experience in the conceptual design of large-scale data systems for both 
government and the energy industry. 



PROTECT SPONSORS 
The primary sponsor for the project is the U.S. Department of Energy. Additional 

funding is being provided from the State of Oklahoma through the Governor's office. 

PROTECT GOALS 
The primary- objective for this project is to produce a conceptual model for a uniform 

* produ&on reporting system that would meet the needs of the various users of 
production data, and that could be adopted by states as a component of their regulatory 
reporting q k m s .  This conceptual design would promote flexible and timely 
production reporting to support severance tax and conservation requirements at the 
state level, to streamline industry reporting requirements, to accommodate data 
standards emerging from cooperative state k d  industry efforts, and to help ensure an 
efficient8 reliable market with clear pkcing signals. In addition, the project will develop 
high-level estimates of the cost to implement this model in natural gas producing states. 
The recommended model and costs will be delivered to the DOE for incorporation into 
their strategic plan for a state financial assistance program. 

This project will accomplish only the first step of a long-term solution. An 
implementation program for the recommended model will depend on responses from 
both the federal'and state levels. Federal funding for a state assistance program must be 
approved through appropriate channels. An individual state's decision to participate in 
such a ,program will be contingent upon its assessment of the local impact of 
implementing all or parts of this model. 

APPROACH 
This project is structured to assure that regulatory and revenue agenaes from key 

gas-producing and consuming states are the primary architects of this conceptual 
design. Input also will be sought from the Minerals Management Service as the primary 
reporting agency for natural gas from federal lands. The model will build on efforts that 
are currently underway to standardize components of the reporting regime, such as 
efforts to develop standards for electronic data interchange. As the model is being' 
developed, it will be validated through interactions with the industry and governmental 
organizations that will be reporting or ding the natural gas data. Key components of 
the effort wilI indude: 

1. the establishment of an 8 - 10 member State Agency Review Panel, organized 
through the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission, to monitor the 
development of the Conceptual model; 

2. the identification several &get states for site visits to obtain detailed design 
input, and to generate order-of-magnitude implementation cost and timeline 
estimates; input also will be sought from other producing states utilizing telephone 
and 'kid interactions; 

3. the convening of a Focus Group conference, at which key representatives from 
private industry, federal and state organizations review the model from data- 
reporting, data-user, and regdatory perspectives. 



TIMEFRAME 
The project is being undertaken on an accelerated basis, and will last six months 

beginning July 1,1993. 

CONTACr 
For additional information about the project, contact the University of Oklahoma's 

Geological Information Systems department (405) 325-3131. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

This questionnaire will be used to gain an understanding of the structure and the 
objectives of your agency as they relate to oil and gas producfion jhnctions. The 
objectives should include those governed by statute and those defined informally. A n y  
changes to statutes fhaf may currenfly be under consideration will also be identifid. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Please complete fhe questionnaire using fhe space provided and/or affach any additional 
documentation as appropriafe. 

Ifyou have any questions, please call Geological Information Sysfems at the University of 
Oklahoma a f  (405) 325-3131. 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

This questionnaire should be complefed by the representative of fhe agency fhaf has been 
designafed fo  participate in fhis study. 

TIME REQUIREMENTS 

This questionnaire should fake approximafely one hour f o  complete. 

Uniform Production 
Reporting Model 0-7 



ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

ORGANIZATIONAL OBTECTIVES 

; Please describe, at a high level, the major objectives related to oil and gas production 
fincfions of your agency that are governed by statufe. 

Please des, ribe fhe infbrmal objectives relafed to oil and gas prod1 
currenfly in place within your agency. 

D -8 
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ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

IOGCC STATUTE Smmmms 

The attached summaries of sfatufes were compiled by fhe IOGCC in October 1991. 
Please identi& any major changes fo  fhe sfahtfes since 1991 and iden t i .  any changes 
that are curren f ly  under consideration. 

Please identi& any changes fo  fhe sfatufes or any issues fhaf are nof currenfly being 
addressed but fhaf your agency would like fo  have considered in fhefufure. Additionally, 
please provide a brief description as fo why fhese issues’ exist and fheir impacf fo your 
agency. 

Uniform Production 
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ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
3 

ORGANIZATION CHARTS 

, In order to gain a better understanding of the sfrucfure of your agency and its areas of 
responsibility, an organization chart(s) would be helpful. Please affach copies of any 
organization charts or any ofher documentation that would help us gain this 
understanding. 

Uniform Production 
0- /o  Reporting Model 



ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

-POSE 

This questionnaire will be used to gain an understanding of the structure and the 
objectives of your agency as t h y  relate to oil and gas production functions. The 
objectives should include those governed by statufe and those defined infirmally. A n y  
changes to statutes that may currently be under consideration will also be identified. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Please complefe the questionnaire using the space provided and/or affach any additional 
documentation as appropriate. 

Ifyou have any questions, please call Geological Information Systems at the University of 
Oklahoma at (405) 325-3131. 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

This questionnaire should be completed by the representative of the agency that has been 
designated to participate in this study. 

TIME REOUIREMENTS 

This questionnaire should fake approximafely one hour to complefe. 

D --// 
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bnscrvd*on pivi3;on 

ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

ORGANIZATIONAL OBTECTIVES 

Please describe, at  a high level, the major objectives related to oil and gas production 
functions of your agency that are governed by statute. 

Please describe the informal objectives related to oil and gas production functions that are 
currently in place within your agency. 

- 
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ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

IOGCC STATUTE SUMMARIES 

The attached summaries of statutes were compiled by the IOGCC in October 1991. 
Please identi& any major changes to the stafutes since 1991 and identi& any changes 
that are curren try under consideration. 

Please identih any changes to the statutes or any issues thut are not currently being 
addressed but that ypur agency would like to have considered in the $&re. Additionally, 
please provide a brief description as to zuh3~ these issues exist and their impact to your 
agency. 

D -13 
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ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

ORGANIZATION CHARTS 

In order to gain a better understanding of the structure of your agency and its areas of 
responsibility, an organization chart(s) would be helpful. Please attach copies of any 
organization charts or any other documentation that would help us gain this 
understanding. 

1 

Uniform Production 
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SYSTEMS QUESTIONNAIRE 

PURPOSE 

This questionnaire will act as the vehicle to gain an understanding of each automated 
system used by your agency for gathering, processing, and reporting of data that is 
related to oil and gas production infirmution. 

A system is defined as any integrated software package used to process data. A system 
can be broken down into components or subfm&%ns. A subfunction should wwelafe 
to one or more business events as detailed in the BUSINESS EVENT QUESTIONNAIRE. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Please complete the questionnaire using the space provided anvor attach any additional 
documentation as appropriate. 

173te questionnaire provides a SYSTEM DESCRIPTION worksheet fo describe each system 
at a high level. I t  also includes a SUBFUNCTION DESCFUFTION worksheet to outline in 
more detail each subfinction of a system. 

' 

Please complefe a SYSTEM DESCFUFTION worksheet f i r  each system and a 
SUBFUNCTION DESCRIPTION worksheet fir each subfinction of that sysfem. For. each 
sysfem referenced in fhe BUSINESS EVENT QUESTIONNAIRE, a SUBFUNCITON 
DESCRIPTION should be complefed to detail the cowelafing business event. 

Additionally, please attach any system documentation, if available, that would provide a 
more complete understanding of each system. 

If you have any questions, please call Geological Infirmation Systems at the University of 
Oklahoma at (405) 325-3131. 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

The worksheets provided in the questionnaire should be completed by the sysfems 
represenfative responsible f ir  each system used by the agency. For each system; the 
appropriate sysfems representative should complete a SYSTEM DESCRIPTION worksheet 
for the system, and a SUBFUNCTION DESCRIPTION worksheetfir each subfinction of the 
system. 

Uniform Production 
Reporting Model 
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

T m a  REOUIREMENTS 

This questionnaire should take approxirnafely one hour fo cornplefe for each system and 
its subfinctions. 

Uniform Production 
Reporting Model 



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

SYSTEM NAME: 

PLATFORM: 

DESCRIPTION OF FUN~IONALITY: 

MATOR DATABASES ACCESSED: 

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF: 
P r o s a  m s 
Jobs 
Screens 

ORIGINAL IMPLEMENTATION DATE: 

MATOR ENHANCEMENTS: 
Please provide a description of any enhancements and their completion dates made to 
date. 

Please provide a description of any plannedenhancemen ts and their farget completion 
dates. 

Uniform Production 
Reporting Model D-/ 9 



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

AN’I’ICIPATED REMAINING LIFESPAN OF SYSTEM: 

WORK LEVEL REOUIREMENTS: 
Number of IS Support @lEtime equivalents) 
Number of Users 

0-30 
Uniform Production 
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SUJPUNCTION DESCIUPTION 

SYSTEM NAME: 

SUBFUNCTION: 

MATOR INPUTS: 
For each maior data source, please describe thejbllowing: 

Sourcesofdata 
Media of source data (paper, digital, EDI, etc.) 
Level of data (major entities) 
Level of confidentiality/public access 

OUTLINE OF PROCESSING: 
Please describe the sequential processing of the information through this subfunction. 

Cycle (daily, weekly, monthly, etc.) 
0 Number of transactions processed per cycle 

Number of errors processes per cycle 
Number of entities processed per cycle 

MATOR OUTPUTS: 
For each output, please describe thefillozuing: 

Destinations of data 
Media of output data (hardcopy/reports, EDI, flat files, DB files, etc.) 
Levelofdata 
Level of confidentiality/public access 

Uniform Production 
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF: 
Programs 35-30 
Jobs 15 
Screens 2. 

ORIGINAL IMPLEMENTATION DATE: .SC P W M  BE42 1982 

MATOR ENHANCEMENTS: 
Please provide a desmpfion of any enhancements and their complefion dates made to 
dafe. 

Please provide a description of any planned enhancements and their target completion 
dates. 

Uniform Production 
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

1998 ANTICIPATED REMAINING LIFESPAN OF sYS"F3W 

WORK LEVEL REOUIREMENTS: 
Number of IS Support @ll-time equivalents) 
Number of Users 

6 
z 

0 
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SUBFUNCTION DESCIUP~~ON 

SYSTEM NAME: 

SUBFUNCIION; 

MATOR INPUTS: 
For each major data source, please describe the following: 

1. r V l & ~  C+-..r %port 
Sources of data - m&w o p a t w s  

0 Media of source data (paper, digital, EDI, etc.) < ,.q ,+. I 
0 Level of data (major entities) - Comple+fun 

hardcopy ~ r e p u k d )  

0 Level of confidentiality/public access - n 0 Confidmfja I t  
*is cupncy's d 

OUTLINE OF PROCESSING: 
Please desm'be the sequential processing of the information through this subfunction. 

- 
Please provide the following: 

0 Cycle (daily, weekly, monthly, etc.) - rn oni-h ly 
0 Number of transactions processed per cycle - 2 8,600 
0 Number of errors processes per cycle - r2,000 
0 Number of entities processed per cycle - 28,000 

3 .  e n .  
0-2-27 
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Investigation Framework 

Provided for Reference Only 
No Action Required 
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FURPOSE 
This document provides background information for the person@) responsible 
for completing the Business Event Questionnaire. It should be reviewed and 
understood before completing the questionnaire, but the reader should 
understand that it contains no action items. 

OVERVIEW 
In order to communicate effectively and ensure the coverage of all important 
aspects of states' procedures and system, the following INVESTIGATION 
FRAMEWORK was defined. This framework is the basis for the BUSINESS 
EVENT QUESTIONNAIRE and is documented here to provide an 
understanding of its structure and content. 

The framework is modeled after the producing life of an ordinary well and is 
intended to cover the important aspects from "SPUD-TO-PLUG'~. 

The first step is to break the producing life into the following MAJOR PHASES: 

1. DEVELOP 
2. PRODUCE 
3. ABANDON 

- 
Each major phase is further broken down into MAJOR BUSINESS EVENTS - 
representing sigmficant milestones in a well's life. For the purposes of this 
project, only selected events wiU be considered for PRIMARY EMPHASIS. 
Primary events are those that involve the state agencies to a significant extent. 

Finally, each business event is broken down into the MAJOR PROCESSES that 
take place during the event. This final level of detail is necessary to understand 
states' current procedures and system. 

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION 
Attached are two sections that present the framework in successive levels of 
detail. The first provides the FRAMEWORK DIAGRAMS, and the second 
provides a more detailed listing of BUSINESS PROCES5ES BY EVENT. 



I .  



Investigation .Framework 
Framework Diagrams 
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OIL & GAS PRODUCTION LIFE CYCLE Major Phases 
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PRODUCE Business Events 

)> Events of Primary Emphasis 

Events of Secondary Emphasis 
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Processes by Event 
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I 

EVENT 
PtoCtjS8 

Business Processes by Event 

Agency(1es) Primarity Involved 

Consamtion 

IBMUB Lane 
0.1 ApplyforLease 
0.2 Assignlupdate lessee info 
0.3 Assign lease number 
0.4 Establish lease reference information 
0.5 Grantlease 

Appty for Permit to Ddll 

0.2 Reviewldea'de on permit 
0.3 Assign well bore number 
0.4 Assignlupdate operator info 
0.5 
0.6 Establish well bore/Iease relationship 
0.7 Notify applicant 

0.1 capturepermit 

Establish well bore reference ... formation 

D 
E 
v 
E 
L 
0 
P 

- 

Appty for Parmk to CompletelReComplete 
0.1 capture permit 
0.2 Reviewldedde on permit 
0.3 Assign well ampletion number 
0.4 Assignlupdate operator BA info 
0.5 Establish well reference infoyetion 
0.6 
0.7 Notifyapplicant 

Define well completionlwell bore relationship 

Complete/ReComplete 

Install Production FacllMes 

Establirh Sales Polnt Information 
0.1 Recaive sales point notification 
0.2 Assign sales point number 
0.3 
0.4 Define welUsales point relationships 

Establish sales point reference information 

Establirh Unlt 
0.1 Assign unit number 
0.2 Establish unit reference information 
0.3 
0.4 Establish operator 

Establish well completion to unit relationships 

Deflne Tax Identification Group 
0.1 Define level oftaxation 
0.2 Identify tax payer/tax remitter 
0.3 Establish well completion/TlD relationships 
0.4 Notify tax payerltax remitter 

Page: 1 of 3 



Business Processes by Event 

m r m  WdI Ta8t 
0.1 Captureteatinformation 
0.2 Validatetestinfomath n 

n 
Procc#r Production InfomatIon 

0.1 captureproductionreports 
0.2 Performcapturevalii 
0.3 Performdetailedvalidation 
0.4 AudiprodudionlalkwaMss 
0.5 IdentifYaxceptiOnS 
0.6 Notifyoperetorofexeeptions 

Prot#. h r a n c r  T w r  
0.1 Remittanceprocssdng . 
0.3 Performcapturevalidation 
0.4 Performdetaibdvalidation 
0.5 Procassfinandals 
0.6 lddfyaudicandidabs 

0.8 NcMytax-payef/tax-fun'%erofexcsptions 

0.2 Captureproduction&selesinformetion 

.0.7 PMfOImAUdii 

Proc8n Royally Infomution 
0.1 RemittanceprocesdnO 
0.2 captureproduction&salesinformation 
0.3 PerfonncaptOrevalidation 
0.4 Performdecailedvaliidatkn 
0.5 Procassfinancials 
0.6 Identifyaudicandii 
0.7 Performaudit 
0.8 Notifylcwsorofexceptions 

Clung. Wall Reference Infomution 

Page:2of3 
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Business Processes by Event 

EVENT 
PrOCeSS 

Agency(h3s) Primarily Involved 

conrervatlon TaX I RoyaW 

Apply for Permit to Abandon 
0.1 Capturepermtt 
0.2 Reviewldedde on permit 
0.3 
0.4 Notify operator 

Update well completion reference information 

Plug and Abandon 

Restore S i b  ~ 

Page:3 of 3 
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BUSINESS EVENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

kJRPOSE 
This questionnaire will be used to firther define and update our understanding of 
specific business event flows and descriptionsfor your agency. . 

TARGET AUDIENCE 
This questionnaire is composed of several business event flows and descriptions. Each 
business event flow and description should be completed by an agency representative 
with an understanding of the individual event. 

Please mark any events that are not applicable to your agency. Likewise, additional 
blank event forms are located at the back of the packet fbr your convenience if you need to 
document a new event. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Event Flows 
Please correlate, at a high level, each business event flow with the actual event flow 
for your agency. Feel free to change, add or delete any components necessa y to 
make the event flow correspond with your agency. Additionally, please show any 
changes that are likely to occur in the future. 

Each step in the eventflozv is documented with an 
this step is perfbrmed Mnual ly  or by a Sipteem. Please mark the corresponding 
method that occurs in each step and identify the system name where appropriate. 

or an s to designate whether 

Confidentiality of the data may be a concern of your agency. Please mark any steps 
in the event flow in which the data are confidential. 

Event Desaiptions 
Please desm'be, at a high level, each business event fbr your agency. 

If you have any questions, please call Geological Information Systems at the University 
of Oklahoma at (405) 3253131. 

TIME REQUIREMENTS 
Each event within this questionnaire should take approximately 15 minutes to complete. 
Note that the total time to complete this questionnaire will depend on the number of 
events handled by a particular agency. 



PROCESS PRODUCTION INFORMATION - / 1 / R s U ~ ~ C  GAS Event Flow 

n 

I Perform Capture Validation I 

I I Perform Detailed Validation 

- M - G b  A P  1 Audit Production Information I 

Notify Operator of Exceptions 4 I tdentii ~xceptiona I I I I I 

Name: 

81.1.: OK thptmroup: 
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Event DescriDtion 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: day 

The time interval the data represent is: day week @ 
week a other: 

quarter year other: 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: OAIE m o d  

These data are processed to obtain: E ~ U R F  ~ ~ s b q d l c i l ~ h  # D A ~ U  hns PJEd h f k  

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: A l l 0  L U ~ & / E S  A,QF &A L d 4 4 l 4 t E d  

bfitd 011 p d u r f i h , u  h t  dbfA 

* e  Primary end-user(s) for this process is: O&-A 'Lbnsu 42, 'OLj a n ,  M rss/uRj 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: . 

Marketers Transporters PUCs fiz3 LDCs Consumen Ffnandal markets Other agendes: 
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LEASE LAND 

Establish Lease Reference Grant Lease' - M 
-, information S - 

Event Flow 

- M - 8 

. .  

Please mod& the Event Flow as necessary to mflect yourstatdagency?s specHlc acfhMes. 
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Event Description . .  

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completion/zone well bore lease/sublease field sales point county state region 

in the form of: hardcopy 
digital (tapeldisk) 
ED1 
other: 

% oftmx 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: 

The time interval the data represent is: 

day 

week 

week month 

Form Number@): 

other: 

month quarter year other: 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: 

These data are processed to obtain: 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

Primary end-user@) for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 



APPLY FOR PERMIT TO DRILL Event Flow 

Establish Wellbore Ref e r e m  
Information , - 

- M 
8 - 

Capture Permit . 

b 

I 
- M 

I -- 

I I Review/Decide on Permit 

I Assign Well Bore Number I 

- 1 Relationship Notify Applicant 1 
Please modm the Event Flow as necessary to mflect your statdagency's specific actblties. 

Namc UniformProdaction 
Reporting Model 
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Event Descr@tion 

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completionlzone well bore 

in the form of: hardcopy 
digital (tapeldisk) 
ED1 
other: 

leaselsub-lease field 

% oftrnx 
1 

I 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: 

The time interval the data represent is: day week 

sales point county state region 

Form Number@): 

week month other: 

month quarter year other: 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: 

These data are processed to obtain: 

G 

* 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

Primary end-user@) for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 



APPLY FOR PERMIT TO COMPLETE/RECOMPLETE 

Assign Well Completion 
Number - 

Event Flow 

Notify Applicant 

- M 
8 - 

(Applicant) * Capture Permit 

8 - 

- M 
S - 

U 

I I Review/Decide on Permit 

I Establish Well Completion/ 1 

Please mod@ the Event Flow as necessary to mflect your statdagencyb specMc activities. 

Name: UnifonnProdactfon 
Reporting Model 

sm.: Dept/Oroup: 
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Evenf Descriptron I .  

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completionlzone well bore 

in the form of: hardcopy 
digital (tapeldisk) 
ED1 
other: 

leaselsub-lease field sales point county state region 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: 

The time interval the data represent is: 

day 

week 

% oftmx 

week month 

Form Number(s): 

other: 

month quarter year other: 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: 

These data are processed to obtain: 

. .. 
.. . , The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

Primary end-user@) for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 

! 



ESTABLISH SALES POINT INFORMATION Event Flow 

1 st Purch 

Receive Sales Pt Notificatiqn 
~~ ~~ 

Tmsprtr u 
1st Measr 

- M 

I 

I 
t 

I Assign Sales. Point Number I 

I Establish Sales R Ref info I 
Define Well Completion! 
Sales Pt Relationship 

Please modm the Event Flow as necessary to reflect yourstatd'aency's specit7c activities. 

I. 

Name: 

lStat0: IkpUGroup: 
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Event Descriptio0 . .  

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completion/zone well bore leaselsub-lease field sales point county state region 

in the form of: 
% oftrnx 

hardcopy 
digital (tapeldisk) 
ED1 
other: 

Form Number@): 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: day week month other: 

The time interval the data represent is: day week month quarter year other: 

8 The time required for this event to come to closure is: 

These data are processed to obtain: 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

Primary end-user@) for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 



ESTABLISH UNIT Event Flow 

Assign Unit Number 

~~ 

(Includes Secondary Development Unifs) 

- M 
8 - 

Establish Well Completion/ 
Unit Relationships 

Establish Unit Reference - M 
Information - s I 

- M - 8 

I Establish Operator I -: 
I -- 

Please modifV the Event Flow as necessary to mflect your statdagency's: specific activMes. 

Name: 

atat.: DapUQroup: 
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Event Descrotion . .  

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completionlzone well bore leaselsub-lease field sales point county state region 

in the form of: 
% oftrnx 

hardcopy 
digital (tapeldisk) 
ED1 
other: 

Form Number@): 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: day week month other: 

The time interval the data represent is: day week month quarter year other: 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: 

These data are processed to obtain: 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

~~~~ 

Primary end-user@) for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 



DEFINE TAX IDENTIFICATION GROUP Event Flow 

i 

Remitter 

Please mod@ the Event Flow as necessary to mflect p u r  statdagency's specific activities. 

U d f o ~ ~ ~ d o n  6 

- M 
S I -  

Notify Tax PayerIRemitter 

I 

Establish Well Completion/ 
Tax ID Relationship 

M 

- M - 8 

c M - S ?  

M 
S 

c9 - 

I Define Level of Taxation I 

I Identify Tax PayerlRemitter I 

Oefine Tax IO Number 

8 W :  DeptH3roup: 



Fvent Description . .  

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completion/zone well bore lease/sub-lease field sales point county state region 

in the form of: 
% oftrnx 

hardcopy 
digital (tape/disk) 
ED1 
other: 

Form Number@): 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: day week month other: 

The time interval the data represent is: day week month quarter year other: 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: b 
1 
P 

These data are processed to obtain: 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

Primary end-user@) for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 
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Event Description . .  

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completion/zone well bore leaselsub-lease field sales point county state region 

in the form of: hardcopy 
digital (tape/disk) 
ED1 

% oftrnx 
I 

other: 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: 

The time interval the data represent is: week 

Form Number(@: 

week month other: 

month quarter year other: 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

Primary end-user@) for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 



ASSIGN/UPDATE ALLOWABLES Event Flow 

J 

Operator ci 

Please mod@ the Event Flow as necessaty to reflect your steWagency% spec#7c acflvfiles. 

a? 

Notify Operator of Allowables 4 

- M 
S - 

SetAllowables 
i 

Consvn 0 
Review Prodflest Info 5- - M 

s ..- 

~~~ ~~ I Calculate Allowables 

- M 

- M 

I Hear Petitions for Exception I 

1 i Namo: 

tkptloroup: 

UnifonnPmduction 8 
Reporting Model 



Event Description . .  

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completionlzone well bore leaselsub-lease field 

in the form of: hardcopy 
digital (tapeldisk) 
ED1 
other: 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: day 

The time interval the data represent is: week 

% oftmx 

sales point county state region 

Form Number(@: 

week month other: 

month quarter year other: 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: 

These data are processed to obtain: 
U 
6- 
4 

I 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

Primary end-user@) for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 



PROCESS PRODUCTION INFORMATION Event Flow 

Notify Operator of Exceptions 

(7 1st Purch 

4 

- M 
8 - 

Capture Production Reports 

I Perform Capture Validation I -- I I 
I 

- M I Perform Detailed Validation I 

1 Audit Productidn/Allowables 1 - M 
8 - 
- M 
0 8 

-1 Identify Exceptions I 
Please mod@ the Event Flow as necessary to mflect your statelagency's 8peCMc ucffvfftes. 

Name: UdformPmduction 
Reporting Model 

state: DaptlQroup: 



Event Description . .  

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completion/zone well bore leaselsub-lease field sales point county state region 

in the form of: hardcopy 
digital (tape/disk) 
ED1 
other: 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: 

The time interval the data represent is: 

day 

week 

% 'of trnx 
Form Number@): 

week month other: 

month quarter year other: 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: 

These data are processed to obtain: F 
4 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

Primary end-user(@ for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 



PROCESS SEVERANCE INFORMATION Event Flow 
- M 

Capture Production 
and Sales Information 

b Remittance Processing 

- M 
s - 

Perform Capture Validation M 
8 
- - 

M 
8 
- - 

Perform Detailed Validation M 
8 

Notify PayedRemitter of - 
Exceptions - 

u 
I 
0 

, 
4 

Process Financial8 M 
8 - 

b 

Perform Audit Identify Audit Candidates 

. 
Please mod@ the Event Flow as necessary to reflect yourstafdagency's specMc actlvitles. 

' 

Name: 
8- DepUGroup: 

UnifomProdtlction 
Reporting Model 



Event Descrytion . .  

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completion/zone well bore lease/sub-lease field sales point county state region 

in the form of: 
% oftrnx 

hardcopy . 
digital (tape/disk) 
ED1 
other: 

Form Number@): 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: day week month other: 

The time interval the data represent is: day week month quarter year other: 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: 

These data are processed to obtain: 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

Primary end-user@) for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 



I 

+ Lessor 

PROCESS ROYALTY INFORMATION Event Flow 

Capture Production 
~ and Sales Information 

1 Remittance Processing 
, I 

Perform Capture Validation - M 
S - 

u 1 
Notify Lessor of Exceptions 

1 

Perfo'nn Detailed Validation - M 
8 - 

> 

Please mod& the Event Flow 8s necessary to mflectpurstatdagency's specific 8cWMes. 
UniformWuction lo 

Name: Repindng Model 
8t.t.: DoptlOroup: 

Perform Audit Identify Audit Candidates 
I 



. .  nt Descmtion 

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completion/zone well bore leaselsub-lease field sales point county state region 

in the form of: hardcopy 
digital (tape/disk) 
ED1 
other: 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: 

The time interval the data represent is: 

% oftrnx 

day week 

week month 

month quarter year 

Form Number@): 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: 1 .c7 

other: 

other: 

These data are processed to obtain: 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

Primary end-user@) for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 



BUSINESS EVENT QUESTIONNAIRE Abandon 
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Fvent Description 

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completionlzone 

in the form of: 

well bore 

, hardcopy 
digital (tapeldisk) 
ED1 
other: 

leaselsub-lease field 

% of trnx 
1 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: week 

sales point county state region 

Form Number(s): 

month other: 

0 The time interval the data represent is: day week month quarter year other: 

4 The time required for this event to come to closure is: 
1 

c- 
’ These data are processed to obtain: 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

Primary end-user(@ for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 



Blank Event Forms 



e 



Event Flow 

Please modw the Event Flow as necessary to reflect your statdagency's specMc ucfivitles. 

Uniform Production Name: 

Stat.: DepVOroup: 
RepoatngModel - 



Event Description . .  

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completion/zone well bore leaselsub-lease field sales point county state region 

in the form of: hardcopy 
digital (tape/disk) 
ED1 

% oftrnx 
Form Number(s): 

other: 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: day week month other: 

The time interval the data represent is: day week month quarter year other: 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: 

These data are processed to obtain: 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

~~ 

. Primary end-user@) for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 
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Event Flow 1 

Please modifjt the Event Flow as necessary to rreflect jmurstatdagency's specntc actlvMes. 

Name: Uniform Muction 
RcportingModel - 

j Stab: DoptlOroup: 



. .  vent PescniDtion 

This agency obtains data from: 

at the detail level of: well completionlzone well bore leaselsub-lease field sales point county state ’ region 

in the form of: 
% oftmx 

hardcopy 
digital (tape/disk) 
ED1 
other: 

Form Number(s): 

The age of the data when received by this agency is: day. week month other: 

The time interval the data represent is: day week month quarter year other: 

The time required for this event to come to closure is: 

These data are processed to obtain: 

b 

60 * 
[ 

The following items are assigned or established based on these data: 

Primary end-user@) for this process is: 

Other users of the data generated in this process include: 

Operators Marketers Transporters PUCs Federal Govt. LDCs Consumers Financial markets Other agencies: 
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ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) .can be loosely defined as the direct computer- 
to-computer interchange of business documents. Within the Uniformity 
Guidelines of the UPRM, the use of ED1 is encouraged as a method of data 
exchange. Since many potential users of the UPRM are not currently familiar 
with ED1 practices, the foIIowing pages are presented as background 
information. 

The value and potential benefits of ED1 can be best understood by reviewing 
how one company might, for example, handIe a single purchase order sent to a 
second company. The clerical support staff of the first company might receive a 
request for a new box of pencils. The staff may issue a purchase order number 
for the request and then type the information into a purchase order form on a 
personal computer, print it out, and ma3 or fax it to the second company, 
Clerical staff at the second company would receive the order, identi€y the 
information needed to process the order, and enter the information into their 
computer system. 

In this scenario, the purchase order information is manually entered into two 
separate computer systems, and the exchange of information between the two 
companies is delayed while the order is "in the d." Through the use of EDI, 
purchase order information could be entered into the first company's computer 
and sent directly to the second company's computer. Improved customer 
service, improved data accuracy, reduced error rates, reduced data re-entry, 
faster information exchange and the possibiIity for lower inventories and costs 
are among the potential benefits or advantages of transferring business 
documents between companies via EDI. Potential disadvantages of using ED1 
could include the requirement of a high level of support from management and 
the difficulty in quantifying the return on investments. 
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The following discussion of ED1 includes information on: 

0 Standards 
0 Conventions 
0 Communications, and 
0 Software. 

Standards are used to enable incompatible computer and com.niunication 
systems to exchange information. Since each company or trading partner uses, 
stores, handles, and exchanges information in different ways, the direct 
computer-tocomputer interchange of business documents becomes nearly 
impossible without standards. For example, the exchange of purchase order 
information between companies can become complex due to the number of 
different purchase order forms in use. Definitions of terms can also become 
blurred across industries and corporate cultures. 

Currently recognized ED1 standards include proprietary standards, industry 
specific standards, and national and international standard formats. 
International ED1 standards are defined by the United Nations Electronic Data 
Interchange for Administration, Commerce, and Transportation (EDIFACT). In 
the U.S., national standards are defined by the American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI), Accredited Standards Committee (AX) X12. 

Standards developed and approved by the ASC X12 committee are published in 
draft form for trial use. Draft standards are reviewed and used by industry and 
government groups as de facto standards. Trial use may continue for a year or 
more, and modifications or additional drafts may be published before an ASC 
X12 ED1 standard eventually becomes an official AN3 standard. ANSI and 
ASC X12 standards are based on business document types such as invoices, 
purchase orders, shipping schedules, etc. Those business document types are 
called transaction sets. A group of transaction sets consists of the following: 

0 A Communication Envelope includes the communication transport 
protocol. The communication envelope could be thought of as the way a 
package is being shipped. 

An Interchange Envelope includes the interchange control header and 
trailer. This could be thought of as the address and return label on the 
package sent from one trading partner to another. 
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0 One or more Functional Groups incIude a functional group header and 
trailer. Functional Groups can be thought of as large envelopes that contain 
all the like business documents sent in the package. For example, all the 
invoices would be in a single Functional Group. All the purchase orders 
would be in another Functional Group. 

0 One or more Transaction Sets in each Functional Group consist of a 
transaction set header and trailer. These are the individual business 
documents sent from one trading partner to another; .they contain 
information such as company name, address, terms, etc. that apply to the 
entire document. 

0 Detail Data Segments include all the detail infomation to complete the 
business document in each Transaction Set. This could inchde specific 
information for a purchase order such as quantities, item numbers, 
descriptions, etc. 

All of this information can be handled directly by computers in the day-to-day 
operations of sending and receiving purchase orders, invoices, or other business 
documents. ED1 standards define the way information should be organized so 
that trading partners can exchange information. ED1 standards make no 
assumptions about how each trading partner actudy stores, handles, or 
manages business documents once they receive them. 

ConveniYons 

In addition to using standards to send and receive defined business documents, 
trading partners must decide: 

Which ASC X12 transaction sets should be used for each industry specific 
document. 

0 How to define terms within each industry. 

Industry groups representing corporations, state and government agencies, and 
other concerned parties have created industry specific committees that define 
Conventions or Documenf Standards. These conventions identify how an industry 
should use an ASC X12 transaction set for specific business documents. In this 
manner, each company within an industry can agree to use the same transaction 
set in the same way. This further facilitates information interchange between 
trading partners. 
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Data Dictionaries are used to define the various terms lased within an industry. 
These dictionaries allow a trading partner to identify common terms. For 
example, one company may call a catalog reference number a "listing number" 
while a second company might call it a "product number". By using a common 
dictionary for terms, each trading partner can understand what other trading 
partners are trying to communicate. Considering how many changes in 
terminology occur within an industry across geographical and cultural zones, a 
data d i c t i o w  can become the resource that enables trading partners to 
understand each other without the confusion of constantly re-defining 
terminology. 

In the petroleum industry, the Petroleum Industry Data Exchange Committee 
(PIDX) chartered by the American Petroleum Institute (MI) has been working 
to develop and promote the use of standards for EDI. Individual "User Groups1' 
within PIDX work to develop and maintain the conventions for the use of ED1 
standards. 

The PIDX Regulatory User Group "REGS" is one such group. This group 
consists of representatives from the petroleum industry and governmental 
agencies involved in the regulation of upstream business and accounting 
functions. By d&g document standards or conventions for regulatory 
reporting purposes, the petroleum industry is able to communicate information 
in a standard way to each state and federal agency using the same conventions. 
This makes the interchange of business documents between the petroleum 
industry and state and federal governments much simpler since one industry- 
wide convention is used rather than multiple individual state and federal 
proprietary conventions. 

Subcommittees within the REGS group of PIDX have developed draft 
transaction sets which can be used by the petroleum industry and by state and 
federal agencies which regulate oil and gas production reporting. 

0 The Operational Subcommittee has completed mapping the REGS 
convention of ASC X12 Transaction Set 863 (Well Test Report), and ASC 
X12 Transaction Set 867 (Production Report), 

o the Royalty Work Group within the Finance Subcommittee has 
completed mapping of the REGS convention of ASC X12 Transaction Set 
185 (Royalty Regulatory Report), and 

o the Tax Work Group within the Finance Subcommittee has completed 
mapping of the REGS convention of ASC X12 Transaction Set 813 (Tax 
Report). 
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In addition, a committee of PIDX has created and maintains a data dictionary. 
The Petroleum Industry Data Dictionary (PIDD) is maintained by representative 
members from the petroleum industry, vendors, and government agencies. The 
PIDD's policy statement is to "provide data dictionary support for PIDX ED1 
applications and to be the repository of the best definitions available from any 
source (modeling efforts, academia, research labs, industry, etc.)". The PIDD has 
been used to consolidate and cross-reference the differing business terms and 
definitions within the petroleum industry. 

In order to achieve the direct computer-to-computer interchange of business 
documents, each trading partner's computer must be able to communicate with 
other computers. This can be accomplished by using a direct network between 
trading partners or by using one or more third-party ED1 network providers 
called Value Added Networks (VANS). Although the direct network approach 
seem appealing since a trading partner has controIIed access to the transaction 
set and potentidy lower costs in receiving business documents, the 
disadvantages of a direct network can include: 

The cost and effort of supporting multiple communication protocols 
The cost and effort of maintaining current communication standards 
Potential lost business due to component failure on a 24hour access system 

0 Potential forced scheduling for access times due to unpredictable peaks and 
Iulls in traffic. 

While direct networks provide one solution, many trading partners prefer to use 
VANS to exchange business documents. VANs work much like a post office. 
The VANs provide electronic "mailboxes" that hold a trading partner's incoming 
documents and d o w  them to retrieve and send documents. The VAN takes 
care of routing the business documents to the appropriate trading partner (in 
some situations this might be on another VAN and would therefore incur 
additional transmission costs). The business document ends up in the electronic 
"mailbox" of the recipient trading partner for their computer to pick up when it 
connects to the VAN. 

Potential advantages of Value Added Networks (VANS) can incIude: 

0 Increased availability, since when a company's system is off-line, the VAN 
can still handle its ED1 traffic 
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0 Near 24-hour uptime for around-the-clock access to d o w  computer systems 
to process transactions outside of normal business hours 

0 Increased built-in error correction, security, and audit trails 
Increased support of communication protocols. 

Potential disadvantages of VANS can include: 

0 Higher transaction costs 
0 Potential document loss within the VANS 
0 Liability concerns. 

Specific communication standards associated with document transmission are 
not discussed here. Further discussion of CCITT's X.25, X.400, and X.435 
standards can be found in the references listed at the end of this section. 

Translation software packages are used to convert a trading partner's internal 
format for business documents into the appropriate ED1 standard using 
document standards or conventions. For example, a translation software 
package could convert an invoice from a trading partner's internal format into 
the ASC X12 Invoice format using the appropriate industry convention. The 
software package could then connect to another trading partner's network or 
VAN and route the Invoice to that trading partner. The receiving trading 
partner would pick up or receive their transactions and use a translation 
software package to convert the ASC X12 Invoice format to their own internal 
format using the appropriate industry convention. The direct computer-to- 
computer interchange of business documents would then be completed. 

Closing Remarks 

In-depth discussions of communications standards, hardware, ED1 integration, 
legal issues, technological issues, security issues, etc. were not included here. 
Further information on those issues can be found in the following references. 
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PI GRID CODE ASSIGNMENT 

Introduction 
Petroleum Information (PI) GRID Codes are an evolving ~ t i 0 n a I  standard 
for identifying transaction points such as meters or custody transfer points. 
The following section contains information on the PI GRID Code format, 
content and assignments. This information was collected in order to gain a 
better understanding of the efforts currently underway to assign unique 
codes to transaction points. 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's ('Commission') Notice Of Proposed 
Rulemaking, which was promulgated on July 29,1993 in Docket RM934-000, the Commission 
requested Electronic Bulletin Board Working Group #5 (Common Codes) to submit a report to the 
Commission by October 1,1993 concerning Working Group #5's final proposal 011 transaction 
point common codes. Working Group #5 (WG5') is submitting this report in.fulfillment of the 
Commission's request. 

This report will address only common codes for gas transaction points. The issues still 
outstanding with regard to company identification common codes will be addressed in the WG5 
report that will be submitted to the Commission on February Y, 1994. Consequently, any 
reference to *common codes' in this report pertains only to transaction point common codes. 

On July 1 , 1993, WG5 submitted a report to the Commission entitled: 'Progress Report of 
Working Group X5: Common Codes', hereinafter referred to as the *July 1 s t  report'. Rather than 
repeating the material presented in the earlier report, this report will focus on the resolution of 
those issues i X :  were st:!: outsrandl~; as 0: iX &I; 1st repon. Thus, tae Commission should 
note that the working group's organization, goals, and underlying approach to common codes has 
remained unchanged since the July 1st report. Also unchanged are the group's prior consensus 
recommendations. Thus, the Commission should cdnsider the earlier report as remaining valid 
and unchanged relative to the group's continued efforts. 

Since the July 1st report, WG5 has held two meetings in Washington, D.C.: August 24-25 
and September 23-24. During the course of these two meetings, WG5 reached a unanimous 
consensus on three critical issues: 1 ) reaffirmation of the WG5 consensus recommendations 
reported in the July 1 s t  report, 2) the selection of Petroleum Information Corporation ("PI') as the 
assignor of transaction point common codes, and 3) the selection of PI GRID Code as the 
common code structure for identifying gas transaction points on the nation's natural gas grid. 
Once the common code and the Code Assignor had been selected, the group's efforts shifted to 
determining both the procedures for assigning and validating common codes, the institutional 
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arrangements necessary to effect the development of a transaction point common code data 
base, and the implementation schedule for creating and distributing the common code data base. 

The recommendations contained in this report reflect the consensus opinion of a number 
of participants, each of whom has a different role and function in the natural gas industry. Many 
market pakidpants, especially those who conduct business across rnultiple pipelines, see the 
benef& of a cross-referencing system of common codes. By endorsing the method and outcome 
proposed by WG5, the Commission will help ensure that the majority of the requirements it places 
on the industry in any upcoming Order in this docket will have k e n  developed by market 
participants to improve market efficiency, and will therefore be responsive to the needs of the 
industry as a whole. I 

This report is comprised of seven main sections: Executive Summary, Working Group 6's 
Consensus Approach, Transaction Point Common Code Encoding Procedures, Transaction Point 
Common Code Implementation & Schedule, Institutional Arrangements, Additional Issues, 
Conclusions and Recommendations, and an Appendix. 
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II. WORKING GROUP #5'S CONSENSUS APPROACH 

A. Working Group #5's Perspectlve On Transactlon Polnt Common Codes 

As reported in WG5's July 1st report to the Commission, WGt5 came to the agreement tttat 
'a natural gas industry common code is necessary to uniquely identify gas transadion points to 
fadlitate transactions between trading partners.' Common uxle usage prkwify assists parties 
who are managing gas transportation transactions that involve muttiple pipelines. Common code 
usage alds multiple pipeline transactions, for example, by 1) p W n g  a udqw common mde 
for each proprietary code and 2) allowing users to identify multiple proprietary codes assodaled 
with a unique location (e.g. at an interconnect). In this context, a customer's management 
information system would be able to coordinate gas transfers at an interconnect using a single 
location identifier rather than having to reference two distinct proprietary codes employed by the 
interconnecting pipelines which are not otherwise cross-referencedl A common code creates a 
universal "language" that can be readily understood by all gas market participants, irrespective 
of where they are located on the nation's gas grid. Without a transaction point common code, 
customers would have to speak different "languages" in different parts of the country, on different 
portions of the nation's gas grid. 

Although universal common codes usage currently is desired by some market participants, 
some market participants have indicated that the universal implementation of common codes 
would not be easy. In the current environment, the implementation of common codes faces the 
following problems: 

e 

e 

the customer demand for common codes and proprietary codes; 

the cost associated with universal cdmmon code implementation; 



the orderly implementation of Common codes; and 

the need for consistent communication with pipeline customers. 

While there are some parties who will be managing a plethora of transactions o a r r i n g  over 
multiple pipelines, there will also be a large number of customers who will be shipping their gas 
over just one or two pipelines. The former pipeline wstomers might benefit from the u s e  of a 
common code, while the latter customers might prefer to continue to use proprietary codes to 
satisfy their requirements. Moreover, for a s t o m e r s  shipping gas over only a couple of pipelines, 
the cost of feeconfiguring their computer systems to use  common codes might substantially 
outweigh the benefits of their use. 

WGS's consensus approach does not require the simultaneous implementation of common 
codes across all gas markets. At the same time, this approach provides the industry with a 
customer driven process (that requires monitoring) towards a broad implementation of the 
common code. Moreover, the working group consensus allows gas industry participants who 
would benefit from using common codes the opportunity to do so now, while others can continue 
to use proprietary codes until their requirements change. 

B. Elements Of The Worklng Group #5 Consensus  Recommendatlons On The Use Of 
Transaction Point Common Codes 

The basic premise of the WG5 consensus on common codes is that pipelines and their 
customers should be permitted to continue conducting business as they currently do, using their 

. proprietary codes. Parties who conduct transactions across multiple pipelines and need common 
codes either to facilitate coordination within their internal computer systems or to communicate 
with their trading partners (e.g., producers, LDCs, marketers, etc.) would have access to a 
common code system that is supported and verified by the interstate piglines. Based on this 
premise, the specific consensus recommendations of WG5 are: 

1. Owner/operators of gas transaction points will provide sufficient information 
concerning their points to the Code Assignor. The Code Assignor will 
establish a cross-reference between the proprietary d e s  and the common 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

codes assigned to those points.. &vner/operz;ars will verify that the 
information is correct and that the gas transaction points are properiy 
identified. This process will initially begin with the interstate pipelines under 
FERC jurisdiction and eventually could be extended to all transaction points 
on the nation's gas grid. 

Ownerloperators will ensure that this information will be kept arrent, and that 
the addition of any new transaction points will be quickly relayed to the Code 
Assignor for a common code assignment. 

Owner/operators can continue to conduct business using their proprfetary 
codes for all gas transactions. All parties in the market, including pipelines, 
could eventualty evolve toward communications using common codes, based 
on customer demand for common codes. 

Business trading partners who operate across multiple pipelines could use the 
common code to coordinate their transactions while using the cross-reference 
to use pipeline proprietary codes when they are submitting gas transaction 
data to the pi@elines. 

Customer demand will drive further efforts to implement the use of common codes 
throughout the natural gas industry. 

It should be noted that the WG5 consensus does not preclude the jurisdictional interstate 
pipelines from voluntarily agreeing to accept common codes in their communications. For 
example, a pipeline could offer its customers the choice of communicating with it using either the 
proprietary codes or the common codes. 

Figure 1 presents a simplified scheme of the WG5 consensus approach. In the current 
environment, this consensus approach was adopted for the following reasons: 

0 Customer Demand For Common Codes And Prowietarv Codes: It is evident 
that some parties wish to use transaction point common codes, while others 



0 

0 

0 

wish to use proprietary codes. The consensus approach provides for pipelines 
and their customers to use either common codes or proprietary codes. 

The Cost Associated With Universal Implementation: Uiider the consensus 
approach, pipelines and their customers do no! have to change their computer 
systems, at some cost, to accommodate gas transaction communications 
using common codes. Only those using common codes will bear the costs 
of implementing common codes on their computer systems. This method 
places !he costs for implementing common codes on the uses who want the 
service. 

Orderly Implementation Of Common Codes: The consensus approach allows 
for those who have an immediate need for common codes to gain access to 
a complete and verified system of codes. Others who prefer to continue using 
proprietary codes can do so without requiring the simultaneous use of both 
the common codes and proprietary codes. 

Consistent Communication With Pipeline Customers: Working Group #5 
came to the consensus that the translation between proprietary codes and 
common codes, if necessary, will be performed by the party prior to it 
submitting business transactions to the pipeline. This assures consistent 
communication between pipelines and their customers, because all 
communications through the various mkdia (Le., computer, phone, fax, letter) 
might still use proprietary codes. Without this consistency, it would be difficult 
for pipelines to cieal with customer requests and inquiries that employ different 
coding systems. 
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Business Process 
.. 

G2s ksiness transactions, based 

(1) Gas business transactions between transporter and shipper may include capacity release, 

(2) Both purchaser and seller may be shippers, contracting and transacting business with 

capacity acquisition, nominations, confirmations, billing, etc. Cornmunications will be either EBB. 

transporters. 

file transfer/EDI, fax, mail, phone, etc. 

(3) Sellers and purchasers who desire to use common code will contract with a distributor and will 
perform the translation to transporters proprietary code. 

(4) There will only be one industry sponsored code assignor. Petroleum Information Corporation (PI) 
will be the code assignor. PI will maintain and provide to the industry a complete database listing 
of all transporter's proprietary codes, the PI GRID common code and associated data. 

(5) There will be multiple code distributors. Distributors will provide to the industry the PI GRID 
common code database via various media and will provide options for distribution. 

(6) Transporters will provide to PI and validate with PI all gas transaction points (both logical and 
physical) as they are added to their system. Transporters may convert to the PI GRID common 
code as customer demand warrants. 



C. Common Code Implementation As A Customer Drlven Process 

WG5 believes that customer demand for common codes will drive the industry to use, or 
not use, common codes. By creating common codes and a cross-reference to proprietary codes, 
the WG5 consensus provides the tools necessary to meet the industpy's krsiness requirements, 
without compelling a change to the industry's business pmesses. Whb it cannot be certain, 
WG5 believes that one  of two things is likely to occur. Either the market partiapants will 
determine that common coding is efficient and will evolve in a way which encourages all parties 
to communicate through the use of common codes or, the market will decide that common codes 
are  not essential and the integration of common codes into the indusbry's business processes will 
occur selectively. No matter what the outcome, WG5 strongly endorses the principle that it will 
be customer demand that determines the final result. 

WG5 believes the process it h a s  suggested for the assignment, verification and ongoing 
maintenance of common codes is responsive to the needs of the gas industry at this time and 
is likely to be flexible enough to meet new requirements. As with the recommendations made by 
other working groups, WG5 sees this proposal as a beginning, which will require ongoing 
monitoring and adjustment in order to remain responsive to the industry's needs. 
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111. PROCEDURES FOR CREATING TRANSACVON POINT COMMON CODES 

A. Transaction PoInt Common Code Oeflnltlon And Data Base Structure 

1. Definition of a Common Code 

Before discussing the procedures that will be employed for assigning transadion point 
common codes it would be best to review first what constitutes a mmmon code, along with a 
description of the transaction point common axle data base elements. Gas transaction points 
are defined as all points at which gas transactions take place. The types of these transadlons 
include, but are not limited to: 

Capacity release, 
Capacity availability, 
Scheduling, 
Title transfer, and 

Custody transfer. 

Transaction point common codes provide a unique common code for each proprietary code and 
allow market participants to identify multiple proprietary codes associated with a unique location 
(e.g. at an interconnect). Transaction point common codes could eventually be assigned to all 
natural gas transaction points from wellhead to burnertip, both physical and logical. 

The transaction point common code data base suggested by WG5 establishes a cross- 
reference between the unique common code identifier and the proprietary gas transaction point 
codes. The common code/proprietary code crossJreference data base would be composed of 
identical record formats. 
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2. Characteristics of a Transaction Poinf Common Code ana Its Associated Data Base 

There will be only one common code for each unique proprietary code. For example, a 
pipeline interconnect would have two or more proprietary codes which will each be cross- 
referenced to a unique common code. However, multiple proprietary codes at the same location 
(e.g., at an interconnect) will be easily identifiable as their respective I q i t  a m m o n  codes will 
each share the same first ten (10) digits. Thus, there will.be a common code data base record 
for every unique proprietary code that each owner/operator has established and uses to faalitate 
natural gas transactions on their system. 

. 
Table 1 specifies the data elements that the owner/operator and Code Assignor will 

exchange in order to assign and verify common codes. Table 1 also speafies the data elements 
which the Code Assignor will transfer to the Code Distributor, and that, in turn, will be provided 
to Code Users, as requested. These data elements are necessary to establish the proper cross- 
reference between a proprietary code and the common code. In Table 1, the 'status' field 
indicates whether the Data Provider must provide the data ('W for mandatory), whether the data's 
provision is conditional on another field entry ('C' for Conditional), or whether the data is optional 
('0" for optional). 

Appenaix #1, 'Structure Of The PI GRID Common Code' elaborates on Petroleum 
Information's record structure for the transaction point common code. 
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Table 1: Data Elements Of The Gas Transaction Polnt Common Code Record 

Description of Ficld Name Stalus Data Type and Explanation Finld Field Namo 
No. 

1. Owner/operator 
name 

The legal name of entity 111i11 owns iIIIdbr . M 
operates the transadion poinl. 

A text fiekl provided by the owner/opcmtor that is rcsponsiblc for 
conducting business at the point. 

2. M Owner/Operator 
Company Code 

The company code of the entity that 
owns/operates the gas transadiori point. 

An afpha-numeric field containlno a code that unlquefy Identifies tho 
owner/operator of the point. 

3. M Point code The code assigned by the owner/operator to 
the transaction point. 

An af&-numeric field containtng the point code for the gas 
transaction point that is used by the owner/operator. 

Point type indicator An indicator tor the type of facility a! the point. 
For example, "01" could indicate an 
:interconnect. 

M A poslthre Weger field containtng codes to identify the type of facilities 
h a t e d  at gas transadbn paints. (These codes will be developed on 
a consensus bash between the Code Assignor and the Data 
Provider.) 

5. Flow indicator An indlcator to determine the direction of gas 
tlow in the case of interconneds and slorage: 
R=recelpt or flaw into the pipeline only 
Ordelivery or flow out of the pipeline only 
B=both receipt and delivery 

C A single-position alpha field that wwld be completed only if the "Point 
type Indicator of the facility Is either an Interconnect or storage 
tacilHy. 

6.' Point name M A text field pmvMed by the ownerloperator of the gas traosadion 
point. 

The name assigned to the point by the 
ownerlope rat or. 

7, State . The state in which the gas transaction point is 
located. 

M A text field containing the name of the state. 
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The county in which the gas transaction point 
is located. 

M a. 

9. 

County A text field containing the name of the county. 

A unique locator for the transaction point. 0 An alpha-numerlc fleld conlainlng the geographic coordinates, sway 
coordinates or plpeline line number and mile marker. This ficld W O ~ J ~ C ~  

be completed only if the information Is available. 

Point Locator 

10. Upldownstream 
entity name 

The name of the entity that controls capacity 
upstream or downstranm of the point. t? 0.. at 
an interconnect. 

0 A text field contalnfng the legal name of the entity that owns/operatcs 
the facilHy that Is etlher upstream or downstream from the point. This 
fleld would be completed only H Ihe information Is avaitablo. 

The point name as assigned by the entity that 
controls capacity upstream or downstream of 
the gas transaction pojnt, e.g., at an 
interconnect. 

0 11. Upldownstream 
point name 

A text fieM provided by the ownerloperator of the gas transaction’ 
point. This field would be completed only if the information is 
available. 

Upkfownstream 
point code 

0 + 
w 

An alpha-numedchumeric code assigned by the up/downstream 
ownerloperator that uniquely defines the gas transaction point. This 
field would be completed only if the information is available. 

The point code as assigned by the entity that 
koo;rols capacity upstream or downstream of 
the gas transaction pbins e.g., at an 
interconnect. 

12. 

M A slngle-position alpha field to alert the common Code Assignor tti i i t 
other Data Providers might be reporting this point. 

Joint ownership 
indicator 

An indicator to determine if the point has joint 
owners: Y=yes, N=no. 

13. 

14. Non-operator point An indicator to determine if the point is M 
operated by another party, other than the Data 
Pmvider: Ypyes, N=no. 

A alpha-numerfc fbld to Indicate whether the gas transaction point is 
operaied by a party other than Data Provider. 
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15. 

16. 

17. 

n 
9 

I 

18. 

19. 

P0iM common code A standard common code to be assigned by 
the Code Assignor to uniquely Identify the gas 
transaction point. 

Confirmation code A code to indicate the current status of the 
common code. The code would be "Pendingu 
(P) i f  the transaction point data is wailing for 
voriflcalion by the owncrlopcralor providing lhe 
data; "Verified" (V) after the verification 
process has been completed; "Declined To 
Verily" (D) if the owner/operator has cleclined 
to verify the data; or "Rejected" (R) i f  the 
owner/operalor rejects to verify the data 
because H is not a valid transaction point. 

Date active 

Date inactive 

Last update 

The date on which the transaction point 
becomes or became active. A default value 
equivalent to January, 1, 1960 would be used 
lor all points that are currently active. 

M 

M 

The date on which the transaction point Is, will 
be, or became inactive. The owner/operator 
would use this field to notify the Code Assignor 
of points that will be permanently inactive on a . 
future date. This is not intended to be used lo 
indicate temporary closure due to such factors 
as maintenance. 

C 

The date on which the transaction paint 
common code record has been changed. 

M 

A alpha-numeric field containing the common code that Is assigned by 
Ihe Code Assignor. 

A single-positbn alpha fiekkthat contains either a P="Pending', 
vm"verifiad"D D-r)ecthwd lo Verify': or R="Rejected" to Indicate the 
slalus of the m m n  code and its data record. 

A date field in a format that is machine-processable. The 
ownerloperator would use this field to notify the Code Assignor of dato 
the data base record representing the proprietarylcommon code 
cross-reference becomes active. 

A date fiekl hr a format that is machine-processable. The 
ownerloperator would use this field to notify the Code Assignor of date 
the data base rmrd  representing the proprietatyhmmon code 
cmss-reference becomes tnacttve. This data element ts conditional, 
based on whether the w m r ~ W o r  changes, whether t b  
proprlelafy code or name changes, whether other data elements 
change, or whether the polnt is permanently removed from sewke. 

A date fleld In 8 format that I8 madrlne-pmessable. The Code 
Asstgnat would u8e thb field to lndlcate b either when the record was 
crealed, modified, or made Inactive. 
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3. Workina Group #5's Consensus Mreement On The Assiunment of Transaction Point 
Common Codes 

WG5 has agreed on the following principles for code assignment, validation, and 
maintenance : 

1. 

2. 

3. 

There will be one set of common codes and it will be owned and controlled 
by the natural gas industry. - 

There will be one sanctioned common Code Assignor who will be universally 
supported by all ownerhperators in the assignment, validation, and 
maintenance of common code records and data elements. This should seNe 
to maximize data integrity while minimizing costs to all parties. 

The ownedoperators of gas transaction points will proactively work with the 
Code Assignor to initially establish an up-todate and verified common code 
for each of their proprietary gas transaction points. Then, on an ongoing 
basis, owner/operators will assure that all additions, deletions and changes 
to their proprietary gas transaction points are communicated quickIy arid 
accurately to the Code Assignor for cross-referencing and inctusion in the 
common code data base. 

4. To minimize cost and expedite the common coding process, owner/operators 
will not be required to use the transaction common d e  in their 
communications of any business transactions, including EDI, on-line EBB, 
letters, and conversations. Owner/operators would utiliie the common code 
in their business transactions if that is beneficial to them and their trading 
partners. 

5. The Code Assignor will assign the common codes to gas transaction points 
designated by owner/operators free of charge to the ownerloperator. 



6. Anyone may rewest a Common code assignment by providing the appropriate 
information as listed on Table 1. The Code Assignor, through communication 
with the owner/operator, will determine if the requested assignment is for a 
valid gas transaction point of the owner/operator. ff it k not, a common code 
would still be assigned, but under no circumstances would that code be 
identified as being assodated with an owner/operator who has indicated pat 
the requested axle assignment Is not for a W i  gas transadion point on its 
system. The awner/operator field in the common code data base record wiU 
list the company code of the requester or remain Mank Under no 
circumstances, would the owner/operator be required to conduct business 
transactions at those common code point assignments requested by outside 
parties. 

7. The Code Assignor will assign newly requested codes as quickly as is 
practical and add the new record into the rnrnnnon code data base. If 
applicable, the Code Assignor would then initiate the iterative validation 
process. 

B, Asslgnment Of Transaction Point Common Codes 

The Data Provider must be either the owner/operator or interconnecting patty of the gas 
transaction point for which information is being provided. The information provided must conform 
to the common code data base requirements defined in Table I. If the information is designated 
optional, it will be provided or confirmed if the information is available to the Data Provider. 

For this discussion on the assignment, validation, and modification of the common code 
data base, the "Code Assignor" will be spoken of iNa generic context. However, keep in mind 
that WG5 has selected Petroleum Information Corporation as the Code Assignor. So 'Pettoleurn 
Information" could be substituted everywhere "Code Assignof is referenced. 



1. Initial Assiqnment of Transaction Point Common Codes 

For initial assignment of common codes and their cross-referencing to the proprietary 
owner/operator or interconnecting party gas transaction points, the steps in the process are: 

1. Initially, the Code Assignor will contact Data Providers, SbRing wit& the 
interstate natural gas pipelines. Each of these Data Providers will specify a 
liaison, who will work wlth the Code Assignor in developing the common code 
data base information specified in Table 1. The Code Assignor and each 
Data Provider will develop a mutually acceptable schedule for developing the 
common code data base. (Even though multiple Data Providers can work 
with the Code Assignor simultaneously, it would be an unreasonable resource 
burden on the Code Assignor to simultaneously develop the common code 
data base for all Data Providers. Thus, the initial assignment process will 
proceed in stages to sequentially develop common d e s  for all Dafa 
Providers.) 

2. Each Data Provider and the Code Assignor will mutually determine the media 
to be used to communicate the proprietary codes and related information to 
the Code Assignor. All attempts will be made to use electronic media, to 

avoid re-keying of information. 

3. Prior to submitting the data to the Code Assignor, the Data Provider must 
contact interconnecting parties for their proprietary gas transaction point codes 
to verify that the codes and the related information to be submitted are 
correct. 

4. The Code Assignor will receive theproprietary gas transaction point codes 
and related data elements, as defined in Table 1, from the Data Providers. 

5. The Code Assignor will return a list .of the submitted proprietary gas 
transaction point codes and related information with the common code 
assignment to the Data Provider for validation. (See Validation process for 



more information.) The Code Assignor will identify any apparent 
discrepancies or errors in the submitted data for the Data Provider to resdve. 

6. The Code Assignor and the Data Provider will work together to resolve any 
apparent discrepancies or errors within the common d e  data base. The 
Data Provider will not be responsible for resolving any disaepanaes or errors 
resulting from data submitted by other parties. (See validation process for 
additional information) 

- .  

7. The Code Assignor will provide the initial version of the common code data 
base to Code Distributors, onc8 the data verification process has been 
substantially completed for a given Data Provider. Code Distriiutors, in turn, 
will disseminate the initial data base to Code Users on a timely basis. 

2. The Onaoinq Assianment Of Transaction Point Common Codes 

The steps in this process are: 

1. The Dsta Provider will be responsible for obtaining from the appropriate 
interconnecting parties their gas transaction point codes in order to verify that 
their proprietary codes and the related information are correct relative to the 
infcrmation to b? submitted by the Data Provider. 

2. 

3. 

The Data Provider will provide the new proprietary gas transaction point codes 
and the related information, as defined in Table 1 , to the Code Assignor. This 
request for a new code assignment must be provided at least ten days prior 
to any business transactions occurfin$ that will require the use of the new 
proprietary code. 

The Code Assignor will ensure that the new assignment is given the 
appropriate pniority;.so that the Code Assignor will have completed its work 
before the date in .which the new d e s  must go into effect. 



4. The Code Assignor will return a list of the submitted proprietary gas 
'transaction point codes and related information with the common code 
assignment to the Data Provider for validation. (See validation process.) In 
this list, any  apparent discrepanaes or enols, which resulted from the data 
submitted by the Data Provider, will be noted. 

5. ' The Code Assignor and the Data Provider will work together to resolve any 
discrepancies or errors resulting from information provided by the Data 
Provider. The Data Provider will not be responsible for resolving any 
discrepancies or errors resulting from data submitted by other parties. 

- 

6. The Code Assignor will provide an updated version of the common code data base 
to Code Distributors on a timely basis, once the verification process has been 
completed and well in advance of the date on which the new d e  goes into effect. 
Code Distributors, in turn, will disseminate the revised data base to Code Users in 
.sufficient time before the new codes go into effect. 

3. Corrections And Modifications Of The Data Related To Alreadv Assiqned Common Codes 

Corrections to the common code and its associated data base will be implemented as they 
are brought to the Code Assignor's attention. 

Aside from corrections to the code's existing data elements, a common code data base 
record could be modified for one of the following reasons: 1) there has been a change in the 
facility's ownership or operator, 2) the facility 'type" has changed (e.g., due to new investments), 
3) the facility h a s  been permanently removed from service, 4) new proprietary codes and/or 
names have been assigned to existing transaction points, and 5) the location of the transaction 
point h a s  been moved either upstream or downstream on the system. Unlike corrections, 
modifications of an existing record will usually create an inactive record which would be archived 
in a historical data base.'The historical data base would be available to all Code Distributors for 
use by Code Users who wish to determine the prior characteristics associated with a particular 
transaction point common code. 



The steps in this p r o m s  are: 

1. The Data Provider will be responsible for contacting interconnecting parties, 
if applicable, for obtaining their proprietary point codes and related Infomiation 

. in order to verify that the modifications to be submitted are correct. 

2. The Data Provider will provide the corrections, modifications, and related 
information to the Code Assignor. This information shall indude the QOSS- 

referenced common code which has already been assigned. The Data 
Provider will also specify the date in which the modifications go into effect. 
A minimum of ten working days of notice will be required before a modified 
proprietary code goes into effect. Corrections will be implemented as quiddy 
as is possible. 

3. The Code Assignor will return a list of the data base records, as modified, 
along with the prior common code records to the Data Provider for validation. 
(See validation process). . 

4. The Code Assignor and the Data Provider will work together to resolve any 
apparent discrepancies or errors in the proprietary gas transaction point code 
and related information. The Data Provider will not be responsible for 
resolving any discrepancies or errors resulting from data submitted by other 
parties. (See validation process). 

5. The Code Assignor will provide an updated version of the common code data base 
to Code Distributors on a timely basis, following verification and well in advance of 
the date on which the record modifications goes into effect, Code Distributors, in 
turn, will disseminate the revised data base to Code Users in sufficient time before 
the record modifications go into effect. 



C. Validation’ Of Assigned Codes 

A Data Provider is obligated to validate only information which was submitted by that Data 
Provider. However, the Data Provider will contact any interconnecting parties to ensure 
consistency in the information submitted to the Code Assignor. Optional data fields will be 
validated by the Data Provider if the information is available to the Oata Provider. Validation and 

subsequent approval of thc information can only be made by the Data Provider, Le., the 
owner/operator or interconnecting patty of the gas transaction point. 

1. Initial Validation Of Common Codes 

The steps in this process are: 

1. The Code Assignor will return a list of the submitted proprietary gas 
transaction point codes and related information with the newly assigned 
common code. 

2. The Code Assignor and the Data Provider can work together to resolve any 
discrepancies within the proprietary gas transaction point code and related 
information provided by the Data Provider. The Data provider will not be 
responsible for resolving data discrep’ancies which did not result from the 

information submitted by that Data Provider. 

3. If the discrepancy exists between the Data Provider and interconnecting 
parties, the Code Assignor informs the Data Provider and the Data Provider 
will resolve the discrepancy with the interconnecting parties directly. The Data 
Provider will then inform the Code &signor of the correct information. 

4. Once all discrepancies regarding the submitted data are resolved for a given 
point, the Data Provider indicates in writing to the Code Assignor that the 



5. 

information is vaiid, and the status of the information is changed from 
"Pending" t o  'Verified'.' 

A final report will be distributed to the Data Provider with the information that 
was submitted, the associated common code, and its status. 

2. Subsequent Validations 

For additional new codes, modifications or corrections of information on existing codes, or 
changes in status of activefinactive common codes, the validation steps to follow in the process 
are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The Code Assignor will return a list of the submitted proprietary gas 
transaction point codes and -related information with the newly. assigned 
common code and all related information. 

The Code Assignor and the Data Provider will work together to resolve any 
discrepancies within the proprietary gas transaction point code and related 
infomation provided by the Data Provider. Nei!her the Data Provider nor the 
interconnecting party will be responsible for resolving data discrepancies 
submitted by other parties. 

If the discrepancy exists between the Data Provider and interconnecting 
parties, the Code Assignor informs the Data Provider and the Data Provider 
will resolve the discrepancy with the interconnecting parties directly. The Data 
Provider will then inform the Code Assignor of the correct information. 

Once all discrepancies regarding the submitted data are resolved for a given 
point, the Data Provider indicates in writing to the Code Assignor that the 

' Note that a Data Provider could either I)  decide not to verify the information, so the status 
would be 'Declined To Verify'; or 2) declare that the location does not constitute a valid 
gas transaction point, so the status would be "Rejected'. . 



information is valid, and the 'status of the new*wdes is changed from 
"Pending" to either 'Verified', 'Rejected", or 'Declined To Verify". (See 
Footnote #I.) 

. 

5. A final report will be distributed to the Data Provider with the information that 
was submitted, the associated common code, and its status. 

D. Reports 

Copies of the final reports cited in Sections III.C.l.5 and 111.C2.5 will be sent by the Code 
Assignor to the gas industry consortium (as defined below) that is contracted with the Code 
Assignor on the gas industry's behalf. 

- , . ., --. ". . - . . . . . . 



IV. TRANSACTION POINT COMMON CODE IMPLEMENTATlON & S%HEDULE 

In order to make common codes available to the marketplace as early as possble, the 
creation and validation of common codes will be accomplished in a phased, sequential manner. 
As a consequence, PI will coordinate with gas transaction point ownerdoperators to establish 
common code implementation schedules. In order to achieve implementation a number of steps 
must be undertaken, including: 1) establishing a Data Prwider fi;ilson to work with the Code 
Assignor, 2) establishing a time schedule for common code development and imp)ementa~n, 3) 
specifying the number of transaction points for which common codes must be created, 4) sending 
the initial set of proprietary codes; 5) assignment of common codes, 6) resoMng discrepancies 
and 7) validating common codes. 

Initial discussions with PI indicate that approximately six months of effort will be required 
to establish and validate the common codes for a large majority of interstate pipeline points. 
Thus, if the gas industry begins the coding effort this winter, one could reasonably expect the 
creation of a common code data base for the major interstate gas pipelines being finished by the 
1994-1 995 winter heating season? 

Once [ne transaction point common codes have been developed for all the jurisdictional 
interstate natural gas pipelines, the Code Assignor will solicit the cooperation of the intrastate gas 
pipelines, local gas utilities, gas gatherers, and gas processors. The development of non- 
jurisdictional transaction point common codes will be strictly voluntary. This voluntary process 
is intended to eventually create a common code for every transaction point within the entire 
national gas grid? 

' Some pipelines have already begun the pro&ss of cross-referencing their proprietary codes 
with the PI GRID Code. 

Petroleum information will create common codes for all non-juriiictional transaction point 
brought to their attention. However, unless the owner/operator Variates" the common code 
record, the Confirmation Flag @e., data element #15 in Table 1.) would indicate that the data 
record had not been validated. Even without the owner/opetator's validation of the record, the 
assignment of a non-validated common code to a transaction point could be useful to parties 
conducting business at that transaction point (e.g., for internal accounting). 



Working Group #5 recommends that within 30 days of the final Commission-Order in 
Docket No. RM93-4-000, in which the Commission endorses this WG5 recornmenciation, all 
pipelines under the jurisdiction of the Commission will provide Petroleum Information Corporation 
with the name of a liaison person to coordinate activities between the pipeline and Petroleum 
Information. WG5 recommends that as many jurisdictional pipeline common codes be created 
and validated for as many transaction points as possible for the 19944 995 winter heatik season. 
Petroleum Information has agreed to issue monthly status reports to tfw gas industry consortium 
identified in the licensing agreement with PI, beginning December 1,1993. 
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V. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

A. lnstltutlonal Responslbilltles Wlth Respect To The Development And 
Dlstrlbutlon Of Transactlon Polnt Common Codes 

1. The Code Assionor 

The Code Assignor will be responsible for following the proCocols diswssed in Section 111 
concerning the procedures for developing, validating, and maintaining the common code data 
base. Moreover, the Code Assignor will be required to provide a one-time copy of the entire 
common code data base structure to any parties requesting the data base. However, the Code 
Assignor will not be responsible to Code Users either for providing periodic updates to the data 
base nor for providing selected records out of the entire data base. In addition to being a Code 
Assignor, the Petroleum Information Corporation has agreed to be a Code Dstributor. 

The Code Assignor will ensure that the set of cross-referenced common codes and 
proprietary gas transaction point codes and associated information, as specified in TaMe 1, 
correctly corresponds to the data that the interconnecting party or ownerloperator of the point 
provided and validated. The Code Assignor will be responsible for expeditiously coneding any 
errors brought to their attention. The Code Assignor, fiowever, will not be required to warrant that 
the information is "correct' as measured against amobjective or other standard. 

The common code dala base will be distributed to any requester. None of the information 
in the cross reference tables is viewed as confidential, so all infomation will be in the puMic 
domain. 

The Code Assignor will provide the entire data base to any requestor at a cost based on 
the personnel time and materials needed to ship the data to the other party. (The Code Assignor 
cost is meant to cover "postage and handling" costs and not to cover any of the cost incurred by 
the Code Assignor in developing the common code data base.) 



At the meeting held on August 23-24, WG5 selected the Petroleum Information Corporation 
as the transaction point common code assignor. Petroleum Infor~ation Corporation's corporate 
headquarters is located at 5333 Westheimer Road, Houston, Texas, 77056. Their telephone 
number is 71 3840-8282. The Petroleum Information Corporation liaison concerning transaction 
point common codes is Mr. Richard M. Tucker. 

Petroleum Information ("PI") was founded in 1928 and employs about 600 people 
worldwide. PI h a s  been assigning PI GRID Codes to gas industry facilities for the last five years. 
Over this period about 100,900 transaction point codes have been assigned. 

2. Code Distributors 

Code User access to the common code data base will be primarily through a common code 
data base distn'butor (except for the one-time provision. of the entire data base to any requestor, 
as discussed earlier).' A Code Distributor would enter into a senrice agreement with a Code 
User which would specify both the frequency of data base updates, the media for transferring the 
data, and any other services provided by the Distributor such as the selective extraction of 
information from the data base pertaining to a particular set of trading partner common codes. 
The cost of providing these services, however, will be based on "value added' and there will be 
no charge for the underlying common code data. 

Code Distributors will ensure that the set of cross-referenced common codes and 
proprietary gas transaction point codes and associated information are distributed timely, 
correctly, and corresponds to the data that the Code Assignor provided and validated. The Code 
Distributors, however, will not be required to warrant that the information is "correct' as measured 
against an objective or other standard. 

' While any gas market participant can provide anyone else with a copy of the common d e  
data base, 'Code Distributor" refers to a party entering into a formal contract with the Code 
Assignor to receive and disseminate the common code data base. 



Several institutions have expressed an interest in becoming Code Distributors, induding: 
1) the American PetroleGm Institute, 2) the National Registry Of Capacity Rights, 3) Dwight‘s 
EnergyData, Inc., 4) Logistic Solutions, Inc., 5) Enemet, and 6) ISSC, Inc. There is no limitation 
as to the number of institutions which can become Code Distributors. 

B. Contractual Arrangements Wlth Respect To Transaction Polnt Common Codea 

Three types of formal contractual anangements are envisioned with respec2 to transaction 
point common codes. These contractual arrangements will have to exkt forthe following parties: 

1. 

between the Code AssIgnor and a group that represents a iaqp segment of 
the gas industry (hereinafter referred to as the ‘%as Indrrstry3, 

between the Code Assignor and Code .Distributors, and 

between a Code Distributor and Code User. 

Contractzal Arranaements &?&sen The Gas lndustrv And ‘The Code Assiqnor 

A contract will be necessary between the Code Assignor and the Gas Industry for the 
following reasons: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

To protect gas industry access to a copyrighted business product of the Code 
Assignor, 

To specify the responsibilities of the Code Assignor, 

To specify the conditions under which the Gas Industry would be entitied to 
replace the Code Assignor, and . 



4. To protect the Code Assignor ffom financial liability'clairns resulting from data base 
errors.' 

Rights and ownership of the common code and i ts  cross-reference to proprietary gas transaction 
point codes (the common code data base) would be retained by the Gas Industry through a 
contract either with a consortium of the major gas trade associations or ultimately-with a gas 
industry standards board ('GISB"). Should the Code Assignor, for any reason, not continue to 
be the sanctioned Code Assignor, the rights to use, update, assign and distribute the common 
code and the common code data base would remain with the Gas Industry. 

Over the long run, WG5 sees a gas industry standards board as the party eventually 
representing the gas industry in the contract between the Code Assignor and the entire gas 
industry. However, given that a GlSB does not currently exist, WG5 has endorsed the concept 
of having one or more of the major natural gas trade associations band together to collectively 
sign a licensing agreement with the Code Assignor. Both the Interstate Natural Gas Association 
Of America and the Natural Gas Supply Association have expressed an interest in becoming 
parties to the PI contract.6 Other gas trade associations will be solicited to see if they also wish 
to be signatories to the contract. 

In the event that a GlSB is not founded, the gas trade associations will continue to be 
signatories to the contract with the present or future Code Assignor. If GlSB is founded, the 
contract with the trade associations will stipulate the circumstances under which the contract 
would be assigned to the GISB. 

2. Contracts Between The Code Assignor And The Code Distributors 
~ 

These contracts are basically service arrangements that will stipulate the terms and 
conditions associated with transferring the common code data base to the Code Distributor. One 

Because the information contained in the data base will be provided by other parties, it was 
deemed inappropriate to hold the Code Assignor financially responsible for any data base errors. 

Both INGAA and NGSA will need to fully review the final contract provisions for legal and 
anti-trust issues before a contract is signed. 



stipulation in the contract will be that the Code Distributor wili riGt be allowe$ to charge for the 
code itself. The Code Distributor, however, will be able to charge for any 'valueadded' services 
they provide to Code Users. 

3. Contracts Between Code Distributors And Code Users - 

As in the prior instance, the contract between a Code Distributor and a Code User will 
constitute a service agreement that stipuIates the terms and conditions of ttre senrices provided 
to a Code User. This contract, for example, could require the Code Ostributor to sort through the 
master common code data base in order to extract only those cOmrnOn codes'required by a Code 
User to conduct gas transactions. The contract would also stipulate the frequency at which a 
Code User's common code data base is updated. 



VI. ADDITIONAL ISSUES 

A. Definltlon of Customer Demand 

Working Group #5 believes that customer demand should determine if and when pipelines 
utilize and support common codes for gas transaction points (PI GRID). The workjng group's 
recommendations included in this report represent a consensus on what is appropriate at this 
point in ti me. However, customer desires may change over time, and Working Group #s has not 
addressed the specifics of how futureihanges in customer demand might affect the future 
implementation of common codes. Nor has the group addressed the issue of what process 
should be followed to determine when common codes would be used to communicate with 
pipelines. 

This issue is a generic one which is common to all the other EBB Working Groups as well. 
Consequently, the issue of what constitutes 'sufficient" customer demand for new pipeline 
services needs to be addressed by all the Working Groups rather than being solely a Working 
Group #5 issue. This generic issue can be delineated into the following questions: A) Who are 
the pipelines' customers?", B) "What level of customer demand is sufficient for an interstate 
pipeline to offer a new service being requested of that pipeline?", and C) "What is the decision 
process for resolving the first two questions?" The Working Groups will continue to address this 
issue in upcoming meetings and will report to the Commission on their progress in resolving this 

issue, in their February 1 1994 reports. 



VII. RECOMMENDATIONS 8 CONCLUSIONS 

The primary consensus recommendations of EBB Working Group t 5  regarding transaction 
point common codes are as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Petroleum Infomation Corporation of Houston, Texas has been selected by WG5 
to be the gas industry's transaction point common code assignor. PI GRID Code 
has also b e n  seleded to be the gas industry's cornnion coding system for 
identifying gas transadion points. 

Common Code Users will contract with PI or other authorized Code Distributors for 
update services for the common code. With the exception of the fees imposed for 
distribution handling and for the provision of other 'value added" services, the 
common code data base will be provided at no cost to code users. 

Gas transaction point owner/operators will provide and validate the proprietary code 
information submitted to the Code Assignor (Le., Petroleum Infomation Cop) which 
is necessary for the creation c! a transaction point cmmorr code data base. 

Gas transaction point owner/operators may continue to use their proprietary codes 
for communicating information on business transactions. 

5. Customer demand will drive further efforts to communicate using common codes 
throughout the natural gas industry. 

6. Working Group #5 recommends that within 30 days of the final Commission Order 
in Docket No. RM93-4-000, in which the Commission endorses these 



recommenbations, all pipelinesunder Commission jurisdiction will provide Petroleum 
Information Corporation with the njme of a liaison person to coordinate a w e s  
between the jurisdictional pipelines and PI. 

Respectfully submitted: 

, . -. - ---.- - __. 4. 

,M S h i r  Y. m a ,  M a r  
interstate Natural Gas Association of America 
555 13th Street, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20004 

1129 20th Street, N.W. 
Suite 300 Suite 300 West 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Telephone: (202) 331-8900 Telephone: (202) 626-3200 

Date: October 12, 1993 



APPENDlX 1 
PI GRID CODE STRUCTURE 

The PI GRID Code uniquely identifies each transactionally significant facility -wellhead to 
burner tip - in the natural gas business. These facilities indude physical fadiib'es such as 
wellheads, interconnects, entry points, gas plants, compressors, exchange poin!s,-points of 
delivery to local distribution companies and end users, storage facilities, etc. These fadlities also 
indude logical (non-physical) ones such as pool points. The pipeline nomination code Bssodated 
with each of these facilities has been identified and cross-referenced to the corresponding PI 
GRID Code. The purpose of this paper is to provide background information regardii the unque 
coding structure of the PI GRID Code and to address legitimate industry concerns regarding 
adoption of the PI GRID Code as the industry common code for referencing facilities. 

The following provides a brief introduction to the PI GRID Code Structure currently used 
for coding natural gas industry facilities. This same structure is also adaptable for use in coding 
crude petroleum upstream facilitiedocations. .Since the PI GRID Code Structure is modeled after 
the API Well Number structure, a comparison of the two is included. Specific examples of d e s  
for each facility type are available from Petroleum Information upon request. 

The code structure entails the use of 16 digits. The use of these digits for a non-well 
facility are defined below. 

I 

PI GRID (NON-WELL FACILITY) CODE 

State 
Code 

42 

County Location 
Code Code 

20 1 A2151 

Facility 
Code 

03 

Sub 
Number 

01 

Detail 
Number 

01 

The first two digits (state code) contain a code for the state or pseudo-state. The API maintains 
a table containing codes for both onshore and offshore United States, Canada and Mexico. 

The next three digits (county code} contain a code for the county or pseudocounty. The API 
maintains a table of onshore county codes (including parish codes for Louisiana and USGS 
quadrangles for Alaska) and pseudo-county codes for offshore waters. 



The next five dig6 (location code) are ranaom but unique for a given surface location within the 
state/county. Therefore, if a gas plant and a compressor exist at a given location, each will share 
the same location code, e.g. A2l51. All non-well facilities employ an alpha character In the first 
digit of the location code, whereas for wells all 5 digits consist of numeric characters. The 
combination of an alpha character with numeric charades for non-we11 facilities is done to ensure 
that their PI GRID Codes are never duplicative of a well's code. As described below, PI GRID 
Codes for wells incorporate the well's API Number. Whereas PI assigns non-weU PI GRID 
Codes, PI does pJ assign API Numbers (and hence the first ten digits of PI GRID Codes for 
wells). - 

The relationship between an API Number for a well and the PI GRID Code for that same 
well is shown below: 

API WELL NUMBER 

State 
Code 

. 42 

State 
Code 

42 

County 
Code 

135 

Unique 
Code 

12345 

Side- 
Track 

01 

PI GRID (WELL CQMPLETION) CODE 

County 
Code 

135 

Unique 
Code 

12345 

Facility 
Code 

77 

Side- 
Track 

01 

Hole 
Change 

00 

Completion 
Code 

01 

The first ten digits are identical. The PI GRID Code includes a 2digit facility code (77) after the 
API Number's Unique Code and before the Side Track. The Side Track is the same in the two 
codes. The PI GRID Code includes in the last 2 digits a Cornpletlon Code, rather than the Hole 
Change Code used in the API Well Number. In fact, both the Completion Code and the Hole 
Change Code are assigned by PI. Officially the API is a 12 digit code. However, due to common 
usage by the industry, many people consider the Hole Change to be part of the API Number. 
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. The eleventh and twelfth digits of a PI GRID code represent the type of faciity (facility code). 
A distinct number has been assigned for each type of facility, e.g. wells, pipelide interconnects, 
gas plants, etc. 

The last four digits of a non-well PI GRID Code are available for distinguishing multiple fadlities 
of a given type (e.g. interconnects) at the same location and/or for representing facility 
components of importance to the industry. The first two of ihese four digits (sub number) are 
Generally used to further d;stingulsh components of certain types of fadlities (for example to 
dlsmguish gas plant inlets from gas plant tailgates). The last two of these four digits (detail 
number) are used for distinguishing multiple facilities of the same type at the same bcation. For 
example, many gas plants have multiple pipeline tailgates, and eadt needs to be coded uniquely. 

For each non-well facility coded, PI provides the following descriptive data items with the PI GRID 
Code: 

State Name Abbreviation 
County Name 
facility Type 
Facility Operator 
Operator's Facility Name 
Meter Number (Operator's Facility Code) 
Connecting Party (if relevant, e.g. for interconnects) 
Additional descriDtive text about the facility (if any) 

For each active gas weil completion coded, PI provides the following descriptive data items 
with the PI GRID Code: 

State Name Abbreviation 
County Name 
Well Name 
Well Number 
Regulatory Code 
Operator Code and Name . 
Field Code and Name 
Reservoir Code and Name 

Table 1 below lists both the natural gas facilities which have already been assigned two-digit 
facility codes and proposed facility codes for the future coding of crude petroleum upstream 
facilities (marked with an asterisk). Note that the facilities marked with double asterisks are 
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common to gas and crude. One of the advantages of the PI GRID Code is that it is able to serve 
the common code needs of the entire petroleum industry, not just those of the natural gas pipeline 
segment of this industry. 

03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
11 
12 
13 
15 
16 
17 
19 
20 
21 
29 
77 
88 
99 

TABLE 1. PI GRID FACILITY CODES 

Interconnect Between Gas Pipellnes 
Interconnect Between Crude Pipelines 
Gas Plant 

Gas Compressor 
Crude Pump Station 
Gas Exchange Point 
Gas Pipeline Entry Point 
Crude Pipeline Lease Entry Point 
Offshore Production Platform 
Gas Storage Facility 
Crude Pipeline Storage Facility 
Gas Pipeline Oeliverjl Facility to Distribution Network 
LNG Terminal 
Crude Import Terminal 
Gas Pipeline Delivery Facility to End User 
Pool Point 
Well 
Stand Alone Gas Measurement Staticn 
Map Point 

Crud0 Refinery 

Facilities related to crude only 
** Facilifies related to crude and gas 



CODE ASSIGKOR AGREEMEW 

clay of , 1993 by and 
between Petroleum Information Corporation, a Delaware corporation (PI), and the Natural 
Gas Supply Association, a Trade Association (KGSA), and the Interstate Natural Gas 
Association of America, a Trade Association (INGAA), the two Trade Assxiations acting 
jointly, and herein after referred to as the "Gas Industry," as temporary surrogates for all 
parties in the natural gas market who may want to electronically communicate with trading 
partners utilizing common codes for natural gas transaction pints. 

THIS AGREEhENT is entered into effective this - 

This Cbde Assignor Ageernent specifically references the 13 GRID Codes Digital File 
Delivery License Agreement (Code Distriiutor Agreement) and incorporates that 
agreement and all appendices to it herein by reference. 

It is contemplated that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (the Commission) that 
issued the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking which was promulgated on July 29, 1993 in 
Docket No. RM93-4-00 -- Standards for Electronic Bulletin Boards Required under Part 
284 of the Commission's Regulations, may wish to join in thjs Agreement. If such is the 
case, PI, NGSA and mGA4 will reacb an understanding with the Commission as to any 
conditions ihat the Cammission places upon its execution hereof and under what 
circumstances the. Commission has determine.d to pravide its execution. 

For good and valuable consideration and in consideration of mutual covenants hereinafter 
set forth, the parties to this Agreement hereby agree: 

1. PI has developed and owns the PI GRIR Comxnon Codebatabase (PI GRID 
Codes) which sewe as identification codes for natural gas fadities, locations and 
points generally referred to as gas transction points ("Gas Transaction Points"). 

Definitions for terms used herein include the following: 2. 

Code Assirnor - means PI who bas been selected by the Gas lndustry to be the one 
Code Assignor. PI will maintain and provide to the Gas Industry a complete 
database listing of all 'hamporter's proprietary codes and the PI GRID Common 
Code and associated records. 

Distributors - mean the multiple distributors who provide to members of the general 
public the PI GRID Codes via various media, without charge for the PI GRID 
Codes themselves, whether on an ad hoc or on a scheduled basis and provide 
options for a fulf database listing or only recent updates. 

- Users - mean Purchasers, Sellers, Operators, Shippers and Transporters as follo~s: 
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3, 

4. 

5.  

6. 

Purchaser is any paq.who desires to purchase gas. This includes, but is not 
limited to, the consumer. A consumer is a categoG of purchaser who omms 
the facilities where natura1 gas is consumed. 

Seller is any party who desires to sell natural gas. This includes, but is not 
limited to, the producer. A producer is a megory of seller who o m s  the 
reserves or the facilities producing natural gas. 

Owrator is the designated party responsible for coordinating the activities 
of multiple parties utilizing a physical facility 1) in which two or more 
owners have an interest or interconnecting facilities or 2) which is the 
interconnection between facilities owned by at least two different entities. 

ShipDer is the party who has contracted with the transporter to move gas 
across the transporter's facilities. 

Institutional Arrangements for this project are set forth in Section V of the "FERC . 
EBB Working Group #5 Final Recommendations Concerning Transaction Point 
Common Codes," a copy of which is set forth in Exhibit A attached to this 
Agreement and incorporated herein by reference. Subsequent changes to Section 
V by the Commission or the Gas Industry from time to time are also to be effective 
and considered a part hereof. 

PI, as Code Assignor, shall provide maintenance of the database so long as PI is a 
party to the Agreement. Required maintenance is set forth in paragraphs 3 and 4 
on pages 20-22 of Section III of the "FERC EBB Working Group #5 Final 
Recommendations Concerning Transaction Point Common Codes," a copy of which 
is set forth in Exhibit B attached to this Agreement'and incorporated herein by 
reference. Subsequent changes to Section III by the Commission or the Gas 
Industry fkoni time to time are also to be effective and considered a part hereof. 

PI hereby grants to the parties to this Agreement, including those parties who with 
the consent of PI (which consent will not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) join 
in this Agrccnient after the effective date as set forth above, the non-exclusive right 
and license to use, reproduce, and distniutc, by sale or othenvise, the PI GRID 
Codes in any format or media of its choosing. Such paities may include the PI 
GRID Codes as part of any database created or yet to be created. The PI GRID 
Codes and associated data are copyrighted by P I  however, the parties hereto shall 
have the right hereunder to use the copyrighted PI GRID Codes or reference data 
in any manner consistent with the purposes of this Agreement: including the basis 
for the development of any database. 

The parties hereto agree that PI shall be the entity selected as Code Assignor 
responsible for assigning the PI GRID Codes and maintaining translation tables 
between the PI GRID Codes and proprietary codes. The PI GRID Codes will be 
made available by PI to all Users at a nominal charge to cover shipping and 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

handling expenses, such handling costs however, not to exceed the cost of data 
media plus $23.00 pet calendar year. The PI GRID Codes can be obtained from 
PI directly or horn a number of Distriiutors who will be allowed to distribute the 
PI GRID Codes and translation tables at a nominal charge also. PI agrees to 
distribute the PI GRID Codes and associated descriptions for all Gas Ind- Gas 
Transaction Points available to PI plus associated translation tables, prqrietary 
codes, and fields of information contained in Appendix A (as such Appendix A is 
modified by the Commission OT the Gaslndustry h n  time to time) CcOmmon 
Code Databasew) to all W e  Distn'butors in a fair and non-discriminatory manner. 
PI further agrees to distribute the same in a timely manner, well in ativance of the 
date(s) a code goes into effect, and well in advance of the dates a code will be 
required for a gas industry transaction of a User. PI fuaqher agrees it will make the 
Common Code Database available to all Distriiutors at the same time so as not to 
favor any Distriiutor(s) wcr any other Distributor(s). AU Distriiutors will receive 
the Common Code Database as early as possible, but in any cas, befort the 
Common Code Database is released by PI to Users. The above clause refers to the 
initial, ongoing, corrected and modified Common Code Database@. In 
consideration of the above, Distn'butors agree to pay PI a $250.00 fee per year. 

PI AYD EACH PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT MAKE NO W A R W W N  OR 
REPRESENTATION, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLED, WITH RESPECT TO 
THE PI GRID CODES, XNCLUDING THEIR QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, 
MERCHAWABILITY OR FIThTEsS FOR A PARTTCUILAR PURPOSE. 
NEITHER PI NOR ANY PARTY HERETO WARRANT THAT THE PI GRID 

MAhNER. ALL SUCH WARRANTIES ARE EXPRESSLY fiND 
SPECIFIC.4LLY DISCLAMED. 

CODES WILL BE FURNISHED OR WILL OPERATE IN AN ERROR-FREE 

IN NO EVENT AqD UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL.PI OR ANY 
PARTY HERETO BE LIABLE FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, 
INCIDENTAL, PUN'TIVE, EXEMPLWY OR C O h S E Q U E - ! '  DAhWGES 
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INA,I3ILlTY TO USE THE PI GRID CODES, 
even if advised of the possibility of such damages. Specifically, PI and all parties 
hereto are not responsible for any costs, including but not limited to, those bcurred 
as a result of lost profits or revenue, loss of use of the computer program, loss of 
data, the cast of recovering such programs or data, the cost of any substitute 
program, claims by third parties, or any similar costs. 

The initial term of this Agreement kthree (3) years from the date of execution. 
The Agreement will renew automatically for successive one (1) year terms if not 
otherwise terminated as provided herein. PI and/or any of the other parties hereto 
may terminate this Agreement without cause at the end of any one (1) year tern by 
furnishing 30 days prior writte.n notice to PI or all the other parties. 

10. The parties agree that PI shall endeavor to provide an accurate Common Code 
Database in the hitial assignment, as well as ongoing. corrected, and modified 



11. 

Coniinon Code Database(s). No warranties behig offered by PJ, the parties agree 
that PI shall be bound by the follokng performance standards: 

1) PI shall respond and correct errors on a 24 hour or less turn-around time 
basis. The 24 hour turn-around time period shall commence at 8:OO a.m. 
(Houston, TX local time) of the business day next following the day such 
error(s) are brought to PI'S attention, and: 

2) PI shall have a cumuIative error rate of less than 2% for the total of all 
records per caIendar year. 

The above clause refers to the initial, ongoing, wrrcctcd and modified Common 
Code Databas+). A breach of any performance standard shall be grounds for 
immediate termination of this Agreement. Repeated breaches of performance 
standards will act as an automatic ternination of this Agreement 

Common Codes requested by third parties which are not validated as Gas 
Transaction Points by the owner/operator of the facility to which the requested code 
corresponds will bc charged by the M e  Assignor according to the f o l l d g  fee 
schedulc for assignment of such non-validated points; 

If supplied on disk, $75.00 (seventy-five dollars) flat fee plus $0.10 (ten 
cents) per code; or, 

if supplied by facsimile or other "hardcopy" media, a total fee of $10.00 (ten 
dollars) per code. 

A Gas Transaction Point shall b e  deemed non validated (and the charge set forth 
above shatl become due) if, after. 90 day; of the date of PI'S assignment and 
distriiution of such Common Code Gas,Transaction Point along with the Common 
Code Database, such point or points have not been verified by the subject mger or 
operator. 

12. A written and digital copy of any validated Common Code Database (as validated 
per Section III(C) of the "FERC EBB Working Group #5 FinaI Recommendations 
Concerning Transaction Point Common Codes," a copy of which is set forth in 
Exhibit C attached to this Agreement and incorporated herein by reference) shall 
be delivered to the Gas Industry for safekeeping. Subsequent changes to Section 
III by the Commission or the Gas Industry f i ~ m  time to time are also to be effective 
and considered a part hereof. 



13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

Notice pro\Gions of this Agreement shall be provided to the following paitis: 

If to PI: Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 
Contact Address: 
Contact Telephone: 
Contact Facsimile: 

If to the Gas 
Industq: Contact Xame: 

Contact Address: 
Contact Address: 
Contact Telephone: 
Contact Facshile: 

If this Agreement is terminated for any reason, d e s  that have. been assigned, 
permanently retired or which reside in a historical database along with all other. 
codes assigned using the PI GRID Common Code methodology and the right to 
assign future codes to .Gas Transaction Points by means of the same methodology 
used by PI, shall r ewt  to and become the property of the Gas Industry. ' 

PI shall not assign or subcontract it rights and responsibilities herein. 

Nothing herein shall be construed to place the parties in a relationship of partners 
or joint venturers or agent of the other, and no party shall have power to obligate 
or bind the other in any manner whatsoever. 

The parties hereto agree to cooperate ping commercially reasonable efforts to 
accomplish TERC EBB U'o~king Group #5 Final Recommendations Concerning 
Transaction Point Common Codes." 
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IN WXTNESS WHEREOF, the parties ficreto have signed and cause this Agrccnrent 
to t c  cxccutcd on thc datcs stated bclow to bc effcctivc QTI the datc first stated above. 

Natural Gas Supply Association 

By: - 

Dy: . 
Namc: 

.- 



Tnc following partics havc clcctcd to join hi this Agrccmcnt and iiavc ohtaincd 
lIic conscat of PI, NGSA and INGAA: 

Consent Fcdcral Encrgy Ruguiatory 
I ~ 1 t l . l ~  Cornnaissi o n 

Caarcnt 
Inftlafr 

_I_ rn Tirlc: 

7liis , d3y of ,1993. Tlris ___ clay of 1993. 

Consent 
l n l t l a l r  

- 
1'1 By: - 

1'1 By: . 

Tnis ,day of.  , 1393. Titis day of , 1993. 

Consent 
Inl11rlr 

Consent 
I n  I t  la  Ir 

niis day of, , 1993. This day of * 1993. 



CODE'DIS'fRI&JTOR AGREEhlEhi 

LICENSE AGREEMEhT . PI GRID CODES: DIGITAL FILE DELIVERY 

This Code Distributor Agree.ment (the "Agreement") is entered into this 

(,'PItt) and 
( l'Cu s t omer"). 

day of 
1993 by and between Petroleum Information Corporation, a Delaware corporation 

This License Agreement sptc~cally references the Code Assignor Agreement and 
incorporates that agreement and its appendices herein by reference. Any terms not defined 
in this Code Distributor Agreement shall be construed as defined in the Code Assignor 
Agreement. 

PI agrees to provide Customer on a non-exclusive basis, the PI G D  Codes and associated 
data as descri%ed bcIow for a twelve month tern ("Annual Term") commencing 

1993 ("Commencement Date") with subsequent annual terms thereafter 
at the request of Customer. Three months prior to the end of each annual term, PI will 
no* Customer of the fee to be effective the next annual knn, such fee however, not to 
exceed.the cost of media plus $25.00 per year ("Delivery Fee"). Customer will have until 
one month prior to the end of each annuai term to notify PI of its intent to discontinue 
service as of the end of that annual term. If Customer fails to noti@ PI, Customer will 
automatically renew service for a subsequent additional annual term. The delivery fee mill 
be invoiced at the beginning of the initial term and each subsequent annual term thereafter. 
The DeIivexy Fee shall be due upon Customer's receipt of invoice from PI.' 

PI will deliver on no less than a monthly basis, and if on a monthly basis, on the 15'th of 
each month an ASCII flat file of the PI GRID Codes and associated descriptions (a 
"Delivery") for Gas Industry G a s  Transaction Points and all translation tables and 
information set forth in Appendix A as same may be modified from time to time by the 
Gas Industry (the "Cammon Code Database"): The internal format of the ASCII file 
supplied will be standardized and this format will not change from Delivery to Delivery. 
Code Distributor will be able to be utilize this file for spreadsheet and database software 
products and sefvices. Code Distributor is authorized to re-distxiiute all or part of the 
Common Code Database to its customexs provided that the W e  Distniutor does not 
charge for the PI GRID Codes or the use of the Codes. Code Distributor may charge for 
value added products or services employing, operating on or otherwise utilizing the 
Common Code Database. - .  

PI agrees to distribute the Common Code Database to all Code Distn'butors in a fair and 
non-discriminatory manner. PI further agrees to distribute the same in a timely manner, 
well in advance of the date a code goes into effect, and well in advance of the dates a code 
will be required for a gas industy transaction of a USER. PI further agrees it will make 
the Common Code Database availabIe to all Distributors at the Same time so as not to 
favor any Distributor(s) over any other Distributor(s). All Distributors will receive the 



Common Code Database as early as possible, but in any Case, before *'e Common Code 
Database is released by PI to USERS. The above clause refers to the initial, ongoing, 
corrected and modified Common Code Databasc(s). In consideration of the above code, 
Distributors agree to pay PI a $250.00 fee per year. 

The PI GRID Codes and associated data are copyrighted by PI; however, the parties hereto 
shall have the right hereunder to use the copyrighted PI GRID Codes or reference data 
in any way it sees fit from the date of this Agreement and foreverthereafter, including any 
use for resale or the development of any database or other services, PI does not make any 
warranties as to its accuracy and other than otherwise set forth in the Code Assignor 
Agreement and as between the parties hereto, PI will not be beld liable in any way for any 
problems that may arisc from the use of this Common Code Database. 

The parties agree that PI shall endeavor to provide an accurate Common Code Database 
in the initial assignment, as well as ongoing, corrected, and modified Cammon Code 
Database@). No warranties being offered by PI, the parties agree that PI shaU be bound 
by the foIlowing performance standards: 

1) PI shall respond and correct errors on a 24 hour or less turn-around time basis. 
Tbe 24 hour turn-around time period shall commence at 8:OO a.m. (Houston, TX 
local time) of the business day next follckviq the day such error(s) are brought to 
PI'S attention, and, 

2) PI shall have a cumulative error rate of less than 2% for thc total of all records 
per calendar year. 

The above clause refers to the initial, ongoing, corrected and modified Common Code 
Database(+ A breach of any pe-rformance standard shalt be grounds for immediate 
termination of this Agreement. Repeated breaches of performance standards will act as 
an automatic termination of this Agreement. I 

Any notice required in this Agreement shaU be provided to the following parties: 

If to PI: 

If to Customer: 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 
Contact Address: 
Contact Telephone: 
Contact Facsimile.: 

Contact Name: 
Contact Address: 
Contact Address: 
Contact Telephone: 
Contact Facsimile: 
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. .  

Recipient's Name and Mailing Address: - 

Digital Media (choose one) 

3.5" diskette (1.4 megabyte) - 5.3"  flopw disk (1.2 megabyte) - 

Distribution Fee (This fee covers PI'S cost of delivery and 
does not include any charge for d e s  or data) 

$250 per year 

IN W M S S  WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to be. signed by their 
duly authorized representatives. 

PETROLE~ORhtATICE0FWORATION 
(Customer) 

By: By: 
Kame: 
Title: 

Name: 
Title: 
Date: Date: 



Agreement 

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into effective this day of a 1993, by and 
between Petroleum Infonnation Corporation, a Delaware corporation (PI), and the 
Natural Gas Supply Association, a Trade Association (NGSA), and the Interstate 
Natural Gas Association of America, a Trade Association (INGAA), the two Trade 
Associations acting jointly as temporary surrogates for a11 parties in the natural gas 
market who may want to dectrodcally communicate with trading partners utilizing 
common codes for natural gas transaction points. 

It is contemplated that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (the Commission) 
that issued Notice of Proposed Rulemaking which was promulgated on July 29,1993 in 
Docket No. RM93-4400 -- Standards for Electronic Bulletin Boards Required under 
Part 284 of the Commission’s Regulations, may wish to join in this Agreement. I€ Such 
is the case, PI, NGSA and INGAA will reach an understanding with the Commission as 

* to any conditions that the Commission places upon its execution hereof and under what 
circumstances the Commission has determined to provide its execution. 

For good and valuable consideration and in consideration of the mutual covenants 
hereinafter set forth, the parties to this Agreement hereby ag~w: 

1.  PI has developed and owns the PI GRIDm Common Co& Database (PI GRID 
Codes) which contains identification codes and associated descriptive matter for 
natural gas facilities and lyations and will allow the use thereof subject to the 
terms and conditions set forth herein. 

Definitions for terms used herein incldde the following: 
5 

2. 
Code AS&.RQX - means PI who has been selected by WG5 (as defined below) to 

be the one Code Assignor. PI will maintain and provide to the gas 
industry a complete database listing of all ?kansporters’ proprietary 
codes and the cross-referenced PI GRID Common Codes. 

. .  - mean the multiple distributors who provide to the gas industry the 
PI GRID Codes via various media, without charge, whether on an 
adhoc or on a scheduled basis and provide options for a fuIl 
database listing or only recent updates. 



Draft 
. Users - mean PurChaSeFS, Sellers, Operators, Shippers and .Transporters .as 

follows: 
Pur- is any party who desires to purchase gas. This includes, 

but is not limited to, the consumer. The consumer is a 
category of purchaser who owns the facilities where 
natural gas is consumed. 

Selfer is any party who has desires to sell natural gas. This includes, 
but is not limited to, the producer, who owns the 
restms or is the owner of facilities producing natural 
gas. 

. 

is the designated party responsible for coordinating the 
activities of multiple parties utilizing a physical facility 
1) in which two or more oviners have an interest or 
interconnecting facilities or 2) which is the 
interconnection between facilities owned by at least two 
different en ti ties. 

Shibbet is the party who has contracted with the transporter to move 

Tr- is the party who owns the facilities used to transport 

AIthough PI is familiar with the terms and conditions of FERC EBB Working 
Group #5 (WGS) Final Recommen’dations Concerning Transaction Point 
Common Codes dated October 12, 1993 (the Document), a copy of which is set 
forth in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated by reference, PI is not a 
party to the Document and therefore not bound to the terms thereof. However, 
PI has made an offer to be the Code Assignor as defined in the Document 
provided that PI shall make no warranty and shall have no liability with respect . 
to its actions or inactions, enors or omissions, if my, while performing the tasks 
required of the Code Assignor. 

gas across the transporter’s facilities. 

- natural gas, 

3. 

.. 

4. PI hereby grants to the parties to this Agreement, including those parties who 
with the consent of PI and NGSA and INGSA join in this Agreement after the 
effective date as set forth above, the non-exclusive right and license to use, 
reproduce and distribute, by sale or otherwise, the PI GRID Codes in any format 



Draft 

5.  

6. 

7. 

8, 

or media of its choosing. Such parties may include ahe PI GRID Codes as part of 
any database created or yet to be'created. The PI GRID Codes and associated 
data are copyrighted by PI; however, the parties hereto shall have the right 
hereunder to use thc copyrighted PI GRID Codes ~t reference data in any 
manner consistent with the purposes of this Agreement, including the basis for 
the development of any database. 

The parties hereto agree that PI shall be the entity selected as Code Assignor 
responsible for assigning the PI GRID Codes and maintaining translation tables 
between the PI GRJD Codes and proprietary cade~, The PIGRID Codes and 
translation tables will be made available by PI to all Users at a nominal charge to 
cover shipping and handling expenses. The PI GRID Codes can be obtained fKIm 
PI directly or from a number of Distributors who will be dowcd to distribute 
the PI GRID Codes and translation tables at a nominal charge also. See Exhibit B 
attached hereto for a Fee Schedule adopted by PI for its use as Code Assignor. 

If PI resigns or is removed as the Code Assignor, the name "PI GRID Codes" 
shall no longer be available for use by its successor; however, codes previously 
assigned shall continue to be valid and can continue to bc used as assigned. 

PI AND EACH PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT MAKE NO WARRANTY OR 
REPRESENTATION, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO 
THE PI GRID CODES, INCLUDING THEIR QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
NEITHER PI NOR ANY PARTY HERETO WARRANT THAT THE PI GRID 
CODES WILL BE FURNISHED OR h L L  OPERATE IN AN ERROR-FREE 

SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMED. 

IN NO EVENT AND UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL PI OR ANY 
PARTY HERETO BE LIABLE FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, 
INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, , EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PI 
GRID CODES, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. Specifically, 
PI and all parties hereto are. not responsible for any costs, including but not 
limited to, those incurred as a result of lost profits or revenue, loss of use of the 
computer program, loss of data, the cost of recovering such programs or data, 

MANNER. ALL SUCH WARRANTIES ARE EXPRESSLY AND 



Draft 

9. 

10. 

11, 

12. 

the cost of ' h y  substitute program, claims bytQird parties, or for any similar 
Costs. 

The initial term of this Agreement is three 
Agreement will renew automatically for 
otherwise terminated as provided herein, 

(3) years from date of execution. The 
successive one (1) year terms if not 
PI and/or all the other parties hereto 

may terminate the Agreement at the end of any one (1) year term by furnishing 
30 days prior written notice to PI or all the other parties. 

PI shall not assign or subcontract its rights and responsibilities hutin. 

Nothing herein shall be construed to place the parties in a relationship of partners 
or joint venturers or agent of the other, and no party shall have power to obligate 
or bind the other in any manner whatsoever. 

The parties hereto agree to cooperate in every reasonable way to accomplish 
TERC EBB Working Group #5 Final Recommendations Concerning Transaction 
Point Common Codes". 

IN 'WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have signed and cause this 
- 

Agreement to be executed on the dates stated below to be effective on the date first 
statedabove. . 

Natural Gas SuppIy Association 

By: 
?%ilm: 

Title: 

ms - day of 19- 

Interstate Natural Gas 
Association of America 

T N s  - day of ; 13-' 

Petroleum Information Corporation 

Name: 
Title: 
This - day of * 19- 



Draft 
The following.phes have elected to join in this Agkn.enJ  and have obtained . 

the consent of PI, NGSA and INGAA: - 

a1 -ry CQIU&&I 
Conreat CoBrcnt 
In 1ti.h raitirir 

PI PI 
.13LI Name: ,-, Name: 
NOSA NGSA 

SNGAA INGM 

By: - BY: 

Title: Title: 
Thls - day of 1993 -- day of ,1993 

Name: Name: 
Title: Title: 

This day of 1993 This; day of * 1993 

NGSA NGSA 

DWM mGM 

Coorent Conrent 
Xnltlalr In! tiR11 - By: - By: 

PI PI 

NGSA NQSA 
.-, Name: - Name: 

Title: 

This day of 1993 
INGAA 

Title: 

This dayof * 1993 
INOAA 

Conrent Coarcnl . 
- BY: - By: Inltirlo In i t  lalr 

PI PI 

NGSA NGSA - Title: TitIe: m w  I N G M  

Nnme: Name: 

This day of ,1993 . This day of -9 1993 



EXHIBIT 8 

1. PI GRID Code Update Fee6 for Olstttbutora and Users 

A. Full Flle Replacements 
1. Dlskettea (dkpatched by regular mall) 

I. Monthly @re=bld week) $480 per year ($40 per update) 
. b. Weekly $2,080 pet year ($40 per upd~te) 

c. 8lngb Request 18t t h e  no charge, 

2. Electronlc BBS download' $25 per downfwd' 

1. 

thereafter, $80 per mqwd 

8. Tt8n88CtloMl Upd8tOU 
Dlskette (dlopatchod by regular mall) 
a. Monthly $720 per year(B0 per update) 
b, Weekly $3,120 per yeer ($80 per update) 

a. Monthly 
b. Weekly 
c. Dally 

2. Electtmnlc Bf39 download' 
$450 per  yeer (SS7.50 per download) 
$1,690 per year ($32,60 pet download) 
$6,275 per year ($26 per download) 

' Them fees to be pald In advance 

* Customer to  pay for phone calls to access Pl'r BES 

II. PI QRlD Code Aaslgnment Fee for lnvalld Gas Trensactlon Polnto 
If 8omeone other than 811 OWner/OpOtatOr reguests a code for a f8cIllty (e.& a contractual 
exchange poInt not lnvolvlng the owner/0perator) that I8 ~Jected by the faclllty's 
owner/operatot a8 an lnvelld ga8 ttan88ctbn polnt, PI m 8 0 ~ e 8  the rlght to charge the 
requester a fee payabie In advance for the asslgnrnent of a PI GRID Code a8 thls facility WIII 
not be of general Interest to the gas Industry. Pl'a fee8 far the asslgnmerrt of 8 PI QRID Code 
t o  an Invalld g a s  transaction polnt will be a8 fallow8: 

Dlgltal Code Assignment 
(requestor urbrnlts data on diskette) 

Hardcopy Code hslgnrnent. 
(requestor WbmltB data via hardcopy) 

S 10.00 per code 

Fee0 wt forth above may be changed by PI from tlme to tlme Mth 80 daya writton notice from PI to 
sll the part106 to thl8 agreement. 

PROVISO that PI wlll undertake a complete review of all fee8 accrued punuant to thls schedule alx 
months after the Schedule hss been placed Into effect, If In fact the result8 lndkete that the fees 
accrued exceed PI'S expenw to provlde the update servlCe8, then PI wlll reduce tts fees and tjerve 
notice to that effect to  all user8 and dlstrlbutors. 
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